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Rail Rollover—The State of the Art

By ALLAN M. ZAREMBSKI
Senior Research Engineer

Technical Center

Association of American Railroads

ABSTRACT

This report presents a survey and description of work performed in tlie area

of rail overturning. It includes analytical work, as well as test results, both field

and laboratory. Comparisons between different tests and their results are made.

The various causes and related phenomena are discussed, together with suggested

techniques for dealing with this problem.
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INTRODUCTION

The maintenance of the track structure is an area of great concern throughout

the railroad industry. Recent data have shown track-related problems make up the

greatest percentage of accident causes (35).*

According to a former chief engineer of the Canadian National Railw a\ s ( 17

)

the interface between the rail and the tie represents the weakest point in conven-

tional track structure. Likewise, accident analysis has shown that problems connected

with mainline gage widening, ties, and tie plates consistently rank among the top

ten categories of track-related accident causes (35). It thus becomes evident that

the problem of holding gage and preventing rail overturning is one of serious

magnitude.

The problem of gage widening and rail overturning consists of many inter-

acting causes. Rail roll contributes to the gage-widening problem even in the case

where the rail does not overturn. However, much confusion has come about due
to interchangeable use of temiinology. This leads to a necessary definition of temis.

In the following text:

"Gage Widening" represents any increase in the standard track gage of 4 ft 8J2

in., measured % in. below the top of the rail head. Wider gages are permitted for

curves.

"Rail Roll" is defined as any rotation of a rail section from the "original"

vertical axis of the rail, or any lateral deflection of the rail head with respect to

the rail base.

"Rail Overturning or Rollover" is defined to occur when the rail section actually

turns over onto its side.

"Rail Translation" is defined as any lateral displacement of the base of the rail

relative to the tie.

Thus, according to the above definition, rail overturning is a limiting case of
rail roll. Furtliermore, it can be seen that gage widening may consist of combinations
of rail roll together witli rail translation.

* Numbers in parentheses indicate References at end of paper.

1
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Rail roll appears to be due to several distinct causes such as rail twisting, rail

rigid body rotation, and in the case of large axial forces, even local buckling of tlie

rail (as opposed to gross track buckling which is an alignment, not a gage-widening

problem). Furthermore, rail roll is a cumulative result, whereby initial rail twist

gives a greater eccentricity to vertical wheel loads, which when combined with high

lateral or combination of high lateral and longitudinal loads, result in spike pullout,

tie crushing, rail head bending, and ultimately rail overturning.

It is tlie purpose of the following sections to present a survey of the analytical,

experimental, and field investigations performed in the area of rail roll, in order to

establish the state of the art in this problem area. Readers desiring more specific

details are referred to the referenced papers.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The historical evolution of the railroad track is well documented (20). During

tlie 19th Century, the cross-tie track gradually came into its own, and with the

constantly increasing wheel loads and train speeds the problem of lateral and vertical

movement of the rail relative to the tie became important.

In 1875, E. Winkler (46) presented test data on the resistance of spikes, of

various shapes and patterns, to pullout. He then postulated a relationship between

the pullout force P and the surface area of the spike embedded in the tie, f, as:

P = A- f

where A is an experimentally determined constant (for oak, A = 50 kg/cm").

Winkler also presented results of gage-widening tests conducted on loaded and

unloaded track for various spike and plate configurations by M. M. Weber in the

mid 19th Century. The displacement measurements, however, were restricted to

the gage widening at the rail head.

In 1899, A. Wasiutynski (45) pointed out tliat the lateral deflection of the rail

head is due to two independent causes: rail rotation and rail translation. Wasiutynski

stated that rail rotation is due to crushing of the tie along tlie field edge of the tie

plate, which results in rigid body rotation of the rail. Lateral displacements at the

rail head, of up to 1.5 mm (0.06 in.) were attributed to this rotation.

The equation

["] _ (1+6 (a [+] h/20) )

was presented for the determination of the maximum tie plate crushing ( S', 5"

)

due to a vertical wheel load applied to the field [gage] side of the rail head. 5 repre-

sents the crushing of the tie due to a uniformly distributed tie plate pressure, b is

the width of the tie plate (with 1:20 cant), h is the rail height and a is the distance

between the center of the rail and the point of loading. Observations were made

on the Warsaw-Vienna Railroad in 1894. Using a location where the rail head

wear pattern was well established, so that the load application point on the rail

head could be accurately deduced, rotation and lateral rail head displacement

measurements were found to be in general agreement with values calculated from

the above equations.

The awareness by early railroad engineers of the rail roll problem is confirmed

by the Knee Brace, shown in Fig. 1, which, according to an 1886 U.S. track manual

(31) should be used for very sharp curves and "all rails which have to resist a
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Cuba Rail Fastener

FIGURE 2

strong side thrust." Another device was the Cuba Rail Fastener sho^^'n in Fig. 2

which, according to A. Birk (8), makes any spreading of the gage and canting of

the rail (rotation) impossible.

Another early investigation of gage widening and rail roll was conducted by

G. Cuenot (12) on the Paris, Lyons and Mediterranean Railroad at the turn of the

century. From field observations, Cuenot noted that on tangent track, the rails tended

to deform inward, while on curved track they tended to deform outward. This he

attributed to the corresponding differences in the loads applied by tlie \ehicle to the

rail head and to a corresponding bending of tlie wood cross ties. Tie plate crushing

was also observed. Tests were conducted for spike pullout, using the extrahometer

(Fig. 3) and for rail roll, using the declimeter (Fig. 4a). The results are presented

in Reference 12. It was found that doubling the number of gage side fasteners (to

two spikes) resulted in a doubling of the corresponding rail rollover resistance.

Additionally, using a tie plate with a reinforced shoulder (Fig. 4b), so tliat the

screw spike (which was the fastener used in these tests) rested completely on the

shoulder, resulted in a 20% increase in roll resistance. This was because, witli tlie

non-reinforced shoulder the screw head was only partially supported and thus had
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-The Extrahomotre, Vertical Section and Front View.

F I CURE 3

a tendency to overturn in the empty space (Fig. 4b) while with the reinforced

shoulder supporting the head, this tendency is reduced.

In 1909, E. E. Stetson in an AREA Report (38) presented the concept of an

L/\' ratio where L is the lateral force and V is the vertical force applied to the rail

head. Assuming that the forces are applied as shown in Fig. 5, this concept defines

an unstable condition as existing when the (vector) resultant of the lateral and

vertical forces falls outside the edge at the rail base. The effect of the rail fasteners

and of tfie rail segment lengths are neglected; however, the effect of the rail cant

is included. (The actual purpose of the rail cant, however, is to maintain an im-

pro\'ed contact between the wheel tread and the rail head.) As a result of this

unstable condition, the question of what prexents the rail from overturning is brought

up. Stetson then points out that the long lengths of rail, rigidly connected, and

held down by track fasteners along their entire length, together with the vertical

loads applied by the train away from the unstable point, are more than sufficient

to hold the rail in place. In fact. Stetson states that in order to overturn a rail, it is

necessary to fracture the rail in two places and pull out all the spikes on the inner

side of the rail between the fractures. Consequently, though he does raise the ques-
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Ratio for resultant rail force to pass through the edge of the rail base.
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tion of tlie instabilit\- of tlie rail subject to certain L/V ratios, he then proceeds

to discount the possibilit>- of rail oxerturning.

In 1918, the Talbot committee of the AREA examined various aspects of track-

loading and response. Early tests on the Illinois Central Railroad indicated tliat

outward bending of the rail was obser\'ed ( 39 ) . However, the observations were not

pursued in these tests. Subsequent tests were carried out on the Lehigh Valley

Railroad and others, where the track was loaded by a locomotive and cars travelling

at 5 and 40 mph (40). Measurements of tlie rail tilting (rail roll), lateral rail head

deflections, and rail bending stresses were recorded ( Fig. 6 ) . Examination of tangent

track, both canted (1:20) and vertical, showed a marked increase in average lateral

bending stresses for the \ertical rail, but litde e\idence of any significant effect on

gage widening. It was noted that the tilting of the rail resulted in lateral deflections

at the rail head of up to 0.06 in. ( 1.5 mm). This was attributed to a larger bearing

pressure on one edge of the tie plate than on tlie other. The use of an unsymmetrical

tie plate, having a larger projection on the outside of the rail, was recommended

as a corrective measure. Most modern tie plate designs incorporate this feature.

Subsequent investigation into the problem of wear underneath the rail seat, and

rail roll, led to the dexelopment, by several European railroads, of the hooked or

brimmed tie plate (Fig. 7a). This plate, which was described by K. Brauning in

1920 (10) and by A. Bloss in 1927 (9), utilizes the fact that the moment arm,

through which the rail fasteners react against lateral or eccentric \ertical wheel

load, is significantly increased through tlie use of a hook or brim on tlie plate which

restrains the rail base on the gage side, and a separate tie plate-tie fastener.

The distribution of pressure underneath an eccentric vertical load (Fig. 7a)

was given by Brauning as:

X _ I + 6e

y I — 6e

where x, y are the end pressures beneath the tie plate, ' is the tie plate width, and

e is the distance between the plate center and the point of loading. Thus, as the

plate width increases, the pressure ratio decreases, pro\'iding for a more even dis-

tribution of pressure beneath the rail seat and decreasing the lunount of rail roll.

In tests using two short pieces of rail fastened to a tie, Bloss notes Uiat a lateral

force of 14,300 lb (6,500 kg) was required to fail a hooked tie plate arrangement,
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while a force of only 7,700 lb (3,500 kg) was needed to fail a clamp-fastener type

arrangement (Fig. 7b). Even greater security is provided, according to Bloss, if

lateral play is eliminated from the system by means of a wedge inserted between

the hook of the plate and the rail base (Fig. 7c). It is noted that by using tliis

hooked plate arrangement, it is sufficient to use cut spike fasteners on the field

side of the rail (Fig. 7d). However, Bloss suggests that it may be desirable to

separate the rail—tie plate (gage) fasteners and the tie plate—tie (hold down)
fasteners altogether, which allows a maintenance crew to remove a rail section

without disturbing the tie plates and ties. It is interesting to observe that this feature

is present in most of the elastic fastener systems presently being used.

FIELD TESTS

Following these early investigations of rail roll, this prolilem merged into and

became subordinate to the larger problem of gage widening. Field tests and investi-

gations were carried out in the United States by the Association of American Rail-

roads (AAR), in 1951 (5), 1966 (2, 3), and 1975 (1, 44); in France by the

French National Railways (SNCF) in 1955 (36); and in Canada by CN Railways

in 1972 (25, 34) and CP Rail in 1972 (29, 30). These tests, though aimed pri-

marily at the gage-widening problem, did observe rail roll. A summary of these

tests is presented in Appendix A.

In the 1975 AAR Track—Train Dynamics investigation of wide gage (44),

the measured data were presented as probability histograms and cumulative prob-

ability distribution curves. Additional data on speed dependence and dynamic gage

were also presented. It was noted that dynamic rail roll occurred but that no

permanent deformation of the track was observed. A similar observation was
made on the SNCF test (36), where elastic track fasteners were used. Tests con-

ducted by the Japanese National Railways (JNR) (32) showed that track deforma-

tion caused by dynamic lateral load was not as severe as that caused by the

identical static load. Consequently, it would appear that dynamic rail roll is not

the most severe condition.

Rail roll was also observed during the winter tests conducted by the AAR
(44) and by the CN (34). The fact that the winter conditions produced more

significant rail roll and gage widening was attributed to larger lateral loads during

the winter because of frozen roadbed conditions.

Static gage-widening tests were conducted by the CN in 1972 (25). Using a

50-ton hydraulic cylinder mounted in a special cradle to apply the lateral loads at

the rail head, and using freight cars at various gross weight conditions to intro-

duce vertical loads, the lateral deflection of the rail head was recorded for five

dissimilar test sections of tangent track. During the course of these tests, it was
observed that lateral loading at the gage face caused the rail head to move out

more rapidly than the base, forcing the rail to twist. As it twisted and rotated

about the outer edge of the rail base, spike pullout occurred at the inner edge.

This pullout, it was noted, was continuous in some cases, and in others occurred

as a series of "stick-slip" cycles. Crushing of the tie on the field edge of the plate

was also observed. However, there was no permanent track damage other than tlie

spike pullout and local tie crushing. After plugging the holes in the tie and re-

spiking to gage, the rail was straight. This indicates that any bending that occurred

in the rail was elastic, an observation that is supported by the other field tests

as well.
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FIGURE 8

In tests conducted In- the Electro-Motive Division of General Motors Corpora-

tion in 1971 (22), large lateral loadings around curves, which resulted in gage-

widening and rail-rollover problems, were measured. In these tests when L/V ^
0.5*, the resultant load falls outside the rail base, thus making the basic rail un-

stable and restrained by the fasteners and vertical loads of adjacent wheels. A CP
Rail report (29, 30) indicated that this condition occurred with L/V ^ 0.68 for

115-lb RE and 132-lb RE rail. The remedy suggested by this report was to reduce

lateral loading on the track by improving train-handling techniques. This approach,

which is suggested by several of these field test reports, would keep the L/V
ratio below a critical value necessary for rail rollover.

The other attitude is that of improving the track structure to increase its

lateral and torsional resistance. This approach was taken by the Louisville & Nash-
ville Railroad after it had experienced gage-widening and rail rollover problems

around curves (13, 24). By installing compression clip anchors on the gage side

of the rails, rail overturning was pre\ented. Use of washer-head screw spikes,

where the under side of the washer head is tapered to conform to the slope of

the rail base, was also mentioned (13, 24) as a possible remedy to the rail o\er-

tuming problems. The use of elastic compression clips corresponds to the results

of the SNCF tests (36) which showed that elastic fasteners permitted considerable

elastic movement of the head of the rail. Thus, the tests show that use of elastic

fasteners would reduce the occurrence of spike pullout on the gage side of the rail

and consequently rail rollover. Newly designed Japanese National Railways fasten-

ers shown in Fig. 8 provide for both vertical and lateral elasticity, so that several

" L/V values of approximately 0.5 to 0.33 were given as the values representative of rail

commonly used in the United States.
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causes of permanent gage widening are eliminated (28). These fasteners are

presently being used on the JNR high-speed lines.

In all cases mentioned here the effect of axial forces in the rail, whether due

to temperature change (20) or vehicle braking (7), was not directly taken into

consideration and consequently no rail axial force measurements were taken.

RAIL ROLL TESTS

Though the gage-widening tests provided useful information on rail roll and

rail overturning, the need for more specific tests was apparent.

In 1961 (32) and 1964 (33), Y. Sato of the JNR conducted a series of tests

on the lateral strength of the track. He concluded that the rails in the track struc-

ture can be considered to be supported by three distinct springs: a spring repre-

senting the transverse displacement of the rail base on the tie, a spring represent-

ing the lateral displacement of the tie in the ballast, and a torsional spring repre-

senting the reaction of die tie and fasteners to the twisting of the rail. These

springs are illustrated in Fig. 9. Corresponding to these springs, three forms of

track failure are identified. The failure mode associated with rail roll, pullou!: of

spikes or failure of elastic rail fasteners, was stated to be the one that defines the

limit of the lateral pressure that can be applied to the track (33).

A similar approach was used by the AAR in 1967, where static laboratory

tests, using a short piece of rail, were conducted to determine the oveiturning

resistance of a rail fastened to a wood or prestressed concrete tie (Fig. 10a).

These tests, which were conducted for different L/V ratios, were carried out

until failure, which was defined as spike or fastener puUout. The result showed

that concrete ties, using bolts and elastic clips, were capable of carrying consider-

ably greater lateral loads than the wood ties with cut spikes (Fig. 10b). Detailed

results of the tests, including deflections of the rail head and base, are presented

in Reference 4.

A more recent series of tests, conducted by D. K. Heron and A. Flassig

(18, 19), was aimed specifically at the problem of rail roU. In these tests, which

were conducted on track in a field environment, vertical and lateral loads of up

to 40 kips were applied through hydraulic jacks, and longitudinal compressive

loads of up to 200 kips were input with a hydraulic rail puller/expander. Although

no actual overturning was observed, gage widening large enough to derail a wheel

set was observed. The track structure, except for the pulled out spikes, appeared

to beha\'e elastically; however, it was observed at the end of the series that a

permanent kink in the rail had developed. This is in contrast to the results of the

CN Railways test (25) mentioned previously. The only major difference in the

test procedure was the absence of axial forces in the CN tests.

These rail roll tests represent the only major test series to include axial

loading or measurement of axial forces (for the field tests). As can be seen in

Fig. 11, which is Fig. 7 of the Heron-Flassig report (19), the presence of axial

forces on the rail caused significant increases in the magnitude of the gage widen-

ing in the track (gage widening here represents both rail roll and rail translation).

The question now arises as to the effect of axial loading on rail roll. In the Heron-

Flassig tests the axial force appears to be causing an increase in the bending of

the rail, working in conjunction with the vertical and lateral forces at the rail

head. For very large axial forces, the question of local buckling of the rail (as op-
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posed to track buckling) is now raised. This question will be discussed in more
detail in the analytical methods section. However, the fact that large axial forces

do appear in the rail suggests that their measurements must be included in any
field or laboratory testing program.

Two conclusions were presented in the Heron-Flassig report (19). The first,

that a lateral load at a single point would not be likely to overturn a rail, appears

to be in disagreement with the results of several field tests, discussed earlier,

where it was concluded that derailments due to rail overturning are commonly
caused by high lateral loading between the wheels of one truck and the rail

(27, 29). The second conclusion is that actual failure—rail overtiuning—may be

due to dynamic gage widening caused by extreme lateral and longitudinal loads,

where one or more wheels drop inside the gage, nm along the inside of the rail

web, and cause the rail to overturn. However, whether this latter explanation

suitably accounts for all or even most of the instances of rail overturning is a

question that must still be investigated.

A brief summary of the rail roll tests is given in Appendix B.

RAIL TORSIONAL STRESSES

In 1932, Timoshenko and Langer (42) conducted a set of analyses to de-

termine the stress distribution in a rail and to examine the effect of lateral and

eccentrically applied vertical loads on the rail. The results showed that the rail

responds to these two types of loading in entirely diflFerent maimers. For lateral

loads applied at the rail head, the torsional rigidity of the rail head prevents rota-

tion of the top of the web, so that the rail deforms as in Fig. 12a. For eccentric

vertical loading, the deformation of the rail is depicted in Fig. 12b.

I //' I /y^^
«

f

/

(b)

Nature of Deflection

FIGURE 12 Produced by (a)Lateral
and (b)Eccentric Vertical
load
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A similar investigation was conducted by G. Maney in 1945 (26). Using both

analytical and experimental investigations, Maney concluded that torsion applied

to a rail by means of eccentric vertical loading is resisted almost entirely by the

head and upper portion of the web, while pure torsion is resisted by the entire

rail section.

The results of these two investigations suggest that it may not be sufficient

to define the rail, analytically, as a single beam, but rather the web and head must

be treated as separate, though interacting, entities.

ANALYSIS OF RAIL ROLL

The first attempt to analytically define the problem of rail roll was made by
S. Timoshenko in 1926 (41). Treating the rail as a beam subjected to a constant

lateral load applied at the rail head (Fig. 13), Timoshenko presents an equation

for the combined bending and twisting of a rail:

—

C
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where

d is the angle of twist of the rail

y is the lateral deflection of the center of twist of the rail

Ki is the modulus of foundation with respect to twist (torsional resistance of

the rail fastenings and foundation)

K2 is the modulus of foundation with respect to lateral deflections of the rail

(lateral resistance of the rail fastenings and foundation)

An abbreviated version of this derivation is presented in the paper by Timoshenko

and Langer (42). Based on his analysis, Timoshenko concluded that the lateral

bending and twist of the rail are of localized chaiacter, consequendy the effect of

several lateral forces, such as produced by locomotive wheels, is not substantially

greater than that of one of these forces (42).

In response to this paper, R. Eksergian ( 14 ) brought up the question of the

validity of the continuity assumption for the torsional and lateral supports, Ki and

K2. In a similar vein, F. M. Graham (15) brought up the fact that, in actuality,

both the torsional resistance of the spike fasteners and the lateral resistance of the

spike fastener—tie plate—^tie system are non-linear and probably inelastic in na-

ture. In answer to these objections, Timoshenko and Langer (43) state that their

studies have shown these assumptions to be both reasonable and very useful.

R. Grammel (16), in his comments on the paper, discussed the effect of the

vertical deflection of the rail and its interrelation with the rail twisting. He pro-

posed that an additional term, Ksz, be added to the right hand side of eq. 2;

where z is the vertical deflection of the track obtained from a beam on elastic

foundation analysis, and Ks is a coefficient of "bedding." A more complex inter-

action between these two modes was also proposed.

In 1964, Y. Sato (33) also suggested that the rail roll problem be analyzed

as the torsion of a beam supported by a spring against inclination (rotation), in

order to obtain tlie conditions under which spike pullout occurs. However, no

equations were presented.

In 1969, M. Srinivasan (37) examined the problem of eccentric vertical load-

ing of the rail, and the resulting rail twist, and obtained a set of equations which

correspond, quite closely, with those of Timoshenko. The differential equation

for the rail twist is given by

M. =-C^^ +Dh^-g-r (3)

where

2Mt is the torque moment applied to the rail

d is the angle of twist

It should be observed that in all of the above analyses, the axial force in the

rail was neglected. However, Timoshenko's equation can be readily modified to

dry
include axial loading by the addition of a P -3~f term to the left-hand side of

eq. 1. The solution of this problem would then consist of three cases

(a) P<Per
(b) P = Per

(C) P>Pc.
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where P.r represents a critical value of the axial force. For the case P < Per' the

rail rollover analysis would be concerned with the bending and twisting of the

rail. For the case P ^ Per- the question of rail buckling arises. Because of tlie

presence of e.xtremely large axial forces in one or both rails, this problem (as

opposed to the track buckling problem) should be given additional consideration.

Up to the present time, howe\er, this aspect of the problem has not been ade-

(luateh- treated.

In 1974, A. Kish (21) presented a set of non-linear bending torsional equa-

tions for a railroad track, subjected to constrained non-uniform thermal expansion.

His results, which are in the form of non-linear three-dimensional equations for the

track, were not applied to the problem of rail roll.

J. J. Labra (24), in 1974, examined the problem of an axially loaded linear

induction motor (LIM) reaction rail (Fig. 14), subjected to a moving lateral load.

In doinc so, he considered the rail web to be a plate in bending, with the equation

D V w + N
3 ^w

3Y"

3 ^W = p- 6 (y-ct) (x-a) (4)

where

w is the lateral deflection of the rail

P is the applied lateral load

X is the axial load

This analysis does not consider the conventional rail section, and does not

take into consideration rigid body rotation or translation of the rail. It does

examine, howe\"er, the rail bending of the LIM reaction rail. Furthermore, the

dynamic effects of a mo\ing load are examined, and it is shown that a critical

velocit>- does exist which is dependent upon the axial loading of the rail.

h"-

k

z

LIM Rail

^y

7) ^ y-vt

FIGURE 14
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FIGURE 15

Several recent attempts to solve the problem of rail roll have been made with

the use of Finite Element and Finite Diflference techniques.

F. Arbabi-Kanjoori (6) used the former technique to investigate the prob-

lem. Representing the rail element as a beam restrained by vertical, lateral, and

torsional springs (Fig. 15), axial, lateral and vertical loads are introduced into his

analysis. The formulation of the problem, and a solved numerical example are

presented.

K. H. Chu and Y. S. Wang (11) utilized a Finite DifiFerence solution of

Timoshenko's equations, which was modified to include constant axial loading and

non-hnear effects of interacting moments. The results, which were compared with

the test data of Heron and Flassig (18), were in moderate agreement. However,

in order to obtain this agreement, Chu and Wang varied the torsional resistance

of the fasteners with the different loading conditions in an undefined manner.

Furthermore, because of the large computer operation time required for their

analysis, Chu and Wang recommended the use of a Finite Element approach for

further analysis.
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CONCLUSIONS

Though numerous investigations, both test and analytical, have been carried

out in order to define and solve the rail roll problems, the basic nature of the

problem is still not fully understood. It is known, however, that the mechanics of

rail roll includes spike pullout, spike bending, tie crushing beneath the outer edge

of the tie plate, and bending of the rail head and web.

Various approaches have been utilized by the railroads in an attempt to con-

tain the rail roll problem. Use of improved train-handling techniques and redesign

of locomoti\e suspensions, to reduce the L/V ratio, has been one approach. In-

creasing tlie torsional resistance of the track by means of improved spiking pat-

terns and more efficient elastic fasteners has been another. Use of gage rods, par-

ticularly those with gage side clamps, is still another.

However, it is not enough simply to contain the problem. Further study is

needed to characterize more fuUy the nature of the problem and to effect more

permanent solutions. It has l)een the intent of this paper to present the reader

with the work that has already been perfomied and to stimulate further analytical,

experimental, and field investigations in this important area.
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rBCIflB M-W EQUIPMENT
to help improve
your railroad

RAIL
ANCHORING Semi-Automatic. Automatic, Dual

Diesel, Gas

Anchor-Fast Anchor-Tight
Anchor-Matic Duo-Anchor-Fast

Duo-Anchor-Tight

RAIL
SAWING

RAIL
DRILLING

Reciprocating, Abrasive, Hydraulic
Electric, Gas

Model 155 Model 140
Trak-Kut

Manual. Automatic, Multiple

Hydraulic, Electric, Gas

Model M" Model "AP"
Model A" Model "APC"

Multi-Bore

GAUGING Visual. Recording, Electronic

V-4 VR-4
Trak-Skan II

SPECIALIZING Vibrating, Cribbing

Diesel, Gas, Hydraulic

Trak-Vibe Ballast-Cribber

Oil-Pressor

racinE Racine railroad products, inc.
Y '524 FREOERICK STREET • RACINE, WISCONSIN 53404

414:637-9681
RRI A
:ZS!,:.T HEMSA
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Portec's On
the Move.
4 Ways We're

Aggressively

Supporting

Your Progress.
Portec's Transportation Products
Group has been streamlined and
expanded. To provide you with
better service for your track and
transportation needs. And to

develop new products for the

challenging years ahead. Listed

here are some of the Portec products
that have gained world-wide
acceptance. Watch for news of

further developments — the kind of

innovations you expect from a leader
like Portec.

Paragon Division

Auto Racks
New Fully Enclosed Multi-Levels

with Tri-Fold Doors
Bi-Level Racks
Tri-Level Racks
End Door Enclosure —

Multi-Level Racks

Other Equipment
Frame Cars
Cable Reel Cars
Ingot Mold Cars
Special Equipment Components

Railway Products Division

Rail Anchors
Improved Fair®

XL-1 Fair®

Insulated Rail Joints

Poly-Insulated
Portec-Bond
Continuous
Armored Continuous
Components for Insulated Rail Joints

Poly Plates

Double-Filament-Wound Bushings
Blue Ribbon Nylon Epoxy End Posts
Non-Insulated Rail Joints

Portec-Bond
Headfree Toeless

Headfree Flanged
Compromise
Rail Joint Renewal Insulation Kits

Mark II - polymer insulation

Mark III - polymer insulation

Rail and Flange Lubricators
Single Rail

Double Rail

Four Bar Type
Rail Joint Heater
Portable Model 75 - for bonding

joints

Ties
Wood Ties

DowMac Concrete Ties

New Products in 1976
Curv-Bloc
Reinforcing Strap for CWR
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RMC Division

Track Machines
Anchor Adjusting Machine
AnchorMaster
Auto-Spiker
Ballast Distributor —

Distributor/ Cleaner
BoltMaster
Bridge Tool Machine
Brush Cutter

Clip Tightener
Compressor Cart
LineMaster
Rail and Joint Straightener

Rail Saw-Drill Combination
SpikeMaster
Spiker-Spacer
TieMaster
Tie Plate Broom
Tie Unloader
Track Broom
Tampers
Hydramatic-16
Hydraulic-16
Multi-Purpose 8

Hydraulic 8

Jack

Switch Spot
Spot Switch
Snow Blower
Typhoons
Hurricane Jets

Rail Laying Equipment
Dual Welded Rail Laying Equipment
Gauging Machine
Plug Setter

Rail End Hardening Machine
Rail Oiler

Rail-Laying Auto-Spiker
Rail Anchor Cart

Scrap Loader
Spike Distributor Cart

Tie Plate Gauger

Spot Systems
Car and Locomotive Pullers

Jacks, Jib Cranes
Retarders

Shipping Systems Division

Rail Car Tie-Down Systems and
Components for:

Vehicles

Automobiles, Trucks, Other Vehicles

Tractors, Farm Implements
Heavy Construction Equipment
Materials

Automobile and Truck Frames
Lumber
Cable Reels

Steel, Steel Plate, Steel Coil,

Aluminum Ingot

Containers

Fixed and Retractable Locks
Special Components for Freight Cars

Bridge Plates

Hardened Brake Pins

Center Plates

Other Equipment
Special Tie Down Systems for Flat

Bed Trailers — fixed and
retractable twist lock assemblies
for trailers and container chassis

PORTEC inc.

Transporlalioii Products
3U() Windsor Drive, Uuk Brook, Illinois (jU321

Tel.;phom;: (:U2) J25-()3(X)
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ANRON
RAILGROUP
MARK in SERIES TAMPER

~- MODEL T2233 DAG

The Model T2233 DAG is a fully autcxnallc high speed

eight tool production tamper. Equipped with the time

proven Delta Levelling System and Auto-Graphliner

attachment, the T2233 DAG is capable of lamping, lifting

and lining switches.

High speed production is achieved through four

independent pendular suspended tamping heads. The

hydraulically powered workheads are adjustable in three

planes; vertically, horizontally and transversally allowing

the long ties of the switch to t>e tamped entirely —
tamping is done at over 39" (1m) from the outside of the

track. This wide range of movement allows the rapid

positioning of the tamping heads in relation to the

particular conditions of switches or plain track (curves

with check rails).

The machine is equipped with a large,

completely enclosed, sound dampened cab resiliently

mounted on the rear of the main frame. For personal

safety, access is by two dust-proof, sliding doors. The
cab provides the operator with excellent visibility while

working and travelling. Included are safety acrylic

windows, front and rear windshield wipers, healer, de-

froster, interior lighting and exterior mnning lights and

horns. All operator controls are within comfortable reach.

It is not necessary for the operator to dismount for

making levelling or lining adjustments. Simplified safety

kxiks and control of attachments result in greater

efficiency of set-up lime which in turn allows more time

for track possession.

ft *

The Mark Ml Senes is available in production or switch

tamper configuration. Additionally, either model can be
fitted with various tamping and lifting assemblies For a

detailed technical description contact your nearest

Canron Railgroup representative or wnte

Canron Railgroup

2401 Edmund Road
W. Columbia, South Carolina 29169
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Service Proven Benefits
OF TRAFFIC MASTER® II COMPUTER-BASED, COLOR VIDEO cTc

CONVENIENCE — Controls are input via a compact
keyboard and instantaneously processed for transmission.

Indications are automatically returned and displayed on

vivid color video display units. Up-to-the minute
operations reports - OS, signal, train, and block (others

optionally available) - are provided via video display and

line printer, on schedule and upon request.

ECONOMY — Multiple control centers are consolidated,

and the entire territory is controlled from one location.

Track changes require software revisions only - control

office hardware modifications are not normally required.

VERSATILITY -Traffic Master II can be tailored to meet
the requirements of any rail, rapid transit, or open pit

mine railway system. It interfaces to any coding system -

from relay, to solid state, to computer controlled.

e
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COSTiUN CONCRETE
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

CDNEORCE COSTAIN
OF NORTH AMERICA

READY MM COSTAIN
OF AUSTRALIA

Have Participated In The Supply Of Prestressed Concrete Ties To

Gmadian Pacific Ltd.

Chessie System

FRA FAST Track

Norfolk & Western Ry. Co.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co.

Toronto Transit Commission

New South Wales Railways, Australio

Iranian State Railways

Spanish National Railways

Hong Kong Government

London Transport, U.K.

And Are Supplying

1.5 Million Ties to Canadian National Railways

150,000 Per Year To Australian National Railways

750,000 Per Year To British Rail, To Whom Over
11.0 Million Ties Have Already Been Delivered

Head Office: 1000 Alberta Place

1520—4 Street, S.W.
Calgary, Alberta

Phone (403) 264-1590
U.S. Office: Wilmington, Delaware
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LORAM'S ALL AMERICAN

TRACK TEAM
'P" ^fSRRIIfXn fxiflifniTi

24 STONE RAIL GRINDER

Modern
Maintenance
of Way
Equipment

...designed

to do the job

better, easier

and at less cost

— wfthyour

men
or ours—

in record time!

^M ^^m
CRIB SKELETONIZER TIE INSERTER

AUTOSLED

I. if. ^^ . ^A ^^

rSTia^ ' ili vi^^ii^^ir-i^isii ii 't tiT?.

AUTOTRACK WITH PLOW AND SLED

THE WINNING TEAM FOR TRACK REHABILITATION PROGRAMS
LORAM RAILWAY MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT FOR:
• Shoulder Ballast Cleaning • Raising Track • Resurfacing •

Rebaliasting • Replacing Ties • Undercutting • Ballast Cleaning
• Crib Skeletonizing • Rail Grinding Single or Multiple track •

Mainline or Yard tracks

CONTRACT, SALE or LEASE

FOR FULL DETAILS,
OR SHOWING OF

OPERATING FILMS,

WRFTE OR CALL TODAY

MAINTENANCE OF WAY, INC.
3900 Arrowhead Drive • Hamel, MN 55340 U.S.A.

PHONE: (612) 478-6014 • TELEX: 29-0391; Cable, LORAM
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1st InTrackwork.
At Abex, we're first in service to the railroad industry, with a

full and comprehensive line of specialized trackwork and related

equipment.

Our highly sophisticated manufacturing facilities are coupled

with industry's most knowledgeable engineering team, and
backed by more than 75 years' experience, to meet the track-

work needs of railroads, mines, and industry.

Included in our comprehensive line of products are a full

range of frogs, switches, and crossings; trackwork for installation

in paved areas; automatic switch stands; Samson switch points;

switch point guards; rail and flange lubricators; tie pads; dual

spike drivers; car retarders; and switch machines. To name a few.

If you have a trackwork problem, ask Abex first.

CORPORATI ON

M £ M B£ R

Railroad Products Group
VALLEY ROAD, MAHWAH, NEW JERSEY 07430
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^Versatile

^^Dependable

Provide

work power
and

travel power
when and

where
you need it.

Fast travel speeds and heavy draw bar pull permit the BURRO to haul Its

own work train of loaded cars and maintenance-of-way personnel. Once
on the job, BURRO sets up fast and gets the job done quicker, ntore

economically with hook, magnet, tongs, bucket or dragline. Unusual

versatility makes it ideal for handling a wide variety of maintenance-of-

way assignments. Ask railroad men that have used one or write or call

us at 312-521-9200 and find out how BURRO's work power can generate

earning power for you.

BiyRRO serving Railroads and Industry with BURRO Cranes

and Maintenance-of-way Accessories «f «»£

»

RRI
BURRO CRANE INC. 1300 S.Kilbourn Avenue* Chicago, Illinois 6O623 .:™:-X
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NOTICE
TO ALL SUPERVISORS
& MAINTAINERS FOR
TRACK AND SIGNALS

3m
Ahbrand

INSULATED RAIL JOINTS
are now the standard for four of

America's six top railroads because of:

1 Longest Life

2 Fastest Installation

3 Fewest Parts

4 Lightest Weight

5 Best Moisture^ Resistance

6 Available in all rail sizes

7 Best Delivery

8 Completely Interchangeable

9 Dimensionally stable at all

temperature ranges

10 Most Cost Effective

Please make sure these Rail Joints are stocked by your

Stores Department for all track maintenance requirements.

UPGRADE THE TRACK IN YOUR TERRITORY BY
AN EARLY CHANGEOVER TO THIS PRODUCT

For additional Information write:

3M Company, Industrial Specialties Division

3M Center 220-7E. St. Paul. MN 55101

imim iiii 3S0!
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What's the most sensible thing
to say when your customer
says, "Siding!"?

Foster.

Since you run a railroad and we supply rail, you
shouldn't worry when one of your customers needs
siding repair, replacement or expansion.

Point your customer to the only one-stop source
for rail and track material: us.

We offer prompt delivery from the most com-
plete rail warehousing facilities in the country.

We stock all standard sections of tee and
crane rail— new and relay— from 12 to 175
lbs. We also supply FasTrak, the preassem-
bled, steel-tied panel that saves time and
money. Plus all the accessories your cus-

tomer will need.
So the next time your customer says,

"Siding! " say, "Foster." Because that's

what makes sense. For your customer.
And you. And us.

L.B. Foster Company,
Foster Building, 415 Holiday
Drive, Pittsburgh PA
15220.

FOSTER
L.B.FOSTER
COMPANY
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THE OFFICIAL RAILWAY
EQUIPMENT REGISTER*

CICDEH. Ho. 403 IX.C.'lI.E.n.'Ko.Ml

THE
OFFICIAL
RAILWAY

EQUIPMENT
REGISTER'

FRtlGHT CARS OPERATED

BY THE RAILROADS AND PRIVATE CAR

COMPANIES OF NORTH AMERICA

Vol.92, No. 4

ISSUED APRIL 10, 1977

April 1977

EFFECTIVE APRIL 20, 1977

Describes by reporting marks and series numbers freight cars

operated by railroads and private car companies of North America,

with inside and outside dimensions, cubic and pounds capacities,

A.A.R. Mechanical Designations and Car Type Codes. Includes

interchange points for railroads and home points for private car

owners, with instructions regarding payments, movements and
repairs. Separate section for railroad-owned heavy capacity and
special type flat cars, and A.A.R. Car Service and Car Hire Rules,

plate diagrams, and selected circulars and directives. Complete list of

A.A.R. Reporting Marks and Uniform Alpha Codes. Published

quarterly. Subscription $45. Single copy $15.

Order today from:

THE OFFICIAL RAILWAY EQUIPMENT REGISTER
426 WEST 33rd ST. • NEW YORK, NY 10001 •( 212) 563-7399
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A COMPLEX
CROSSING

complex crossing, a crossing

within a crossing, is an example of the

highly technical engineering and

craftsmanship developed by Nelson Iron

Works to meet industrial railroad track

requirements.

We specialize in the manufacturing of

railroad track material, such as frogs, switches

and crossings.

Complete Trackwork Catalog available on

request— no obligation.

NELSON.
iRom WORKS, iprc.

Mailing address: P.O. Box 80816, Seattle, Wa. 98108
3423 Thirteenth Ave. S.W., Seattle, Wa. 98134
Telephone: (206) 623-3800
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Nordberg
railway

equipment.

Saves time
and money
all along
the line.

SELF-PROPELLED

ADZER

HYDRA-SPIKER

LINE INDICATOR

PLATE PLACER

POWER JACK

RAIL DRILL

RAIL GANG SPIKER

RAIL GRINDERS

ONE MAN SCARIFIER
AND INSERTER

SPIKE HAMMER
SPIKE PULLER

SPIKE STRAIGHTENER

SURF-RAIL GRINDER

SWITCHLINER

TRACK INSPECTOR

TIE DRILL

TIE SPACER

TRACKLINER

DUN-RITE GAGER
X-LEVEL INDICATOR

^

Right of way
maintenance and
construction is a tough
job, and getting tougher.

Nordberg railway

equipment is precision

engineered to keep
things rolling— to get

the job done on time,

at low cost. Write

Rexnord Railway

Equipment Division,

Box 383, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin 53201.

V Rexnord
imituM
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RTW PORTABLE
RAIL GRINDERS.

A model for every requirement.
With over 65 years of grinder experience, RTW has
developed the most complete line of versatile, portable

grinders available to the industry. Whatever your need,
there's a RTW model especially designed for the job.

• E-72 (shown above), a flex-shaft power plant with a variety of attachments
for nnultipurpose use.

• E-1 (shown below), a lightweight flex-shaft grinder available with straight

and cup-wheel hand piece.

• P-6-L, for high-speed precision grinding of frogs and rail joints.

• P-16 D.S.R, a heavy duty unit designed
for removing overflow metal from all

types stock rails and switch points.

• JG-970. dual head, cross grinder for high-

production rail slotting.

• X-60, a single head cross grinder.

• P-45-A, cup-wheel surface grinder for

reforming welded rail ends.

Write for detailed specification sheets on
these and other high-performance
equipment by RTW.

RTW
other RTW Maintenance Equipment

Grinders (many additional models not listed above)

Tie Handlers • Anchor Cribbers
RPI
5&1

RAILWAY TRACK-WORK CO. 2560 East Tioga St.. Philadelphia. Pa. 19134
Agents;Chlcago—ESCO Equipment Service Co. •Houston— Service Equipments Supply Company

Los Angeles— Si mkins Company • Louisville— T. F Going "St Louis— R E Bell Co
S, Plainfield. N J.— Eastern Railroad Equipment Corp. • Canada; Montreal—Woodings-Canada Ltd.

Export; American Equipment Co., Boca Raton, Florida
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T1iermit.-».>
&\

wayi
..,A MODERN, SELF-PREHEAT METHOD OFFERING:

D AUTOMATIC, ERROR-FREE PRE-HEATING AND TAPPING

OF WELD METALS

D EASY, COLD REMOVAL OF RISERS

D NO EQUIPMENT TO PURCHASE OR LEASE

Call or Write For FREE Details... Plus, Job-Site Demonstration

US.THERMIT INC
Lakehurst, New Jersey 08733 • (201)657-5781 Teiex: TEGOWHP 710-568-1352
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Solid
Design and construction features of the
hook, throat and pad work together to

provide real gripping force with
enornK>us reserve power.

Positive anti-overdrive stop.

Generous hook and throat
base pads assure positive
seating. . .firm grip.

Stamped code identifies
rail size application.

Chaiineloc
Channeloc presents a deep, full length profile to the tie for maximum
tie-bearing integrity. Its large, smooth bearing surface enables
Channeloc to evenly transfer the thrust of rail creep to the tie

without affecting service life of the tie, plate or spike.

Channeloc is easily applied, removed and re-applied.

•Channeloc is protected by U S Patent Numbers 3.102.69O-3.1 1 8.-32 r-a, I 59.196.

TrueTMBper.
An Allegheny Ludlum Industries Company
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XE|EWE|D
Rail Maintenance Service

Rail End Welding
Rail End Hardening

MEMBER

RPJCWR Joint Normalizing fSfr'
Frog and Switch Welding

"""^^

Rail Maintenance Equipment
Custom Manufacturing and Fabrication

Joint Bar Shims
Rail Anchor Shims
Rail End and Frog and Switch

Welding and Grinding Machines
CWR Heating and Cooling Equipment
Rail Flaw Testing Equipment
Telebrineller Portable Hardness Tester

TELEWELD INC., 416 NORTH PARK ST., STREATOR, ILL. 61364

Write for details of the TELEWELD process for restoring rail ends.
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COMPRESSION
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U.S.Steel makes a wide range of plates, shapes, bars, sheets

and tubular products for the construction of railroad cars, and
the rails, wheels and axles for them to travel on.

We are the largest producer of rails in the United States.

In addition to wrought steel

mORE 5TEEI

wheels, axles and rails, we also

make joint bars, spikes and tie

plates.

We've been part of the

railroad industry since the

turn of the century, and have

the experience and technical H ^ even
expertise to help you stay on track when ||«5« STCCL*
planning future products or projects.

For additional information from our railroad industry special-

ists, and for help in applying U.S. Steel products to the cars

and tracks you build, call your nearest U.S. Steel Sales Office.

Or write: U.S. Steel, PO. Box 86 (0591), Pittsburgh, PA. 15230.

USSisa registered trademark.
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ESCO
Tie Handlers, Anchor Cribber

Portable Rail Grinders

Rail Saws—Drills and Anchor Applicators

Rail Testing Equipment

Rail Lubricators

Boutet—Thermit Rail Welds

Cranes—Draglines and Shovels

Tie and Bridge Pads

Grinding Wheels

Hydraulic Testers and Conditioners

Portable Alternators and Light Plants

ESCO - EQUIPMENT SERVICE COMPANY
80 E. JACKSON BLVD. CHICAGO, ILL 60604
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r
Whafs he doing?

"Welding" the structural cracks on the concrete
bridge by full depth epoxy injection. Result: Com-
plete structural integrity at a fraction of replace-

ment cost, and without service interruptions.

The proven Osmose method includes: preliminary

inspections, analysis, cleaning, sealing, epoxy in-

jection, and detailed inspection reports.

OSMOSE RAILROAD DIVISION
4546 Tompkins Drive
Madison, Wisconsin 53716
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You've got the weeds.
We've got the program.

Your Ciba-Geigy industrial weed control salesman is an experienced

railroad vegetation specialist. And he's backed by Ciba-Geigy's full line

of industrial herbicides.

He knows how to put together a vegetation control program tailored

to your climate, soil, weed complex, and budget.

Find out what he can do for you and your rights-of-way. Call the

Ciba-Geigy railroad specialist nearest you today.

Mr. Calvin A. Hoadley Mr. Ernest C. Carver Mr. John I. Madigan
Manager, Government & Railroad Specialist Railroad Specialist

Formulator Sales 28 Buttonwood Place 421 Willow Wood Road
CIBA-GEIGY Corporation Hazlet, NJ 07730 Piano, TX 75074
P.O. Box 11422 (201) 264-1992 (214) 423-8967
Greensboro, NC 27409

Mr. John M. Marsh Mr. John B. Vawter
Railroad Specialist Railroad Specalist

2025 S. W. Coast 1319 Home Street

Lincoln City, OR 97367 St. Charles, IL 60174
MAILING ADDRESS (312) 377-9070
P.O. Box 138
Lincoln City, OR 97367
(503) 994-5328

CIBA-GEIGY

CALORITE Field Welding

by

ALFEX, INC. of Montreal

United States Distributor

LEWIS RAIL SERVICE COMPANY
1949 Green Road Cleveland, Ohio 44121

(216) 486-7583

Portable Oxy-Acetylene CWR Welding Plant

Contract Field Welding

Contract Frog Switch and Rail Repair
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PETTIBONE
A complete line of frogs, switches

and trackwork specialties.

Equipment for track maintenance and materials handling.

Multikranes

7>2 to 35 tons

Truck-Kranes 15 to 80 tons

A complete line of Pettibone

Mercury lift trucks and tow

tractors.

Hydro Mower brush cutters.

Rc-Railing Kranes to 100 tons

•If!

Speed Swing

models 441-B&442-A

PETTIBONE CORPORATION
233 S. Wacker Dr. Sirilc 5700

Chicago, III. 60606

312/876-0618

CLEVELAND FROG & CROSSING CO.
6917 Bessemer Ave.
Cleveland. Ohio 44127
216/641-4000
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KERITE
CABLE

lucMttn

For dependability in actual use, no other cable

matches Kerite. We believe you will be im-

pressed by the evidence.

THE KERITE COMPANY
PRINCIPAL OFFICES: Boston; Chtcaeo; Houston;
Philadelphia; San Francisco; and Seymour,
Connecticut • Sales Representation throughout
the United States. A subsidiary of Harvey Hub-
bell Incorporated.

RITE insulation that makes the difference

SECURITY Railoc Locknuts
assure "Fail-Safe" Railroad performance!

Square Pattern

Size Range:

%'-10thru 1?/i "-6

Heavy Hex Pattern

Size Range:

V8"-16 thru 4 "-4

Our unique Spring Steel locking insert grips and
locks the bolt TIGHTLY—where other devices FAIL!

SECURITY Locknuts are made
specifically for use on track, switch-

es, bridges, frogs, scales, retarders,

diamonds, and other railroad ap-

plications. Plated finishes and spe-

cial alloys are available for use at

locations subject to unusual corro-

sive conditions.

SECURITY Locknuts are manu-
factured in compliance with Asso-

ciation of American Railroad Spe-
cification IVI-922-68, as well as

IFI-100 Fastener Standards.

Stocked IN DEPTH
for immediate delivery

• Absolutely Vibration-Proof
• Heat-Resistant to 750°F
• Unlimited Reusability

• Lowest Maintenance Cost
• Resist Corrosion, Severe Cold
• Rugged All Metal Construction

SECURITY
LOCKNUT INC.

9134 Belden Ave.

Franklin Park, III. 60131

Phone: (312) 455-0551
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and they're great for yard arid

wayside buildings too!

t ^j^ ^ Model 45* Caban Heater
"^^ • f^CV^ ^ ^ ^'*'^ "®* GYRO JEt burner and cast iron cooking top

Ordering Referenpe: Vapbr Model 45 CABAN Heater
NCimber 15093796

For more than twenty years

the Vapor CABAN Heater

has been the recognized

standard caboose heater in

rugged railroad service.

The economical Model 45

CABAN Heater incorporates

many of the features of the

larger Model 55 CABAN.
Some roads are installing

this more corhpact model in

teriiiinal cabooses and in

siTiali buildings or wherever

space is limited.

Specify the. Model 45 CABAN
Heater for your yard and f'

wayside buildings, yard

offices, switch shanties,

control towers, welfare

facilities, bridge control

cabins arid in smiallm/w

equipment shops,

Write Vapor Corporation

for any information

you may need \

and a copy of our new bulletin^

"CABAN" Trademark V^por Corporation

VAPOR
CORPORATION

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS DIVISION
6420 WEST HO>VARD STREET • CHICAGO. IL 00646
IN CANADA—VAPOR CANADA LIMITED
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WANT TO RAISE, TAMP AND
LINE 10 SWITCHES IN ONE DAY?

WITH ONE MACHINE!

YOU CAN WITH THE

PLASSER 07-ICG HIGH-SPEED

SWITCH TAMPER

One reason for the amazing speed of the 07-ICG is that it uses two

operators working side by side, each operating a four-tool tamping head.

Another is the fact that the machine is equipped with the Plasser system

for perfoming the raising, lining and leveling functions automatically,

using "sighting" wires working through servo valves. The work heads are

laterally movable so that each operator is able to place his tamping tools

exactly where he wants to tamp. Furthermore, all the tools can be tilted

individually inwards or outwards.

PLASSER AMERICAN CORP.

2001 Myers Road, Chesapeake, Va. 23324

(804) 543-3526



Metallurgical Evaluation of British Rail*

By L. D. FLEMING
Senior Metollurgicai Engineer

Technical Center

Association of American Railroads

INTRODUCTION

As part of the Association of American Railroads' continuinj^ evaluation of

rails manufactured from improved alloys or by unconventional methods, sections

of 113 lb/yd (51.2 kg/m,) UIC 860-A rail produced by the British Steel Cori^o-

ration were obtained. The normal series of metallurgical tests were performed.

This particular rail is of interest because it was manufactured by a continuous

casting process in which the continuous cast blooms are slow-cooled. In standard

process, the slow-cooling is done after hot-rolling to the final rail section.

Results of cradle-t>-pe rolling-load tests will be given in a later report.

SPECIMEN DESCRIPTIONS

Three 6-ft (1.83-m) sections of rail were receixed at the AAR Technical

Center. They were marked with the following:

"B.S. 113A-B.S.C. Workington—1976—B.R." This rail was assigned AAR
Metallurgical Lab Identification No. 368, and is referred to by this number in this

report.

DISCUSSION OF TESTS

Whenever possible, comparisons were made of the test results for the rail

specimen to AAR specifications or to average results for tests of comparable Ameri-

can plain carbon rails. Following is a discussion of the test procedures and results:

1. Chemical Analysis

A sample was taken from the head of the rail for analysis. The concentrations

are within AREA specified ranges e.xcept for manganese. The concentration of this

element was somewhat higher than the specified maximum. The chemistry- data

are shoun in Table I.

2. Tensile Tests

The results on standard 0.505-in. (12.8-mm) diameter tensile specimens are

shown in Table II. It can be seen that the tensile strength, yield strength, reduc-

tion of area, and elongation were all higher tlian the average for plain carbon rail.

3. Slow Bend Tests

A 6-ft (1.83-m) section of the rail was subjected to a 4-point slow bend

test. The loading arrangement is shown in Figure 1. The test results are civen in

Table III. The results for average plain carlx)n rail given in that table are for 132

RE rail while the test rails weighed 113 lb/yd. This is the primary reason for the

lower maximum load and energy of the test specimen. It can be seen, however.

° Association of American Railroads Research and Test Department Report N'o. R-271
(Project N'o. H-111).

27
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that the modulus of rupture for the rail specimen is considerably higher than the

a\erafie for the plain carbon American rails.

4. Cross Sectional Hardness Survey

A photograph of a cross section of the rail specimen with the Brinell indenta-

tions and their hardness numbers is shown in Figure 2. The hardness is reasonably

uniform throughout the rail section.

5. Metallography: Macroscopic Examination

A transverse section of the rail is shown in Figure 3. A longitudinal section

from a horizontal plane in the rail head % in. ( 16-mm ) below the running surface

is shown in Figure 4. Both of these sections were etched in a hot HCl-50%

aqueous solution to reveal segregation patterns and shatter cracks. There is no

evidence of defects of abnonnally heavy segregation.

6. Metallography: Microscopic Examination

The microstructure in a longitudinal plane of the rail head is shown in Figure

5, The structure is pearlitic with little or no proeutectoid ferrite.

The grain size of the steel was determined from comparison to ASTM designa-

tion: El 12, Plate I and was determined to be approximately 3/2.

The microcleanliness of the steel is the % volume of inclusions (sulfides,

siUcates, and oxides) measured as area percentage on pohshed and unetched

samples of the steel. The average inclusion content was determined to be 0.187%

by volume.

7. Standard Charpy Impact Tests

Impact energy absorbed by standard Charpy "V" notch specimens versus

test temperature was measured for the rail specimen. The results are showTi graphi-

cally in Figure 6. The curve for averaged results of plain carbon rail is shown on

the same graph as a dotted line. It can be seen that the curve for the rail speci-

men is very similar to the curve for the averaged data, although slightly, lower.

8. Instrumented Impact Test

Charpy specimens were fatigued to fomi a crack at the base of the notch of

each specimen. The impact load was measured to calculate the dynamic fracture

toughness. Km, and the energy per unit area (W/A) necessary to break each

specimen was determined. A graph of Km versus temperature is shown in Figure 7..

The curve of (W/A) versus temperature is shown in Figure 8.

In Figure 7, the lower curve is a line drawn parallel to the line of best fit

near the lowest data points. The lower curve is a better estimate of the true Kid at

a given temperature because all factors that tend to scatter the data points give

higher values than the true Kid. . .
-s^

. . .

CONCLUSIONS

1 The rail examined appears satisfactory in comparison to plain carbon rail. Its

impact .-properties are approximately average and its structural strength is greater

than the average.
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TABLE I,

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Element

AREA Rail
Specified Ranges Specimen 368

Carbon 0.67 - 0.80 0.74
Manganese 0.70-1.00 1.09
Phosphorus 0.04 - (Max.) 0.022
Sulfur 0.C5 - (Max.) 0.024
Silicon 0.10 - 0.25 0.24
Nickel 0.19
Chromium 0.02
Molybdenum 0.01
Copper 0.03
Oxygen 0.015
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Load
Applied

_ 12"

(304 mm)
6" .U- 6" -

(152mm)rl52mm)

Vji [Q

- Head fixture

->'F^

Rail

Stationary

base fixture

(1.219 m)

Figure 1—EMagram showing the loading arrangement of the slow bend test.
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in *^* a.*f

^IWwP ^

aT^

Figiue 2—Specimen 368—Transverse section of rail showing Brinell

indentations and hardness numbers.
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3fe80

Figure 3—Specimen 368—Transverse section of rail. Etchant, hot

HCl-50% aqueous solution.
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3GB0

Figure 4—Specimen 368—Longitudinal section from horizontal plane of rail head.
Etchant, hot HCl-50% aqueous solution.

Figure 5—Specimen 368—Photomicrograph showing microstructure in longitudinal

plane of rail head. Magnification, XIOO. Etchant, 2% nital.
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Advance Report of Committee 3—Ties and Wood Preservation

Report on Assignment 5

Service Records

K. C. Edscorx (chairman, subcommittee), L. C. Collister, M. J. Crespo, E. M.
CuMMiNGs, J. K. Gloster, H. E. Richardson, R. H. Savage, G. D. Summers.

TIE RENEWALS AND COSTS

Statistics providing information on cross tie renewals and costs for the year

1976, as compiled by the Economics and Finance Department, Association of

American Railroads, are presented on following pages in Tables A, B, C, and D.

The 1976 statistics on new tie renewals by Glass I U.S. Railroads compared

with 1975 are as follows:

Total New Renewals
Year Tie Renewals Per Mile

1975 18,770,589' 65

1976 24,790,337"'* 86

By geographical districts, the Eastern Roads inserted in replacement 95 ties

per mile, the Southern Roads 112 ties per mile and the Western Roads 73 ties per

mile. Average for the United States was 86 ties per mile.

"Indicated" wooden tie life determined by dividing the total number of ties

in track (1967 figures) by the number of new ties inserted in 1976 is as follows:

Eaiitem Roads 32 years, Southern Roads 28 years. Western Roads, 42 years, all U.S.

Class I Roads 35 years.

A substantial increase occurred in renewals over 1975, amounting to 32%.

° Includes 29,964 concrete ties; excludes 526,872 secondhand ties.

'" Includes 86,850 concrete ties; excludes 574,116 secondhand ties.

39
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Table C

OTHER THAN WOODEN CROSS TIES LAID IN 1976 AND NUMBER OF OTHER THAN WOODEN
CROSS TIES IN MAINTAINED TRACK OCCUPIED BY CROSS TIES AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1976

District and Road
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CROSS TIE STATISTICS (EXCLUDING SWITCH £. BRIDGE)

Table A

. CLASS I RAILROADS IN THE UNITED STATES ,

ar ended December 31, 1976

LABGE CANADIAN RAILROADS

District and Road
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the United Sta and large Canadian roads, by years, and for the average of five years 1972 to 1976 inclus

ote: All figures are exclusive of snitch and bridge ties

District and Road
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NUMBER AND AGGREGATE COST OF NEW CROSS TIE RENEWALS PER MILE OF MAINTAINED TRACK AND RATIO OF NEW CROSS TIE RENEWALS TO TOTAL
CROSS TIES IN MAINTAINED TRACK

Che United St and large Canadi

Note: All figure

District and Road



DIRECTORY
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

FRANK R. WOOLFORD

Engineering ConsultanK—ftallroodi

24 Josepha Ave.

San Francisco, Co. 94132

(415) 587-1569

246 Seadrift Rd.

Stinton Beach, Ca. 94970

(415) 868-1555

\y WestenhofT & Novick, Inc.

Consulting Engineers

CMI—Mechanical—Electrical

Fixed & MovabI* Brldgas

Soils, Foundations, Buildings

Structural & Underwater Investigations

Planning, Feosibility, Design, IntpecHofi

222 W. Adams St., Chicago, III. 60606

New York Washington Panoma

HAZELET & ERDAL

Consulting Engineers

Design Investigations Reports

Fixed and Movable Bridges

ISO So. Wocker Dr., Chicago, ill. 60606
Louisville Cincinnati Washington

Feasibility studies and design services for

But and rail transit Terminals

Regional and urban planning Patldng

Soils and foundations Tunnels
Structures Utilities

Environmental impact studies

Offices in 28 cities 816 474-4900
1805 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri 64108

•TRANSPORTATION
ENGINEERING

•RAIL FACILITIES

PLANNING & DESIGN

HARLAND BARTHOLOMEW
AND ASSOCIATES

188 JEFFERSON AVENUE
MEMPHIS,TENN 38103-AND OTHER CITIES

CLARK, DIETZ AND
ASSOCIATES-ENGINEERS, INC.

Contu/ting Engineers

Bridges Structures, Foundations, Indus-

trial Wastes and Railroad Relocation

211 No. Race St., Urbano, IIL

Sanford, Flo. Memphis, lean.

Jackson, Miss. St. Louis, Mo.

Chicago, III.

42-1
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<S^
Engineers

Designers Planners

PARSONS
BRINCKERHOFF

QUADE
DOUGLAS, Inc.

Route Location, Shop
Focllltlei, Container/
Bulk Cargo, Handling
Utilities, Bridges, Tun-
nels, Evaluations, Ap-
praisals, Supervision

ONE PENN PLAZA, NEW YORK, NY 10001

Boston • Denver
San Francisco ,

, Honolulu
Trenton

HARDESTY & HANOVER
Consu/r/ng Sngln—n

TRANSPORTATION
ENGINEERING

Highwoyi • Railways

Bridges—Fixed and Movable

Design • Resident Inspectioa

Studies • Appraisals

101 Park Ave., New YoHc, N. Y. 10017

THOMAS K. DYER, INC.

Consulting Enginews

Railroads—Transit Systems

Track, Signals, Structures

Invettigotlent and Feoslbilify RefMrls

Planning, Dettgn, Contract Decumenh

1762 Massachusetts Avenoe

Leadngteo, Mot*. 02173

DeLEUW
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL AND ASSOCIATES, INC.

800 No. Twelfth Blvd. • St. Louis. Mo. 63101

Boston • Charleston • Gainesville • Jacksonville

Nashville • New York • Ptioenix • San Francisco

Seattle • Silver Spring • Washington, DC.

* design

* planning

* construction

management

CONSULTING ENGINEERS

URS
planning PdUHlON CONTROl

orttvtettvn INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES

resMixh WAHR RESOURCES
•ngmMfing MARINE FAOLITIES

fMuibilityanolysWi TRANSPORTATION
.onstrwction manoQMnent ENVIRONMENT

fMd supmvision HEALTHCARE
training ENERGY

:-i fr'-.tl HCAO !*>• UArCO. CA M4*'

ALFRED BENESCH
& COMPANY
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

233 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILUNOIS 60601

Railroods— Highways— Airports

Bridges— Buildings— Subways

Reports— Construction Observation

A. J. HENDRY, INC.

>CONSin.TING ENCD<£ERS

SIGNALS • COVJWUNICATIONS '.AUTOMATION • ElECTRIflCATION

RAILROADS • RAIL TRANSIT

SOITE 1512 PIONEER BtnLDISG
ST, fACL, HINNESOTA-. 55101 (612) 222 2787

HOWARD J. BELLOWS

ESTIMATING CONSULTANT
FOR TRACKWORK

ftalhoadt i Rapid Transit Sysfems

725 DALRYMPLE ROAD
Apt. 2-E

ATLANTA, GA. 30328

404-393-0390

^ RAA/.BOOKER
f^^ & ASSC3CIATE8. INC.

ENGINEERS ARCHITECTS PLANNERS

U39 OLIVE ST SAINT LOUIS,MISSOURI 63101

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY WASHINGTON, OjC.
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K-i HARRINGTON & CORTELYOU, INC.

Consulting Engineers

1004 Baltimore, Kansas City, Mo. 64105
Telephone: 816-421-8386

RAILWAY AND HIGHWAY

• FIXED AND MOVABLE BRIDGES •

• Condition Inspections
• Investigations & Reports

• Design, Construction Plans
• Contract Documents

• Construction Supervision
• Cost Negotiations

BAKKE KOPP BALLOU & McFARLIN, INC.

CONSULTING ENQINEERS

Bridges

Special & Heavy Structures

Investigations & Reports

7505 WEST HIGHWAY SEVEN
ST. LOUIS PARK, MINNESOTA 55426

(612)933-8880
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PART 1

MANUAL RECOMMENDATIONS

All the recommendations submitted by committees for adoption and
publication in the 1978 Supplement to the AREA Manual for Railway Engi-

neering and the 1978 Supplement to the AREA Portfolio of Trackwork

Plans are printed in this issue of the Bulletin. These recommendations will

be formally submitted for review and approval to the Board Committee on
Publications and the AREA Board of Direction. Comments or objections by
Members regarding any of these recommendations should be submitted to

the Executive Director not later than FEBRUARY 17, 1978.

43
Bui. 605





Manual Recommendations

Committee 15^—Steel Structures

Report on Assignment B

Revision of Manual

D. L. NoRD (chairman, subcommittee), E. S. Birkenwald, J. G. Clark, L. F. Cur-
rier, G. F. Fox, L. R. HuRD, D. V. Messman, R. C. McMaster, G. E. Mor-
ris, Jr., W. H. Munse, M. Schifalacqua, F. D. Sears, J. E. Stallmeyer,
R. H. Wengenroth.

Your conimittee submits for adoption the following revisions to the SPECIFI-

CATIONS FOR STEEL RAILWAY BRIDGES, Chapter 15 of the Manual:

Delete entire present Article 1.2.1 on pages 15-1-3 and 1.5-1-4 and insert the

following:

1.2.1 Materials

( a ) The design requirements of Part 1 of these specifications are based on

the use of materials conforming to the current requirements of the following ASTM
and AWS specifications:

Structural Steel A 36 or A 709, Grade 36

Where this material is to lie used for applica-

tions in which impro\ed notch toughness is im-

portant, such as for welded, main load-carry-

ing components subject to tensile stress, the

impact requirements of Table 1.2.1 shall be

met. Components requiring this toughness shall

be designated on the design drawings or in the

specifications.

For welded bridge construction, the material

shall not be rimmed or capped steel.

Rivet steel A 502, Grade 1

High-strength lx)lts A 325 and A 490

Machine boles A 307

Cast steel, for shoes A 27, Grade 65-35

Forged steel, for large pins and large expansion

rollers A 668, Class D

Structural steel, weathering type, with atmos-

pheric corrosion resistance approximately 4

times that of A 36 A 588 or A 709, Grade 50W

45
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Bronze for bearing and expansion plates:

Cast plates B 22

Rolled plates B 100

Welding electrodes See Structural Welding Code

(AWS D 1.1)

Add the following Table 1.2.1 at tlie end of Article 1.2.1:

Table 1.2.1

—

Impact REQumEMENXs for Structural Steel^-

Thickness, inches
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2.2,1 Materials

(a) The design requirements of Part 2 of these specifications are based on

the use of materiids conforming with the current requirements of the following

ASTM and AWS specifications:

High-strength structiual steel Table 2.2.1

Where this material is to be used for applica-

tions in which improved notch toughness is

important, such as for welded, main load-

carrying components subject to tensile stress,

the impact requirements of Table 2.2.2 shall be

met. Components requiring this toughness shall

be designated on the design drawings or in the

specifications. Notched toughness requirements

for material not listed in Table 2.2.2 may be

negotiated with the manufacturer.

Rivet steel A 502, Grade 1 or 2

Cast steel for shoes A 27 or A 148

Forged steel for large pins and expansion rollers . . A 668

Welding electrodes See Structural Welding Code

(AWS D 1.1)

Add the following Tables 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 at the end of Article 2.2.1:

Table 2.2.1

—

High-Strength Structural Steel
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Table 2.2.2

—

Impact Requirements^ for High-Strength Structx^al Steel

ASTM
Designation
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"(f) WTiere X/C drilling equipment is used, the fabricator shall, if required

by the engineer, demonstrate by means of check shop assemblies that the drilling

equipment w ill consistently produce holes and connections meeting all of the reqtiire-

ments of Arts. 3.2.5 and 3.2.12.

"(g) Where check shop assemblies are designated, (a) shall be modified to

require a check shop assembly for either one line of plate girders or for three abut-

ting chord sections, one each for the top and bottom chords, of one truss including

representative web members which connect to these chord assemblies.

"Composition of check shop assemblies shall be based on the proposed order of

erection, joints in bearing, special complex points and similar considerations. The

fabricator shall submit his designation of members to be shop assembled to the

engineer for appro\al. If the shop assembly fails to produce holes and connections

meeting the requirements of Arts. 3.2.5 and 3.2.12, the engineer may require further

shop assemblies or may rescind his approval for the use of N/C drilling equipment."

On page 1.5-.3-9, add a new subarticle (b) to Article 3.3.1 to read:

"(b) The use of electroslag and electr(;gas welding processes on bridge members

is prohibited."

On page 15-5-7, add the words "from li\e load and impact" at the end of the

first sentence of Article 5.2.6.

On page 15-6-43, redesignate subarticle 6.5.36, 10 (b) as 6.5.36.10 (c) and

add a new subarticle 6.5.36.10 (b) to read:

"(b) In addition to the strength requirements of Section 6.4, the calculated

fatigue stress range, SRfat, of welds and base metal, under conditions of no impact,

shall not exceed the allowable values given in Table 1.3.13B.

Report on Assignment 10

Continuous Welded Rail on Bridges

R. I. SiMKixs (chairman, subcommittee), M. C. Christensen, J. W. Damdson, C. E.

GiLLEY, C. A. Hughes, L. R. Kubacki, L. M. Lavth.\m, R. C. McMastek,
R. D. XoRDSTROM, A. L. Piepmeier, H. Solarte.

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations witli

respect to Section 8.3—Anchorage of Decks and Rails on Steel Bridges, Chapter 15

of the Manual:

Delete entire Section 8.3 on pages 15-8-12 through 15-8-14 and insert the

following:

8.3 ANCHORAGE OF DECKS AND RAILS ON STEEL BRIDGES

8.3.1 Foreword

(a) Because of lack of research data, there is no way accuratel\- to predict die

behavior of rail on bridges under the influence of temperature changes, braking

and traction of trains, and creep. The reconnnendations which follow are based on

experience.
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(b) The effectiveness of deck and rail anchorage systems on bridges is de-

pendent upon proper anchorage and maintenance of track on the roadbed approaches.

8.3.2 Anchorage of Decks to Bridge Spans

8.3.2.1 Open-deck bridges

( a ) Ties shall be anchored to bridge spans to control lateral, vertical and longi-

tudinal movement. Each anchorage shall consist of two fasteners, each of cross-

sectional area not less dian that of a % inch diameter bolt. Maximum longitudinal

spacing of such anchorages shall be 4 ft 6 inches.

(b) Where hook bolts are used for anchorage of ties, the engineer may also

require that the ties be dapped to fit the top flanges of the girders or stringers or

that other suitable lateral restraining devices be installed. Such tie daps shall not

be less than ¥2 inch deep nor more than ¥2 inch wider than girder or stringer flange.

{ c ) A spacer timber of section not less than 4 inches by 8 inches nominal or

a metal spacer plate shall be placed on the deck outside of each rail and secured

to each tie with lag bolts or drive spikes of not less than % inch diameter.

8.3.2.2 Ballasted-deck bridges

(

a

) Timber ballasted-decks and precast concrete slab decks shall be anchored

to bridge spans with fasteners having total capacity equivalent to that specified for

open decks.

( b ) Cast-in-place concrete decks shall be anchored to steel spans either by

shear connectors or by making the bottom of the concrete slab flush with the bottom

surface of top flanges of girders or stringers.

8.3.3 Anchorage of Rail

8.3.3.1 Longitudinal anchorage of rail on bridge approaches

(a) On roadbed approaches to bridges of length over 50 ft, the rail shall be

box-anchored longitudinally at each tie a distance of 200 ft unless otherwise specified

by the engineer.

8.3.3.2 Lateral and vertical rail anchorage

( a ) Tie plates and spikes manufactured and installed in accordance with the

company's standard specifications shall be considered adequate as lateral and vertical

anchorage of rails to timber ties.

8.3.3.3 Anchorage of rail to concrete slabs, concrete ties, or directly to steel

spans

(a) Such fastening systems are special applications and shall be approved by

the engineer.

8.3.3.4 Longitudinal anchorage of conventional jointed rail

(a) On open-deck bridges, rail anchors shall be installed as specified by the

engineer.

(b) On ballasted-deck bridges, rail anchors shall be installed in accordance witli

the company's standard specifications for track not on bridges unless otherwise

specified by the engineer.
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8.3.3.5 Longitudinal anchorage of continuous welded rail without expansion

joints on open-deck bridges

(a) On bridges with total k-ngth less than 300 ft, rail anchors are not required.

(b) On bridges with total length of 300 ft or greater, rail anchors shall be

applied as follows:

( 1 ) For individual spans of 100 ft or less, rail anchors shall be applied

throughout the span, at all ties anchored to bridge spans.

(2) For individual spans exceeding 100 ft, rail anchors shall be applied only

in the first 100 ft from the fixed end, at all ties anchored to bridge spans.

(c) Bolted joints connecting strings of continuous welded rail shall not be

located on bridges nor on roadbed approaches within 200 ft of the ends of bridges.

(d) Forces in continuous welded rail may be computed from the following

equations:

I.F. ^ .38 \VT

150
R.F.

where

I.F. = internal force in 2 rails, in pounds; comjpression for temperature rise,

tension for temperature fall;

R.F. = radial force in 2 rails, in pounds per foot of bridge; acting toward

outside of cur\e for temperature rise, toward inside for temperature

fall;

W = weight of one rail, in pounds per yard;

T = temperature change in degrees F;

D = degree of curvature.

8.3.3.6 Longitudinal anchorage of continuous welded rail without expansion

joints on ballasted-deck bridges

(a) Rail anchors shall be installed in accordance witii the company's standard

specifications for track not on bridges unless otlienvise specified by die engineer.

8.3.3.7 Longitudinal anchorage of continuous welded rail with expansion joints

(a) Rail anchors shall be applied to secure the fixed parts of rail expansion

joints.

(b) Rail anchors shall be apphed at the center of rail strings having

movable parts of rail expansion joints at the ends.

8.3.4 Rail Expansion Joints

(a) Movement of rail due to changes in temperature or to train action some-
times produces adverse effects. The magnitudes of the movement and of the resulting

forces are difficult to forecast. In order to reduce the likelihood of rail breakage,

to relieve rail radial forces where they cannot feasibly be resisted, and to facilitate

track maintenance where track and fastenings must be disturbed, rail expansion

joints may be used.

8.3.4.1 Movable bridge spans

(a) In addition to the rail joints that provide for expansion and contraction

of the movable span and its rails, consideration shall be given to placing one pair

of rail expansion joints immediately off each end of the span.
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(b) Deck and rails shall be anchored to the movable span as specified by the

engineer to prevent their displacement during opening and closing of the span.

8.3.4.2 Long bridge spans

(a) For individual simple bridge spans of 300 ft or greater, rail expansion

joints shall preferably be installed at or near the expansion end of the span, as

specified by the engineer or, alternatively, rail expansion joints installed as specified

in Art. 8.3.4.4. When rail expansion joints are used at expansion end of long bridge

spans, rail anchors may be installed throughout the length of the spans.

8.3.4.3 Open-deck bridges on curves with continuous welded rail

(a) Rail expansion joints shall preferably be used for each bridge having total

lengtii greater tlian 50 ft located on curve exceeding 2 deg. If feasible, the joint

location should be off the curve.

8.3.4.4 Number and positioning of rail expansion joints on bridges with con-

tinuous welded rail

(a) Rail expansion joints shall be used in pairs, which shall be installed closely

or directly opposite each other, depending on the type of joint used.

(b) Where two pairs of joints are used, they shall preferably be located near

the center of the bridge.

(c) Where an even number of pairs of expansion joints is used greater than

two pairs, they shall preferably be placed in groups of two pairs, with the fixed

parts of one pair connected to the fixed parts of the other pair.

(d) Where an odd number of pairs of expansion joints is used, the odd pair

shall preferably be at one end of bridge, and either entirely on or off the bridge.

In the absence of other controlling conditions, the odd pair shall preferably be at

the lower end of a bridge on grade and the remaining pairs shall be placed as in (c).

(e) The spacing and design of joints shall be such that the maximum length L,

in feet of rail, causing movement through each joint shall be as follows, except that

L shall not exceed 1.500 ft.

eLT = -U_^A. (8.1)

where

e = coefficient of rail thermal expansion = 0.0000066;

T = temperature range, in degrees F ( 140 deg recommended in the absence

of a substantiated value);

J =: total permissible range of movement in the joints, in inches;

Ki = creep allowance, in inches (3 inches recommended in the absence

of a substantiated value);

K2 =^ safety factor (1.5 recommended).

For the recommended values, formula (8.1) reduces to

h = (J - 3) 60 , (8.2)

or

' = ^0- + ^ <»-3)
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(f) Rail expansion joints shall be assembled in such a manner that they are

at the approximate midpoint of the range of mo\ement at a temperature midway
between the expected extremes.

(g) The design and details of rail expansion joints shall be such as to mim'mize

resistance to expansion and contraction.

8.3.4.5 Rail expansion joints in track with bolted rail joints

(a) When rail expansion joints are used in track having bolted rail joints,

consideration shall be given to the possibility and consequences of bolted joint failure

and excessive longitudinal mo\ement of rail through the expansion joint. All such

installations shall require approval by the engineer.

8.3.5 Maintenance of Bridges with Continuous Welded Rail

(a) Suitable measures shall be taken to pre\ent buckling of track or rails

during maintenance operations. The most fa\orable rail temperatures for such work

are those below that of the rail when it was laid. The probability of rail compres-

sion resulting from creep and other causes shall be considered.

(b) On cur\ed track, the effect of radial forces shall be considered and meas-

ures taken to hold the track in line during maintenance operations. Work shall not

be done during periods of extreme high or Io\\ temperatures.

(c) Maintenance operations involving removal of fastenings of rail to ties, or

ties to bridge steel shall be carried out in short sections; and, if practicable, on

alternate ties in a first phase and on the remaining ties in a second phase.
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Manual Recommendations

Committee 16—Economics of Plant, Equipment

and Operations

Report on Assignment 7

Applications of Industrial Engineering Functions

to the Railroad Industry

R. D. Penhallegon (chairman, subcommittee), K. W. Bradley, C. Bach, R. P.

CoRNWELL, W. J. DrxoN, A. M. Handwerker, J. P. Holland, J. E. Partridge,

R. J. Scheefelbein, J. J. Stark, Jr.

Your committee submits for adoption and publication in Chapter 16 of the

Manual the following new Part 6. Its purpose is to describe the scope of industrial

engineering witli respect to the railway industry in a format that will permit

Manual users to determine if functions and techniques generally ascribed to indus-

trial engineering are applicable to the solution of their specific problems.

Part 6

Railway Applications of Industrial Engineering^

6.1 THE ROLE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Economics of plant, equipment, and operations requires an analytical approach

to the selection and design of economic and effective alternatives for manpower

and operating systems as well as physical facilities. The skills and techniques for

design of these systems are embodied in the discipline of industrial engineering.

The American Institute of Industrial Engineers describes tlie industrial engi-

neering fimction as "the design, improvement, and installation of integrated

systems of men, materials, and equipment. It draws upon specialized knowledge

and skill in the mathematical, physical, and social sciences together with the

principles and methods of engineering analysis and design to specify, predict, and

evaluate the results of such systems." While other engineering disciplines empha-

size the design of physical hardware or products, the industrial engineer is con-

cerned with the design of systems requiring human, financial, and physical re-

sources in the combinations necessary to insure an effective total system.

The railway industry is suited to industrial engineering because of its complex

operations requiring an analytical approach to create effective system designs. The

importance of I.E. to the railway industry should continue to grow with increas-

ing recognition of its potential benefits, and the development of new approaches

to the solution of perennial industry problems.
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6.1.1 Organization

Organization of the industrial engineering function varies among railroads,

but in most cases it is considered a staff function within an operating department,

or a staff function at the corporate level. I.E. provides management with properly

documented alternatives and recommendations to facilitate decision making and

contribute to the profitability of the enterprise by designing necessary, cost effec-

tive systems. A formal I.E. organization is by no means necessary to derive the

benefits of I.E. as a discipline.

6.1.2 Mode of Operation

In general, industrial engineering projects are generated in two ways. Manage-

ment often calls on industrial engineering to handle a specific project, which may

bo the design of a new facility or operation, or review of operations at an existing

facility, etc. The industrial engineering staff will also make their own recommenda-

tions to management pertaining to possible projects which would benefit from the

application of I.E. talents. Close cooperation is essential between industrial engi-

neering and the department using I.E. , services. An industrial engineer may be

given full responsibility for a project, or he may work with a project team com-

posed of other members of the interested departments, each with their own special

talents to contribute.

The I.E. will normally assist in the development of the proper definition and

scope of the project. In the case of a work systems design project, he will insure

that design efforts are geared to the proper system function. After determining the

definition and scope of the project, the I.E. will assist in the formation of the

approach to the completion of the project.

Next the I.E. or project team formulates a set of preliminary solutions or

system designs, gathers the information necessary to develop and evaluate each

alternative, and selects the best alternative based on established design criteria.

Important considerations in the selection of a recommended feasible alternative

are cost, personnel requirements, built-in opportunities for improvement, return on

investment, and the overall impact of the system upon other operations.

The I.E. or project team normally prepares a written or oral presentation with

their recommendations supported in the detail necessary for management to make a

clear decision.

When the recommendation is accepted, it is desirable for the I.E. to assist

in the installation or implementation of the recommended system by reviewing

design details, scheduling operating changes, preparing report forms, setting per-

formance levels, and training personnel. He should also post-audit the system

performance and suggest any adjustments.

6.1.3 Scope of Industrial Engineering

Industrial engineering functions vary widely within the railway industry, but

typical areas of I.E. activity usually include facilities design, work measurement,

analysis of work methods and tooling, plant layout, materials handling, produc-

tion control systems, and management information systems.

More specifically, these actual design projects illustrate the variety of I.E.

activities on various railways:

— yard and industrial switching crew performance measures

— operating rules for over-dimension loads
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— pre\'entive maintenance systems for equipment

— pick up and delivery control for an express terminal

— equipment justification or replacement policy

— unit coal train operations and facilities for a major industrial customer

— support yards and switching procedures for new industries

— classification yard design

— shop facility improvements at locomotive shops, car shops, car repair tracks,

and maintenance of way repair shops

— optimum locations for detection equipment

— make or buy studies

— long range facility planning for locomoti\'e and car shops

— optimum traffic routes and car classification policy

— freight car grading procedures

Railroads completing projects of the type illustrated here \\'ithout a formal

industrial engineering group must still rely on skills basic to industrial engineering

for effective solutions.

6.2 RAILWAY INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING ORGANIZATIONS
These three major concepts are usually followed in organizing the railway

industrial engineering function:

1. Corporate wide industrial engineering services with a core or central group

only.

2. Coiporate wide industrial engineering sei-vices with a core or central group

and field or decentralized groups assigned to specific territories and/or

department responsibilities.

3. Departmental industrial engineering services with no core or central group.

Regardless of \\'here the industrial engineering function lies within the corpo-

rate structure, the successful industrial engineering function will have clearly de-

fined responsibilities and the authority to achieve them. It must be recognized as

an essential part of the corporate structure and must be held accountable for

achieving its responsibilities. And finally, to perform effectively, it must have the

support of upper management.

6.2.1 Corporate Industrial Engineering Services, Central Group Only

The central group responsible for providing corporate-wide industrial engi-

neering ser\'ices may be internally organized in various ways. Three alternatives

are:

1. By function

2. By broad project categories

3. By project assignment

6.2.1.1 Central Group Internal Organization by Function

In this organization the central group is divided into sections of functional

responsibility. These functions may include capital expenditure evaluation, work

standards, systems design, etc. An example of an organization chart follo\\'ing this

type division is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1.—Central group organized by function.

DIRECTOR
IE
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As in the functional group organization, members of the section nonnall\- work

in specific areas of project responsibility. Workloads can be balanced by transfer-

ring or rotating individuals among sections. Rotation has the further advantage of

avoiding compartmentized thinking without detracting from technical proficiency

in specialized areas.

6.2.1.3 Central Group Internal Organization by Project Assignment

Here the central group is divided into sections, but each section is responsible

for all types of projects. On-going functions may be assigned to one Section Leader

or could be divided among Section Leaders. Examples of these organizations are

shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3.—Central group organization by project assignment.
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among the sections. Some rotation of members from one section to another may
be done as required to bring needed skills to a project, or as a means of develop-

ing technical proficiency.

6.2.2 Corporate Industrial Engineering Services, Central Group with Decentralized

Groups

Railroad operations require manpower, equipment, and operating facilicies

dispersed over a large geographical area. For effective management of the system,

organizational units are often dispersed by function and geography in accordance

with tile physical system. For instance, at a major car repair point a sizable com-
mitment of employees, equipment and support facilities of both the Mechanical

and Purchasing Departments will be found.

For departments at the functional and local level, the Industrial Engineering

Section may also be decentralized to help maintain key reporting and working

relationships. Figure 4 is an e.\aiiiple of a decentralized Industrial Engineering

Organization.

Figure 4.—Decentralized Industrial Engineering Organization.
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the field industrial engineer is objective and not subject to undue influence by
departmental supervision.

This organization improves industrial engineering responsiveness to local prob-
lems by providing the opportunity for greater in-depth analysis of day-to-day

operations. However, it has the disadvantage of requiring a larger staff. With less

flexibility to meet variable system workloads, there could be some loss of industrial

engineering productivity in local (e.g., shop) slack periods, unless some means for

temporary reassignment is part of the system.

6.2.3 Departmental Groups Only, No Central Group

Without a group or coordination of industrial engineering services at the

coiporate level, each department must provide itself with "in-house" industrial

engineering services.

Two extremes are possible. The organizational structure could be similar to

those shown previously for a core group, although on a smaller scale, if the

department industrial engineering function reports to a senior member of the

department (for instance, the Vice President—Operations). Or, there could be
no industrial engineering organization at all and the industrial engineering func-

tions totally decentralized within the department, possibly with industrial engineers

providing staffs support at strategic locations.

Total decentralization may give more penetration and authority for project

implementation because the industrial engineer is a departmental representative

rather than an "outsider." Continued industrial engineering support and input to

departmental activities is more assured than on a special project basis only. The
departmental industrial engineer will attain an in-depth knowledge of his depart-

ment because of his limited breadth of assignments and daily contact with depart-

mental personnel.

However, the inability to readily cross departmental lines can be cumbersome
and ineffective, particularly for major projects involving several departments

and requiring team effort. Because strong professional supervision is less likely,

industrial engineers within a department could tend to be less objective due to

intradepartmental pressures.

6.3 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING FUNCTIONS
Railroad-oriented industrial engineering functions can be grouped into the

general categories described in the following sections of Part 6. The purpose of

these sections is to identify basic techniques and their possible application to rail-

road design problems.

References at the end of Part 6 offer detailed descriptions of the theory and
practice of any particular technique.

6.3.1 Work Systems Design

The design or improvement of work systems is the core of most railroad indus-

trial engineering activity. Industrial engineering's tools and techniques for quanti-

tative decision making and measurement are generally geared to the design, installa-

tion, and control of work systems. Use of specific techniques is dependent on the

nature and objective of the system to be designed, and conversely, the effective-

ness of a system design is a function of the selection of appropriate design

strategies and techniques.
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Work systems are broadly defined as any system which processes inputs into

usable outputs to achieve a specific function. One list of the elements of every

work system is function, inputs, outputs, sequence, en\ironment, physical catalysts,

human agents, and information catalysts. A completed work systems design speci-

fies the physical characteristics, goals, controls and future possibilities of each of

the eight system elements. Because most work systems are subsystems of larger

systems and also have subsystems themseKes, selection of the proper function

to be accomplished is a critical first step in designing at the proper system level.

A work system might include physical facilities, manpower, raw materials,

information, or various combinations of "hard" and "soft" components. For

example, specifications for a rail work system to transport coal from a given mine

to a given power plant must include the route, the physical facilities for loading,

transport, and unloading, equipment, manpower, capital and spending costs,

volumes, revenues, impact of knovvTi or possible future events, and the appropriate

controls. This system may be a part of a larger rail transport system, and sub-

systems might include even assignments, loading and unloading procedures, empt>'

car returns, equipment maintenance, track structure, etc. As with many work

systems an engineering drawing of the physical facilities is not a design but only

a partial specification of the system. Other tyi^ical railroad work systems are listed

in 6.1.3.

6.3.1.1 Elements of Effective Design

Effective design work is not a haphazard process, it requires logical disciplined

thinking based on the proper predetermined metliodology and a clear understand-

ing of objectives, and creativity on the part of the design team. An effective I.E.

is well suited for a leadership role in work systems design because of his training

in analytical techniques and strategies, his professional objectivity, the ability to

draw from available resources, and expertise in project management. Any good

designer will share most or all of the traits ascribed to an effective I.E.

An effective work system design relative to other possible design alternatives

is one which best meets these criteria:

(a) Accomplishment of a necessary function.

(b) Design for principal operations (regularity).

(c) Elimination of artificial constraints on design level.

(d) Lowest cost per unit of output or the highest return on total investment

and each increment of investment.

(e) Recognition of all appropriate system elements, including human factors.

(f) Inclusion of built-in capabilit\- for future improvements and measures

of effectiveness.

(g) Acceptability to both the user and management.

6.3.1.2 Design Strategies

Three basic strategies are used in design work. The effective designer will

know each strategy and the applications for which it is most appropriate.

6,3.1.2.1 Research Strategy

The research strategy or "scientific method" is perhaps the oldest formalized

strategy used in design. Its use for design work and other industrial engineering
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activities is a result of applying some of the inductive principles of science to

problems of industry, i.e., "scientific management."

Basic steps of the research strategy are:

1. Define the problem.

2. Make observations (collect data).

3. Establish—hypothesis or generalization.

4. Test hypothesis.

5. Fonnulate conclusions.

As with any sti-ategy, its application is an iterative process.

The strategy is founded on both analysis and inductive reasoning. When
research is necessary as part of the design process, use of the research strategy

is appropriate. It is not a good overall design strategy, however, because effective

design is the process of synthesis rather than analysis.

6.3.1.2.2 Conventional Design Strategy

The most widely used strategy for all professional fields of design work is a

modification of the research strategy to a form more suitable for design. Its

elements have been expressed in many different forms, but they can be gen-

eralized as follows:

1. Select a system for improvement.

2. Break the system into its components and analyze the characteristics of

each component.

3. Question the necessity of each component to eliminate unnecessary com-

ponents and improve others.

4. Recombine the changed components into a new system.

5. Test and install the new system.

As with the research strategy, a defect of conventional strategies for design

is the emphasis on analysis. Strategies founded on analysis assume that a system

must exist and that something is wrong with it; the strategy is not relevant to

design of new systems having no components to analyze. Other assumptions

implicit in conventional strategies are the emphasis on techniques due to the com-

ponent viewpoint, that any system improvement is satisfactory, that people resist

change, and that system design cannot be described in a prescriptive way.

Typical examples where conventional strategies are commonly used include

time studies for establishing wage incentives, assembly line balancing, value

engineering, methods engineering and data systems development. The conventional

strategy is valuable for the improvement of existing physical systems, but at the

risk of suboptimization. A more universal strategy is required to design completely

new systems.

6.3.1.2.3 Work Design Strategy

The work design strategy embraces a strategy for the design of work systems

at any functional level and for any state of system existence or non-existence.

Key features of the work design strategy are the emphasis on system function,

elimination of unnecessary data collection by avoiding analysis, development of

system alternatives, and recognition of need to design for all appropriate dimen-

sions of every system element.
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The ten steps are:

1. Determine system function by selection of the appropriate design level.

2. De\e]op the ideal system to accomplish the function.

3. Gather infonnation to evaluate the ideal system.

4. Suggest alternatixes for workable systems.

5. Select the workable system.

6. Formulate details of the system.

7. Review the system design.

8. Test the system or components.

9. Install the system.

10. Establish performance measurements.

In essence, the strategy asks: What are we trying to do? How would we do
it if we could? and How close to this way can we do it now?

Use of the strategy may require one or more iterations before a design project

is complete. Its application to the design of a complex system might use I.E. tech-

niques to describe the system ranging from simple process flow charts and time

studies to sophisticated mathematical models. Other strategies might also be used

where appropriate within the context of the work design strategy.

All of the foregoing strategies have subtleties not apparent from a mere listing

of the steps. Before attempting to use the strategy on an actual design problem,

it is advisable to consult the references to Part 6.

6.3.2 Operations Research

While the term "operations research" is often very loosely defined, it perhaps

could be described as follows:

Operations research is the science of constructing and applying mathematical,

economic, statistical, and simulation models as decision-making tools in analyzing

or predicting consequences of a given course of action.

Knowledge of operations research techniques and methods is a valuable asset

to both analyst and manager, expanding their abilitv' to study problems through

such techniques as computer simulation, optimization methods, probabilistic model-

ing, waiting-line (queuing) tlieory, and statistical analysis.

6.3.2.1 Techniques of Operations Research

There has been no precise categorization of the elements of operations research,

since these overlap other areas such as "management science" and "systems analysis,"

for example. Developments in digital computers have gready expanded the ability to

put theory into practice with operations research. Various techniques of OR are

briefly described below:

1. Simulation—This approach is perhaps the most common technique. The
general method is to construct a model of a certain process and simulate the

process through the model, testing various assumptions. Logic of these models
incorporate most or many of the features of tlie system and thus give insight

into consequences of given actions. This allows situations to be tested in a

laboratory environment, generally at considerably lower cost and risk than

implementing an untested plan and reacting to the consequences. For
example, a group of widely known models simulates the U. S. economy.
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Simulation has been used in a variety of railroad applications, as mentioned

later in this section. Simulation models in general "simulate" rather than

"optimize," often because the user cannot define what an optimum solution

means, that is, what quantity is to be optimized. Furthermore, some optimi-

zation models can be quite expensive to run. This expense, coupled vvitli tlie

user's uncertainty in some model assumptions, can make precise optimization

an impractical exercise.

2. Optimization methods—The basic approach to optimization is to de\elop

a mathematical model or program for which an optimum solution can be

found.

A major advancement in optimization techniques was the development

by George Dantzig of the simplex algorithm. This algorithm finds an optimal

solution for a well-defined problem with linear constraints. These types of

problems fall under the general heading of "linear programming." An obvious

drawback is that many problems are not linear, and forcing a problem to

meet linear constraints questions tlie credibility of the optimal solution. Otlier

fields of mathematical programming have spawned much tlieory but far less

application than linear programming.

Some optimization techniques overlap into areas which combine decision

theory and probability theory. Game theory, inventory control, and a class

of problems known as "dynamic programming ' could also be classified under

optimization techniques.

3. Queuing Theory—A field with wide application (particularly in the tele-

phone and reservation business) is known as "queuing" theory or simply,

the theory of waiting in a line or queue. This theory applies to problems

where there are a limited number of "servers" (e.g. receiving tracks, car

spots, locomotive fueling stands, reservation clerks) and probabilities are

calculated for obtaining service within a specified time.

6.3.2.2 Railroad Applications of Operations Research

Computer (or manual) simulation has been the most widely applied OR tech-

nique in the rail industry. The Railway Systems and Management Association

(RSMA) has a 1966 presentation describing several simulation efforts. Probably the

most comprehensive survey of simidation applications is contained in the Assoc-iation

of American Railroads Application Digest, now contained as part of the Railroad

Research Information Services bulletin. Major rail network models have been reviewed

on behalf of tiie Federal Railroad Administration. The United States Railway Asso-

ciation (USRA) used computer simulation to develop suggested operating strategies

for ConRail. Freight and passenger traffic on the Northeast Corridor has also been
simulated. Locomotive builders use simulation to predict locomotive performance.

Train Performance Calculators (TPC) simulate trains operating between specified

points, indicating elapsed travels, fuel consumption and hazardous conditions. Some
railroads have tried simulation in M/E shop scheduling and M/W planning problems.

Even tlie profitability of branch lines for a given level of traffic has been simulated.

The Track/Train Dynamics Task Force has developed detailed analytic models

to dsecribe various aspects of track and train interface. These models are being

applied effectively for analyzing derailments, improving train handling techniques,

designing new equipment and many other related areas.
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A number of models are in use which simulate road train operations to give

insight to increased traffic levels and/or the need for additional sidings and double

track.

Inxentory control is another area of application of OR in the rail inckistry,

where an "optimal" level of inventory is calculated for equipment and store supplies.

Queuing theory has been used to analyze problems such as delays to cars in

yards. Various linear programming techniques have been applied to empty car

distribution and train scheduling.

The references illustrate only a few of tlie many OR applications in the rail

industry. Canadian, European, and Japanese railroads have also contributed signifi-

cantly to OR literature. The two pervasive and related problems of inflation and

minimal profits in the U. S. rail industry suggest the desirability of an expanded

application of OR techniques to improve railroad viability.

6.3.3 Performance Measures

6.3.3.1 General

The design and implementation of measvues of performance is necessary to

insure that any system is functioning as designed, and to indicate the steps required

to correct a malfunctioning system. In the case of work systems, it is important to

insure that the system is designed to effecti\ely perform necessary functions prior

to establishing performance measures. Otherwise, performance measures could be

meaningless or provide an unjustified sense of complacency. Poor performance

measures, or good performance measures applied to a poor system, may be counter-

productive to the extent of affecting profitability.

Performance measures have been used by railroads for many years, although

they ha\e often been based on historical data. Relatively new, however, is the appli-

cation to railroads of performance measures in terms of industrial engineering

standards. The degree of sophistication varies greatly, but the concept of engineered

standards is gaining acceptance, particularly in the areas of maintenance of way,

transportation, shops, and clerical activities.

Engineered performance measures are generally based on a comparison of actual

time (or costs) to complete a necessary function with carefully developed standard

times (or costs) for the same function. Standards can be used for control of direct

labor and production costs, as well as planning and scheduling.

6.3.3.2 Uses of Performance Measures

Potential uses of performance measures include these general areas:

1. Determining manpower requirements

2. Assessing gang, shift, and individual performance

3. Estimating job and project costs

4. Scheduling maintenance and repair work

5. Providing data for budgeting

6. Making make-buy decisions

7. Facility planning and layout

8. Cost reporting and control

9. Production performance evaluation

10. Allocation and/or utilization of resources
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6.3.3.3 Development of Standards

Standards can be de\eloped in a number of ways, including:

1. Time studies

2. Predetermined standards dexeloped from tables of standard times for elemental

operations

3. Work sampling

4. Simulation

Each of these methods is more suited to a particular application, but any method
when properly applied usually provides a more satisfactory standard than historical

data.

6.3.3.3.1 Time Studies

Time studies are appropriate for developing standards for repetitive operations

such as equipment manufacture and repair, terminal operations, certain clerical

activities, and M of W production activities. For operations having short cycle times

a stop watch might be required, while for longer cycle times such as tliose in terminal

switching and M of W activities, accuracy to the nearest minute will probably suffice.

Setting standards by time study requires that the method for the entire activity

cycle be described to insure that future use of the standards developed are appro-

priate to the activity. The time for each element in the cycle is recorded, keeping

fixed and variable times separate. The number of cycles to be studied for sufficient

accuracy is inversely proportional to the length of each cycle. Statistical techniques

can be used to determine the number of cycles required for sufficient accuracy.

Any methods improvements which become apparent during the course of the study

should be made immediately if possible.

During the time study, the observer should apply a performance rating to the

study to adjust the times to a "normal" operator. When a poor operator is observed,

the times are adjusted down to standard. Conversely, times are adjusted up to stand-

ard for an exceptionally good operator.

After raw times are adjusted by a rating factor, an allowance is added to adjust

for interruptions to the production cycle. These interruptions include personal delays,

unavoidable delays such as tool breakage and fatigue. Refer to any text or handbook
on time study for details on establishing performance ratings and allowances.

The final result of a good time study should be a fair and equitable standard

which the average operator can consistently meet without undue exertion.

6.3.3.3.2 Predetermined Standards

Predetermined standards are designed from charts or tables of data previously

established for elemental cycles. The standard data may be developed from earlier

time studies, or may be provided from commercially available data such as M-T-M,
WoFAC, or MODAPTS. The advantage of standard data is tliat it permits standards

to be established without ratings, stop watches, or the need for long observations.

It is particularly useful for evaluating alternative methods prior to implementation.

The preliminary job of establishing the metliod and the cycle elements is the

same as for a time study. Allowances must be applied to standard data, but ratings

are not necessary because the standard data are already based on "normal" times.

6.3.3.3.3 Work Sampling

Work sampling (formerly called ratio-delay studies) is a useful technique for

some railway applications of engineered standards or for determining labor and
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machine utilization. While time studies can produce the same results as work sam-

pling, they are far more time-consuming for long cycle times, non-repetitive work,

or when precision is imnecessary.

Work sampling is based on tlic fundamental laws of probability as expressed

by the binomial distribution. Observations at predetermined random times are made

of the activity to be studied, and the status of the activity is recorded with a mark.

For example, on any particular observation a machine is either "working" or "not

working" and recorded as such. The percentage of "working" observations to the

total indicates the utilization of the machine.

For large numbers of observations the binomial distribution is approximated

by a normal distribution. With basic statistics, the number of observations required

can be calculated to insure that the result has the required degree of accuracy.

6.3.3.3.4 Simulation

Simulation, either manual or by computer, is useful in setting standards for

systems which are complex or difficult to physically measure, or to evaluate the

productivity of systems still in the planning stage. Even with simulation, actual

or estimated times for certain activities are part of the design criteria required as

input to the simulation. The output is usually a description of the productivity of

tlie o\eralI system.

One important example of a simulated standard is train tonnage ratings as

developed by a TPC program (see Section 2.2.3, Chapter 16, AREA Manual).

Other types of simulation models may be used to evaluate main-line track capacities

and train schedules, productivity of proposed facilities, including terminals, repair

shops, or even railroad networks.

6.3.3.4 Application of Performance Measures

The application of performance measures must be designed witii the same

care as the o\erall system to be measured. Factors to be considered include:

a. Specifically what is to be measured and why?

b. Who will set standards and how?

c. What is the cost of the measurement system and wliat will i)e its benefits?

d. What is the schedule of implementation?

e. How can labor and super\'isory resistance be avoided or o\ercome?

f. What will be tlie reporting format?

g. What are the procedures for revisions of standards?

h. How will poor performance be identified and corrected? By statistical con-

trol charts or some other method?

i. Who will post audit the system to insure tliat the measurement directs atten-

tion to those being measured of peiforniance which in fact leads to overall

productivity?

While performance measures can have substantial benefits, measurement tech-

niques should not be considered as an end in themsehes, but only as a means to

insure that any system being measured continues to fulfill effectively the functions

for which it was designed.
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Committee 33—Electrical Energy Utilization

Report on Assignment 3

Voltage Standards

H. Rappaport (chairman, subcommittee), T. B. Bamford, A. R. Barker, M. D.
Meeker.

Your committee submits for adoption and publication in Chapter 33 of the

Manual the following new Part 3.

Part 3

Recommended Voltages

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Existing electrified railway systems in the United States and overseas employ

a multiplicity of nominal operating voltages depending on their age and design

purpose. The relatively recent application of solid-state rectifiers and thyristors to

railroad locomotives employing direct current traction motors has reduced the

requirement for special frequencies or unique voltages. These improvements coupled

with the advent of longer and heavier freight trains or very high speed passenger

trains have demanded greater amounts of power. The total economics of supplying

this power has led to the use of higher voltages in order to minimize the number of

substations and size of catenary wires.

Although it is fully recognized that each traction power installation will be
subject to certain local design criteria, it is highly desirable to use common voltages

and voltage ranges throughout North America to facilitate equipment manufacture
and possible future run-through train operations. It should be understood that the

voltage ranges recommended below are the result of a cost trade-off between fixed

plant construction and locomotive designs, which could vary under unusual circum-

stances such as the Northeast Corridor or a heavy dense commuter service.

3.2 DEFINITIONS

3.2.1 NOMINAL OPERATING VOLTAGE

This is the voltage measured at the pantograph (or third rail shoe) of a train

located at the substation feed point while full rated power is being drawn from
the appropriate substation transformer (or transfonners if they are connected in

parallel )

.

3.2.2 NORMAL UPPER VOLTAGE LIMIT

This is the voltage measured at the pantograph (or third rail shoe) of a train

located at the substation feed point with no traction power being drawn from the
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appropriate substation transformer (or transformers if they are connected in parallel).

Auxiliaries such as air compressors, blowers, control circuits, etc., are assumed to

be functioning.

3.2.3 NORMAL LOWER VOLTAGE LIMIT

This is the voltage measured at the pantograph (or third rail shoe) of a train

located at the point of maximum voltage drop witli the catenary (or third rail)

functioning for normal design conditions assuming no substation outages and rated

continuous power (constant K\'A) being de\ eloped by the rolling stock.

3.2.4 EMERGENCY MINIMUM OPERATING VOLTAGE
This is the voltage measured at die pantograph (or diird rail shoe) under

emergency conditions. Rated vehicle power and performance is not available but

reduced operation is possible assiuning on-board logic will automatically degrade

the performance of auxiliaries. Typical emergency conditions would include: sub-

station outage, loss of one or more transfonners at the substation, utility supply

problems, etc.

3.3 DESIGN CRITERIA
The fixed plant for an electrification system should be designed to operate

within the limits of the normal upper voltage and die normal lower voltage. These

limits do not allow for regenerative braking. System designs must make allowances

for normal utility voltage fluctuations on the high voltage side of the substation

transformer. The emergency minimum operating voltage limits apply to vehicle

design only, and should not be used as criteria for a system design.

3.4 RECOMMENDED VOLTAGES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION
The following table summarizes the voltages recommended for traction power

use on typical electrified railroads in North America and are limited in number for

standardization purposes.

Normal Normal Emergency

Upper Lower Minimum
Nominal Voltage Voltage Operating

Voltage Limit Limit Voltage

650.0 VDC
1500.0 VDC
3000.0 VDC

12.5 KV AC
25.0 KV AC
50.0 KV AC

720.00 V

1800.00 V
3600.00 V

13.75 KV
27.50 KV
55.00 K\'

.520.0 V
1200.0 V
2400.0 V

10.0 KV
20.0 YL\

40.0 KV

400.0 V
1000.0 V

2000.0 V

8.7 KV
17.5 KV
35.0 KV

NOTES FOR AC ONLY

1. All AC \'oltages assume commercial frequency of 60 Hertz.

2. Normal upper voltage limit = 110 percent of nominal voltage.

3. Normal lower voltage limit ^ 80 percent of nominal voltage.

4. Emergency minimum operating voltage = 70 percent of nominal voltage.
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Report on Assignment 4

Catenary/Pantograph Systems

H. S. March (chairman, subcommittee), A. G. Ckak;, D. Twine, A. G. Raabe, R. J.

Berti, W. S. Gordon, M. F. Cowing, D. T. Jones, K. L. Lawson.

Your committee submits for adoption and publication in Chapter 33 of the

Manual tlie following new Part 4.

Part 4

Catenary/Pantograph Systems

4.1 CONTACT WIRE AMPACITY

4.1.1 INTRODUCTION

The contact wire of a catenary system must perform its function of transferring

power from the fixed distribution system to the moving vehicle under some harsh

physical and electrical conditions without exceeding any limitations which would

reduce its life or effectiveness as a critical part of a railway electrification installation.

In most catenary system designs the contact wire must be maintained at a relatively

high tension in order to insure smooth tracking of the vehicle-mounted pantograph

for the collection of power. The copper or copper alloys generally used for contact

wires suffer irreversible reduction in their strength when heated above their annealing

point and are thus subject to breaking below their designed tensions.

Temperature rises in a contact wire are usually produced through the cyclic

interactions of many different parameters and must be thoroughly investigated for

each circumstance. This document gives the preferred method for calculating contact

wire ampacity as well as a table of calculated continuous contact wire currents for

various wire sizes and alloys imder a set of typical assumed conditions.

4.1.2 METHOD OF CALCULATING AMPACITY

The recommended technique for calculating the ampacity of contact wires was

developed by Messrs. H. E. House and P. D. Tuttle and published in the AIEE

Transactions Paper No. 58-41 dated February 1958. This technique essentially

balances the heat gained and lost by the wire through current heating, solar heating,

convection and radiation. The referenced AIEE paper contains tables and charts of

different variables which are subject to temperature, altitude, and solar angle and

should be consulted for any detailed engineering investigations. The basic equation

follows.

Fr = qc -f- qr — q.s when qc = convected heat loss

qr = radiated heat loss

qs = heat gained from solar and sky radiation

The right hand terms are then expanded to yield the following detailed equation:
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/[l.Ol + 0.371 (^^)''"]kr(t. - tj + 0.138 De

f/ K. \' /^J^V 1 _ a(QD sin + Qd) A'

LVtckT/ - Uooy J r

I =

Where

D = Conductor diamett-r in inches

Pf = Density, pounds of air per cubic foot

V =r Velocity of air in feet per hour

f-'f = Absolute x'iscosity of air in poinids per hour per foot

kf = Thermal conductivity of air in watts per square foot per degree

Celsius

t, = Conductor temperature in degrees Celsius

t., =: Ambient temperature in degrees Celsius

T,. 4- T
Tf =: — — air film temperature in degrees Celsius

f =: Thermal emissivity constant for the conductor surface

K, = Conductor temperature in degrees Kelvin

Ka = Ambient air temperature in degrees Kelvin

a =: Solar absorption coefficient

Qd = Direct solar radiation in watts per square foot

Q,i =: Sky radiation in watts per square foot

A' =: Projected area of the wire in square feet per lineal foot = —

—

e = cos' [cosHcCos (Zc — Zi)] where

He =^ altitude of the sun above the horizon, degrees

Zc = azimuth of the sun, degrees

Zi := azimuth of the wire, degrees

r = Effective a-c resistance in ohms per foot

I = Continuous current in amperes

4.1.3 UNIFORM RATING PARAMETERS
Any meaningful ampacity comparison between wires of different sizes and

different compositions must be based upon a unifonii set of conditions. The condi-

tions outlined below represent typical conditions encountered dirough much of

North America and permit a realistic comparison of wire sizes and compositions

as they affect the continuous ampacity rating. These are referred to as standard

conditions.

Ambient air 25 °C

Conductor operating temperature, hard-drawn copper 75°C

Conductor operating temperature, alloys 100° C

Emissivity 0.5

Frequency of power system 60 Hz

Wind velocity 2 ft/sec
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Resistance, ohms per circular Mil/foot at 20°C
Hard-drawn copper 10.674 ohms
ASTM alloy 80 12.964 ohms
ASTM alloy 55 18.857 ohms

Worn wire 70% of original section

Otlier factors taken from tables in AIEE paper 58-41.

4.1.4 SAMPLE CALCULATION
The following example of a typical calculation is shown for illustrative pur-

poses. The wire used in the calculations is a 4/0 grooved hard-drawn copper contact

Avire worn to the 70 percent point.

0.442 X 0-068 X 7200 \,,.-,. "I

0.0473 / J

J
_ / v..v.w^^^ v.- — 25) -t- 0.138 X 0.442 X 0.5

M298 Y "I
0.5 ( 95.3) 0.036

100 / J
~

0.0000872

.06 — 1.72

.0000872

I = 393 amperes

Note: The 3-amp difference between the sample calculation result and the

computer derived results in the following table is due to rounding of numbers and

using tabidated values of Qs found in the House and Tuttle paper.

4.1.5 TABLE OF CONTINUOUS AMPACITY RATINGS

The following table of continuous (steady state) current ratings of various

sizes of trolley (contact) wire are given for comparative purposes and should be

used with appropriate engineering discretion. Detailed designs of a catenary system

should take into full account the short-time ampacity ratings ( one to three minutes

)

and the loading cycles expected to be generated by tlie operation of trains. Overall

electrification system designs may cause some sections of catenary to endure abnormal

loading cycles and consequently require increased wire size or tlie use of a parallel

feeder. Care should be taken to determine the current sharing between the wires

making up the catenary system caused by mutual impedance and possible compo-

sition differences of the wires. Operating temperatures of die alloys used in the tables

are as follows:

Hard-drawn copper 75°C

ASTM alloy 80 100°C

ASTM alloy 55 100°C

A precautionary prediction of loss in wire tensile strength due to annealing

at elevated temperatures should be made for die design by a proper evaluation of

the expected wire temperature-time experience under system overload conditions

since the effects are cumulative and permanent.
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Manual Recommendations

Committee 9—Highways

Report on Assignment B

Revision of Manual

J. E. Spangler (chairman, subcommittee B), J. M. Bates, L. T. Cerny, C. A.
Christensen, J. W. Cruikshank, F. Daugherty, G. R. Epps, R. V. Gilbert,.

H. D. Hahn, C. I. Hartsell, D. P. Insana, P. G. Jefferis, Jr., D. E. John-
son, R. V. LoFTus, R. F. MacDonald, R. J. Massey, G. U. Mentjes, J. C.
Miller, G. S. Munro, T. M. Newton, G. R. Nichelson, Jr., C. Shoemaker,
R. E. Skinner, David Veitch, W. E. Webster, Jr.

Your committee, by letter ballot, has approved certain revisions in Part 1 and

in the Miscellaneous Part of Ghapter 9 of the AREA Manual. An addition is felt

necessary at this time to allow for the newer types of grade crossing surfaces. Later,

under a long-range plan, detailed descriptions of all types of material wiU be in-

cluded. Gertain descriptive data is also being added concerning limitations in the

use of tracks in streets and paved areas.

Revised information on the use of barriers at closed grade crossings, the use

of the crossing incident report, and the use of the inventory form will be included

in the Miscellaneous Part, as v.'ell as the removal of certain obsolete data.

The revisions approved by your committee are now submitted for adoption and
publication in the Manual.

Page 9-1-3:

Add tlie following paragraph at the end of Art. 1.1.9:

"Other types of crossing surfaces have become available for which specifications

are not included. These crossing surfaces have various characteristics which may-

warrant their installation."

Page 9-1-13:

Replace existing Art. 1.5.2 with the following:

1.5.2 Use

This construction is not recommended for main-hne tracks or areas where track

surfacing is required or where unstable soil conditions exist. It is not recommended
for general use as a highway-railway grade crossing.

Pages 9-M-2 and 9-M-3:

Delete both pages as now written and substitute the following:

TYPE OF BARRIER FOR DEAD-END STREETS

The barrier illustrated in Fig. 1 is recommended in nonconstruction areas as a
permanent facility to mark the end of a street or highway where a grade crossing

has been closed. The stripes shall be alternating red and white.

(Fig. 1 will be similar to Fig. 6-14 on page 299 of the Manual on Uniform
Traffic Gontrol Devices, appropriately dimensioned.)
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8 MIN.-

12"MAX.

'^^^-f\

Fig. 1

Pages 9-M-4 and 9-M-o:

Delete both pages as now written and substitute the HIGHWAY GRADE
CROSSING INCIDENT REPORT shown on page 78.

Pages 9-M-6 and 9-M-7:

Delete both pages as now written and substitute die U.S. DOT

—

AAR CROSS-
ING INVENTORY FORM shown on page 79.
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A INITIATING AGENCY
DRAILROAU aSTAII

U.S. DOT - AAR CROSSING INVENTORY FORM

D. EFFECTIVE DATE
C. REASON FOR UI'DATE;

acHANI.ISiri I
• ISIING CHOSSING OAI

D NtW CruJSSIfJG

B. CROSSING NUMBER
I I I 1 1 I I I U n CI nSED CHOSSINfi

P.irt I Lo-dlior. HMil Cla^silicalion of All Cr.)«ings (Must Be Com|.letod)

1 Rjilioad Opm.lliiigConiiiaiH ? H.i.ln.acI Division or Ruiiin.i

M

I 1 I I LI I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I

5, Dkii>Iv

3. Railrtwd Sulxln

I I I I I I I.

4 Sial;

I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I i I 1 i I I I I I I I I I I I I I

7 Cili 8 Ncaii'st Cilv

S Cnn.uv Mh|i Rpf, No.

i I I I i I i I I

9 Highway Tvpe and No

I I I 1 I I I 1 I I I I I I I I

10. St>-c| or Road Njiii...

I I I 1 I I I I I 1 I I I 1 I I

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

11. RR I D. No.

12. NnjiPM RH TunflaWc Slain

1 1 U-L.LJ-J^
15. Pedi-slnan Ci"«."a "> P"val<- Vflni li' C'<iS!ing

Dl at quid.' A. D I. Faiin D2 Roiiduntial D3 R.-i >,vlionjl D4 Industrial

D 2. RR rimli-r
fl. D 5 at grade C Q 8. signs-spi'dlv I I I I I I I I I I I

D 3. RR over
(-| g pf, j,„,|^, p g „g„,i|5.s|„,c,|y I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

n 7 RR I

I i I I I I I

O NOT WHITE IN THIS SPACE

Ship Cour>ty

UJ LxJ
r..i, rg„,«, Cilv

I I I I I n

I I I

.in"iai>i* Stal.oi

I I I I I

17. PiiIjIic Vehir.li! Crossing

Dial gradp

D 7 RR under

D 3. RR over

DO. no

COMPLETE REMAINDER OF FORM ONLY FOR PUBLIC VEHICLE CROSSINGS AT GRADE
Pari II Dotailorl Itiforiiialnin for Piililii: Vehicular dt Grade Crossing

''^TvlrrralNnn ,( D.„lv T Mn s
,R ,

Check d I ess

Than On,' Mm
Per Uav i-r

D..>i..ll.r 10 A" mcrr."
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR PERMANENT NUMBER BOARDS
FOR DOT-AAR RAILROAD-HIGHWAY CROSSING

INVENTORY SYSTEM

The number board shall be light-gauge aluminum with letters and numbers

embossed. Letter size and other dimensions should conform to the Railroad-Highway

Crossing Inventory Update Manual dated January 1976. The sign shall not be painted

so as to be less attractive to vandals. The sign shall show the railroad initials.

This type of sign can be considered an unpainted "license plate" type, and the

blanks used, for motorcycle tags could be used to produce this sign.

Pages 9-M-8 and 9-M-9:

Delete both pages.

Manual Recommendations

Committee 5—Track

Report on Assignment 5

Turnout and Crossing Design

L. C. Kerns (chairman, subcommittee), C. M. Cowles, W. G. Crone, A. G. Elusf-
soN, E. E. Frank, P. E. Gordenier, R. J. Jones, G. G. Knupp, R. E. Kuston,
L. P. McKenna, L. A. Pelton, L. L. Rekuch, A. J. Schavet, N. J. Skoutelas,
L. Tameling, a. F. Ubaldi.

ASSIGNMENT 5 (b) REVIEW TAPER ON GUARD RAILS PROTECTING
TRACK CROSSING FROGS

Your committee reconunends that the following trackwork plans be revised so

that guard rails protecting crossings have a 36-in. flare with a straight cut to agree

with the design change made previously on turnout guard rails, Plan 504-71. This

will also require that some external arms will have to be extended and tie layout

plan revised. The plans affected are as follows:

700 F-55 706-59 761-71

700 G-55
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ASSIGNMENT 5 (c) : IMPROVEMENTS TO MANGANESE INSERT FROG DESIGN

Your committee recommends that the Trackwork Plan No. 600-A-73, Design

Criteria for Manganese Steel Insert Frogs be revised to read as shown in the accom-

panying "Design Criteria for Design 600 Series Frogs." This also requires the follow-

ing changes on present Plan No. 600-59:

(a) Remove reverse bend in wing and heel rails.

(b) Use of inverted "U" section instead of "I" beam sections.

(c) Standard rolled steel filler.

(d) Eliminate \o. 4 and Xo. 5 frog details.

Also add the following Note 8 to present Plan No. 600B-55:

8.—Alternate: A %" radius for the top corner of the flange is recommended

for frogs in rail sections. Groups 1, lA, IB, IC, 3 and 3A (AREA Plan

1001); the transition given in Note 4 is then not required.

Note: The following additional editorial revisions should be made to plans

contained in the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans and Specifications:

Plan 10-71, Sheet 1

Note under Bill of Track Material refers to 11' 0" Tee Guard Rail. This should

be changed to 12' 6" Tee Guard Rail.

Plan 925-71

Calls for 8' 3" Guard Rails for No. 8 Frog on the No. 10 Turnout, No. 8 Turn-

out plan; and 8' 3" Guard Rails for second No. 10 Frog on the No. 10 Turnout, No.

10 Turnout Plan. These 8' 3" Guard Rails should be changed to show 9' 5" Guard

Rails.

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR DESIGN 600 SERIES FROGS

Applicable to All Frogs from No. 6 to No. 20, Incl.

Plan Nos. 600, 612, 613, 614, and 615

1. Heel

The heel end of manganese point is placed where the spread between gage lines

is 4% in.

2. Heel Block Extension

The heel block extension running out from the heel of manganese point between

the heel rails to be 23 in. long for frogs No. 6, 26 in. long for No. 7 and 8, and

above No. 8, the heel extension is to run 6 in. beyond the point where spread be-

tween gage lines is 7Ji in. The heel block extension is integral witli the manganese

body casting on all frogs up to and including No. 15; for frogs No. 16 thru No.

20, the integral part is made 10)2 in. long from the heel of manganese point and a

separate heel block casting, tightly abutting the integral extension, forms the balance.

The riser at the end of all heel blocks is to have a slope from /: in. below the level

of the head of rails at the end to tread level in a length of 6 in.

3. Heel Rails

The heel rails are offset horizontally toward the gage line by a bend at the end

of the heel block extension so that the center line of the web shall run parallel to the
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center line of the web of the wing rail, the edge of which forms a straight line from

a point 4 in. from the gage line opposite the tlieoretical point extended to a point

Us in. from the gage line opposite the end of the heel block extension. Back of head
is planed to a straight taper witli a vertical side from VA in. net width of head at

point to full head section at end of heel block extension.

The point end of rail is cut at an angle of 45 deg. to the gage line and the back

of head at point end is rounded by 5 in. radius.

4. Wing Rail

Wing rail laps heel rail from point end for I6/2 in. for frogs No. 6 thru 12,

23 in. for frogs No. 14 and 15 and 28 in. for frogs No. 16 thru 20. The side of

the head of tlie wing rail forms a straight line from a point 4 in. from the gage line

opposite the theoretical point extended to a point V/s in. from the gage line opposite

the end of the heel block extension.

Opposite theoretical point wing rail is bent back on a line running to a gage

line toe spread of 3 in., but on an angle of not less than 1 in 8 with gage line (frogs

No. 6 thru No. 10). If angle comes out smaller than 1 in 8, reduce toe spread

(2.91 in. for No. 11 frog and 2.67 in. for No. 12 frog) to make the angle 1 in 8

until a minimum toe spread of 2/2 in. is reached (frogs No. 14 tliru No. 20),

when such minimum spread and minimum angle of 1 in 8 are kept, the middle bend
of wing rail is moved toward the toe end of the frog by extending the line of wing
rail running from the point Us in. from tlie gage line opposite the end of the heel

block extension to the point 4 in. out at theoretical point until such line meets the

line drawn from 2^2 in. toe spread on the 1 in 8 angle.

The side of the head of wing rail is planed for a straight flare on the guard side

running on a line from a 3/2" in. flare opening at the end of a flare measured % in. below

tread level to a point where a 45 deg. angle to the gage line from the 4% in. spread

of the gage lines intersect the edge of the head. The side of flare planing on the

wing rail commencing at the end of the manganese wing to be on a bevel of 25 deg.

from vertical.

5. Manganese Steel Body and Wings
From the heel end of die manganese point at the 4% in. spread the manganese

is carried across the flangeway on an angle of 45 deg. to the gage line to the web
of the wing rail. It then follows the web of bent wing rail to the bend at toe where

the manganese body ends. The back of the manganese wing follows the bent head

of the wing rail and lies up against the full head section to the toe end where it is

sloped and rounded. The manganese wing is flared to follow a line from where a

45 deg. angle from the 4% in. gage line spread intersects tlie line of the wing rail

to the 1/8 in. width of flangeway, the included angle of the flared portion to be the

angle of the frog. The pointed end of the manganese wing flare to be stopped where
the theoretical width of manganese is 3/16", chamfered to 1/16" width in 2/2"

length, and rounded to VA" radius similar to a Switch Point. Bottom bearing of

the manganese steel casting on top of base of wing rail to be continuous throughout

except at bends. Bearing under head and against web of wing rail to be 3 in. long

at every other through bolt commencing with the second bolt from the manganese
heel towards the toe down to the first bolt from the theoretical point towards the

heel and then at every bolt to the toe end; and for a length of 4 in. at the last bolt

through the toe end of manganese body.

Heel extension to have continuous bearing on the top of base of heel rails and
to bear against the web and under head continuous from the point end of heel rails
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for same length as flangeway filler, then for 3 in. at each bolt beyond end of filler

and 4 in. at end of heel block extension.

6. Fillers and Toe Blocks

Fillers between heel rails and wing rails are of a constant lengtli of 16}i in. for

frogs No. 6 thru No. 12, 23 in. for frogs No. 14 and 15, and 28 in. for frogs No.

16 thru 20, measured on gage line, being cut square on inner end, and beveled, to

match the end of the wing rail on the outer end.

Toe blocks are placed 2 in. from the toe end of tlie manganese body and are

7 in. long with one bolt for all frogs up to and including No. 10, and of length and

number shown on detail plans to provide minimum gage line opening of 4 in. for

all other angles.

7. Bolt Spacing

At the heel end spacing of bolts through heel rails, wing rails and fillers is

constant; 3 in. -5 in.-5 in. for all frogs from No. 6 thru No. 12, and 3 in-5 in. -5 in.-OJi

in. for frogs No. 14 thru No. 20, measured on gage line from point end of heel rail.

Bolt at end of heel block extension is placed 2 in. from extreme end of all frogs.

In 26 in. and longer heel block extensions for frogs No. 7 thru 12 tlie first bolt

outside end of wing rails is placed 6%. in. from the last bolt thru fillers and an

additional bolt is spaced equally between this bolt and the end bolt, for frogs No.

14 and above, when spacing would exceed 10 in. from C to C, additional bolts

between last bolt thru flangeway fillers and the end bolt are spaced in the least

number of approximately equal spaces not exceeding 10 in. C to C. Position of first

two bolts through manganese body at toe end is constant 2 in.-7 in. for all frogs,

measured on gage line from toe end of casting. Body bolts between fixed position

of bolts at heel and toe ends are spaced in least number of equal spaces not exceed-

ing 12 in. from C to C. At the toe end, position of bolts thru toe block is 6 in.

measured on gage line from toe end of manganese for frogs No. 6 thru 15 and

4 in. for frogs No. 16 thru 20, other bolt spacing as shown on detail plans.

Mill. Otis
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Manual Recommendations

Committee 13—Environmental Engineering

Report on Assignment 2

Air Pollution Control

W. M. Harrison (chairman, subcommittee), A. F. Butcosk, W. P. Cunningham,
J. C. DiETZ, R. R. Holmes, D. J. Inman, E. S. Johnson, R. M. Lindenmuth,
L. W. Pepple, R. J. Spence, M. L. Williams.

Your committee submits for adoption and publication in Part 2, Chapter 13

of the Manual, Sections 2.1—Recommended Guide Standards, and 2.2—Sampling,

Instrumentation and Testing, as published in Bulletin 661, January-February 1977,

pages 391-402, deleting Sections 2.1 and 2.2 as presently printed on pages 13-2-2

to 13—2^, inch, of the Manual. Also submitted for adoption are Appendix A

—

Glossary of Terms, of Part 2, published in the same Bulletin on pages 402-407, and

Appendix B—Directory of Governmental Enforcement Agencies, published on pages

408-413.

Report on Assignment 4

Industrial Hygiene

W. D. Peters (chairman, subcommittee), R. A. Bardwell, R. S. Bryan, W. H.
Melgren, E. T. Myers, R. G. Michael, G. H. Nick, R. Singer, T. A. Tenny-
son, J. W. Webb.

Your committee submits for adoption and publication in Part 4, Chapter 13 of

the Manual, Section 4.8—Personal Protective Equipment, as published in Bulletin

661, January-February 1977, pages 413-417, redesignating the number of the section

from 4.8 to 4.6.
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Thermit
®

way!
...A MODERN, SELF-PREHEAT METHOD OFFERING:

D AUTOMATIC, ERROR-FREE PRE-HEATING AND TAPPING

OF WELD METALS

D EASY, COLD REMOVAL OF RISERS

n NO EQUIPMENT TO PURCHASE OR LEASE

Call or Write For FREE Details... Plus, Job-Site Demonstration

US.THERMIT INC
Lakehurst. New Jersey 08733 • (201) 657-5781 Teiex: TEGOWHP 710-568-1352
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Portec's On
the Move.
4 Ways We're

Aggressively

Supporting

Your Progress.
Portec's Transportation Products

Group has been streamlined and
expanded. To provide you with
better service for your track and
transportation needs. And to

develop new products for the

challenging years ahead. Listed

here are some of the Portec products

that have gained world-wide
acceptance. Watch for news of

further developments — the kind of

innovations you expect from a leader

like Portec.

Paragon Division

Auto Racks
New Fully Enclosed Multi-Levels

with Tri-Fold Doors
Bi-Level Racks
Tri-Level Racks
End Door Enclosure —

Multi-Level Racks

Other Equipment
Frame Cars
Cable Reel Cars
Ingot Mold Cars
Special Equipment Components

Railway Products Division

Rail Anchors
Improved Fair®

XL-1 Fair®

Insulated Rail Joints

Poly-Insulated

Portec-Bond
Continuous
Armored Continuous
Components for Insulated Rail Joints

Poly Plates

Double-Filament-Wound Bushings

Blue Ribbon Nylon Epoxy End Posts

Non-Insulated Rail Joints

Portec-Bond
Headfree Toeless

Headfree Flanged
Compromise
Rail Joint Renewal Insulation Kits

Mark II - polymer insulation

Mark III - polymer insulation

Rail and Flange Lubricators

Single Rail

Double Rail

Four Bar Type
Rail Joint Heater
Portable Model 75 - for bonding

joints

Ties
Wood Ties

DowMac Concrete Ties

New Products in 1976
Curv-Bloc
Reinforcing Strap for CWR
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RMC Division
Track Machines
Anchor Adjusting Machine
AnchorMaster
Auto-Spiker
Ballast Distributor —

Distributor/ Cleaner
BoltMaster
Bridge Tool Machine
Brush Cutter

Clip Tightener
Compressor Cart
LineMaster
Rail and Joint Straightener

Rail Saw-Drill Combination
SpikeMaster
Spiker-Spacer
TieMaster
Tie Plate Broom
Tie Unloader
Track Broom
Tampers
Hydramatic-16
Hydraulic-16
Multi-Purpose 8

Hydraulic 8

Jack
Switch Spot
Spot Switch
Snow Blower
Typhoons
Hurricane Jets

Rail Laying Equipment
Dual Welded Rail Laying Equipment
Gauging Machine
Plug Setter

Rail End Hardening Machine
Rail Oiler

Rail-Laying Auto-Spiker
Rail Anchor Cart

Scrap Loader
Spike Distributor Carl

Tie Plate Gauger

Spot Systems
Car and Locomotive Pullers

Jacks, Jib Cranes
Retarders

Shipping Systems Division

Rail Car Tie-Down Systems and
Components for:

Vehicles

Automobiles, Trucks, Other Vehicles

Tractors, Farm Implements
Heavy Construction Equipment
Materials

Automobile and Truck Frames
Lumber
Cable Reels

Steel, Steel Plate, Steel Coil,

Aluminum Ingot

Containers

Fixed and Retractable Locks
Special Components for Freight Cars

Bridge Plates

Hardened Brake Pins

Center Plates

Other Equipment
Special Tie Down Systems for Flat

Bed Trailers — fixed and
retractable twist lock assemblies
for trailers and container chassis

PORTEC inc.

TranspoiialionProducls
MH) Wiiulsdi Drive, Oak Hiook, Illinois 1>Uj21

Telephoiu;: (Ml) J:i5-G3U<J
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A COMPLEX
CROSSING

^-'^i This119lb. R.E. rail

complex crossing, a crossing

within a crossing, is an example of the

highly technical engineering and
craftsmanship developed by Nelson Iron

Works to meet industrial railroad track

requirements.

We specialize in the manufacturing of

railroad track material, such as frogs, switches

and crossings.

Complete Trackwork Catalog available on
request— no obligation.

INELSON,
IROPi WtrOJtKS. JJVC

Mailing address: P.O. Box 80816, Seattle, Wa. 98108
3423 Thirteenth Ave. S.W., Seattle, Wa. 98134
Telephone: (206) 623-3800
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WhaVs he doing?
"Welding" the structural cracks on the concrete
bridge by full depth epoxy injection. Result: Com-
plete structural integrity at a fraction of replace-
ment cost, and without service interruptions.

The proven Osmose method includes: preliminary

inspections, analysis, cleaning, sealing, epoxy in-

jection, and detailed inspection reports.

OSMOSE RAILROAD DIVISION
4546 Tompkins Drive
Madison, Wisconsin 53716
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PETTIBONE
A complete line of frogs, switches
and trackwork specialties.

Equipment for track maintenance and materials handling.

Multikranes

7/2 to 35 tons

Truck-Kranes 1 5 to 80 tons

A complete line of Pettibone

Mercury lift trucks and tow
tractors.

Hydro Mower brush cutters.
Speed Swing

models 441-B & 442-A

PETTIBONE CORPORATION
233 S. Wacker Dr. Suite 5700

Chicago, III. 60606

312/076-0618

CLEVELAND FROG & CROSSING CO.
6917 Bessemer Ave.
Cleveland. Ohio 44127
216/641-4000
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That's what the Standard Channeloc gives you... real muscle. And it gives

you the rail holding povi/er, the massive tie-bearing area, True Temper
quality, True Temper service for the most competitively priced rail anchor
on the market! That's value!

Channeloc®, Cliploc® and T-Core*' ... the only rail products backed-up by
True Temper quality, integrity and service.

Channeloc is protected by U S Patent Numbers 3.102 690-3.1 18.-327.3.159.198

IRUE IMMPEM
An Allegheny Ludlum Industries Company
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racine M-W EQUIPMENT
to help Improve
your railroad

RAIL
ANCHORING Semi-Automatic, Automatic, Dual

Diesel. Gas

Anchor-Fast Anchor-Tight

Anchor-Matic Duo-Anchor-Fast

Duo-Anchor-Tight

RAIL
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U.S.Steel makes a wide range of plates, shapes, bars, sheets

and tubular products for the construction of railroad cars, and
the rails, wheels and axles for them to travel on.

We are the largest producer of rails in the United States.

In addition to wrought steel

mORE STEEL
PRODUCTS POR

wheels, axles and rails, we also

make joint bars, spikes and tie

plates.

We've been part of the

railroad industry since the

turn of the century, and have
the experience and technical

expertise to help you stay on track when
planning future products or projects.

For additional information from our railroad industry special-

ists, and for help in applying U.S. Steel products to the cars

and tracks you build, call your nearest U.S. Steel Sales Office.

Or write: U.S. Steel, RO. Box 86 (C591), Pittsburgh, PA. 15230.

USSisa registered trademark.

U.S.STEEL
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^^^,

and they're great for yard and
wayside buildings too!

Model 45* Caban Heater
' ^ with new GYRO JET burner and cast iron cooking top

Ordering Reference: Vapor Model 45 CABAN Heater
Number 15093796

For more than twenty years

the Vapor CABAN Heater

has been the recognized

standard caboose heater in

rugged railroad service.

The economical Model 45

CABAN Heater Incorporates

many of the features of the

larger Model 55 CABAN.
Some roads are installing

this more compact model in

terminal cabooses and in

small buildings or wherever

space is limited.

Specify the Model 45 CABAN
Heater for your yard and

wayside buildings, yard

offices, switch shanties, "'

control towers, welfare

facilities, bridge control

cabins and in small m/w
equipment shops.

Write Vapor Corporation

for any information

you may need

and a copy of our new bulletin.

"CABAN" Trademark Vapor Corporation

VAPOR
CORPORATION

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS DIVISION
BAZO WEST HO>A^ARD STREET • CHICAGO, lU 60648
IN CANADA—VAPOR CANADA LIMITED
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1

RTW PORTABLE
RAIL GRINDERS..

A model for every requirement.
With over 65 years of grinder experience, RTW has

developed the most complete line of versatile, portable

grinders available to the industry. Whatever your need,

there's a RTW model especially designed for the job.

• E-72 (shown above], a fiex-shaft power plant with a variety of attachments

tor multipurpose use.

• E-1 (shown below), a lightweight flex-shaft grinder available with straight

and cup-wheel hand piece.

• P-6-L, for high-speed precision grinding of frogs and rail joints.

• P-16 D.S.P., a heavy duty unit designed
for removing overflow metal from all

types stock rails and switch points.

• JG-970. dual head, cross grinder for high-

production rail slottmg.

• X-60, a single head cross grinder.

• P-45-A, cup-wheel surface grinder for

reforming welded rail ends.

Write for detailed specification sheets on
these and other high-performance
equipment by RTW.

MCMBCK
J\ Other RTW Maintenance Equipment K%K%K

mTwI ) Switch Point Grinders • Cross Grinders (Rail Blotter) • Surface GrindersKK^
Frog Grinders Flexible Stiaft Grinders (witti attachments) ~3i'-L

RAILWAY TRACK-WORK CO. 2560 East Tioga St., Philadelphia. Pa. 19134

Agents: Chicago -ESCO Equipment Service Co. • Houston -Service Equipment & Supply Company
Los Angeles-Simkins Company • Louisville-T. F. Going • St. Louis-R. E. Bell Co.

S. PlalnfJeld, N. J. -Eastern Railroad Equipment Corp. • Canada: Montreal -Woodings-Canada Ltd.

Export: American Equipment Co., Boca Raton, Florida
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FOR

HEAVYWEIGHT
LOADS

ALUMINUM
TRACK CAR

Model 5000 Part »140230-X

...for transporting loads

up to5000 \bs.

D All Heavy-Duty Aluminum
Construction

G Platform Deck - Heavy Expand-

able Aluminum 52'-?" x 47"

D Wheels— 8" Diameter Cast

Aluminum — Fully Insulated

D Bearings— Ball Pre-Greased and
Sealed

D Weigtit— 156 lbs. Complete.

78 lt»s. per Section

D Platform Height (atjove rail)— 8)4"

D Two Preformed Handles for use
on all sides

Safetran
PORTABLE TRACK CARS and DOLLIES
for transporting loads up to 5,000 lbs.

FOR

LIGHTWEIGHT
LOADS

ALUMINUM
ONE MAN DOLLY

Model 1000 Part >» 140200-1CX
...for transporting loads

up to 1000 lbs.

D Weighs only 40 lbs.

D Assembled and disassembled
without tools

O Insulated outrigger wheel
D Handle used at either end

• CONTACT YOUR NEAREST SAFETRAN REPRESENTATIVE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS OR WRITE . .

.

Safetran Systems Corporation
7721 National Turnpike • Louisville, KY 40214 • (502)361-1691

1402 SEP. ^S
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1C|EWE|D
Rail Maintenance Service

Rail End Welding
Rail End Hardening 0Pf

MEMBER

CWR Joint Normalizing "?!.
Frog and Switch Welding

Rail Maintenance Equipment
Custom Manufacturing and Fabrication

Joint Bar Shims
Rail Anchor Shims
Rail End and Frog and Switch

Welding and Grinding Machines
CWR Heating and Cooling Equipment
Rail Flaw Testing Equipment
Telebrineller Portable Hardness Tester

TELEWELD INC., 416 NORTH PARK ST., STREATOR, ILL. 61364

Write for details of the TELEWELD process for restoring rail ends.
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eOSTiUN CONCRETE
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

CON FORCE COSTAIN
OF NORTH AMERICA

REAOY MIX COSTAIN
Of AUSTRALIA

Have Participated in The Supply Of Prestressed Concrete Ties To

Canadian Pacific Ltd.

Chessie System

FRA FAST Track

Norfolk & Western Ry. Co.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co.

Toronto Transit Commission

New South Wales Railways, Australia

Iranian State Railways

Spanish National Railways

Hong Kong Government

London Transport, U.K.

And Are Supplying

1.5 Million Ties to Canadian National Railways

150,000 Per Year To Australian National Railways

750,000 Per Year To British Rail, To Whom Over
11.0 Million Ties Have Already Been Delivered

®m^^ \m
Head Oiflce: 1000 Alberta Place

1520—4 Street, S.W.
Calgary, Alberta

Phone (403) 264-1590
U.S. Office: Wilmington, Delaware
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^

Jainnumi
RAILWAY MOTOR CARS

AND WORK EQUIPMENT

^^^H
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What's the most sensible thing
to say when your customer
says, "Siding!"?

Foster.

Since you run a railroad and we supply rail, you
shouldn't worry when one of your customers needs
siding repair, replacement or expansion.

Point your customer to the only one-stop source

for rail and track material: us.

We offer prompt delivery from the most com-
plete rail warehousing facilities in the country.

We stock all standard sections of tee and
crane rail— new and relay— from 12 to 175

lbs. We also supply FasTrak, the preassem-
bled, steel-tied panel that saves time and
money. Plus all the accessories your cus-

tomer will need.
So the next time your customer says,

"Siding! " say, "Foster." Because that's

what makes sense. For your customer.

And you. And us.

L.B. Foster Company,
Foster Building, 415 Holiday
Drive, Pittsburgh PA
15220.

FOSTER
L.B.FOSTER
COMPANY
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^ANRON
RAILGROUP
MARK III SERIES TAMPER

The Model T2233 DAG is a fully automatic high speed

eight tool production tamper. Equipped with the time

proven Delta Levelling System and Auto-Graphliner

attachment the T2233 DAG is capable ot tamping, lifting

and lining switches.

High speed production is achieved through four

independent pendular suspended tamping heads. The

hydraulically powered workheads are adjustable in three

planes; vertically, horizontally and transversally allowing

the long ties of the switch to be tamped entirely —
tamping is done at over 39" (1m) from the outside of the

track. This wide range of movement allows the rapid

positioning of the tamping heads in relation to the

particular conditions of switches or plain track (curves

with check rails).

The machine is equipped with a large,

completely enclosed, sound dampened cab resilienily

mounted on the rear of the main frame. For personal

safety, access is by two dust-proof, sliding doors. The

cab provides the operator with excellent visibility while

working and travelling. Included are safety acrylic

windows, front and rear windshield wipers, heater, de-

froster, interior lighting and exterior running lights and

homs. All operator controls are within comfortable reach

It is not necessary for the operator to dismount for

making levelling or lining adjustments. Simplified safety

kx:ks and control of attachments result in greater

efficiency of set-up time which In turn allows rrxjre time

lor track possession.

The f^ark III Series is available in producfon or switch

tamper configuration. Additionally, either model can be

fitted with various tamping and lifting assemblies. For a

detailed technical descnption contact your nearest

Canron Railgroup representative or wnle

Canron Railgroup

2401 Edmund Road
W. Columbia, South Carolina 29169
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You've got the weeds.
We've got the program.

Your Ciba-Geigy industrial weed control salesman is an experienced

railroad vegetation specialist. And he's backed by Ciba-Geigy's full line

of industrial herbicides.

He knows how to put together a vegetation control program tailored

to your climate, soil, weed complex, and budget.

Find out what he can do for you and your rights-of-way. Call the

Ciba-Geigy railroad specialist nearest you today.

Mr. Calvin A. Hoadley Mr. Ernest C. Carver Mr. John I. Madigan
Manager, Government & Railroad Specialist Railroad Specialist

i^rmulotor Sales 28 Buttonwood Place 421 Willow Wood Road
CIBA-GEIGY Corporation Hazlet, NJ 07730 Piano, TX 75074
P.O. Box 11422 (201) 264-1992 (214) 423-8967
Greensboro, NC 27409

Mr. John M. Marsh Mr. John B. Vawter

Railroad Specialist Railroad Specalist

2025 S. W. Coast 1319 Home Street

Uncoln City, OR 97367 St. Charles, IL 60174
MAILING ADDRESS (312) 377-9070
P.O. Box 138
Lincoln City, OR 97367
(503) 994-5328

CIBA-GEIGY
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1®* InTrackwork.
At Abex, we're first in service to the railroad industry, with a

full and comprehensive line of specialized trackwork and related

equipment.

Our highly sophisticated manufacturing facilities are coupled

with industry's most knowledgeable engineering team, and
backed by more than 75 years' experience, to meet the track-

work needs of railroads, mines, and industry.

Included in our comprehensive line of products are a full

range of frogs, switches, and crossings; trackwork for installation

in paved areas; automatic switch stands; Samson switch points;

switch point guards; rail and flange lubricators; tie pads; dual

spike drivers; car retarders; and switch machines. To name a few.

If you have a trackwork problem, ask Abex first.

CORPORATI ONi^'
Railroad Products Group
VALLEY ROAD, MAHWAH, NEW JERSEY 07430
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CALORITE Field Welding

by

ALFEX, INC. of Montreal

United States Distributor

LEWIS RAIL SERVICE COMPANY
1949 Green Road Cleveland, Ohio 44121

(216) 486-7583

Portable Oxy-Acetylene CWR Welding Plant

Contract Field Welding

Contract Frog Switch and Rail Repair
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BURR

Provide

work power
and

travel power
when and

where
you need it.

Fast travel speeds and heavy draw bar pull permit the BURRO to haul its

own work train of loaded cars and maintenance-of-way personnel. Once
on the job, BURRO sets up fast and gets the job done quicker, more

economically with hook, magnet, tongs, bucket or dragline. Unusual

versatility makes it ideal for handling a wide variety of maintenance-of-

way assignments. Ask railroad men that have used one or write or call

us at 312-521-9200 and find out how BURRO's work power can generate

earning power for you.

. . serving Railroads and Industry with BURRO Cranes
and Maintenance-of-way Accessories «f "»£»

KrM
BURRO CRANE INC. laOOS.Kilbourn Avenue- Chicago. Illinois 60623 .SBi-jL
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One complete service. One low charge
A^i^*",V^fc'

m w^ mt. 4.r>°^S <SBi W*-'B

• A complete, unbiased test of each rail from end to end.

• A one-time operation that restores lines to normal traffic

In minimum time.

• One mileage charge pays for everything.

• Sperry far surpasses every other rail service in research,

efficiency and thoroughness.

• The lowest, true cost per mile and per defect found.

Details and technical assistance on request.

AUTOMATION INDUSTRIES, INC.

SPERRY RAIL SERVICE
DANBURY, CONIMECTICUT 06810, U.S.A.

National's helical spring washers have
been giving proven performances for

America's railroads since 1887.

National railway washers have proven
time and again their ability to keep bolts

tight by maintaining constant bolt ten-

sion. They have proven their ability to

withstand the extreme stresses and

Proven
Performer

strains of continuous heavy traffic and
reduce maintenance costs systems
wide!

National ... the oldest name in railway

track washers with the newest innova-

tions. . .still the name to specify for

quality, concepts, economy and service.

NfmoniflLLOCH WaSHERcoMPRiuY
Industrial Parkway North Branch, N.J. 08876

(201 ) 526-1 234 — Call collect. Send for free catalog.
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LORAM'S ALL AMERICAN

TRACKTEAM
24 STONE RAIL GRINDER

Modern
Maintenance
of Way
Equipment

...designed

to do the job

better, easier

and at less cost

—with your

men
or ours—

in record time!

^^^n^ V ^BBp
CRIB SKELETONIZER TIE INSERTER

MULTI-PURPOSE MACHINE

^^lyiJiL^t^il^
AUTOTRACK WITH PLOW AND SLED

THE WINNING TEAM FOR TRACK REHABILITATION PROGRAMS
LORAM RAILWAY MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT FOR:

• Shoulder Ballast Cleaning • Raising Track • Resurfacing •

Reballasting • Replacing Ties • Undercutting • Ballast Cleaning

• Crib Skeletonizing • Rail Grinding Single or Multiple track*

Mainline or Yard tracks

CONTRACT, SALE or LEASE

FOR FULL DETAILS
OR SHOWING OF

OPERATING FILMS,

WRITE OR CALL TODAY

MAINTENANCE OF WAY, INC.
3900 Arrowhead Drive • Hamel. MN 55340 U.S.A.

PHONE: (612) 478-60U • TELEX: 29-0391; Cable. LORAM
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KERITE
CABLE

Mf Msr/r

For dependability in actual use, no other cable

matches Kerite. We believe you will be im-

pressed by the evidence.

THE KERITE COMPANY
PRINCIPAL OFFICESt Betlom Chicago; Houston;
Philadelphia; San Franclico; and Soymour,
Connecticut • Solos Representation throughout
the United States. A subsidiary of Harvey Hub-
bell Incorporated.

RITE insulation that makes the difference

Square Pattern

Size Range:

%'-10thru 1%'-6

Heavy Hex Pattern

Size Range:

V8"-16 thru 4"-4

SECURITY RailQC Locknuts
assure "Fail-Safe" Railroad performance!

Our unique Spring Steel locking insert grips and
locks the bolt TIGHTLY—where other devices FAIL!

SECURITY Locknuts are made
specifically for use on track, switch-

es, bridges, frogs, scales, retarders,

diamonds, and other railroad ap-

plications. Plated finishes and spe-

cial alloys are available for use at

locations subject to unusual corro-

sive conditions.

SECURITY Locknuts are manu-
factured in compliance with Asso-

ciation of American Railroad Spe-

cification IVI-922-68, as well as

IFI-100 Fastener Standards.

Stocked IN DEPTH
for immediate delivery

• Absolutely Vibration-Proof

• Heat-Resistant to 750T
• Unlimited Reusability

• Lowest Maintenance Cost
• Resist Corrosion, Severe Cold
• Rugged All Metal Construction

SECURITY
LOCKNUt INC

9134 Beiden Ave.

Franklin Park, III. 60131

Phone: (312) 455-0551

l-'.''f.l>;•.^^,S>>,,f;lftpp;t^\^?'.^r>^
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— Resistance

NOTICE
TO ALL SUPERVISORS
& MAINTAINERS FOR
TRACK AND SIGNALS

INSULATED RAIL JOINTS
are now the standard for four of

America's six top railroads because of:

1 Longest Life

2 Fastest Installation

3 Fewest Parts

4 Lightest Weight

5 Best Moisture

6 Available in all rail sizes

7 Best Delivery

8 Completely Interchangeable

9 Dimensionally stable at all

temperature ranges

10 Most Cost Effective

Please make sure these Rail Joints are stocked by your

Stores Department for all track maintenance requirements.

UPGRADE THE TRACK IN YOUR TERRITORY BY
AN EARLY CHANGEOVER TO THIS PRODUCT

For additional information write:

3M Company, Industrial Specialties Division

3M Center 220-7E. St. Paul, MN 55101

i i inim i i iii 3in
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Up and down the line with
Woodings Rail Anchors.
Woodings spring-action design grips the rail on

both the field and gauge side with a vise-like

force -holding the anchor flush and tight against

the tie.

This exclusive design also gives it a "+" over

other anchors - "Reserve Holding Power".

Power that can bring rail movement on curves,

grades or straight aways to a dead stop even

under extreme weather conditions.

Get the best anchor for your welded and relay

rail programs. Woodings. The rail anchor with

"Holding Power +".

VERONA TRANSPORTATION
PRODUCTS

SUBSIDIARY OF THC Jf^ JM
Ponnsylvan.a 15M7
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Service Proven Benefits
OF TRAFFIC MASTER® II COMPUTER-BASED, COLOR VIDEO cTc

CONVENIENCE — Controls are input via a compact
keyboard and instantaneously processed for transmission.

Indications are automatically returned and displayed on
vivid color video display units. Up-to-the minute
operations reports - OS, signal, train, and block (others

optionally available) - are provided via video display and
line printer, on schedule and upon request.

ECONOMY — Multiple control centers are consolidated,

and the entire territory is controlled from one location.

Track changes require software revisions only - control

office hardware modifications are not normally required.

VERSATILITY -Traffic Master II can be tailored to meet
the requirements of any rail, rapid transit, or open pit

mine railway system. It interfaces to any coding system -

from relay, to solid state, to computer controlled.

<^
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''Hyman-Michaels puts

you on the right

track!" ..Spike sez

As the leader in the railway track dismantling field for over

sixty years, we generate sizeable quantities of select quality

relay rails and track material. Large quantities are

inventoried in various locations throughout the U.S.

Send today for our free 1978 catalog. We'll put you on the

rioht track.

PLEASE SEND ME A FREE COPY OF

THE RAIL & TRACK MATERIALS CATALOG

Name

Company

Title

Address .-

City

Zip

State

Phone-

Mail coupon to:

HYMAN-MICHAELS
COMPANY

RAILROAD DIVISION

47 Perimeter Center East
Suite 630

Atlanta, Georgia 30346
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THE OFFICIAL RAILWAY
EQUIPMENT REGISTERS

I cc.n.E.ii.'iao «a

THE
OFFICIAL
RAILWAY

EQUIPMENT
REGISTER'

FRCICMT CARS OttRATED

Sr THC RAILROADS AND PRIVATE CAR

COMPANIES or NORTH AMERICA

Vol. 92. No. 4

ISSUED APRIL 10, 1977

'JTX'.

April 1»77

EFFECTIVE APRIL JO, 1977

NATIONAl MHWAY PUUICATION COMPANY. AcciM.

m. i- TtEZISC. Iiiuff OrtKff.

434 INll )}'• Sir**!. Mr* T*<*. NT lOOOt

Describes by reporting marks and series numbers freight cars

operated by railroads and private car companies of North America,

with inside and outside dimensions, cubic and pounds capacities,

A.A.R. Mechanical Designations and Car Type Codes. Includes

interchange points for railroads and home points for private car

owners, with instructions regarding payments, movements and

repairs. Separate section for railroad-owned heavy capacity and

special type flat cars, and A.A.R. Car Service and Car Hire Rules,

plate diagrams, and selected circulars and directives. Complete list of

A.A.R. Reporting Marks and Uniform Alpha Codes. Published

quarterly. Subscription $45. Single copy $15.

Order today from i

THE OFFICIAL RAILWAY EQUIPMENT REGISTER
426 WEST 33rd ST. • NEW YORK, NY 10001 •(212) 563-7399
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WANT TO RAISE, TAMP AND
LINE 10 SWITCHES IN ONE DAY?

WITH ONE MACHINE!

YOU CAN WITH THE

PLASSER 07-ICG HIGH-SPEED

SWITCH TAMPER

One reason for the amazing speed of the 07-ICG is that it uses two

operators working side by side, each operating a four-tool tamping head.

Another is the fact that the machine is equipped with the Plasser system

for perfoming the raising, lining and leveling functions automatically,

using "sighting" wires working through servo valves. The work heads are

laterally movable so that each operator is able to place his tamping tools

exactly where he wants to tamp. Furthermore, all the tools can be tilted

individually inwards or outwards.

PLASSER AMERICAN CORP.

2001 Myers Road, Chesapeake, Va. 23324

(804) 543-3526
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Report of Committee 9—Highways

Louis T. Cerny,
Chairman

Cliff Shoemaker,
Vice Chairman

D. D. Thomas,
Secretary

J. E. Spangler
G. R. NiCHELSON
H. L. Michael
J. L. Whitmeyeb
R. A. Mather

C. W. Smith
R. E. Skinner
C. L. Amos
R. C. Aldrich
W. W. Allen
H. J. Barnes
J. M. Bates
J. B. BOLLING
B. C. Brozio
R. j. Bowman
W." B. Calder
A. L. Carpenter
C. A. Christensen
T. W. Crukshank
T. P. Cunningham
F. Daugherty
R. A. Downey
G. R. Epps
L. L. George
H. D. Hahn
W. J. Hedley (E)
C. I. Hartsell (E]
P. H. HiMEBAUGH
H. E. Hurst
D. P. Insana
P. G. Jefferis, Jr.

D. E. Johnson
M. D. Kenyon
B. J. D. Kersey

A. O. Kruse
F. J. KULL
R. F. MacDonald
R. J. Massey
O. Massingill
G. E. Masters
G. U. Mentjes
J. C. Miller
J. C. MOERK
G. S. MtTNRO
T. M. Newton
P. R. Ogden
R. D. Pampekl
R. H. Patterson
W. G. Pinschmidt (E)

J. E. Reynolds
H. A. Richards
F. E. Rosencranz
E. R. Russell
P. A. Shuster
P. L. Sehnert
Larry Snyder
M. R. Sproles
David Veitch
W. E. Webster, Jr.

H. J. WlLKINS
H. L. WOLTMAN
W. G. Zielinski

Committee

CE) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chainnan, vice chairman and
secretary', are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

B. Revision of Manual.

Revisions to Part 1 and the Miscellaneous Part of Chapter 9 submitted

for adoption were published in Part 1 of this Bulletin.

2. Merits and Economics of T>'pes of Grade Crossing Surfaces.

Due to the resignation of the subcommittee chairman, there is no re-

port this year.

3. Summary Reporting of Significant Publications on Grade Crossing

Safety.

Summarized reports furnished as information page 88

4. Evaluation of Developments in Passive and Non-Train-Actuated Grade

Crossing Warnings.

Progress report submitted as information page 100

87
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5. Study of Motor Vehicle Codes and Drivers' Licensing Practices.

It is recommended that this assignment be continued and that its

efforts be coordinated with the National Safety Council.

7. Evaluation of Developments in Train-Actuated Grade Crossing Warn-

ings, Collaborating as Necessary or Desirable with Communication and

Signal Section, AAR.

No report for last year's activity.

8. Investigate Uses and Types of Rumble Strips and Their Adaptability

for Approaches to Highway-Railway Grade Crossings.

No report for past year's activity.

10. Summary Reporting of Administration of State Grade Crossing Safety

Programs.

Progress report, submitted as information page 103

The Committee on Highways,

L. T. Cerny, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 3

Summary Reporting of Significant Publications on
Grade Crossing Safety

H. L. Michael (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. George (vice chairman, suhcom-
mittee), W. W. Allen, C. Amos, J. P. Rolling, A. L. Carpenter, L. T.

Cerny, M. D. Kenyon, A. O. Kruse, R. A. Mather, J. C. Moerk, G. R.

Nichelson, P. R. Ogden, R. D. Pamperl, R. H. Patterson, J. E. Reynolds,
H. A. Richards, C. Shoemaker, R. E. Skinner, C. W. Smith, M. R. Sproles,
David Veitch, H. J. Wilkins, H. L. Woltman.

INTRODUCrrON

The subcommittee assignment continues to be the reporting in summary format

of significant publications or developments in grade crossing safety. This year ten

pubHcations and progress on several significant research projects in grade crossing

protection are reported.

RaWroad-Highway Vehicular Movement Warning Devices at Grade Crossings, by
P. Longrigg, IEEE Transactions on Industrial Applications, Vol. IA11, No. 2, pp. 211—221,
April 1975.

A system of vehicular movement warning devices is described that might im-

prove to some extent the safety of grade crossing operations. Two metliods are

detailed. One involves static directional sonic devices positioned at the crossing;

warning activation is made on a real-time closing velocity determination. The other

system employs a special variety of cattle guard in the roadway, to issue a tactile

warning. Both systems are designed to give adequate warning to a motorist in a

critical encounter situation as he approaches tlie crossing witli a convergent loco-

motive on the track(s). A bonus feature in the use of selectively acti\ated static

directional sound warning sources would be tlie curtailment of urban noise levels,

where trains presently use the mobile audible source to issue warnings.
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A Communicalion-Link Approach to Actuation of Grade-Crossing Motorist-Warning

Systems, by J. B. Hopkins, R. Abbotf, F. R. Holmstrom, E. F. White, and A. T. Newfeli,

Transportation Systems Center, U.S. Dept. of Transportation, July 1975.

Previous studies indicate that one promising avenue to grade-crossing motorist-

warning systems, offering lower cost and independent of railroad-track circuits, is

use of a radio-communication link for signal activation. By this means, the presence

of a train approaching a crossing can be communicated to die crossing from an

appropriate distance. This study describes analysis, development, and test activities

carried out at the Transportation Systems Center to determine the basic feasibility

and practicahty of a microwave realization of this approach. A brief review of the

conceptual framework is followed by detailed discussion of field-test procedures

and results, with special attention dien given to train detectors, microwax e-propa-

gation aspects, use of solar power, and radar train detection.

The studies reported here pro\ide preliminary confirmation of the basic technical

feasibility of a microwave communication link. As is the case for conventional tech-

niques, certain situations (such as sharp curvature of right-of-way, or trackside

obstructions) will require special treatment, with added complexity and expense.

Other cases, e.g., multiple track, are readily and efficiently accommodated. Constant

warning time is easily achieved when train acceleration is zero; stopping and

reversing moves will lead to some unnecessary activation. Installation and mainte-

nance at the downtrack location can be reduced to a low level, although not elimi-

nated. System malfimction can generally be distinguished from train presence,

permitting display of more accurate information to the motorist. The electronic

complexity, and hence the basic expense and reliability of the equipment, are com-

parable to those for conventional systems.

Estimated costs in 1972 dollars were calculated for equipment required to

provide train-activated motorist warnings at a single-track grade crossing utilizing

only flashing lights, for both conventional AFO track circuits and a communication-

link approach. Although such numbers can var>' considerably from crossing to

crossing, the values were considered to be representative, within the substantial

uncertainty inherent in predicting the cost of a fully developed communication-link

system. The major difference in addition to hardware is installation labor because

of the limited track-related work required for the communication link. A total re-

duction of 16 percent is predicted for the new system. Changes in maintenance

expense are difficult to project, but reduced concern for cables and electrical integrity

of the tracks and reduced battery/power supply concerns at tlie downtrack location

suggest the possibility of a reduction of approximately 20 to 30 percent. For mul-

tiple-track installations, the multiplex capability of die communication link is likely

to provide significantly greater savings; track circuits must be duplicated (and

maintained) for each track.

Two major restrictions must be placed on diese estimates. First, die tendency

for new systems to escalate dramatically in cost during development is well known.

Unforeseen or apparently trivial difficulties can be expensive to correct. Thus, a

margin indicated could be dramatically reduced in the courses of product engineer-

ing. Second, other track circuit technology may offer equivalent benefits with less

risk and uncertainty. Use of stand-alone impedance-based motion-sensing equipment,

now in service on some railroads, offers elimination of active downtrack components

and greatly reduces crossing-located logic hardware. If concerns over possible failure

modes and liability can be resolved, this approach is likely to have costs highly
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competitive with estimates of communication-link systems. Thus at best, the new
approach described here offers very limited improvement in cost and warning-system

credibility when compared to recent developments in conventional technology.

However, the most important characteristic of the concept is independence of

the railroad signal system. Indeed, the lack of compatibility with current practices

would be likely to make raihoads reluctant to adopt such a system, even if com-

pletely proven. Thus, the equipment market would be small, with concomitant high

costs, unless public bodies were to choose to accept full responsibihty for all aspects

of crossing protection, producing a substantial market. The likelihood of such a

major restructuring of current institutional practices was outside the realm of this

study. The historical trend is in this direction, and this topic is receiving increasing

attention. At this point, however, one can only note that the communication link

provides for potential elimination of the present rigid technical obstacles to a change

of this nature. In essence, then, the innovative concept reported here is primarily

of importance in tlie context of public responsibility, a context suflBciently complex

that the value of this new technique is at present uncertain.

As the fundamental means of warning actuation, radar has been found to raise

a number of very challenging questions of technical feasibility. Meeting the con-

flicting requirements of very low false-alarm rate and zero train-detection failures,

within the basic constraints of high reliabihty, fail-safe operation, infrequent op-

eration, infrequent and low-cost maintenance, and insensitivity to a notoriously

harsh environment, may be possible; but the cost is likely to be far beyond that

which is acceptable. Radar may offer considerably greater promise when used

merely to provide constant warning time, the basic train detection being accom-

plished independently. The necessary information can be derived far more directly

from a radar echo than with an impedance-based track circuit. However, it is not

clear that this apparent simplicity will, in fact, lead to lower cost; much of the

expense associated with track-circuit hardware is required by demands of reliability

and hardening against environment, and radar would be subject to the same

constraints.

A Methodology for Determination of Grade Crossing Resource-Allocation Guidelines,

by J. B. Hopkins and M. E. Hazel, Transportation Systems Center, U.S. Department of

Transportation, August 1975.

This report describes a computer-aided analytical approach to estimation of

the potential benefits, costs, and implementation implications associated with allo-

cation of grade crossing safety resources. Three types of information are required

as input: (1) the grade crossing population, categorized by hazard, location (urban/

naral), and existing warning systems; (2) warning system alternatives, characterized

by cost and effectiveness; and (3) criteria for acceptable or preferred resource-

allocation strategies (required benefit-cost ratio, total resources available, number

of fatalities to be prevented, etc.). A computer program has been prepared that

determines all solutions meeting stated criteria and characterizes them in detail

(specifying warning systems for each crossing category). Operation is highly inter-

active, and requires only seconds of computer time. Examples are presented based

upon national statistics, and cases are chosen to indicate sensitivity to uncertainties

in input data. An extensive discussion of the currently-estimated crossing population

is included, with a brief review of accident prediction equations.

The methodology utilized provides a convenient and flexible means of analysis.

Detailed, quantitative information is readily obtained based upon alternative assump-
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tions, criteria, and input data. The implications of various poHcy options can thus

be readily determined.

The results obtained are basically consistent with those of earlier analyses,

particularly die FRA/FHWA Report to Congress. However, the estimated reduction

in fatalities is somewhat less than for previous projections, apparently arising from

use of accident-prediction equations which indicate litde or no increase in accident

rate above relatively low ADT values. This imphes the existence of reladvely few

very-high-accident-rate crossings, and thus reduces the total benefits obtainable

through installation of warning systems at such locations.

The analysis is still severely limited by ambiguities in input data, particularly

with respect to warning system effectiveness and estimation of expected accident

rates. Lack of inclusion of specific options such as cantilevered flashing lights and

motion/speed sensing train detection is a serious weakness, as is inability to charac-

terize hazard as a function of single vs. multiple track, train and vehicle speeds, etc.

Very similar results are predicted for both improvements in warning efi^ective-

ness and reduction of system costs. However, competitive forces have tended to

focus research and development efforts upon costs and equipment durability, widi

public discussion of safety eff^ectiveness virtually precluded by sensitivities associated

with legal liability. This situation, coupled with the fact that 40f of accidents occur

at crossings with active warning systems, suggests that improvements in effective-

ness will be more readily achieved than significant cost reduction.

A poUcy of gates-only is virtually indistinguishable from a true optimum for

the assumed cost and effectiveness values. Although flashing lights used alone repre-

sent near-optimal protection for some crossing categories, a policy which permitted

only lights witii no gates would severely limit the maximum resources which could

be allocated—and lives which could be saved—in keeping with the criteria used.

A number of resource allocation strategies will achieve the same basic objectives.

For example, the widespread use of flashing lights may have overall net results little

different from more limited installation of automatic gates, for the same total cost.

Thus there remains the option—even the necessity—of the imposition of nontech-

nical policy considerations. Widespread installations of new warning systems have

more popular appeal tiian a smaller number of less-visible upgradings, but the latter

might be advantageous in terms of reduced implementation effort.

Within the constraints of the analysis, based on safety alone, grade separation

is never warranted. More general inclusion of other societal cost elements, such as

motorist delay, can markedly change this conclusion, but with the cost of grade

separation comparable to 10 to 20 automatic installations, the modest safety differ-

ential becomes insignificant. However, this analysis is based upon average values.

It is quite likely that there are a significant number of crossings characterized by

particularly high hazard—well above that predicted by equations used—and separa-

tion may be the optimal solution on safety criteria alone for these special cases.

Change in MUTCD to Provide for the Addition of a New Part, Part Vlll—TrafTic Control

Systems for Railroad-Highway Grade Crossings, FHWA Bulletin, U.S. Department of Trans-

portation, April 1, 1977.

The purpose of this publication was to notify all Federal Highway Adminis-

tration elements and State highway and transportation departments of the addition

of a new part, Part VIII—Traffic Control Systems for Railroad-Highway Grade

Crossings to the Manual on Uniform Traffic Contral Devices (MUTCD) and to

transmit copies of the approved change in the MUTCD.
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This new Part VIII replaces Bulletin No. 7, "Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing

Warning Systems—Recommended Practices" published by the Association of Ameri-

can Railroads. The new Part VIII should be used by all persons engaged in the

planning, design, and construction of traffic control systems for railroad-highway

grade crossings as die basic reference source.

Railroad Grade Crossing Passive Signing Study by J. S. Koziol, Jr., P. H. Mengert, and

J. A. Coleman, Transportation Systems Cenler, U.S. Deparfment of Transporfation, December

1976.

This report describes die second phase of a two-phase study to evaluate the

effectiveness of new passive signing configurations in warning drivers of potential

hazards of railroad grade crossings. In the interest of greater safety to motorists, this

study was undertaken because more than three-fourths of the 219,000 public grade

crossings nationwide are protected by passive signs only, and these crossings account

for 60 percent of all train-involved grade crossing accidents. The existing signing

configuration has not been changed for many years other than the angle of the

crossbuck which was changed in the 1971 MUTCD, and it was hypothesized that

introducing new signing at railroad grade crossings would be an effective method

of improving safety at the crossings. Furthermore, at the 70,000 or more grade

crossings in tlie lowest railroad and highway traffic volume classification—that is, two

or fewer trains per day and 500 or fewer vehicles per day—only the minimum type

of warning, such as signing, appears to be economically justified.

Phase I of the study evaluated seven new passive signing configurations at five

sites in Ohio and one site in Maine. Seven signing configurations were selected by

a program advisory committee formed at the initial stages of diis project. The

committee consisted of representatives of 25 participating states who supported

this pool-funded effort, the Federal Railroad Administration, the Federal Highway

Administration, and the Association of American Railroads.

The performance data for evaluating the new signs consisted of driver head

movement (i.e., looking for a train) and vehicle speed profiles. In this study, head

movement was taken to be the prime indicator of sign effectiveness because it was

the most direct indication of driver response to the signs. No head movement data

were taken at night.

The major finding of Phase I of the study was that the new signs in Ohio

averaged an increment of 19 percent more head movement (from 35.5 percent to

54.5 percent) than the current MUTCD base sign (99 percent significant). How-
ever, there were no significant differences between the signs, including the base sign,

in terms of the speed profiles.

Because of die head movement finding in Phase I, the program advisory

committee decided to continue testing into Phase II. One sign configuration was

determined to be the "best" sign configuration from Phase I and was selected for

further testing, together with two modifications of this configuration. The resulting

three sign configurations shown in Figure 1 were tested at 18 sites in 14 states.

The results from Phase II were found to be consistent with the major findings

from Phase I in that the new signs showed significant improvement over the base

sign in terms of head movement and no differences in terms of speed profiles.

Specifically, the major findings from Phase II were:

1. Sign Configuration 1 (Figure 1) showed significant improvement over the

base sign configuration averaging an increment of 9.2 percent more head

movement (from 32.2 percent for the base before to 41.4 percent for Sign

Condition 1 )

.
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Fig. 1—Phase II sign configuration.
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2. The advance warning sign of Sign Configuration 1 accounted for about half

(5.2 percent) of this improvement (from 32.2 percent for the base before

to 37.4 percent for Sign Condition 3. Sign Condition 3 had tlie new advance

warning sign and the existing crossbuck).

3. Sign Configuration 1 showed an increment of 3.9 percent more head move-

ment (from 37.5% to 41.4%) than Sign Configurations 2 and 3.

4. The new signs showed no significant differences in speed profiles compared

to the base sign under day or night conditions.

5. The head movement data were judged to be quite rehable based on several

measures that were formulated to evaluate the subjectivity of these data.

Based on tlie results of the experiments (Phase I and Phase II) tlie study

advisory committee recommended that the existing signing at all passive railroad

grade crossings be changed in a two-stage implementation process. The first stage

consists of changing onl\- the advance warning sign to tlie new red and yellow

advance warning sign and gathering before-after accident data over several years.

The second stage consists of changing the existing crossbuck sign to the new red,

yellow, and black sign tested, but only if after wide scale and long term appli-

cation (3-5 years) the new advance warning sign itself is proven successful in terms

of accident reduction.

Bnl. 665
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This process allows testing of real benefits through a relatively inexpensive

procedure (Stage I implementation). The decision to change die existing crossbuck

sign ( Stage II implementation ) can then be based on evaluation of the accident

experience with the new advance warning sign.

Raihoad-Highway Grade Crossings, Bibliography 57, by Committee on Railroad-Highway

Grade Crossings, Transportation Research Board, 1976.

In January 1972, the Transportation Research Board Committee on Railroad-

Highway Grade Crossings began preparation of an annotated bibliography on railroad-

highway grade crossings. This publication represents the culmination of those efforts.

It is designed to provide a comprehensive and convenient reference document for

researchers, highway and traffic engineers, railroad signal and crossing engineers, and

officials in public agencies and the private carrier industry.

The bibliography contains 171 selected entries, each providing complete source

information, key words, and an annotation or abstract. The entries are arranged

by year of publication and then alphabetically by autlior. Widi the exception of a

few particularly significant earlier studies, they encompass the period from 1950

through mid- 1976. Most references were published in the United States.

A list of key words summarizes the subject areas covered and may be used to

identify and locate those entries pertaining to a specific topic. An author index is

also provided.

Criteria for inclusion of documents in the bibliography were that they must

be substantive and must have made a significant contribution to the state-of-the-art

literature in the general area of railroad-highway grade crossings. Excluded were

documents that contained opinion only, summaries or reviews of a primary docu-

ment, periodic compilations of grade crossing accident and inventory data, descrip-

tions of specific safety improvement studies, and general interest magazine articles.

Rail-Highway Grade Crossing Warning Systems—Equipment and Application, by Rail-

way Progress Institute, May 1977.

Historically, rail-highway grade crossing safety has been progressed by tlie

railroads and RPI member-companies since the early 1900's. Although the Federal

Government has provided funds from time to time diat could be used for this

purpose on the Federal-Aid Highway System, it was not until the passage of the

Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973 that the first Federal monies were dedicated for

this purpose.

The RPI recognized the importance of this legislation, and on December 23,

1974, authorized the establishment of a Grade Crossing Safety Subcommittee under

the RPI Maintenance of Way Committee. One of the purposes of the Subcommittee

was to assist the states in moving the grade crossing safety program forward by
means of an educational program related to the state-of-the-art in crossing warning

systems and crossing surfaces, and their proper application.

A task force of the subcommittee consisting of key personnel of RPI member-
companies in the railroad signal and crossing surface supply industries was appointed

to implement the program. A booklet has been prepared by the task force in con-

nection with a series of seminars which they presented by invitation to various state

departments of transportation during 1976.

The booklet contains a discussion of the following topics:

1. History and Review of Rail-Highway Grade Crossing Warning Systems and

the Genesis of Standard Specifications
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2. Wayside and Control Equipment for Rail-Highway Grade Crossing Warning

Systems

3. Application of Rail-Highway Grade Crossing Warning Equipment

4. Priority Detemiination of Rail-Highway Grade Crossing Warning Installations,

and Applicable Procedures

5. Rail-Highway Grade Crossing Surfaces

6. Association of American Railroads Signal Manual—Part 194

7. Association of American Railroads Bulletin No. 7

8. Typical Hazard Index Formulas.

Moforists' Requirements for Active Grade Crossing Warning Devices, MBAssociates,

San Ramon, California, Prepared for U.S. Department of Transportation, August 1977.

The conduct of this two-year study naturally separated itself into three phases.

A literature sur\ey is reported as an annotated bibliography and is included in

the report. Upon completion of the literature survey, a plan for laboratory testing was

developed for conduct of Phase II. This plan included the variables which would

be tested. The primary variables for initial testing were color, Hashrate, brightness,

size and placement. Laboratory tests were conducted in the Federal Aviation Ad-

ministration's (FAA) Low Visibility Facility (Fog Chamber) located in the Uni-

versity of California's Richmond Field Station.

The laboratory tests were concluded witli recommendation that die three 8-inch

white strobe unit configuration, mounted 30 inches above (over) an existing pair

of railroad flashers, be field tested at an activated crossing widiout gates. Also, the

three—red, white and blue—low power strobes be tested as add-on devices to an

existing gate arm protected crossing.

There were two field test site locations where these improved dri\er attention

getting devices were added to existing crossing warning systems.

Based upon results of the laboratory and field test phases of the project, a

number of conclusions were drawn:

1. A pair of red xenon strobe lights, a 17 Joules energy dissipation per flash,

alternating flashing at 60-120 cycles/minute were, based on subject re-

sponse, less conspicuous than an 8-inch narrow beam railroad flashing pair

( 18 watt bulbs ) measuring 32,000fL at beam center, when test subject

observations were made at 420-450 feet and both targets viewed at an

angle close to beam center.

2. Based upon the laboratory test conditions, it is likely that red strobe light

additions to actively protected crossings have their major gain over the

narrow beam 18 or 25 watt incandescent flashing railroad pairs, solely in

wider beam widths. It is not clear whetlier a simple add-on pair of "wide

beam" railroad flashers would not achieve approximately the equivalent

increased conspicuity of the add-on red strobes.

3. The red strobe powered flashing light, presently in vogue to increase tlie

driver attention getting power of an activated crossing warning system,

is an extremely inefficient way to consume electrical power.

4. There are definite increased conspicuity advantages to be realized in in-

creasing the flashrates (two per second or higher) of strobe powered

crossing warning Ughts as opposed to incandescent powered flashing lights.
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5. White xenon strobe lights, supplementing standard red railroad flashers,

add significantly to the conspicuity of the array.

6. Multiple white strobe lights supplementing standard red railroad flashers,

add significantly to the conspicuity of the array. Two are better than one

and three are better than two.

7. Multiple white strobe lights were tested at flashrates ranging from 60-480

flasher/minute (total number of flashes for all lights of the array). The

multiple white strobes were most conspicuous at irregular flash patterns

and at flashrates totaling 360-480 flashes per minute.

8. It is likely that add-on blue strobe powered flashing lights will produce

equivalent increases in conspicuity as the red strobes, with less than one-

half the power consumption, and add-on white strobes will accomplish the

equivalent of the red strobes with less tlian one-eighth the power con-

sumption ( at the same flashrates ) . Power consumption is an important

item, particularly if the flash rates are increased to higher levels, as indi-

cated in the laboratory test results.

9. With equal flashrates, size and luminance, there is no basis to expect sig-

nificant improvements in conspicuity of incandescent powered railroad

flashers by changing to some color other than red, i.e., orange, amber, etc.

10. Flashrates ranging from 55 to 90 minutes are the most conspicuous rates

for alternately flashing pairs of red incandescent lights with 50 percent

duty cycles, when no filament voltage is maintained on the lights during

their "off-portion" of the duty cycle.

11. There is a strong indication that in a competitive background environment,

daytime, nighttime or reduced visibility conditions that an increase in the

size of flashing pairs (8 inches to 12 inches) will overcome competition

( increase conspicuity ) more efficiently than doubling or possible quadrupling

the luminance of the smaller, 8-inch heads.

12. Right side of road mounted and overhead (center of approach roadway)

mounting of flashing pairs of lights are favorable positioning over a high

mounted right side of roadway location. Results were inconclusive with

respect to a "first choice" placement location.

13. It is likely that the laboratory results of gate ami testing done in medium
or high contrast conditions do not apply to bright daylight, i.e., gate

mounted lights in daytime, serve very little purpose in adding to gate arm

conspicuity. Based upon field test observations, the only strobe light on

the gate arm with any possibility of perception (daylight) without back

shielding is the white strobe, at reasonable power consumption. At night,

the white strobe is again the obvious choice of the three colors (red, white

and blue) due to less power consumption requirements.

14. Both retro reflectors and stop signs add to the attention getting property

of the gate arm, however, how much added conspicuity is attributable to

each separately appHed is inconclusive based on inconsistencies between

daylight and nighttime data. Time and budget constraints limited further

testing. Due to weight problems and a non-measured impact of partially

visible stop signs in a raised gate arm position ( non-activated crossing),

retro reflector installation on the existing gate arm is considered a more

feasible addition to a red and white gate arm than a pair of hanging stop

signs.
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15. There appears to be no uniform solution to increasing conspicuity of acti\e

grade crossing warning systems, although the add-on triple white strobes

as tested in the laboratory and field definitely show most promise of those

de\"ices tested at improving attention getting properties of railroad active

warning systems. What such an installation will do to accident rate reduc-

tion is unanswered as well as tlie fundamental question of what portion of

activated grade crossing train/vehicle accidents are really related to lack of

crossing signal conspicuity.

Coordination of Traffic Signals with Railroad Grade Crossing Protection, by Institute of

Transportation Engineers, Arlington, Virginia, December 1976.

Preemption sequences for \arious geometric conditions are presented in figures,

and criteria for adequate grade crossing preemption and coordination are listed.

The preemption sequences illustrated cover signalized intersection of 4-lane un-

divided roadways—2 phase operation; signalized intersection of 4-lane undivided

roadways with railroad bisecting intersection—2 phase operation; signahzed inter-

section of 2-lane roadways with railroad bisecting intersection—2 phase operation;

and signalized intersection of 2-lane roadways with a railroad crossing on two

approaches—2 phase operation. The recommendations presented were developed

after evaluation of information from a hterature re\ iew and from contacts with engi-

neers from states, counties, and major cities.

Railroad Research Study—Bockground Papers, Transportation Research Board, Wash-
ington, D. C, July 1975.

This publication presents all of die papers presented at the Railroad Research

Study held June .30-July 25 at Woods Hole, Massachusetts. The Study was con-

ducted b> the Transportation Research Board under tlie sponsorship of the Asso-

ciation of American Railroads and the Federal Railroad Administration.

The papers cover a range of subjects in the areas of the national economy for

the next 15 years, railroad marketing, railroad labor relations and employee training,

railroad facihties, railroad equipment, and railroad operations. Grade crossing re-

search needs are discussed in a number of the papers, especially in one titled "Re-

search as A'iewed from FR.\'s Office of Safety" by Robert H. Wright.

RESEARCH IN PROGRESS

A number of Federal funded research studies are in progress in the field of

grade crossing safety. The following areas are included:

1. Stop Signs—An FHWA funded study is underway to determine the safety

features of stop signs at grade crossings. This research will investigate the

advantages and disadvantages of stop signs at grade crossings. The research

will anaKze drivers' behavior at crossings with stop signs and at neighboring

intersections with stop signs to determine if motorists' disregard of grade

crossing stop signs results in a disregard of stop signs at other intersections.

The study will also investigate the importance of law enforcement in the

effective use of stop signs at grade crossings. Results are expected in 1978.

2. Grade Crossing lllumimition—.\ study funded by the Office of the Secretar>-

of Transportation (OST) is in progress to evaluate die effectiveness of

illumination at grade crossings, to determine if illumination improves safety',

and to determine guidelines for the conditions where illumination is most
effectixe. This study is being conducted by Kansas State University and the
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first phase will be completed in mid- 1977. The work includes a review of

illumination standards and criteria, laboratory testing of illumination strate-

gies, and analysis of accident data for crossings with and without illumination.

3. Measures of Effectiveness of Grade Crossing Improvements—The objectixe

of this study is to establish appropriate metliodogy for measuring and

evaluating effectiveness of safety improvements at grade crossings using

available crossing inventory, accident and economic data. This is an ongoing

FHWA staff study and results are expected in late 1977.

4. Constant Warning Time Devices for Use at Grade Crossings—This study

will be joindy funded by FHWA and FRA and is expected to begin late in

1977. The objectives are to improve grade crossing safety through the

efi^^ective use of constant warning time devices, to improve the reliability

of such devices, and to lower their costs. Constant warning time devices

have the capability of sensing the presence of a train, measuring its speed

and distance, and, dirough the use of a small computer, begin operation of

the warning device when the train is a certain time (20 seconds or more)

away from the crossing. The constant warning time device provides a uniform

warning time for all trains regardless of speeds. Higli costs and high power

requirements currently limit the increased installation of these devices.

5. Grade Crossing Active Advance Warning Signals—The objectives of this

study are to identify grade crossing environments where active advance

warning signals are needed, to evaluate the effectiveness of such devices,

and to develop, test, and evaluate prototype active advance warning devices.

This effort is funded by FHWA and FRA. With existing grade crossing

warning systems, motorists do not know what type of warning device to

expect as they approach a crossing. Data is needed about driver behavior at

active and passive crossings. There is also a lack of information about the

motorists' acceptance of advance warning signals (credibility). This study

will analyze drivers' attitudes towards active advance warning signals, study

driver behavior data and speed profile data, analyze costs of providing active

advance warning signals, and test and evaluate various actixe advance

warning signals. The study will begin in late 1977.

6. Off-Track Train Detection and Warning Devices for Use at Grade Crossings—
This study will be funded by FHWA and FRA. The objectives are to

demonstrate the feasibility of off-track train detection and warning devices

and to develop and field test prototype devices. Approximately 22% of all

grade crossings have some form of active warning device. The track circuit

is used for train detection in all forms of active warning devices. Previous

work by the Transportation Systems Center (TSC) indicated that off-track

train detection may be feasible but further work is needed. This study will

involve an analysis of existing technology for use in providing off-track

train detection and warning. The study will also include an analysis of

alternate ways of providing effective off-track detection and the design and

field testing of prototype devices. The study will begin in late 1977.

7. Grade Crossing Inventory/Accident Data Analysis—The objective of this

task is to develop a computer program and capability to facilitate categori-

zation and stratification of national grade crossing inventory and accident

data. A detailed statistical characterization of the national grade crossing
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inventory will be performed to provide such information as the number of

public crossings by protection class, level of train and highway traffic, and

location. Computergraphic techniques will be applied to display the results

in easily interpreted formats. Detailed analysis and development of prediction

equations will be performed. Results from this task will be used in the

development of criteria for installation of alternative grade crossing motorist

warning systems, based upon estimation of both accident probability and

cost of warning systems. The Transportation Systems Center is conducting

the study.

8. Grade Crossing Institutional Study, Railroad Industry—This task will investi-

gate causes of railroad institutional resistance to the acceptance of grade

crossing research results. Emphasis will be placed on determining means

of alleviating this resistance and enhancing the acceptability of research

results which show potential for effectively improving grade crossing safety.

A major factor to be investigated which influences railroads' willingness to

implement new warning systems has been the issue of liability. The railroads

have direct legal responsibility at the present time for grade crossing acci-

dent hability and pay for settlements that result from accident claims in

most states. This task, being conducted by TSC, will review legal cases,

accident records, and specific situations where new, innoxative or nonstandard

grade crossing equipment was a factor m establishing actual or potential

railroad liability for accidents.

9. Grade Crossing Institutional Study, State Governments—State and local

administration agencies have an important role in the implementation of

grade crossing equipment. The control exercised by these agencies can affect

the installation, financing, inspection and legalization of grade crossing equip-

ment. This task will investigate the degree to which this control impacts the

implementation of existing and innovative equipment. States, through au-

thority delegated to tlieir administrative agencies are confronted with liability

problems for other transportation modes. A study of these analogous liabili-

ties and how they are managed by state agencies will be performed by TSC
to provide useful information for a subsequent analysis of alternatives to rail-

road liability for accidents at grade crossings.

A number of states are also conducting studies investigating: new passive

signing, active advance warning signals, the use of reflectorized panels at crossings,

improved maintenance procedures, and grade crossing accident and inventory data.

Experimentation with "Halo Lights, ' a combination of incandescent light and a

Xenon Strobe Light behind a common red lens, is underway in West Virginia

(Chessie System).

CONCLUSIONS

An emphasis in recent years on improving grade crossing safety is already

showing desirable results. In 1975, the 910 fataUties in grade crossing accidents was

the first time the figure had dropped below 1,000 since 1920 \\'hen statistics first

began to be compiled for this type of accident. The figure is more tlian one-third

lower than the amiual average of 1,444 over the ten years 1965—1974.

The success of the grade crossing safety program is a result of recognition

that, because of the limited number of locations at which such accidents can occur,

something could be done. After concluding that improvement of the most dangerous
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crossings would lead to a major reduction in casualties and that such improvements
could be accomphshed at modest costs, the Federal government, in cooperation witli

the railroad industry, set out to develop a national inventory of all rail-highway

grade crossings and to expand the funds available to state and local governments
for crossing improvements.

As Congress and the Administration increasingly recognized crossing accidents

as more a matter of motor vehicle safety than of railroad safety, the Federal-Aid

Highway Act of 1976 made available more than $500 million for grade crossing

safety projects on Federal-Aid highways and for other state, county and local roads

as well. The provision of earmarked funds for the latter is particularly important

because these routes tend to have more unprotected crossings and fewer public

funds available for improvement.

Research into methods of improving grade crossing safety have also expanded
and as indicated by this report are producing significant publications. Much addi-

tional research is in progress and the assignment of the subcommittee should be
continued for next year without change.

Report on Assignment 4

Evaluation of Developments in Passive and Non-

Train-Actuated Grade Crossing Warnings

J. L. Whitmeyer (cfuimnan, subcommittee), R. C. Aldrich, H. J. Barnes, J. P.
Rolling, R. J. Bowman, A. L. Carpenter, L. T. Cerny, C. A. Christensen,
R. A. Downey, L. L. George, R. V. Gilbert, P. H. Himebaugh, D. E. John-
son, B. J. D. Kersey, F. J. Kull, R. F. MacDonald, R. J. Massey, O. Mas-
siNGiLL, G. E. Masters, R. A. Mather, H. L. Michael, G. R. Nichelson,
R. D. Pamperl, H, a. Richards, F. E. Rosencranz, E. R. Russell, P. L.
Sehnert, C. Shoemaker, Larry Snyder, J. E. Spangler, D. D. Thomas,
H. J. WlLKINS, H. L. WOLTMAN, W. G. ZlELINSKI.

Of some 223,000 public rail-highway grade crossings in the United States, the

majority, numbering over 175,000, have only some type of passive warning. It is

not only up to the driver to become aware of the crossing, but also it is his responsi-

bility to determine whether a train is approaching and if it is safe to cross. Since

most crossings are equipped with passive signs, it is important tliat these signs are

effective.

The Federal Highway Administration, in concert with 25 states and Federal

Railroad Administration, recently conducted a study to develop improved signing

for use at grade crossings. Phase I considered a combination of seven signing sys-

tems consisting of an advance warning sign and an at-crossing sign of varying design

and color (see Figures 1 and 2). The major significant finding in Phase I indicated

that the new signs resulted in a 19% increase in head movement looking for the

train. The Texas signing system consisting of the at-crossing sign with the top and

bottom quadrants red and the side quadrants yellow, and the standard advance

warning sign with the top and bottom quadrants changed to red, together with the

"Look for Train" signing system showed the most effectiveness. As a result of this

study, the committee recognized that the existing crossbucks need to be improved.
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Fig. 1—Crossbucks tested in Phase I.

System
3

System
6

Fig. 2—Advance warning signs tested in Phase I.
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The National Advisory Committee indicated they would be receptive to experimental

installations at which three years of before and after accident data would be

collected.

A second study by die Federal Highway Administration, entitled "Safety

Features of Stop Signs at Grade Crossings" was completed in August. Data-collection

sites were located in Georgia, Nebraska, Indiana, Alabama, and Missouri, and die

contractor is now analyzing the data collected in the field. The study is expected

to end in December, and the final report available in tlie first quarter of 1978. The

purpose of the study is to observe driver behavior at crossings widi stop signs and

at neighboring intersections with stop signs.

There has appeared for consideration, an interesting adaptation of sideroad

and crossroad signs to advance sign usage where sideroads exist on highways

parallel to railroads. It is a pictorial sign, with appropriate yellow background (see

Figure 3).

There is currently under way a research project to evaluate the effectiveness

of illumination of highway-rail intersections, which study is under the direction of the

Kansas State University.

An eastern railroad has completed a study of the effectiveness of various horns

and whistles on locomotives, which bears appropriate significance to grade crossing

safety.

This report is submitted as information, with recommendation that the subject

be continued.

Report on Assignment 10

Summary Reporting of Administration of

State Crossing Safety Programs

C. L. Amos {chairman, subcommittee), W. W. Allen, R. J. Bowman, C. A.

Christensen, T. p. Cunningham, L. L. George, W. J. Hedley, O. Massingu^l,

G. E. Masters, J. C. Moerk, H. A. Richards, M. R. Sproles, W. G. Zielinski.

Since the last meeting of Committee 9, $75 million dollars has been appro-

priated by the Congress for FY 78 "off^ system" grade crossing improvements. This

money must be obHgated by the end of FY 1981. With the FY 77-78 "off system"

funds coming on line it is obvious that efforts must be intensified to accelerate the

grade crossing improvement programs. Failure to spend the money appropriated

by Congress will result in a cut-back of the program and could ad\ ersely affect odier

initiatives that the industry is considering with respect to federal financial assist-

ance. Therefore, the State-Rail Programs Division of the AAR is attempting to assist

in accelerating the grade crossing improvement program by:

1. Fostering state-by-state one-day sessions in which state liighway officials,

railroad officials, and federal officials can discuss on an informal basis the

various problems which are hampering the program.

2. Reactivating the US DOT-AAR Project Advisory Committee to address

various problems and issues that are hampering die program on a national
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level. Update procedures and the permanent numbering project will be

included among the factors addressed.

3. Working with Federal Highway Administration officials in an effort to im-

prove coordination between them, the states and railroads.

On July 29, 1977, Chairman Howard of the Surface Transportation Subcom-

mittee of the House PubHc Works Committee introduced HR 8648, commonly

referred to as the 1978 Highway Act. This proposed legislation includes $150 million

dollars per year for "on system" grade crossing improvements for FY 1979, through

1982 and $100 million dollars per year for "off system" grade crossing improve-

ments for FY 1979 through 1982. In addition the bill contains tlie following amounts

for demonstration projects:

S 51,400,000 for FY ending 1978

$ 90,000,000 for FY ending 1979

$110,000,000 for FY 1980 tlirough 1982

Mr. Howard is continuing hearings on this legislation and expects to have it

ready for passage before May 1, 1978. This date marks the expiration of the present

law and failure to meet this deadline would cause the Highway Trust Fund to expire.

On the Senate side. Senator Bentsen has been holding hearings with respect

to a 1978 Highway Act. The AAR has asked to testify. There are discussions taking

place in numerous places in Washington regarding the possibility of expanding tlie

highway grade crossing program to make it more comprehensive by including rail-

road relocation projects, grade crossing elimination projects, and providing funds

for the replacement/or rehabilitation of overhead highway bridges. It is not certain

at this time what the chances are for enactment of such legislation, but the AAR
and the industry are working to generate support.
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Committee

( E ) Member Emeritus

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and
secretar>-, are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

B. Revision of Manual.

Under way is the continual updating of "Glossary of Terms" and "Di-

rectories of Governmental Enforcement Agencies."

1. Water Pollution Gontrol.

Report "Problems Associated with Surface Run-off from Yards and

Shops" submitted as information pa^c 106

2. Air Pollution Control.

Revised Section 2.1 "Recommended Guide Standards", Appendix A
"Glossary of Terms", and Appendix B "Director of Governmental En-

forcement Agencies" submitted for Manual publication. (See Part 1 of

this Bulletin.)

3. Land Pollution Control.

Report "Treatment and Disposal of Sludges from Wastewater Treatment

Plants, Lagoons, and Other Shop Sources" submitted as information . . page 109

105
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4. Industrial Hygiene.

Section 4.6 "Personal Protective Equipment" submitted for Manual

publication. (See Part 1 of this Bulletin.)

Report "Methods and Equipment to Monitor Air Quality in Confined

Work Areas" submitted as information page 118

5. Plant Utilities.

Report "Recycling Wastewater for Shop Use" submitted as information . page 124

7. Noise Pollution Control.

Report "Retarder Noise Abatement" submitted as information page 136

The Committee on ENvmoNMENTAL Engineering,

W. H. Melgren, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 1

Water Pollution Control

D. J. Inman (chairman, subcommittee), R. A. Bardwell, R. G. Bielenberg, R. C.
Brownlee, R. a. Dugan, C. P. Furber, E. P. Herrick, E. S. Johnson, F, L.
Manganaro, W. D. Mason, Jr., R. E. Metzger, T. F. Murphy, W. N.
Stockton, H. B. Wyche, D. R. York.

Your committee submits, as information, the following report on problems

associated with the handling of surface run-off from yards and shops.

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH SURFACE RUN-OFF

FROM YARDS AND SHOPS

General

Today, as more and more waste treatment facilities come on line, and conse-

quently waste water eflBuents from railroad installations begin to reach the standards

set by governmental agencies for discharge, more attention is being directed to

so-called "non-point sources" of pollution. One of the major non-point sources is

surface water run-oft.

Sources of Surface Run-off

Probably the largest source of surface run-off is rainfall. This varies greatly

according to the geographic location of the installation. Some facilities must be

designed to accommodate a daily rainfall, while in desert areas rainfall may be

infrequent but of high intensity.

In some areas, snow melt can cause large volumes of surface run-off. Depending

on weather conditions, this can occur over a short period of time and thus become

a problem in design, or it can occur over a long period and be negligible in regard

to total flow.

Liquids can, if spilled on impervious or semi-impervious areas, run off into

streams, causing problems. Solid materials can also be picked up by other surface

run-off, causing pollution problems which otherwise might be non-existent.
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Areas Where Run-ofF May Occur

Paved areas provide the largest potential for siirfaee run-off at a railroad

installation. Automobile parking lots are an example of an area which is frequently

overlooked in designing treatment facilities. Locomotive fueling platforms, if not

roofed over, will allow rainfall to pick up spilled pollutants. Paved work areas where

parts are cleaned or chemicals or oils used are another source of polluted run-off.

Run-off from yard areas will pick up any materials which have been spilled

on the ground and carry them into the receiving waters.

Sources of run-oft that are often of great size in shops and in larger yards are

the roofs of various buildings. In most cases, this run-off will not be highly polluted,

but the volvmie may be as great as the volume from the entire remainder of the

facility, so it must be taken into account.

Many railroads are placing metal or fiberglass track pans along locomotive

storage tracks and at smaller locomotive fueling locations. These prevent drippings

from the locomoti\e from soaking into the ground, but rainfall on the pans may
either cause them to overflow onto the ground or overtax the treatment facility into

which they drain.

Possible Pollutants in Run-ofF Water

Pollutants most likely to be found in any surface flow will be turbidity and

suspended solids. These two pollutants are the result of water flowing across any

open ground and their presence is not preventable.

Pollutants which are found primarily in shop areas and locomotive servicing

and storage areas are oils, various cleaners, radiator water and phenolic compounds.

In areas in which electric locomotives are in use, PCB's conceivably could be found.

In yard areas the main pollutants will be picked up by water flowing over

spilled dry commodities.

Problems with Treatment

The main difficulty in treating run-off water is in the tremendous volumes that

are created in such short times. If the dry-weather flow is being treated in a waste

treatment plant, the addition of large volumes of surface run-off can cause serious

problems in the treatment procedure.

Treatment Methods

The most effective, and one of the most important, steps in treating surface

run-off is to separate all the potential trouble areas for treatment, allowing the

surface water to flow through with no pollutants added. Areas such as locomotive

servicing and storage, parts cleaning, and other work areas should be drained to

a treating plant, excluding as much surface water as possible.

Run-off from parking lots and other like paved areas can usually be handled by

the installation of a simple grit chamber to remove any solids which would be

carried with the flow.

In areas where oil or other floatables may be picked up by die surface flow,

gravity separation can be used to remove the floating material prior to discharge

to the receiving water.

If it is impossible to separate the oil-producing areas from other run-off, or if

the oil-producing areas are large, it becomes necessary to treat the entire flow to

remove pollutants. In most cases, a more efficient treatment facility can be designed

if equalization basins are placed ahead of the plant. This allows the plant to be

designed for a smaller, constant flow instead of the surges which occur during a
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storm. Chemical treatment would also probably be required in a plant of this type.

A discussion of these treatment methods can be found in die AREA Manual, Chap-
ter 13, Part 1, Section 1.2, "Industrial Wastewater Treatment and Disposal."

First Flush

In some cases, sewering agencies have agreed to accept the first fractional

inch of run-off into the sewer system, on the theory that most of the pollutants

would be flushed off in the initial flow. The remainder of the surface flow would

then be diverted and allowed to flow, usually untreated, into the recei\ing waters.

Sampling and Measuring Methods

Most governmental agencies require measuring and sampling of surface run-off^.

Several manufacturers have available various types of flumes and weirs which can

be operated continuously or intermittently to measure flow. These can be used with

an on-site recorder or be set up to transmit data to a readout at some more con-

venient location. Other flow-recording devices are available and are being proved

reliable at tliis time.

Sampling can be done by grab sampling, which requires someone to be at the

site diu-ing tlie time of discharge, or by a sampler which can be arranged to work

automatically, in conjunction with die flow recorder. This type of sampler can be

set up to take a large sample at one time, or a composite of the flow over a period

of time.

Receiving Waters

Most surface flow runs into open waterways or storm drains. Generally, storm

flow into open waterways requires the least amount of treatment. Discharge to storm

drains requires more treatment, because the treatment capacity of the flo\\'ing water

in the drain is diminished due to tire more concentrated loading.

Most operators of sanitary sewer systems prohibit the discharge of surface

run-off into the system.

Storage of storm-water run-off for use as irrigation water is being in\estigated

more thoroughly today, especially in the more arid regions. Pollutants can generally

be removed by gravity separation in storage, and the water can then meet govern-

mental agency requirements for irrigation.
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Report on Assignment 3

Land Pollution Control

M. P. Stehlv (chainnan, sxihcommittee), A. F. Butcosk, J. C. Dietz, J. C. Fizer,

T. H. Flett, K. K. Hehsey, R. M. Lindenmuth, R. G. Michael, V. K. Miller,

L. W. Pepple, R. J. Spence, W. C. Studabaker, L. R. Tierney, M. L.

Williams, J. W. ZwiCK.

Your committee submits the following report as information.

TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL OF SLUDGES FROM WASTEWATER
TREATMENT PLANTS, LAGOONS, AND OTHER SHOP SOURCES

GENERAL

Current en\ironmental regulations are requiring all industries, including the

railroad industry, to increase the treatment of wastewater—sanitary, industrial, and

storm water. The increased treatment has resulted in the generation of considerably

more sludge than in previous years. Passage of Public Law 94-580, the Resource

Conser\ation and Recoxery Act of 1976, indicate diat sludge generation and dis-

posal will become highly legidated in the near future. This report will examine the

problems associated with sludge generation, treatment, and disposal in the railroad

industn-.

SLUDGE

Sludge is a broad term describing \arious aqueous suspensions of solids encoun-

tered during wastewater treatment. Also, the solids obtained from shop cleaning

vats may be thought of as sludge. Grit and screenings are not normally considered

as sludge and will not be discussed in this report. Wastewater treatment facilities

generate sludge in many forms, as follows:

1. Primary treatment of sanitary waste

2. Excess activated sludge

3. Trickling filter biomass

4. API gra\it>' oil separator bottom deposits

5. Dissolved air flotation cell skiuiinings and !)()ttom sludge

6. Lagoon deposits

Most railroads do not treat sanitary waste but rather discharge sam'tary waste

untreated to a nnmicipal treatment plant. Therefore, the discussion of sludge treat-

ment and disposal will be linu'ted to those sludges generated by industrial waste-

water treatment (Items 4, 5 and 6 of the previous list). For an extensive discussion

of the treatment and disposal of sludges derived from sanitary wastewater, consult

the Process Design Manual for Sludge Treatment and Disposal, United States

Environmental Protection Agency, OlFice of Technology Transfer.

SLUDGE TREATMENT

The dissolved air flotation treatment of wastewater generates considerable

volume of sludge in the railroad industry. To reduce tlie negative aspects of sludge

treatment and disposal, the generation of the sludge should be minimized. The use

iiuL anr.
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of polymers to replace alum in the wastewater treatment process may reduce the

sludge volumes. The resultant sludge can be watery and extremely oily. The material

is physically unstable, behaving as a fluid, not as a solid. Also, the material may
contain heavy metals, chlorinated hydrocarbons, and other toxic substances. Regula-

tory agencies are becoming more restrictive on sludges that contain these materiids.

At present, depending upon location and the applicable government regulations, the

vmtreated sludge may or may not be suitable for ultimate disposal. Thickening,

cleaning, conditioning, dewatering, and chemical fixation are unit treatment processes

which may be necessary for ultimate disposal. Each treatment process will be

discussed in detail.

SLUDGE CLEANING

Cleaning refers to removal of objectionable contaminants, primarily oil, from

the sludge. Coagulation and flocculation using metal salts and polymers followed by

dissolved air flotation systems are effective in removing emulsified oils and greases

and suspended solids from wastewater. The sludge produced frequently contains

from 10 to 60 percent oil. Depending upon the oil content and the applicable state

regulations, the sludge may not be suitable for disposal. Some states have taken

tlie position that oil is a hazardous substance and, thus, so is oily sludge.

One metliod of oil removal is by acid floe destruction utilizing acidification, heat

and agitation to dissolve the metal hydroxide sludges. This frees the oil which can

be skimmed ott following a quiescent period. The sludge is then flocculated again

by neutralizing the acidity of the material. The sludge is allowed to settle and the

excess water decanted oft the top. This type of sludge cleaning can reduce the oil

content considerably. The oil content after cleaning generally ranges from 2 to 15

percent.

SLUDGE THICKENING

The term sludge thickening is used to describe an increase in solids concen-

tration. Within a treatment system such as is found at a large railroad facility, grit

and sludge are produced at various points. Generally the characteristics of the col-

lected material differ for each collection point. By combining and blending the

sludges and grit, tlie percentage of solids of the total sludge can be increased. This

averaging procedure eliminates having some sludge with a very small percentage

of solids. Such a blending operation can result in much more satisfactory dewatering.

Gravity thickening is another method for removing water. The sludge is added

to a sloped-bottom tank and allowed to settle and compact. The sludge may or may

not be scraped along the tank bottom. A supernatant liquid remains above the

sludge surface as the sludge settles. The liquid is drawn off, resulting in a thicker

sludge.

Flotation thickening involves air bubble attachment to the sludge particles, caus-

ing the particles to float. The sludge thickening occurs in the sludge blanket which

is normally 8 to 24 inches thick. The buoyant sludge and air bubbles force the surface

of the blanket above the water level, inducing drainage of water from the sludge

particles.

CONDITIONING

Sludge conditioning is tlie alteration of the sludge to facilitate removal of water

in a thickening or dewatering process. The solid particles present in sludge may

require conditioning because of small particle size, hydrated condition, and pos-
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session of an electrostatic charge. These particle properties inhibit tliickening and

dewatering. Sludge can be considered a stable colloidal suspension and it is the

function of a conditioner to destabilize the suspension. The use of polyelectrolytes

can result in the desorption of bound water, neutralization of surface charges, and

aggregation which can form free-draining cakes during dewatering operations.

DEWATERING

Any process which remoxes sufficient water from a sludge so that its physical

form is changed from essentially that of a fluid to that of a damp soh'd is considered

dewatering. After dewatering, the sludge can be considered as water in a solid matrix

rather than solids suspended in a fluid. The major methods are rotary \'acuum filter,

centrifuge, drying beds, and filter presses.

Rotary Vacuum Filter

Figure 1 illustrates a sectional \ icw of a rotar>' filter which consists of a

cylindrical drum rotating partially submerged in a vat or pan of conditioned sludge.

Figure 2 shows the various operating zones encountered during one complete revo-

lution of the drum. In the pick-up zone, a \acuum is applied to draw liquid through

the filter media and fonns a cake of partially dewatered sludge. As tlie drum rotates,

the cake emerges from the conditioned liquid sludge pool and the suction is main-

tained for further drying. A doctor blade then separates the sludge from die media.

In this manner, the filtration is a continuous process.

A \ ariety of filter media are available for vacuum filtration. Monofilament fabrics

are the mose resistant to blinding and have been used almost exclusively in recent

applications. Dacron appears to be a very good media and polypropylenes have

been found to be satisfactory in some cases. Some pitfalls to vacuum filtration are

improper selection of media, failure to thicken the feed sludge, possible cake release

problems, and lack of proper sludge conditioning. There exist suitable laboratory tests

to detennine the feasibility of vacuimi filter dewatering.

Centrifugation

The centrifuge uses centrifugal forces to increase the sedimentation rate of

the sludge solid particles. Figure 3 illustrates a continuous solid bowl which is the

settling \essel and the rotating conveyor which discharges the settled solids. The

bowl has adjustable oxerflow weirs and soHds discharge ports. As the bowl rotates,

centrifugal force causes the shirry to form an annular pool, the depth of which is

determined by the adjustment of the effluent weirs. A portion of the bowl is of

reduced diameter so that it is not submerged in the pool. This section fonns a

drainage deck and allows for further draining of the water. The continuous flow

scheme can be either countercurrent or concurrent type. One manufacturer operates

a countercurrent centrifuge at a centrifugal force of 4400xC'.. Another operates the

bowl speed at 6000 RPM and obtains a force of 3200xC;.

A basket type centrifuge, which is a batching process, is also available. Figure

4 shows a basket type centrifuge. The feed is introduced through a feed pipe at tlie

bottom of the bowl. Clarified liquid effluent overflows the top. When the solids cap-

ture begins to deteriorate, feed to the unit is discontinued. Liquids and soft solids are

removed at full bowl speed by a skimming mechanism. Coarse and fibrous solids are

removed at slower speeds by a plowing knife that cuts away the cake and permits it

to drop through the open bottom of the bowl.

One manufacturer operates the basket centrifuge at 1300xC. and claims to

produce a cake of 15 to 20 percent solids and a capture ]e\el of 92 to 97 percent.
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Fig. 1—Cutaway view of a rotary drum vacuum filter.

Fig. 2—Operating zones of a vacuum filter.
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Fig. 4—Schematic diagram of a basket centrifuge.
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Drying Beds

The most widely used dewatering method in die United States is the drying

of the sludge on open or covered sandbeds. Sandbeds possess the advantages of

needing little operator attention and skill, little maintenance, and low operating cost.

Drying beds usually consist of 4 to 9 inches of sand over an 8- to 18-inch layer

of graded gra\el or stone. Underdrains are spaced from 8 to 20 feet.

T>pical performance data show rapid dewatering during tlie first one to two

days while water removal by drainage predominates. This is followed by two to five

weeks of slow dewatering, principally by evaporation. A new design of sandbed has

been used recently which consists of paved surfaces and limited drainage. This type

requires longer drying times but has faster removal times because mechanical lifting

rather than manual lifting of the sludge is possible. The performance of a sandbed

may be impro\'ed by proper chemical conditioning and the dewatering time may be

reduced by .50 percent or more.

Filter Presses

The plate and frame filter press has been used in Europe for many years to

process difficult to dewater sludges. The filter press is a batch device and consists of

vertical plates which are held rigidly in a frame and which are pressed tighdy to-

gether. A filter cloth is mounted in the face of each individual plate. The sludge

is fed into the press between the plates. The water passes through the cloth and

the solids fonu a cake on the filter cloth. Sludge feeding stops wlien the chambers

between the plates are completely filled. The plates are then liydraulically pushed

together, applying normal operating pressures of 100 to 150 psi with possi])le pres-

sures of 250 psi.

The filter cleaning process involves a shifter separating tlie individual plates

one at a time. Opening up of the plate allows the cake to drop into a dumpster

below. Recent advances have resulted in automatic rather than manual plate shifting.

Also, the filter media has been improved dramatically over past years. Finally, the

gasketing has been improved. This reduces leakage which had been a serious draw-

back previously.

Dewatering tests using pilot plants on alum sludge conditioned with fly ash

revealed that a cake of 60 percent solids could be obtained using 225 psi pressure.

Cakes of 40 to 50 percent solids were produced using a 10 percent lime dosage and

precoating.

CHEMICAL FIXATION

Chemical fixation is a relatively new metliod of sludge treatment. It in\()lves

reacting the sludge with additives to bind die sludge components, resulting in an

inert material. One process involves the addition of Portland cement and sodium

silicate to the sludge. The polyvalent metal ions rapidly form insoluble metal silicates.

A second set of reactions occurs between the soluble silicate and tiie Portland cement.

It is reported that the reaction forms a solid matrix which has an affinity for water.

The matrix also supposedly traps oil within the gel structure. The third class of

reactiorLS occurs between the Portland cement and the water in the sludge. The
hydration results in the chemical reaction of the water, thus the reacted material

behaves as a solid.

Considerable data is available from the patent holders regarding the fixation

and solidification of refinery wastes. Initially the results appear encouraging.
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The system has a mmiber of disadvantages. First, the sludge volume increases

during treatment. Second, the material requires a certain gel time during which the

material cannot be frozen. This time may be as long as 24 hours depending upon

the mixture. Third, the material must be removed from the gel formation container

for ultimate disposal. More long-term study and additional practical experience

are required to determine the actual usefulness and best application of the chemical

fixation methods.

ULTIMATE DISPOSAL

Final disposal methods refer to die disposition of sludge in liquid, cake, dried,

or ash form as a residue in the environment. There are numerous methods for final

disposal of wastewater treatment plant sludges. The best metliod for any given plant

is dependent upon the sludge characteristics; local conditions; and the applicable

federal, state, county, and local laws and regulations.

The sludge may be discharged on company property at will or by controlled

permit, depending upon governmental regulations. One state, Minnesota, requires

prior written approval from the head of the state pollution control agency for dis-

posal of any sludge regardless of circumstances. Other locations may have no ap-

plicable regulations other tlian local nuisance-controlling ordinances affecting

landfilhng operations on one's own property.

In some areas, disposal at a licensed county or city sanitary landfill is the best

solution. The landfill operator may have certain requirements as to maximum oil

content and maximum moisture content. Since the disposal cost is a function of

weight and volume, dewatering reduces disposal costs. Depending upon the circum-

stances, dewatering may be economically desirable even if not required for ultimate

disposal.

Incineration of the sludge is another method of disposal. The incinerator may
be owned and operated by the railroad or by another party. The oil in a railroad

sludge adds to the heating value of the sludge and may reduce the disposal cost

somewhat. Dewatering may also be necessary prior to incineration to reduce energy

consumption. Incinerators are generally expensive as a first cost and require con-

siderable maintenance.

RAILROAD SURVEY

In January 1977, the 19 railroads having representation in Committee 13 were

infomially surveyed as to present sludge treatment handling, and disposal metiiods.

Sixteen replies to a questionnaire were received. The results are summarized in tlie

following discussion.

Thirteen of the 18 responding railroads have at least one dissolved air flotation

wastewater treatment plant. One railroad has 12 such plants. Most plants utilize

akmi and a polymer for coagulation-flocculation. Some plants use lime, sodium

aluminate, or a two polymer system to flocculate the wastewater. The average sludge

production at each plant appears to generate greater than 300 gallons of sludge

per day. The raw sludge contains 5-20% solids, 3-65% oil, and 25-80? water.

SLUDGE TREATMENT

Sludge treatment in tlie railroad industry has been minimal. Most railroads use

gravity thickening to increase the solids concentration of the sludge. It is probable

that most railroads operate the dissolved flotation cell skimmers at the lowest accept-

able speed to maximize the sludge solids concentration.
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One railroad has considerable experience with drying beds. These beds are

located in the southern states where climatic conditions are highly favorable for

dr>ing beds. The beds are used for DAF sludge, API bottom sludge, and filter systeni

backwash water. The beds are best suited for the latter two liciuids. These hcjuids

are more easil\- dewatered and result in greater \olume reduction than ahnn-poKiner

sludges. The drying beds are excellent temporary storage basins for the alum sludge.

The beds are only moderately successful as dewatering devices for alum-polymer

sludge. The small plants have concrete beds containing three compartments each

15 feet scpiare. The beds are 2 feet deep operated with a 1 foot lifiuid depth. The

sludge beds are lifted with front-end loaders and shovels.

The large plants have two one-acre shallow earthen lagoons. The sludge is

deposited in the first lagoon. The second lagoon collects the water which oxerflows

tlie first lagoon. Xo data is a\ailable on the degree of dewatering by this treatment

technique.

Another railroad utilizes sludge drying beds extensixely for dissohed air flotation

plant sludges. The beds are constructed in several layers with the finer sand layers

on the surface and the coarser layers toward the bottom. The areas of the beds have

been sized generally on the basis of a\ailable space. The beds are lifted every six

to nine months with a small front-end loader. The beds are turned when tlie sludge

cracks to a depth of 3 to 5 inches. Normally one month of inactivity dries the sludge

sufficiently for lifting.

The drying beds work especially well on sludge obtained from the use of two

polymers for tlie wastewater treatment rather than alum and a polymer. Dewatering

the ahun-polymer sludge l)y drying r( tiuires considerably more time than for the

two polymer sludge.

Another railroad is using chemical fixation prior to disposal, a patented process.

The untreated sludge production rate is 850 gallons per day. The treatment consists

of adding Portland cement and sodium silicate to the sludge. The material is pumped
into a box where the gelation occvus. The present box holds approximately 25 yards

which is the equivalent of a 7 days' supply. A front-end loader and a diunp truck

load and haul the material for disposal on company property. The treatment requires

400 lb of Portland cement and 10 gallons of sodium silicate for each 240-gaIlon liatch

of untreated sludge. One railroad currently is constructing a treatment plant which

will include precoat vacuum filter for sludge dewatering. Diatomaceous earth will

be the precoat material. The sludge will be conditioned with a polymer to improve

the dewatering. The drum is 3 feet in diameter and 3 feet long with a stainless

steel screen. The filter media is polypropylene. The doctor blade is stainless steel.

The railroad estimates the solids concentration will be increased from 5'r to 25'^

by the dewatering.

One railroad will construct a wastewater treatment plant incorporating a plate

and frame filter press into the sludge treatment system. The plates will be cast iron

with polypropylene filter cloth. The unit will contain 168 square feet of filtration

area. This press can produce a cake of 40—5()'/f solids concentration when the influent

solids concentration is 5'/(. The unit supplied with an automatic plate shifter requires

only one man for total operation. The sludge may not be conditioned in normal

operation. The estimated untreated sludge generation is 400 gallons per day.

Other systems of dewatering are now in the pilot plant stages on some railroads.

Considerable testing and operation of full scale in-plant macliines are required before

the railroad industry can de\elop definitive answers as to the optiuumi methods

of sludge treatment.
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Report on Assignment 4

Industrial Hygiene

W. D. Peters (chairman, subcommittees), R. R. Holmes (vice chairman, subcom-
mittee), R. S. Bryan, Jr., C. H. Bryant, W. M. Cummings, I. L. King, W. H.
Melgren, R. G. Michael, C. F. Muelder, E. T. Myers, G. H. Nick,

R. Singer, J. H. Smith, R. T. Noonan, F. M. Roach, Jr., T. A. Tennyson,

J. W. Webb.

Your committee submits the following report as information.

METHODS AND EQUIPMENT TO MONITOR AIR QUALITY IN

CONFINED WORK AREAS

PURPOSE

The main goal in the use of air sampling devices in confined work areas is to

determine if the air quality in this working environment presents an actual or po-

tential healtli hazard. The ultimate objective of air sampling is to eliminate any

potential health hazards by using accepted engineering practices. It should be

emphasized that this report covers the technical mechanics of monitoring and does

not cover operational safety practices in connection with hazardous or toxic materials.

If other influences, such as leaks, cause temporary or periodic air contamination,

monitoring the level of such air contaminants is essential to detennine the amount

of concentration, thereby eliminating possible overexposure to workmen in the area.

DEFINITION

A "confined area" is considered relatively small in size, restricted and so en-

closed that it can present a hazard for the following reasons:

( 1 ) Permits the accumulation of toxic or flammable gas not removed by natural

ventilation through openings in the enclosure.

(2) Impedes egress in the event of an emergency.

Manholes, tank cars, storage bins, grain silos, duct work, sewers, pipelines,

ships holds, boilers, pressure vessels, tunnels, diving equipment, etc., are examples

of "confined areas."

NOTE: Personal Protective Equipment is described in AREA Bulletin 661,

January-February 1977, pages 413 to 417, incl.

FACILITY CAPABILITY AND QUALIFIED PERSONNEL

Air sampling is commonly carried on in industrial work areas by safety depart-

ments, industrial hygiene specialists, or chemical laboratory personnel that possess

necessary equipment and are trained for this type of monitoring. Certified laboratories

and private consultants are available for those railroads that do not have qualified

personnel.

Special comprehensive courses are available for specifically training personnel

in testing techniques. These courses are pertinent to both highly trained specialists

with extensive industrial hygiene facilities and to those personnel with chemical

background who are relative novices in the use of these techniques, interpretation

of data, and have limited facilities.
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Such condensed courses are sponsored at unixersities throughout the country,

and tvvo of the recognized national sponsoring agencies are as follows:

\IOSH—National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health,

Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

Washington, D. C.

AIHA—American Industrial Hygiene Association,

66 South Miller Road,

Akron, Ohio 44313

These agencies jointly sponsor training courses concerning exahiation technology

involved in sample taking and analysis to enable trainees with technical backgrounds

to recognize hazards in the industrial en\ironment.

AVAILABLE INSTRUMENTATION

Field

Direct-reading instruments may be portable devices or fixed-site monitors tliat

can provide sampling results quickly or over a period of time. Results can be a direct

readout of concentration ppm (parts per million) by dial reading, strip chart re-

cording, a tape print-out, color change on impregnated paper or color indicator tube

method. Direct-reading instruments provide on the spot the results of any source

of emissions of hazardous gases and by comparison those gases which exceed air

standards set by government agencies. An integrated air sample is a continuous

sample, monitoring the quality of air when not uniform over a period of approxi-

mately 10 to 30 minutes." The sensitivity of instruments on a calculated time-

weighted average requires this. Samples can be obtained by using a sampling train,

consisting of the following: absorbing device bubbler, flow regulator controls and

vacuum pump to collect or absorb gases generally in a liquid from a measured

volume of air and vapors generally in liquid.

Laboratory analysis requires the collecting of a known \oIume of air containing

gas or dust for subsequent laboratory analysis. These are instantaneous collection

better known as a "grab" sample. Various types of evacuated flasks, plastic bags or

other suitable containers of known volumes collect the contaminated air for subse-

quent laboratory analysis, using gas chromatograph, infrared and other anaKtical

techniques.

Factors influencing choice of instruments are:

1. Portability and ease of calibration.

2. Accuracy and repeatability of e(iuipment or device for the contanu'nant being

monitored.

3. Insensitivity to interfering contaminants.

4. Reliability of the equipment imdcr various conditions of field u.se. ( Stable

zero point)

5. Type of analysis or information recjuired.

6. Availability.

7. Personal choice based on past experience and other factors.

Permanent Installation

Permanent recorded documentation can be obtained by utilization of continuous

monitoring devices for a particular contaminant. Examples of contaminants that

» AREA Bulletin 661, January-Februar>- 1977, pages 392-393.
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can be monitored by this nietliod are chlorinated hydrocarbons, hydrogen, ozone,

carbon monoxide, etc. Such on-site evaluation of the concentration of hazardous

substances in a confined area makes possible the immediate assessment of undesirable

exposures and enables the industrial hygienist to make an immediate correction of

an operation in accordance with his judgment of the seriousness of a situation with-

out permitting further risk or injury to the workers. It cannot be overemphasized

that great care nuist be employed in the use of direct-reading instruments. Inter-

pretation of results should be made by qualified personnel.

Carbon Monoxide Detector (CO)

These are made in various types, ranging from devices of the detector tube fonu

to direct reading or recording devices that are permanently installed. These meters

can detect to 500 ppm carbon monoxide and continuously monitor over an 8-hour

period. When used at elevated temperatures and/or in excessive humidity, correction

factor should be applied in accordance with manufacturer's recommendation. They

will not indicate the presence of natural gas or other gas mixtures that do not con-

tain carbon monoxide. These gases can be detected by explosimeters or other instru-

ments and detector sampling tubes.

Detector Sampling Tubes

Colorimetric toxic gas detector tubes are a quick simple method for on-site

determination of toxic gases which may exist in tlie confined work area. It should

be noted that detector tubes have accuracy limitations.

The detector tube can be used with a hand-held bellows pump or a battery-

operated pump and tube holder. Both are used to draw the air to be sampled through

the detector tube. The tube contains a chemical reagent that absorbs and reacts

with the gas or vapor to be analyzed. The lengdi of the stain in the tube is read

directly or compared with a calibration chart supplied with the tubes to determine

the level of gas or vapor in the atmosphere with ranges less than 1 ppm to over

100 ppm. Presently one manufacturer can supply a testing tube to measure 140

different vapors. Certain of these tubes may have National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Health (NIOSH) approval. The sampling tube may be clipped onto a

worker's collar in order tliat the sample will be similar to the air the worker breatlies.

After a predetermined time span, the sample can be taken to laboratory and analyzed

by gas chromatography.

The organic vapor-collecting tube will handle any organic compound which

is capable of being collected, desorbed and analyzed and, in most cases, calibrated

in parts per million. Such compounds are benzene, carbon tetrachloride, chloroform,

dioxane, trichloroetihylene, etc.

Explosimeter Combustible Gas Indicators

These portable instruments are used on the job site for quick determination

and measurement of combustible gases and vapors in air to determine if an explosive

mixture of gases exists and also the concentration of the mixture. An aspirator bulb,

to one side, is used to draw the sample tlirough a detector or built-in filter chamber

which is normally filled witli a cotton filter to prevent dust and moisture from

entering the system. The chamber's platinum filament burns any combustibles present

when heated to operating temperature. When tlie combustion of gas takes place on

the filament surface, the rise in temperature is proportional to the quantity of com-

bustibles in the sample. A Wheatstone bridge circuit, incorporating the filament

as an arm, measures the change in electrical resistance due to the temperature in-
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crease. The degree of imljalance is proportional to tlie concentration and is measured

by the indicating meter from 0-100% of tlic lower explosive limit.

Oxygen Deficiency Indicator

This portable instrument gi\es contiiuious direct readings of oxygen concen-

trations in the atmosphere or confined area and does not require a warm-up or

changing of chemicals. The instrument can be equipped with an alarm to give an

audible tone at a preset oxygen level and is imaffected by other normally encountered

gases. The meter range is to 25% of oxygen and can be used with a sampling hose

or sensor extended into the confined space and can be used for rapidly repeated tests.

NOTE: The sampling of oxygen ami toxic ^ase.s is soiiietimes incorporated

into the same meter with separate gage indicators.

Some of these instnunents weighing less than 2 lb are easily attached or carried

on the worker. These instruments are splash-proof and some are available wiUi

high-impact plastic cases and are capable of 8 to 12 hours of continuous operation.

Hydrogen Sulfide Detector

This detector continuously monitors the level of hydrogen sulfide and auto-

matically sounds an alarm when the concentration exceeds the internally adjustable

alarm level. It is battery-operated capable of 8-hour operation and can be hand-held

or worn on a belt for continuous monitoring in hazardous working areas. The

sensor varies depending on the manufacturer, with some detecting only H^S while

others are interfered with if large quantities of hydrocarbons or other organic vapors

are present.

Portable Infra-Red Gas Analyzers

Portable infra-red analyzer instruments range from specific vapor monitors to

general-purpose gas analyzers. The general-purpose gas analyzers feature an infra-red

spectrophotometer witli wave length range of 2.5 to 14.5 microns, and an attached

variable pathlength gas cell. A small volume of air is introduced into the gas cell

with the attached air pmnp and analyzed by infra-red spectrophotometry. The

variable pathlength cell allows for measuring a wide concentration range of from

less than 1 ppm to several percent. Portable infra-red gas analyzers are currently

being used to monitor areas where toxic fumes may exist. This instrument is par-

ticularly helpful in monitoring areas where compounds exist for which OSHA has

adopted TLV (Threshold Limit Values). Some of tlie specific uses are: work areas

surroimding vapor degreasing tanks, arc welding fumes and contaminated boxcars.

Gas Chromatograph

This instrument is available in fixed laboratory models and models for portable

survey that are also adaptable to fixed remote monitoring. It is capable of identifying

.solvents and separating gaseous mixtures into component parts and providing (juan-

titative measurements. Almost every type of volatile liquid and vaporous compound

can be determined by some gas chromatographic method. The instrument basically

consists of a fuel-handling system for carrier gas, injection port, or continuous

sampling device, packed sorbent column, oven, detector, and recorder.

For quantitative analysis the unknown sample is compared to a reference or

standard sample of tliat vapor to which the instrument has already been calibrated.

Detection can be made as low as 1 ppm and in many cases nuich lower.

Small amounts of gaseous vapor liquid are injected from a syringe or may
be drawn continuously by an internal pump into a probe and transmitted into the
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detector system. The components of the mixture migrate differentially into a porous

sorption medium.

The instrument is applicable to measuring toxic gases or industrial fumes for

compliance with OSHA requirements, general air pollution work, leak detection

and can be used to determine explosive level of gases.

GLOSSARY
Activated Carbon (Activated Charcoal): Activated carbon or charcoal is com-

monly used in gas-adsorption.

Boiling Point: The temperature at which the vapor pressure of a liquid equals

atmospheric pressure.

Chromatograph: An instrument which can separate and analyze mixtures of

chemical substances.

Concentration: The amount of a given substance in a stated unit of measure.

Common metliods of stating concentration are percent by weight or by volume,

weight per unit volume, normality, etc.

Condensation: Act of process of reducing from one form to another denser form

such as steam to water.

Contaminant ( Am ) : A harmful, irritating, or nuisance material that is foreign to

the normal atmosphere.

Desiccant: Material which absorbs moisture.

Element: Solid, liquid or gaseous matter, which cannot be further decomposed into

simpler substances by chemical means.

Flammable (Explosive) Limits: The range of flammable vapor or gas-air mixture

between tlie upper and lower flammable limits.

Flash Point: The lowest temperature at which a liquid gives oft enough \apor to

form an ignitable mixture with air and produce a flame when a source of ignition

is present.

Gas: Normally formless fluids which occupy the space of enclosure and which can

be changed to the liquid or solid state only by combined effect of increased

pressure and decreased temperature.

Gravimetric: Of or pertaining to measurement by weight.

Infra-red: The region of the electromagnetic spectrum including wave lengths

from 0.78 microns to about 300 microns.

Inorganic: Term used to designate compounds that generally do not contain carbon.

LiQum: A state of matter in which tlie substance is a formless fluid that flows in

accord with the law of gravity.

Monitor: The measurement of the environmental factors which may adversely

affect health.

Nuisance Dust: Generally innocuous dust, not recognized as the direct cause of

a serious pathological condition.

Oxygen Deficiency: An atmosphere having less than tlie percentage of oxygen

found in normal air. Normally, air contains about 21 percent oxygen at sea

level. When the oxygen concentration in air is reduced to approximately 16

percent, many individuals become dizzy, experience a buzzing in the ears, and

have a rapid heartbeat. OSHA indicates 19.5% as the lower limit of oxygen

acceptable in industry.
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Respirable ( Dust ) : Term used to indicate particulate matter which can be inhaled.

Generally considered to be 5 microns or less in aerodynamic diameter.

Solution: Mixture in which the components lose their identities and are uniformly

dispersed. All solutions are composed of a solvent (water or other fluid) and

the substance dissoKed called the "solute." Air is a solution of oxygen and

nitrogen. A true solution is homogeneous as salt in water.

Time Weighted Average Concentration: Refers to concentrations of contami-

nants which have been weighted for the time duration of sample. A sufficient

number of samples are needed to permit a time-weighted average concentration

throughout a complete cycle of operations or throughout the work shift.

TLV: Threshold Limit Value. An exposure level under which most people can work

consistently for 8 hours a day, day after day, with no harmful effects. A table

of these values and accompanying precautions are published annually by the

American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists.

V.A.PORS: The gaseous form of substances which are nomially in the solid or liquid

state and which can be changed to these states eitlier by increasing the pressure

or decreasing the temperature alone.

\'ol.\tility : The tendency or ability of a liquid to \-aporize. Such liquids as alcohol

and gasoline, because of their well-known tendency to evaporate rapidly, are

called \olatile liquids.

AVAILABLE REFERENCES

1. Federal Register—October 18, 1972, Vol. 37, No. 202, Occupational Safety and

Health Standards—OSHA, Subpart G—Occupational Healdi and Environmental

Control, pp. 22139-22143, 1910.93 Air Contaminants, 19.10.93a .Asbestos.

2. "Air Sampling Instruments"—For Evaluation of Air Contaminants—4th Ed., 500

pp. 8 X 11 Hardback. American Conference of Industrial Hygienists, P. O. Box

1937, Cincinnati, Ohio 45201.

3. "The Industrial Em ironment—Its Evaluation and Control"—1973 NIOSH 700

pp. Price $13.75. For sale by Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government

Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402.

4. "Student Manual—Industrial Hygiene Measurements Course," NIOSH. Prepared

by Dunlap and Associates, Inc., One Parkland Drive, Darien, CT 06820.

5. .Analytical Guide—AIHA. A\'ailable from .'\merican Industrial Hygiene Assn.,

Geo. D. Clayton, Executive Secretary, 14125 Prevost, Detroit, Michigan 48227.

6. ASTM STP 555, 1974, "Instrumentation for Monitoring Air Quality." U. S.

Environmental Protection Agency, Office Air Quality Planning and Standards,

Air Pollution Training Institute, Research Triangle Park, NC 27711.

7. "Source Sampling for Particulate Emissions." Environmental Science and Tech-

nology, American Chemical Society, 1155 16th St., N.W., Washington, D. C.

20036.

8. Pollution Control Directory 197.5-1976. Phone (202) 872-4551.

9. Lab. Guide, 1975-1976—American Chemical Society, "ACS Laboratory Guide to

Instruments, Equipment & Chemicals."

10. "Environmental Health Monitoring Manual"—1973. Environmental Health Serv-

ices, United States Steel Cori>.
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11. "Selecting Air Quality Monitoring Instrumentation." Pollution Equipment News

(without charge), 8550 Babcock Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15237.

12. "The Analysis of Air Pollutants," W. Leithe—1971. Ann Arbor Science Pub-

lishers, Drawer 1425, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.

13. "Air Pollution Manual," 1972—$15.00. American Industrial Hygiene Assn.,

Executive Secretary, 210 Haddon Ave., Westmont, NJ 08108. Part I—Evaluation,

Part II—Control Equipment.

14. "Acceptable Concentrations of Hazardous Materials," American National Stand-

ards (ANSI) Latest Bulletins Z 37.1 to Z 37.39, incl.

15. Handbook of Statistical Tests for Evaluating Employee Exposure to Air Con-

taminants. Published by NIOSH April 1975, Stock Number 017-033-00058-1.

For Sale by Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Covernment Printing Office,

Washington, D. C. 20402.

Report on Assignment 5

Plant Utilities—Design, Construction and Operation

D. S. Krieter (chairman, subcommittee), R. A. Bardwell, R. G. Bielenberg, R. C.

Brownlee, R. a. Dugan, E. P. Herrick, F. L. Manganaro, W. D. Mason,

Jr., R. E. 'Metzger, T. F. Murphy, L. W. Pepple, W. N. Stockton, H. B.

Wyche, D. R. York.

Your committee submits the following report as information:

RECYCLING WASTEWATER FOR SHOP USE

INTRODUCTION

The fresh water resources of the United States as a whole exceed the present

requirements. However, the availability of clean water varies widely in locations and

time. The development of some regions may be hindered by a shortage of water and

otherwise water-rich regions may experience water shortages during dry periods.

On the other hand, enormous amounts of water flow into the oceans without maxi-

mum utilization, frequently causing much damage and economic loss.

Scientific American reports that annual evaporation from the oceans and conti-

nents is approximately 500,000 cubic kilometers of water per year. Of this only

approximately 3,000 cubic kilometers per year is returned in a form and an area

readily manageable by human beings, with a projected quantity of 6,000 cubic

kilometers per year which could be available under sound water management pro-

grams.'^ Hence, if tlie additional water available in the world cannot be economically

utilized, then clearly recycling may become a more attractive alternative.

The demand for clean water increases witli population growth and industriali-

zation while there is increasing pressure to clean up waterways polluted by the

practices of many years. Meeting tliis demand will require more efficient utilization

of available water resources within practical economic considerations. In the past,

solutions to problems of water shortage were frequently sought by tapping unused

local sources or by transporting surplus supplies from distant locations. In the future

it will be necessary to increase the re-use of locally available supplies. In most
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instances this will require varying degrees of treatment to make tlie water suitable

for the desired purposes, as well as acceptable for discharge to natural waterways.

The practice of water re-use by railroads has been limited by the widespread

nature of their operations. Howe\'er, water usage in railroad terminals and shops,

while not as large as that of some other industries, is significant and re-use is be-

coming more attractive. This is especially true in instances where water is purchased

from outside suppliers. Unless suitable water is practically free, the cost of one-pass

cooling water, for example, is usually prohibitive. Cooling water re-use is common-

place in many large shop facilities through the use of recirculating cooling towers

and water treatment chemicals.

Water used for washing floors, l()coni()ti\es, cars and parts may be treated for

removal of most of the contaminants and then re-used for some of the same puriioses.

It is usually not necessary to have potable water for many operations, and it ma\-

be possible to use water discharged from one process for another process without

treatment. For example, air compressor cooling water may be suitable for washing

locomotives, while die locomotive rinse water may be suitable for washing floors,

or may be made suitable with mininmni treatment.

TREATMENT METHODS FOR VARIOUS POLLUTANTS AND TREATMENT LEVEL ATTAINABLE

BY BEST AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY

This section will attempt to highlight some of the proven treatment metliods

for the parameters listed and give an idea of water quality each can produce. This

is not an in-depth study of \arious treatment methods; for such information the

reader is referred to the many excellent references currently available from the

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, the Water Pollution Control Federation or

the many commercial texts which are being published on these topics.

It seems to be generally accepted that certain problem parameters exist in rail-

road industrial wastewater, the principal ones being dissolved inorganics, suspended

solids, phosphate, heavy metals, oil, BOD, COD and in some installations, i)acteria,

viruses, and algae. In terms of water re-use in shops, it is necessary to determine the

specific use for which the water is intended and then identify the probable pollutants

which will be present or cause problems. Selection of a feasible treatment method

can then be made for those pollutants. It is important to note that railroad water

recycling is, and probably will continue to be, governed largely i)y economic factors.

If it is not cheaper for a railroad to re-use certain wastewater, as opposed to purclias-

ing fresh water, tlie recycling incentive is absent. For example, the technology exists

to treat some shop wastewater and re-use it as potable water. However, to date

this has not been economically feasible or necessary at railroad facilities. Adequate

cheap supplies of fresh water exist for this purpose.

DISSOLVED INORGANICS

The high level of dissolved inorganics is one of the most significant obstacles

preventing tlie recycling of many railroad wastewaters. Methods axailable to lower

inorganic levels include distillation, ion exchange, reverse osmosis, and electro-

dialysis.

Distillation can be used to lower dissolved inorganic levels where flow rates

are very small. Some advantages and capabilities of distillation include:

1) Byproduct recovery,

2) Incineration of concentrates.
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3) Extremely high effluent quality (less than or equal to 5 mg/1 total dissolved

solids), and

4) Nonselective process.

Among the limitations of distillation are:

1) High equipment costs,

2) Skilled labor,

3) High energy costs,

4) Maintenance costs, such as corrosion,

5) Possible air pollution,

6) Possibility of volatile matter carryover, and

7) Requires pre-treatment for removal of suspended solids and other pollutants.

Ion exchangers reduce the dissolved inorganic levels by substituting less ob-

jectionable ions for contaminants. They are applicable to low flow situations primarily,

usually 189 to 6,813 liters per hour (50 to 1800 gallons per hour), and effectively

replace objectionable ions with hydrogen and hydroxide ions." Ion exchangers are

generally available as single mixed-bed units producing an effluent with less than one

part per million total ionizable solids, or two-bed units producing effluents from 3 to

5 parts per million dissolved solids.

Among the capabilities of ion exchangers are:

1 ) Some byproduct recovery,

2) Compact equipment,

3) Selectively concentrates pollutants, and

4) Reliable with equipment readily available.

Ion exchangers may be limited by:

1) High equipment costs,

2) Skilled labor,

3) Chemical costs,

4) Pre-treatment required especially for oil and suspended solids,

5) Disposal problems associated with regeneration wastes,

6) Changes in raw waste composition, and

7) Regeneration chemical requirements.

Reverse osmosis is a method of lowering dissolved inorganic content of waste-

water by forcing it through a semi-permeable membrane under high pressure. The

cellulose acetate membrane characteristically requires pressures as high as 105 kilo-

grams per square centimeter (1500 psi), and when properly sized can treat flows

up to 378,541 liters per day (100,000 gallons per day).'

Among the advantages associated with reverse osmosis units are:

1) Extremely high quality water can be produced,

2) Proven process which concentrates inorganics for removal,

3) Reliable with equipment readily available, and

4) No regeneration required.
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Certain restrictions do exist witli the process, a few being:

1 ) A relati\ely expensive process,

2) pH should be between 4 and 8, suspended solids should be less than 10

micrometers in diameter,

3) High capital investment,

4) Skilled labor required,

5) Likelihood of membrane clogging, and

6) Not too applicable for low levels of dissolved solids.

Electrudialijsis is a treatment method for dissolved inorganics in low flow situa-

tions which separates the ionic components of a waste stream in an electric field

based on their conductivity across an interposed membrane. Usually two membranes
are placed in a cell, one of which carries carries a permanent positive charge, while

the other has a negative charge. A positively charged membrane allows negative

ions to pass through and the negative membrane allows positive ions through. One
report indicates that electrodialysis will remove about 40 to 50/? of the total dissoKed

sohds on a single pass.^ Power requirements are typically 6 to 10 kilowatt hours

per 3,78.5 liters (1000 gallons)."' Some advantages and capabilities of electrodialysis

inchide:

1 ) It remoxes dissolved inorganics,

2) Byproduct recovery is possible,

3) Equipment is fairly compact, and

4) It has proven plant scale performance.

Electrodialysis is usually limited by;

1) High initial cost,

2) Skilled labor is required,

3) High power costs are incurred,

4) Suspended solids must first be removed,

5) Membranes must periodically be cleaned and/or replaced, and

6) Difficulty removing total dissolved solids below 300 to 400 mg/l."

SUSPENDED SOLIDS

Suspended solids levels need to be kept t(j a nnnimuni in any practical water

recycling program in order to prevent clogging and fouling of surfaces, unnecessary

BOD and interference with other poli.shing treatments. Some of the best available

treatment methods for suspended solids include straining, gravity separation, and
filtration.

Table I, obtained in part from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, pro-

vides an excellent summary of suspended solids loading ranges and effluent con-

centrations through various processes.

Microstraining

Microstraining is a filtration process utilizing finely woven wire mesh screens

to remove residual suspended solids and may be particularly suitable for railroad

water re-use applications. The advantages of this i)roeess include:
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1 ) Good filtration efficiency,

2) High porosity,

3) Moderate flow rates,

4) Low head loss,

5) Easy membrane cleaning hy low pri'ssure water jets, and

6) Good fabric life (reportedly 10 years or more)."

The disad\antagcs and limitations include:

1) Shearing action of water at high flow rates tends to dislodge solids from

screen,

2) Some supervision of process is necessary,

3) High initial capital investment, and

4 ) Sludge disposal recjuired.

Granular Media Filters

Granular media filters have long been employed for suspended solids reduction

in many railroad and industrial situations. They are among the most versatile metliods

for removing suspended solids since they can be almost any size desired and can

be filled with different filtering media. Typical media include sand, gravel, garnet,

ilmenite, and anthracite." When applied as a polishing filter to secondary effluent,

a properly designed granular filter has demonstrated a capacity to consistently

produce an effluent containing 1 to 3 mg/1 suspended solids." Granular filters can

be single media, dual, or mixed depending upon the water quality and the flow

rates at a particular location. These filters find use both with and without chenncal

coagulation and air flotation. Advantages associated with granular media filters

include:

1 ) Demonstrated capability of producing effluent with consistently low levels

of suspended solids,

2) Requires little supervision,

3) Comparatively modest capital investment required,

4) Media can be changed as well as units added or deleted should waste

characteristics change, and

5) Low operating costs.

Some limitations include:

1 ) Requires backwashing of media, and

2) A given media arrangement and type usually is not suitable if wastewater

is subject to wide changes in characteristics and flow rates.

PHOSPHORUS

Phosphorus levels in wastewater vary among railroads depending primarily on

their activities, especially whether or not phosphorus-based cleaners are used. Ex-

cessive phosphorus levels are detrimental to a water re-use system primarily because

of nuisance problems. Excessive levels are known to produce sticky sludges under

conditions of high heat, alkalinity and excessive water hardness, as well as interfere

with treatment methods for other parameters.
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One of the better established treatment methods for incremental phosphorus

removal includes coagulation and aeration, followed either by sedimentation or air

flotation and filtration. Table 2 illustrates percent of phosphorus removal obtain-

able by coagulant addition followed by aeration."

Table 2
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OIL

Significant quantities of oil cannot be tolerated in any water re-use program
for obvious reasons. Attempts to consistently remove the last 5 ppm present in some
effluents, after physical separation techniques, proves to be marginal at best. A good
first step in oil removal is to design a gravity separator which will have both ade-

quate oil skimming devices and a generous detention time. The less free-floating

oil after gravity separation, the less will have to be invested in expensi\e poMshing

treatment facility. For design considerations in gravity oil water separators the

reader is referred to Chapter 13 of the AREA Manual, Section 1.2.5.1.

Modestly successful polishing treatment processes for removal of incremental

oil levels after gravity separation, include flocculation followed by air flotation or

precipitation, ultrafiltration and filtration through an oil sorbent media.

FLOCCULATION AND AIR FLOTATION/PRECIPITATION FOLLOWED BY FILTRATION

Emulsified oil wliicli cannot be removed by demulsification chemicals or otlier

means, has been removed to approximately 5 mg/1 or less through the use of a

proper coagulant chemical followed by dissolved air flotation, or precipitation and

filtration through a granular media filter to remove floe carryover. The major advan-

tage is that it's about the only proven polishing treatment for oily railroad waste-

waters to date.

The disad\antages are:

1 ) Requires sophisticated equipment and instrumentation,

2) Requires high capital investment,

3) Residual salts are produced in tlie effluent, and

4) Sludge disposal from DAF unit and granular media filters is required.

Ultrafiltration

Ultrafiltration is the process of filtering solute molecules at least one to two

orders of magnitude larger than tlie solvent molecules and has been applied to the

treatment of oily wastewater. It is a hydraulic, physical process which provides an

alternati\e to chemical treatment systems. It has not been used extensively on the

railroads, but one report shows that 99.9% of oil molecules present in a waste stream

can be removed by a properly sized membrane.* The limitations of ultrafiltration

to consider include:

1) Significant changes in waste .stream can permanently foul the membrane and

as such has limited versatility,

2) Needs frequent and lengthy membrane cleaning procedures,

3) Requires a skilled operator, and

4) High initial cost.

Filtration Through Oil Absorbent Medio

Much work needs to be done in the area of filtration of oily wastes through

specific media which have an affinity for oil. Diatomaceous earth has shown a capa-

bility for removing oil levels to under 5 mg/1 but is limited to extremely low-flow

situations where most of the suspended solids have been removed in order to prevent

filter clogging. Such filters are highly subject to clogging, and when their oil satura-

tion point is reached, the media usually have to be changed. Because of this, it's

main application would be polishing treatment for very low flow streams containing

small quantities of oil.
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BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND (BOD) AND CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND (COD)

Since BOD and COD are ,^ood general indicators of the l^iochemical and

chemical strength of the wastewater, respectively, their levels need to he kept as low

as economically jDossible in a \\'ater re-use program. Some of die methods for reduc-

tion of BOD in sanitary wastewater can be applied to railroad shop wastewater

imder the proper conditions. Much BOD and COD is automatically removed as a

result of treatment for other parameters such as suspended solids, algae and certain

dissolved solids. If BOD is found to be a problem, such methods as oxidation ponds,

trickling filters and extended aeration have long been directed at lowering BOD
levels. Where COD is excessive, attention is usually focused on the causative agent

and then it can be chemically oxidized to lower the COD, or in the case of floating

oil, physically separated. Because of the general nature of these parameters, it

becomes very difficult to specify a set of methods which will always apply. In some
railroad installations utilizing dissolved air flotation, followed by granular media

filtration, 90 to 95% of the BOD and COD is removed and further treatment is not

warranted. In others the wastewater may be of such a nature that this amount of

reduction can be achieved through a well designed two-celled lagoon. Consequently,

tlie design engineer must satisfy himself tliat he knows the volume and character

of the wastewater in sufficient detail to permit the choice of a cost-effective treatment

scheme at a particular location.

One effective treatment for lowering BOD and COD in railroad wastewaters

appears to be granular media filtration followed by activated carbon filtration. This

treatment can readily be applied to effluents of DAF units, lagoons and other proc-

esses that substantially reduce the influent oil and grease and suspended solids levels.

A properly designed carbon adsorption system can reduce the BOD from 200

ppm to 1 ppm and the COD from 200 ppm to 20 ppm at a cost of approximately

10 cents per 3,785 liters (1000 gallons) in large plants.'' The typical hydraulic

loading is 81 to 407 liters/min/nr (2-10 gpm/ft^') of cross-section area, depend-

ing upon the column design and flow scheme.^"

Some capabilities of activated carbon include:"

1 ) Removes non-biodegradable organics and hence COD from wastewater,

2) Removes residual BOD producing materials,

3) Removes taste, odor and color producing compounds, and

4) Has a demonstrated reliability.

Some disadvantages include:"

1 ) High initial cost,

2) Carbon and carbon regeneration costs, and

3) Some supervision required, especially where flows are subject to change.

BACTERIA, VIRUSES AND ALGAE

These parameters need to be considered in certain railroad water re-use programs.

Algae and bacteria growth can inhibit water recirculation in cooling towers and

substantially reduce their efficiency while viruses are more objectionable from a public

health point of view, especially when personnel have to work near polluted water

regularly. These parameters are most likely to occur as a result of domestic sewage

treatment, but can exist in certain industrial wastewaters. One of die better methods

of controlling these parameters is by chlorination as a final polishing treatment to
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the wastewater stream, using chlorine gas or dry chlorine release products fed on

a proportional basis. Chlorine, as evidenced by its long-term use in potable water

treatment, completely kills bacteria and most varieties of algae, and inactixates most

viruses. Ozone treatment of wastewater essentially accomplishes the same results as

chlorine but is usually more expensive, both on a capital and operating cost basis.

Where algae only needs to be considered, copper sulfate has a demonstrated relia-

bility to kill it as well as a number of proprietary formulations available, but careful

selection must Ix' made to a\oid conflict with go\ernmental effluent regulations.

WATER REUSE FOR SPECIFIC RAILROAD APPLICATIONS

Locomotive Wash and Rinse Wafer

In order to re-use shop wastewater for this application, primary attention should

be given to the parameters of: 1) oil and grease, 2) suspended solids, 3) dissolved

inorganics, and 4) pH. A survey of seseral railroads indicates that nujst of them

are not re-using \\ater for loconioti\'e wash and rinse water and sound data are not

available. Howe\er, .some input was received on pollutant lexcls Ijclicvcd to be

tolerable. The following table provides a sunmiarv.

Table 3

Probable Acceptable Levels

Fa ametcr Locomotive Washing Locomotive Rinsing

Oil and Grease 10-20 mg/1 Trace

Suspended Solids < 20 mg/1 Trace

DissoKed Inorganics < 500 mg/1 < 200 mg/1

pH 6-9 6-9

These quantities are an approximation only and in actual practice it may be

found tliat significantly higher levels can be tolerated for locomotixe washing and

rinsing. One railroad is presently re-using the final rinse water for a pre-wet spray

and chemical rinse with some success, with the water being recycled once.

Boiler Water

Most boilers in railroad shops used for process steam and heating do not exceed

200 psi and consequently do not require a deionized or distilled water makeup.

This would imply that some of the better quality effluents from wastewater treat-

ment plants or other shop sources could be made suitable for this purpose. Presently

only the steam condensate is collected and returned for boiler water makeup, due

in large part to its inherently pure nature. With today's technology, treating most

wastewaters to meet boiler feed-water conditions is not particularly complex and

becomes largely a question of economics. At most locations it is still cheaper to use

fresh water for this purpose. Table 4 .shows the maximum limits in mg/1

of key parameters for boiler water as established by the American Boiler Manufac-

turer's Association.

Locomotive Cooling Water

Some railroads currently re-use their locomotive cooling water by pumping

it from the radiator through a filter to a holding tank where it can be brought back

up to strength b\' chemical addition and pumped back into the locomotive. On the
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sis on car utilization and service, more and more facilities for the washing of cars

can be expected.

When attempting to re-use shop wastewater for this purpose, e\ery effort should

be made to remove as much as the material, dirt, residue, etc. from the car before

the washing process. This creates the potential for even greater water re-use by

keeping the dissolved and suspended solids, as well as other pollutants to a minimum.

Since specific data on water quality necessary for this process are lacking, it is

assumed that a water quality similar to that used for locomotive washing could be

partially used. Requirements would ha\e to be more stringent for public health

reasons for cars in food products service. In these cases potable water should probably

be u.sed. Notwithstanding, the following maximiun levels of pollutants are believed

to be permissible in water for general car washing:

Table 6
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10. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Process Design Manual for Carbon
Adsorption, Office of Technology Transfer, Washington, D.C.; 1973, p. 3.11.

11. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Process Design Manual for Suspended
Solids Removal, Office of Technology Transfer, Washington, D.C.; Januarv
1975, pp. 2.2, 8.9-8.26.

Report on Assignment 7

Noise Pollution Control

B. J. Rust (chairman, subcommittee), C. H. Bryant (vice chairman, subcommittee),
R. S. Bryan, Jr., W. M. Cummings, W. P. Cunningham, C. P. Purser, D. J.

Inman, I. L. King, W. H. Melgren, C. F. Mut:lder, E. T. Myers, G. H.
Nick, F. M. Roach, Jr., R. Singer, T. A. Tennyson, J. W. Webb.

Your committee submits the following as information.

RETARDER NOISE ABATEMENT

Many railroads utilize hump yards in major classification yards to improve

the efficiency of their operations. A hump yard operates by gravity whereby a cut

of cars pushed over the hump by a locomotive is allowed to roll freely to prede-

termined tracks within the classification yard. The distinguishing components of a

hump yard are retarders which control the speed of the rolling cars to prevent

damaging impacts in coupling with odier cars on die tracks. Retarders may be
categorized as the master, intermediate and group retarders, which are near the

hump area, or as individual track inert retarders which are located at the ends of

the classification tracks to prevent cars from rolling out of tlie classification area.

The retarder is basically two pairs of rails called retarder shoes or brake shoes

which clamp against the wheels of tlie freight car as it passes by. Retarders are made
up of two main pieces: the field side, which is located outside the rail, and the gauge
side, which is located inside tlie rail. For electro-pneumatic retarders, the system

is composed of a series of pneumatic cylinder units spaced along the track to which
the brake beams and their associated brake shoes are attached. Air pressure in the

cylinders can be increased or decreased as desired witli the car in the retarder.

The force and duration of the clamping action of the brake shoes against the wheels

are controlled either by a radar-computer system or manually by a retarder oper-

ator located in a tower above the hump yard.

The interaction between the steel car wheels and steel brake shoes often pro-

duces a squeal which peaks at frequencies between 2000-4000 Hertz at sound levels

of 115 to 120 dB(A) measured at 50 feet. The source of this squeal is believed to

be produced by stick-shp vibration or friction-induced vibration between the car

wheels and the brake shoes. As the wheels are squeezed, they tend to be gripped
and then to slip.

The noise produced emanates into adjacent neighborhoods and is often the

source of complaints from local residents. Interest in tlie abatement of wheel screech

is gaining momentum as witnessed by the passage of an increasing number of
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restrictive noise ordinances. This section presents tlie current technological approaches

attempted by the railroads to alleviate this problem.

LUBRICATING SYSTEMS

Some natural surface material of a highly \ariable nature may occur on car

wheels depending to a great extent upon the car type and service. If this material

is fragile, it will be scrubbed off the wheel rather quickly by the brake shoes, ex-

posing a fresh surface. The coefficient of friction will then be high, tlie cars will

decelerate quickl\-, and noise is generally produced. If the material is tough hea\\

oil, the coeflBcient of friction is low, and the retarders have difficult)' in controlling

the cars. However, there is little, if any, noise produced. The usage of a lubricating

system on active retarders is based on the assumption that the hypothetical surface on

the wheel can be restored or protected and, consequently, noise reduction will result."

One basic problem with a lubricating system appears to be the amount of

lubricant to appl\- so as not to affect retardation. Brushes located alongside die

retarders or bet\\een the master and intermediate or group retarders have been used

to apply the lubricant to the wheels. However, control of this tji^e of application

was limited and o\erspeeds often resulted.

The most successful method of application appears to be a spra\- system. In one

instance a manifold with nozzles has been placed the entire length of the retarders

on the outside of each side with the manifolds controlled in two .sections. One
section extends for two-diirds the length of the retarders, and the other section the

remaining one-third of the retarders. Each section is indi\idually controlled either

by the computer or manually.

The lubricating spray is adjusted continualK according to the weight so that

every extra-hea\y and hea\y car is sprayed while only e\ery third or fourth car is

sprayed for medium and light cars. The car weights and mixture of cars are the

parameters which establish to the computer the actual sequence of spraying.

Consideration must also be given to the type of lubricant to use to protect

against adverse weather conditions. If freezing conditions are not a problem, tlien

water alone may be sufficient as the lubricant. However, most field tests indicate

an oil/water mixture is preferable. Antifreeze may be added to the mixture for

winter conditions. In one implementation, a 2? mixture of soluble heavy-duty oil and

water has been used quite successfully. The mixture is a very stable enuilsion and

has good rust protection characteristics. Screeching has been eliminated entircK-

from some cars and reduced for others.

A potential pollution problem which results from any t\pe of lubrication s>stem

is ground contamination from the solution ff it is not water alone. This situation

can be avoided by collection pans or pads imder the retarders with a drainage

system. The solution can then be filtered, pumped to a mixing tank and sampled

for determining the proper concentration for reuse.

TYPES OF SHOES

Other efforts to modify the friction forces between the wheel and brake shoes

are resulting in experiments on the types of brake shoes used. Following is a sum-

mary of the \arious tests which ha\e been conducted:

1. On the dieory that a lower degree of hardness would eliminate the squealing,

non-heat-treated standard brake shoes were installed for test. Xo reduction

In addition, lubrication is required on soii-.e retarders to improve rollabilit>
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was evident with the softer shoes, and the service life of the shoes was only

60% to 70% of normal shoes.

2. Cast grey iron shoes have been tested with good noise reduction, but service

life was estimated to be only 5% of normal shoes.

3. Manganese cast steel shoes have been tested, but there was still excessive

screech.

4. Ductile iron shoes have been tested and were judged to have eliminated

approximately 90% of the wheel squeal. There was some squeal in the 4 to 5

mph range, with almost no squealing at speeds above or below these speeds.

Shoes of this type had a life of about 20% of normal shoes.

5. Slotted cast steel shoes with a backing of a plastic material have been tested,

but their service life was slightly less than one-half the normal expectancy

of retarder shoes.

DAMPENING

Another approach attempted to eliminate wheel screech is by dampening the

retarder beam and shoe mechanism and car wheel. Field experiments included filling

the top of the beam with sand, loading the beam with sand bags and increasing

the beam mass with sand boxes slung underneath. These tests produced no notice-

able change in the screech level. Car wheels have been damped by attaching a

sheet of viscoelastic material to the wheels. While a positive effect was noticed on

wheel screech, tlie economics of this approach is prohibitive to the railroad industry.

RAMP CONTROL

One approach being tested which shows a great deal of promise in providing

substantial noise reduction is ramp control. Retarder noise is believed to be a func-

tion of the amount of pressure applied. Based on this assumption, a ramped voltage

circuit was developed using a wired program analog computer to provide retarder

control tliat will bring a car down to the desired velocitv at a constant rate of

deceleration over the complete retarder length. The effectiveness is enhanced because

the natural surface material remains on the wheel longer throughout the retarder and

acts as a lubricant. This method opposes the standard approach whereby maximum
pressure is applied at the entering section of the retarder to achieve the car exit speed

which is dien held throughout the remainder of the retarder.

ACOUSTICAL BARRIERS

Under certain conditions, acoustical barriers appear to be one of the more

proven methods for reducing retarder noise. Such barriers reduce the airborne noise

generated by the stick-slip mechanism as opposed to other methods which are aimed

at altering the source directly. At the present time, there seems to be no general

consensus as to the best design for such barriers. However, barriers having the

following range of specifications have already been installed, and are reducing tiie

noise level approximately 12 to 25 decibels.

Sound barriers are being built of rugged, weather-resistant material and are

constructed to withstand the maximum wind load for the particular yard or area.

They extend from 11 to 20 feet beyond the exit and/or entrance ends of the re-

tarders, are from 6 to 12 feet in height, and are about 9 feet from the center of the

track. They are built either perpendicular or oblique, such as at a 60-degree angle,

to the ground. They usually have sound absorptive surfaces facing inward toward
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the retarders. Access doors may or may not be installed for the safety of yard

personnel and for maintenance or adjustment of the retarders.

Although pro\idin<^ an aesthetic value, trees used as barriers are virtually

ineffective in attenuating noise.

INERT RETARDERS

Slotted brake shoes have been tested on the inert retarders in tlie departure

area of the classification yard, and although a slight reduction in wheel screech was

noticeable, the wear to the shoes was immediate. In general this approach is not

considered to provide a workable solution.

The most viable approach at tlie present time is releasable-type skate retarders

whereby the retarders are manually opened before cars are pulled through them.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

A-Weighted Sound Level: The ear does not respond equally to frequencies, but

is less efficient at low and high frequencies than it is at medium or speech range

frequencies. Thus, to obtain a single number representing the sound level of a

noise containing a wide range of frequencies in a manner representative of the

ear's response, it is necessary to reduce, or weight, the effects of the low and

high frequencies wath respect to the medium frequencies. The resultant sound

level is said to be A-weighted, and the units are dB.

.Absorption: Absorption is a property of materials that reduces the amount of

sound energy reflected.

Absorption Coefficient: A measure of the sound-absorbing ability of a surface.

This coefficient is defined as the fraction of incident sound energy absorbed

or otherwise not reflected by the surface.

Acoustics: The science of sound, including the generation, transmission, and effects

of sound waves, both audible and inaudible.

Acoustical Material: Material designed to absorb sound.

D.\MP: To generate loss of oscillatory or vibrational energy of an electrical oi"

mechanical setup.

Decibel: A unit of sound le\el when the base of the logaridim is the tenth root of

ten; one-tenth of a bel.

Frequency: The time rate of repetition of periodic motion; units are cycles per

second or Hertz.

Level: The value of a quantity in decibels. The level of an acoustical quantity

(sound pressure or sound power), in decibels, is 10 times the logarithm (base

10) of the ratio of the quantity to a reference quantity of the same physical kind.

Noise: (1) Unwanted sound; unwanted sound within a useful frequency band. (2)

Erratic, intennittent oscillation.

Sound: Auditory sensation produced by the oscillation in stress, pressure, particle

displacement, particle velocity, etc., in a medium with internal forces, or the

superposition of such propagated alterations.

Sound Absorption: A property of materials to absorb energy and reduce the amount

of sound energy reflected.

Vibration: An oscillation where the quantity is a parameter (not scaler) that de-

fines the motion of a mechanical system.
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(E) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and
secretary-, are the subcommittee chairmen.

To iJie American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Roadbed.

The subcommittee is investigating the use of filter fabrics with a

view to developing a specification.

A report on Frost Heaving of Track is presented as information page 143

2. Ballast.

The subcommittee is continuing the study to improve testing and

specifications for ballast material.

3. Natural Waterways.

No report.

141
Bill. 66G
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4. Culverts.

No report.

5. Pipelines.

The subcommittee is still pursuing the subject of casings larger than

42 inch diameter and revision of casing thicknesses for E 80 live load-

ing. Manual revision should be accompHshed in 1978.

6. Fences.

The subcommittee is planning to look into security fences, and to up-

date the existing Manual material.

7. Signs.

The subcommittee is working on Manual update.

8. Tunnels.

The subconunittee is keeping abreast of current developments concern-

ing electrification and the resulting need for additional overhead

clearance.

9. Vegetation Control.

The subcommittee is working on revision and update of Table 1

—

Types and Characteristics of Herbicides.

This will be ready for the Manual in 1978.

The Committee on Roadway and Ballast,

N. E. Whitney, Jb., Chairman.

Report on Assignment 1

Roadbed

Your committee presents, as information, the following paper which is listed

as Reference 2 on page 1-1-65 of the Manual. It furnishes an in-depth study of

the Manual material on Frost Heaving which is presented more briefly in Article

1.4.1.4.



Frost Heaving of Track—Causes and Cures

By F. L. PECKOVER

Railway Geotechnical Consultant
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1 INTRODUCTION

Each winter, railways in the northern United States and Canada spend tens

of millions of dollars due to the effects of frost heaving of track. These effects

include shimming and extra surfacing, spike-killing of wood ties, slow orders, wear
and tear on track and rolling stock due to rough track, the unknown cost of extra

strength in the track to carry loads safely during the spring thaw period, and

occasional derailments. On a system like Canadian National Railways with 25,000

miles of track, shimming alone costs at least $2,000,000 per year.

These financial losses are not recoverable in any way. It is not generally

realized that the contribution these losses make to operating expenses can be

trimmed for, unlike other winter occurrences such as snow and sleet, frost hea\ing

of track can be reduced. Suitable treatments and maintenance procedures and
good track design in new construction can have significant effects on the amount
of shimming required. With increasing use of concrete ties which can only be

shimmed a limited amount, the question of how to reduce track heaving is timely.

This paper re\iews the causes and occurrences of track heaving and gives

recommendations on means of economically reducing it. It is based on studies

made under the direction of the author while serving as engineer of geotechnical

services with Canadian National Railways prior to 1976, and on the reported expe-

rience of other railways.

2 CAUSES OF FROST HEAVING OF SOIL

Any soil containing water will expand on freezing due to the expansion of the

water turning to ice. However, frost heaving of soils involves a much greater

expansion than this, as additional \\'ater is drawn up and freezes in layers of pure

ice at the frost line as it penetrates during the winter. This is known as ice

segregation. The slower the downward movement of the frost line, the more
opportunity there is for ice layers to grow at tiiat level.

Heaving of the ground surface is caused by expansion of water turning to

ice plus ice segregation and can amoimt to many inches. If heave is more tlian

al)out 1 or 2 in. (3 or 5 cm) it can be assumed that ice segregation is taking

plac-e. In such a case, careful excavation will uncover pure ice in the ground in

the form of individual lenses or crystals, as shown in Fig. 1. The water from

which this ice is formed was not there before winter, but is left in the soil on

thawing in spring, causing softening and reduced liearing capacity of the sub-

grade. Hence, load limits are placed on highways in spring until drainage can

take place.

It is only rarely that such load limits are used in railway practice and there

are fundamental reasons for this. The open voids of ballast promote rapid freezing

of the roadbed, allowing the frost line to penetrate quickly in early winter. Ice

segregation, therefore, occurs at greater depths, where the frost line is moving
slowly, than under highways. In spring, thawing is more uniform across the rail-

way transverse profile as the roadbed is warmed more uniformly. This, combined
with the depth of the excess water contained in ice layers, and the more uniform

distribution of load on the subgrade through the ties and ballast as compared
with highways, means that the loss in bearing strength under a railway track is

not so critical during spring thaw.
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Three conditions are required for ice segregation and frost heaving to occur

in soils:

• Slow downward mo\cment of the frost line

• Available water from below

• Presence of a soil subject to frost hea\'ing (i.e., with sonic silt or clay

content )

.

If any of these conditions are not met, there is no frost heaving. If these con-

ditions are met ideally, there will be greater heaving than average. For instimce,

a wet autumn followed by steady cold weather produces severe heaving. These

conditions will be referred to when means of reducing frost heaving are discussed.

There is a great deal of literature about the mechanism involved in the frost

heaving of soils, which is still not entirely vmderstood in a quantitative way. A
general reference is Frost Action in Soils (1972).

3 CAUSES OF ROUGH TRACK

Almost all ground heaves in winter in cold climates. The amount of heaving

on a particular rail hne will vary with general soil and drainage conditions, em-

bankment width, condition of cuts, depth of clean ballast and other factors.

At the same time, the composition of some soils and their water contents vaiy

from place to place, causing differences in heaving over short distances. This is

differential heaving which causes rough track (see Fig. 2). The amoimt of differ-

ential heaving is usually proportional to the amount of total heaving.

Frost may cause rough track as soon as the frost line penetrates to dirty

ballast or frost heaving subgrade soils. In a branch line with little ballast this may

occur with the first few frosts whereas on a well maintained main line with deep,

clean ballast it may not occur until February.

Differential heaving develops rapidly when the frost line is shallow and more

slowly as the cold season progresses. Maximum total heaving occurs at a time

just before general thawing of the ground when accumulated degree-days of

freezing reach a maximum value.

Differential heaving of track may require shimming for three different reasons:

it may cause dips, humps, or slopes in the track surface.

• Dips occur where heaving is less than that on both sides.

• Humps occur where heaving is more than that on both sides.

• Slopes occur where heaving is more on one side than on the other.

These cases are sketched, with the shimming required, in Fig. 3.

It is most important to know which form of differential heaving is present at

a particular location before any form of treatment is planned to reduce heaving.

4 OCCURRENCE OF FROST HEAVING OF TRACK

The occunence of dips, humps and slopes in track caused by differential hea\ ing

is frequently, but not always, due to particular track conditions. In the CN study

mentioned, it was tliought to be important to find a correlation between shimming

and track conditions if possible, and also to get a clear picture of typical frequency

and severity of shimming. For this purpose a detailed statistical survey was made

in early spring of shimming and associated track conditions on five subdivisions
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Figure 2—Severe differential heaving of track (photo with telephoto lens).

Shii:'r:inr;

HUMP

Ha so of rail

SLOPE ^"^^^^^SZS^
Figure 3—Track heaving conditions requiring shimming.
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with speed tonnage ratings from 32 to 2. These lines were believed to be repre-

sentative of eastern Canada. A totiU of 660 miles ( 1062 km ) of track was surveyed,

including 290 miles (467 km) of double-track roadbed with passenger/freight speed

limits of 95/60 mph (153/97 km per hr). For survey purposes 1 mile of double-

track was considered equal to 1 mile of single track.

The findings of tliis survey were surprising in some respects. There are appar-

ently some misconceptions about types of frost heaving and their occurrence. Fndings

are simimarized in Table 1 and details are discussed as follows.

(1) Fnqucncij of shimming

.•Vlthough in the eyes of an overworked roadmaster some poorly drained sections

of track seem to require almost continuous shimming, the overall average for most

subdivisions ranges from about 1 shim spot per mile of track to an extreme of 2

spots per mile (0.6 to 1.1 per km).

This finding of the survey emphasizes that, as a result of the infrequent occur-

rence of shim spots generally, any out-of-face (continuous) treatment to reduce

frost heaving will usually be most uneconomical. At the same time it is quite normal

to have concentrations of shimming in some sections of track. In fact on the double-

track line surveyed, 51 percent of the shimming occurred on 16 percent of the

mileage whereas at another section of the same line there were 35 miles (56 km)
without a shim.

(2) Severity of shiiuinin^

While extreme cases of track heaving may require tie-on-tie shimming, the great

majority' of heaving involves shims 1 in (2.5 cm) and less in height o\er lengths of

one rail ( 12 m) or less. Severe shimming was almost entirely limited to normal track

conditions and dips at culverts.

(3) Traek surface without shimming

The distinct predominance of dips over humps caused by difierential heaving

in track reversed the opinion of many roadmasters. During the survey it became

e\ident by sighting along die top of ties that many locations thought to be shimmed

on each side of a hump were in fact two adjacent dips in the track. The relative

frequency of dips, humps and slopes shown in the table corresponds closely wdth

findings of a similar USSR railway survey ( Shakhunjants 1973).

(4) E^ect of cuts and fills

The proportions of shim spots for track on grade vs. those on fills, in cuts and

transition zones, are not significant as they probably reflect the overall mileages of

track at these respecti\e levels compared with adjacent ground. However, it may be

said generally that shimming of track on fills is more prevalent than expected, and

shimming in cuts is less pre\ alent than expected.

(5) Effect of track features

The proportion of shinnning found at various track features of course reflects

to a degree the frequency with which these features occur. At the same time, tiie list

is useful in showing in what situations the various alternate means of reducing heav-

ing may be applied. The .shimming on normal track, one-third of tlie total, is due

to variations in drainage or subgrade soil conditions, a factor not studied in the

survey.
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Table 1

OCCURRENCE OF TRACK SHIflMING

1

.

Frequency of Shimming

Average 1 spot per mile
Extreme per subdivision 0.6 to 1.7 spots per mile

2. Severity of Shimming

Height of shims - 1 in or less 79%
- more than 1 in 21%

Length shimmed - 40 ft or less 61%
- more than 40 ft 39%
- average 40 ft
- extremes 20 to 200 ft

3 . Track Su rface v n'thout Shinning

Dips
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It is seen that dips require shimming in particular on normal track, and at culverts,

salted public crossings, yards and stations, switches, and peat bogs. These deficiencies

of heaving seem to be due to better local drainage, the use of granular backfill,

apphcation of salt on the track at crossings, or a combination of factors.

Humps predominate at farm crossings and public crossings where salt is not

applied. In both these cases, reduced drainage appears to be a factor causing excess

heave.

Slopes can be expected where subgrade conditions or drainage change, as at the

end of rock cuts or next to bridge approaches.

A further breakdown shows that about half of dips on track on fill occur over

culverts, whereas half of humps occurring on fills are due to farm crossings.

(6) Effect of draiimge

In the survey, drainage was inferred from the depth of ditches. A site \\as

considered well drained if ditches on both sides of track were deeper than 4 ft

(1.2 m) below the shoulder of track. This is about the height of capillary rise of

groundwater in an average soil. If ditches on either side were shallower, such sites

were considered as poorly drained.

Except at culverts, more shimming was found under all track conditions for

poor drainage conditions than for good ones. Of the shimming in cuts, 98 percent

occurred where drainage was poor.

5 REDUCTION OF FROST HEAVING OF TRACK

What can be done about frost heaving of track? Basically, two things: rails can

be shimmed to raise the low spots, or frost heaving can be reduced to lower the high

spots. This discussion will deal with means of reducing frost heaving, some of which

may be more economical than shimming in either the short or tlie long term.

As is evident from the frequency of shimming shown in Table 1, the treatment

of frost heaving of track must be on a local or spot basis to be economical. The

longest continuous treatment required would be in a wet cut, perhaps a few hundred

feet long. Keeping this in mind, possible treatments can be aimed at eliminating

or reducing any one of the three necessary conditions causing frost heaving. It is

convenient to classify treatments accordingly as in Table 2.

Although the discussion of treatments will be in terms of tiieir application to

existing track, means of avoiding frost heaving conditions in new track construction

will be evident.

6 REDUCING PENETRATION OF FROST LINE

Achieving this goal involves insulation or raising of the roadbed, either as a

specific operation or as a by-product of an operation having another principal pur-

pose. The introduction of insulating materials or granular fill on the roadbed is an

example of the first type of operation; track betterment programs such as bank

widening and ballast lifting or cleaning often produce examples of the second type.

Before discussing these, it may be noted that tlie reverse approach, of allowing

the frost line to penetrate rapidly and deeply into the subgrade, is being tested on

Soviet railways. This is based on the knowledge that if freezing is intensified tlie

frost line moves down through the upper soil layers rapidly, ice segregation is limited

to deeper layers, and differential heaving is hence reduced. Coarse-grained bases

(gravel and sand) with high tliermal conductivities are used, and development work

is being done on ventilated drainage pipes.
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Table 2

"ETHQDS OF REDUCING TRACK HEAVING

1 . Peducinn Penetration of Frost Line

Track betterment operations

- Bank widenino, ballast liftinn and cleanino
- Raising grade in cuts

Insulating materials under track

- Compressed peat and bark, discarded ties (Scandinavian practice)
- Insulating sheets or boards

Excavation and renlacenent with granular fill

Culverts - partial replacei^ent of backfill

2. Peducinq "vailabilitv of ''ater to Frost Line

Trainage ditches, subdrains, vertical drains

Groundwater cutoffs - renbranes, capillary breaks

Chenical vaterproofing

3 . Heducinn Frost Susceptibility of Soils

^'arious chenical

s

6.1 Bank Widening, Ballast Cleaning and Lifting

The effect of each of these maintenance operations is to require the frost line

to penetrate further to reach frost-susceptible materials under the track. Embank-
ments are widened where the roadbed is too narrow to support additional ballast,

a condition which at the same time promotes the penetration of frost under the track

shoulders. Ballast is added or cleaned when existing ballast is fouled, a condition

promoting frost heaving within the ballast itself. As a result, each of these better-

ment operations will reduce frost hea\ ing to a degree. When combined, their effect

may reduce track shimming as much as 50 percent under certain conditions. Although

the amount of impro\ement cannot be estimated in advance, it is vaUd to assume

some improvement to track heaving as an inherent result of bank widening and

ballast lifting or cleaning. The benefit will of course decrease with time as shoulders

erode and ballast again becomes fouled.

Raising of grade level is sometimes a practical way to improve a section of track

where heave spots are closely spaced. In a cut, where gradients will allow, the

arrangement can be as showTi in Fig. 4. The track Mt should be enough to ensure

that frost does not reach frost-susceptible subgrade materials. ^\11 the extra track

material and fill can be placed under traffic by work train and machine.
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Figure 4—Lifting track in a cut to reduce frost shimming.
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6.2 Use of Insulating Materials

The use of insulating materials under ballast to reduce frost penetration and

consequent heaving is in the experimental phase in Nortli America. However, the

technique has been developed and used successfully for many decades in Norway and

Sweden. Tests of the method on this continent have involved the introduction of

sheets of insulating plastic materials in the track. In new construction there is some

interest in the use of lightweight foamed-in-place sulphur which has good insulation

and strength properties.

Norwegian practice has pioneered the use of locally available materials such as

peat and bark pressed into blocks, and discarded railway ties. In Sweden compressed

mineral wool is used. The relative merits of these different approaches are discussed

here.

6.2.1 Compressed Peat and Bark, Discarded Ties

Mter experience dating back to the turn of the century, in 1945 the Norwegian

State Railways started a program to eliminate shimming on all their main lines by
installing compressed peat and bark under the ballast where necessary. Their proce-

dure at each location is as follows:

• Depending on the amount of frost, the amount of ballast to be used, and

the water content of die insulating layer, the depth of insulating la\er is

chosen according to design curves shown in Fig. 5. The required tlvickness

of compressed peat or bark is usually 8 to 16 in (0.2 to 0.4 m) with a maxi-

mum of 20 in (0.5 m). The required depth from base of ties to bottom of the

insulating layer is a maximum of 44 in (1.1 m).

• Excavation under track is made to a width of 12 ft (3.7 m) as shown in

Fig. 6, the method used depending on free track time available. The exca-

vation is sloped up at each end to provide a transition zone between the

insulated section and the natural subgrade.

• The trough so formed is backfilled with blocks of peat compressed to a dry

weight of 10 lb per cu ft (160 kg per cu m), or with bark installed as a

compacted fill or in compressed blocks weighing 15 lb per cu ft (240 kg per

cu m) dry. Under certain limiting conditions, discarded ties are used for the

same purpose. The arrangements of these materials under track are shown
in the cross sections in Fig. 7.

• The insulating layer is covered directly widi subballast and ballast with a

combined thickness of 20 to 28 in (0.5 to 0.7 m).
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. opproi t

t.5 m

^^ L ! J

I

^^ ith continiiin.j traffic, moving track laterally to excavate one side at a time.

NV'ith traffic intei\al of more than 4 hr, allowing removal of track in sections.

With traffic internal of 2 to 4 hr, allowing removal of ties in 14-20 ft (4—6 m)
sections and operation of track-mounted excavator.

Figure 6—Excavation methods to install insulating layers under track

(Skaven-Haug 1959).
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Figure 7—Track sections insulated with organic materials on Norwegian
State Railways (Skaven-Haug 1963).

The procedure is detailed in Skaven-Haug (1959) and (1963).

The principle of using compressed organic materials under track is that, as tliey

contain 70 to 80 percent of water by volmne, the penetrating frost line must over-

come a substantial latent heat of fusion to pass tlirough the layer. At tlie same time,

the saturated materials remain cold even in summer and hence do not rot. An
expected service life of 100 years is forecast.

Of more concern to the track engineer is the stability and deformation of track

supported on such organic materials. Maxmium axle loads on Norwegian railways

are about 30,000 lb (13,600 kg) compared with about 66,000 lb (29,000 kg) in

North America. Under such comparatively light loads, the settlement of track on an

organic layer 12 in (0.3 m) thick is found to be 0.2 to 0.3 in (5 to 7 mm), as com-

pared with 0.2 in (5 mm) for track on saturated natural sand and 0.6 to 0.7 in (15

to 17 mm) for track running on peat bogs. Assuming tliat settlements vary directly

with axle load and thickness of the organic layer, settlements of as much as 1.1 in

(27 mm) could be produced with North American axle loads and insulating layers

20 in (0.5 m) tliick under the track.

Such deformations, and the precessional wave they would create in front of

the leading locomotive trucks, rule out the Norwegian mediod in North American

practice. If a section of track is heaving badly enough to warrant exca\ation and

replacement, the use of good quality granular backfill is a more viable altemati\'e

(see Sec. 6.3).
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6.2.2 Insulating Plastic Sheets

Since about 1962, considerable experience has been j^athered in North America

and Europe on the installation of insulating plastic materials in the ground to reduce

frost penetration. Most of these installations ha\e been under high\va\s and o\er

utilities, although tests ha\e been made on railway subgrades in Europe since 1969.

Current knowledge was sunnnarized at a recent meeting in Oslo ( Symposium on

Frost Action on Roads, 1973). Materials best suited to insulate subgrades are

closed-cell foamed plastic materials as distinct from porous plastics with an open-

cell structure. These materials are available in boards or sheets 2 by 8 ft ( 0.6 by

2.4 m) wide and 1 to 2 in (2.5 to 5 cm) thick. For ground insulation under track

they require excellent thermal insulating properties, a compressive strength of 5,000

lb per sq ft ( 240 kPa ) at 5 percent compression, and low water absorption and

aging characteristics. Their .ser\ice life should be at least 20 to 25 years.

The insulating layer must be installed to a width sufficient to pre\ent lateral

penetration of frost into subgrade. Thickness of the layer may be judged by assuming

that 1 in of insulation is tliermally equivalent to 15 in of soil (Penner 1976). It may
be necessary to install a 4 to 6 in ( 10 to 15 cm ) sand layer on both sides of the

plastic sheets to protect tliem from dimiage from stones and crushed rock ballast.

A new and promising inno\ation is the installation of insulating sheets in track

during ballast cleaning operations. As a ballast cleaning machine passes, there is

space between ballast removal and return to lay insulating sheets by hand on the

surface of the exposed underlayer. A roll of fabric attached to the machine can

unroll to provide a protective covering over the insulating sheets. Howe\er, their

underside is not protected. It remains to be seen if installations of this t>pe retain

their full effectiveness with time. Where ballast cleaning is required, the method
has the economic advantage of permanently eliminating track shinnning without the

cost of excavation.

6.3 Excavation and Replacement Methods

Excavation of frost-susceptible materials down to the depth of frost penetration

imder track and replacement with non-frost susceptible materials can eliminate all

frost heaving, but such an extreme procedure is seldom either ecouonncal or required.

Some heaving of track is tolerable as long as it is not too sharpl> irreguhu" and such

a condition can usualh- be achieved by cheaper methods. However, where rebuilding

of the track is required and it can be temporarily taken out of service, or where

considerable track shimnnng is required in a local area, excavation and replacement

of frost heaving subsoil can be considered.

The following guidelines for the method should ensure tlie elimination of track

shimming for practical puq^oses;

• E.xcavate to 60 percent of the maxinuim expected frost deptli under track,

measured down from track shoulder.

• At each end of the excavated area, slope the excavation up to the base

of ballast at 1 on 4 or Hatter.

• Backfill with clean granular material known to be non-frost susceptible,

well compacted in layers.

Excavation under traffic may be made by die methods shown in Fig. 6. Thick-

ness of the layer for insulating purposes may be chosen from the design curves in

Fig. 5.

Bui. 666
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Although expensive, the replacement method does give a permanent solution to

frost heaving problems, along with increased bearing capacity below tlie track. If

the thickness of backfill is to be designed to provide a definite bearing strength

depending on the strength of the subgrade soil and the track loads imposed, an

approach similar to that used for roads and airport runways (Design Manual—Air-

field Pavements, 1962) must be developed.

6.4 Culverts

Culverts warrant a separate discussion with respect to excavation and replace-

ment techniques as their requirements are specific and they are a common cause

of track shimming: 20 percent of the total cases reported in Table 1.

Cuherts usually cause dips or a deficiency of heaving due to better drainage

under the track or the use of granular backfill during their installation. An interesting

exception occurs in colder climates where the water course freezes entirely and
stops flowing. This allo\\'s frost to penetrate through and under the culvert and often

causes a hmnp in the overlying track. In such cases, frost heaving can be reduced

by draping burlap cloth over the ends of the culvert at the beginning of winter to

form a partial barrier to the penetration of cold air.

track

haTiast

D = n:aximum frost
depth

subgrade

granular hackfiH

(a) ila'.v construction

track

subr^rade

nranular backfill

(l~) '"xcavation and iackfill

3t existing culvert

Figure 8—Culvert installations to minimize differential frost heaving.
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While good installation practice calls for the use of granular backfill around

culvert structures, this has often been taken to mean that the granular fill should

be installed up to ballast level. This is a mistake as it is almost sure to cause differ-

ential hea\iiig over the culvert.

Better practice which is now used by many highway departments and some

railways is to install granular fill to cover the culvert, but to complete the backfill

up to ballast or subballast level with the subgrade material which was removed. A
typical section tlirough such an installation is sketched in Fig. 8 ( a ) . The portion of

the excavation within tlie maximum frost dejith is sloped upward at each end to

provide a transition zone with respect to heaving.

To reduce shimming over existing culverts which have been backfilled with

granular material up to ballast level, subgrade should be dug out to the maximum
frost depth over the culvert and tiie excavation sloped up in each direction to tlie

base of ballast as shown in Fig. 8 (b). Backfill should preferably be the natural

grade material in the area, altliough granular fill in such a configuration should also

eliminate the need for shimming. In all cases the backfill should be thoroughly

compacted in a damp condition.

7 REDUCING AVAILABILITY OF WATER TO THE FROST LINE

The significance of groundwater in promoting frost heaving of track is evident

from die survey reported in Table 1 where 73 percent of the shim spots were accom-

panied by poor drainage conditions. At the same time, improvement of subgrade

drainage is generally difficult to achiexe. Frost heaving soils by definition are fine-

grained and hence resistant to gravity drainage due to their capillarity.

Access of water to subgrade may be reduced by deepening ditches, installing

subdrains (or sometimes vertical drains), installing horizontal cutoff layers, or

waterproofing subgrade soils. Each of these alternatives has limited application

depending on site and suljgrade conditions. If the alternative chosen is not suited

to conditions, the money and effort will be wasted.

7.1 Improved Drainage

As the frost line penetrates into a subgrade in winter, water is drawn up to

it from the soil below by a suction force, assisted by capillarity to form ice lenses.

Lowering of the groundwater table under track should therefore reduce the avail-

ability of water to the frost line. Improved drainage with ditches or subdrains is

therefore recognized as a good general means of reducing frost heaving of track.

It should however be realized that drainage is of restricted applicability in

dealing with frost heaving soils. To be eflective it should intercept layers of permeable

soil and so draw off water which would otherwise be available to the frost line. As

such layers are often very thin and difficult to detect in soil exploration, the effective-

ness of drainage is ratiier unpredictable. In the overall picture, drainage to reduce

heaving must be done on its general mi rits rather dian on the basis of calculated

effects.

As found by the track heaving survey, side ditches should be at least 4 ft

(1.2 m) below roadbed shoulders to reduce heaving significantly. If subdrains are

to be installed they should be planned as recommended in the AREA Manual, Art.

1.2.4.3 Subsurface Drainage.

Vertical drainage is effective in reducing track heaving in one condition only:

when a permeable layer is present under the subgrade with a lower hydrostatic
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head tiian that in the subgrade. In such a case, \'ertical holes may be augered at close

spacing through the ballast dowTi into the permeable layer and filled with free-

draining sand. Ballast material should not be used as backfill as it will silt up and

eventually lose its drainage capabilit>-.

7.2 Groundwater Cutoffs

The supply of groundwater can be cut off from an ad\ancing fro>t line by

installing either a waterproof membrane or a capillar}.- break of granular material

The membrane can be of material such as heavy pol> ethl\ene, pol\Ain\'l chloride,

or neoprene sheets. The granular material must be suificientK- coarse grained to

stop the capillar>- rise of the groundwater.

Conditions necessan,- for this method to be economical are

• A local hea\y concentration of track shimming

• A scarcity of granular fill such that the replacement method is not

economical

• A maximum groundwater level in winter lower than the depth of the installed

cutoff.

The cutoff layer should be installed at a depth of at least 60 percent of maximum
frost depth. A membrane cutoff should be protected top and bottom against damage

with 3 in (8 cm) layers of sand. The subgrade material removed should be re-

plac-ed and compacted on top of the cutoff.

In addition to costs, it should be kept in mind that a disadvantage of the

cutoff metliod is that it is not possible to pro\ide a transition zone at each end

of the treated section. Continued shimming will be necessary here.

Track grouting with cement may be thought of to pro\ide a groundwater

cutoff. However, as will be shown in Sec-. 8.1 the cement injections would have

to be made at close spacings to have much effect on the acc-ess of water. The

process should not be used for this purpose.

7.3 Chemicals to Waterproof Soils

Theoretically, subgrade soil properties may l)e changed in three wa\s to

reduce the a\"ailabilit>- of water to the frost line and hence the rate of ice segrega-

tion in the soil:

• Making the soil water repellent, as with silicones, to drastically reduc-e the

capillarit>-

• Increasing the effecti\e size of the soil pores, as with some amines, to

reduce capillarity

• Plugging the soil voids, as with polymers and acrjlates, to decrease perme-

abilitj- and henc-e rate of water flow.

All these alternatives were briefly looked into during the CX stud>. Although

each seemed to show promise of being effective with a small ( or trace ) amount

of chemical, difificulties in common were how to introduce the chemical imifomily

into the subgrade soil and not ha\e it leach down below frost depth in a short

time, and tlie costs of the chemicals and the treatment. -Although some laboratory

tests were done, none of the alternatives were considered worth testing in track.
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8 REDUCING FROST SUSCEPTIBILITY OF SOILS

It is known that the frost susceptibility of a soil can Ixi changed by lowering

the freezing point of the pore water, waterproofing tlie soil particles, or reducing

the tendency for ice lenses to grow. Such changes can be brought about througli

the addition of chemicals to the soil. Since about 1935, many studies ha\e Ix'en

made to find ways of reducing frost heaving effectively and cheaply in this way.

In the laboratory a variety of chemiciUs are found effective in very small

(juantities (Lambe 1956). However, in the field the problems are similar to those

with waterproofing chemicals. Field tests are particularly time-consuming as there

is only one test cycle per year.

8.1 Methods of Distributing Chemicals in Soil

To be effecti\e where ice segregation is taking place, a chemical must be

placed as uniformly as possible throughout the top part of the subgrade. Mechani-

cal mixing in place is of course not practical for cost reasons. Other possible ways

to introduce a chemical in track are by surface spreading or by injection. These

tv\o methods were compared side by side in an off-track test area in the CN study.

Injection of a cliemical was made at a depth of 3 to 4 ft ( 1 m ) below-

ground. Attempts to inject at shallower depths only resulted in the material

blowing back to the surface along the injection pipe. Surface spreading was done

by pouring the chemical on test plots to a deptli of 1 to IJa in (3 to 4 cm).

Fluorescein was mixed with the chemical and ultra-violet light used to trace its

presence in the soil, a layered sandy silt. Exca\ation through the test plots 1 to

3 days after application of the chemical allowed examination of the soil in place

and showed the chemical distributed as in Fig. 9.

Injection left the chemical tyi>ically in thin horizontal layers at the le\el of

injection. The mechanism of distribution seemed to be that the chemical developed

and flowed along horizontal fissures in the soil by applying an uplift pressiue on

the overlying ground. The lenses of chemical so formed reached a diameter of

2 or 3 times the depth of injection before the liquid started to lilow back to the

surface.

It is seen that the injected chemical is too low in the ground to afiect soil

at the frost line even in the first winter ;md, as percolation of rainfall tends to

leach soluble materials downward in soil, the chemical would never approach

the freezing zone in subsequent winters.

Surface spreading, on the other hand, left the chemical in the Ix'st possible

p)Osition to be effective with a penetrating frost line. This observation, and the

relative economy of surface spreading as compared with injection, directed the

study in particular to chemicals which could be introduced in or on the ballast

in track. The advantage of using chemical solutions with a low viscosity for this

type of treatment was evident.

8.2 Diirability and Reliability of Chemical Treatments

A chemical can most easily be mixetl with soil if it is at least partly soluble

in water and hence can diffuse through the soil. It must lie movalile in the soil-

water system and yet gradually l>ecome absorbed to a\oicl being washed down
with time. This ideal chemical has yet to be found. It would mean that a single

treatment could reduce frost heaving of soil for many years and produce tre-
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niendous savings, not only in winter track maintenance but in the construction

of new track, highways, and all t>'pes of shallow foundations in cold climates.

The study made by the authoi for CN did find, however, that some chemical

treatments are reliable in reducing heaving for two winters and at least one of

these can be used to substantially reduce the cost of shimining.

In the study, chemicals were tested in track over a 17-year period, widi

accompanying laboratory tests where necessary. A summary of the track test

details and observations is given in Talile 3.

8.2.1 Chemicals Tested

In die tests, only chemicals were used which were readily available at low

cost, could easily be introduced into tlie subgrade, and were known to have some

effect on frost heaving when used in small quantities.

Product A (a trade-named formulation) is a product manufactured from concen-

trated raw lignin liquor.

Raw lignin liquor is a waste product from the nuinufacture of unbleached sulphite

pulp or newsprint.

Product B (another trade-named formulation), is a product marketed in the

1960s to improve railway subgrade conditions. It consists largely of concentrated

sulphuric acid, and was diluted 1:1000 with water in a tank car.

Sodium chloride and calcium chloride were used as sold in bags. Brine was mixed

in tank cars or a rail-mounted weed spray truck before application to track. To

apply the required amoimt of brine, up to five passes were sometimes needed on

track.

Some chemicals used by railways in other countries were not studied on ac-

count of their unavailalMlity or expense in the Uniced States and Canada. For

instance, in the USSR water-repellent cliemicals such as silicones are injected

under track to form a horizontal water-resistant cutoff layer. Although successful,

it is not known how long such a treatment is effective.

8.2.2 Test Procedures

The number of locations treated varied greatly with different chemicals. Treat-

ments showing promise were repeated in different conditions. Those showing

litde or erratic effects were discontinued. Untreated sections were left for com-

parison between treated sections. The effect of subgrade soil type was not studied

as it was felt that such a reciuirement in practice would not he practical. Records

kept included shimming and track levels before and after treatment, and treat-

ment costs. Not all these records were kept for all tests.

Successive tests narrowed down the choice of effective treatments and it

became evident that salt (NaCl) was the most consistently effective and economi-

cal. Discussion of tests with other chemicals is not warranted here.

8.3 Study of Sodium Chloride (Common Salt)

For many years, common salt has been used to reduce frost hea\ing of

track and part of the auUior's study was devoted to gathering factual data on

previous treatments and their effect.

Salt is traditionally applied in granular form in various ways. Some road-

masters have experimented with its application in holes dug at 2-ft ( 0.6-in ) inter-

vals in the ballast and have had some success. The most common method of appli-
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cation, however, is in cribs at the level of the base of ties. Cribs are dug out from

side to side over the full length of each frost heaving hump in the track and a

thickness of salt equal to the shim at that point is laid down, up to a maximum
thickness of 2 in (5 cm). The cribs are then backfilled with ballast.

This t>pe of treatment is apparently effective in reducing or eliminating

.shimming for an average of four winters. The salt is gradually dissolved by rain-

fall after application, the salt solution penetrating the subgrade and acting as an

antifreeze to lower the freezing point and so reduce frost heaving of the soil. Two
side effects of the treatment are objectionable: the disturbance to ballast in the

cribs during installation, and the soft spots produced in track due to unfrozen

subgrade in die winter and e.xtra water attracted by the salt in summer.

As the CN tests proceeded and records accumulated, a remarkable trend was
observed with the salt treatments. The less salt applied, the more consistently effec-

ti\e were die results. Fig. 10 shows the type of evidence gathered. The dashed

part of the effectiveness curves in the figure are drawii from the knowledge that,

if no salt was applied, shimming would continue as before (100 percent).

The findings were studied in detail as their economic importance was

realized. It was concluded that the optimum amount of salt to reduce frost

heaving is really quite small, in the order of 25 lb (11 kg) of salt per crib,

which is equal to a thickness oi )i in (6 mm) or 2 lb per sq ft (10 kg per sq m).

Track tests were then made which showed that, when salt was applied at tliis
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Figure 10—Reduction in track shimming vs. amount of salt applied
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concentration, frost heaving was reduced with good reliability and the track

remained firm, rather than soft as when more salt was used. Apparently, this

concentration of salt allows the ground to freeze but inhibits the growth of ice

lenses.

From these tests a new type of salt treatment was designed and has since

been tried at hundreds of locations. At places previously maiked according to the

limits of shimming required, salt is simply poured from the bag on top of the

ballast at the rate of 25 lb (11 kg) per crib and worked into the ballast with a

fork if desired. Rainfall dissolves and leaches the salt down to the subgrade.

Experience shows that 3 to 6 in (8 to 15 cm) of rain is needed to do this before

freezeup, and application must be done early enough in the year to ensure this.

A section of six cribs at each end of an application is treated at half strength

( 12.5 lb or 5.5 kg per crib ) to provide a transition zone with the untreated track

and avoid a sudden change in track level.

The detailed procedure for the thin salt tieatment is given in the Appendix,

CN Standard Practice Circular 3708, issued 1974.

Even with the small amount of salt applied to track, the method is found to

be equally effective for two winters before the salt is leached below frost depth

and retreatment is necessaiy. Results do not seem to be significantly affected by

the severity of winter. Overall results at 792 locations where salt was applied

during the test period showed an average reduction of shimming of 70 percent,

with a range of 60 to 90 percent, in the first winter and 77 percent in the second

winter. For those locations monitored in the third winter the reduction of shim-

ming dropped to 35 percent, showing that retreatment is required after two win-

ters. Cost of salting track once was measured as 13 percent that of shimming

Table 4

RESI'LTS OF SALT TREATMENT ON MAIN LINE

Condition Shimming Shiriming Shimming Equal

Eliminated Reduced or Increased

Normal track 39^^ 38^ 2^%

Unsalted crossings 5R 17 15

Salted crossings 22 68 10

Culverts 40 42 18

Overall 41^^ 45?': ^^%
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once. Taking relati\e cflFecti\'ene.ss and the need to shim every winter into account

it is estimated that salting saves about 70 percent of the total direct cost of

shimming.

A major application of the thin salt treatment was made on all shim spots

(281 spots in 335 miles or 540 km) on the main CN Montreal-Toronto line with

passenger train speeds up to 95 niph (153 km per hr). The effectiveness of the

treatment under various track conditions was logged as given in Table 4. Overall,

shimming was reduced or eliminated in 86 percent of cases and remained the

same or increased in 14 percent. Some ( but not all ) of the latter were undoubtedly

due to errors in recording, marking, or treatment. It is worth noting that after

applying the treatment at salted public crossings, in only 8 percent of cases was
it necessary to shim through the crossing requiring planks to be lifted. Savings in

maintenance costs are therefore significant here.

Minimum hiindling of the salt is the key to low cost in application. Bags are

distributed to tlie marked areas by work train, then broken open and poured

directly in cribs by two section men working with a foreman. Mechanization of

the application was studied. Use of a rail-mounted hopper truck equipped with

auger feed to a distributor operated by a trip mechanism on the ties is feasible

and allows salt to be purchased cheaply in bulk. However, analysis shows no

savings in cost by a mechanized application of salt unless a very large program

is planned.

9 SUMMARY

Table 5 lists the methods to reduce track shimming that have jjcen discussed

with comments on their permanence, reliability and cost.

Shimming will always be required to some degree in maintenance since it is

uneconomical to eliminate all differential heaving of track.

Bank widening, ballast cleaning and lifting, and good ditcJiing usually pro-

vide some relief in shimming.

The thin salt treatment will reduce maintenance costs due to shimming where

capital, spending is not warranted.

If capital spending is warranted, the use of insulating sheets, especially with

ballast cleaning operations, or excavation and replacement techniques should be

considered.

10 LOOKING AHEAD
Shimming and salting of track are temporary expedients. Measures giving

permanent improvements are generally expensive. Economical ways to eliminate

shimming must be developed.

Already, railways in tlie USSR have advanced far in this direction. Only frag-

ments of their work are referred to here as few translations of published informa-

tion are available. However, it is known that:

• Technical standards for roadbed improvement in frost-susceptible sections

of line have been published (Technical Instructions . . . , 1968). These

recommended surveys, design and construction of heave control measures

including most of those discussed here, and others.

• A collection of 14 papers is published discussing heave control measures in

detail (Titov, 1970).
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Tahle 5

S^-W RY OF l-TTHPPS TO REPIICF IPACK Syi^nV.G

Method Pprmanent or ropiments

Tonnnrary

Rediirinn Fenetration of Frost Line

Track hetternipnt operations
- Bank vndcninq, l^allast 5 to 10 yr Partial iinprovenont only, unpredictable amount

liftinq and cleaninr
- Raisinr rjrade in cuts Permanent Limited hy rjradient. Reliable if designed. Fxpensive.

Insulatinn materials under
track

- Compressed peat and bark Permanent Reliable if designed but deformations excessive.
(Scandinavian practice) Requires excavation. Expensive.

- Insulatinn sheets 20 to 25 yr Reliable if designed. Requires excavation unless done
with ballast cleanint;. Fxpensive.

Excavation and replareinent Permanent Reliable if designed. Expensive,
with granular fill

Fulverts - partial renlace- Permanent Reliable. Can be done under traffic,
ment of backfill ''oderatcly expensive.

Reducing Availabi lity of I'ater to Frost Line

Prainage ditches, subdrains Varies Ronree of improvement unpredictable. Costs range
from cheap (ditches) to expensive (subdrains).

Cround\;ator cutoffs Permanent Reliable if designed. Fxpensive and rarely justified.

Chemical 'jatern roofing — Pot recommended. Insufficient knowledge to warrant
consideration.

Reducing Frost Susceptibility of Soils

Granular salt, thin surface 2 yr keconimended. 70°' effectiveness. Cheap,
application

• A method of salting combined with soil compaction has been developed

which is apparently effective in reliably reducing frost heaving over the

life of a structure (Kronik et al., 1969).

These Russian papers are highly technical, involving thermodynamic considera-

tions. However, they should be studied to pick out ideas most applicable to North

American track practice and economics.

An approach to reduce track heaving on a long-term basis has been under

study at McGill University in Montreal since 1973, supported by the Transport

Canada Research and Development Centre. It is in fact a sophisticated extension

of the CN study of heave-inhibiting chemicals to see if an economical treatment

with long-term effects can be developed. Results to date are promising but not

conclusive (Sheeran et al., 1976).

Higher train speeds, the increasing use of concrete ties, and increasing

emphasis on optimizing track operating costs all indicate that the track heaving

question should receive increasing attention. The experience of North American

and other railways should be compiled to ensure that useful information is avail-

able to all. Additional studies should be made to arrive at the best means of

reducing the large amount of railway operational money at present spent every

year due to track heaving.
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APPENDIX

SPC 3708

APPLICATION OF (;RANULAR SALT TO REDUCE TRACK SHIMMING

1. This Circular covers the application of granular salt (sodium chloride) to reduce

the heaving and shimming of track.

2. Salt shall be applied only at IcKations where the track has been pri'\ionsly

inspected and marked for treatment in accordance with Appendix A of this SPC.

3. Where salt is to be applied on signalled territory, it shall not be applied on a

total lengdi of track exceeding 120 feet in any one signal circuit while salt

from the most recent application in that circuit can still be seen in the ballast.

4. Track should not be treated with salt where the drainage is poor.

5. The salt shall be applied at such a time that it will receive at least 3 inches and
not more than 6 inches of rainfall after application and before the arrival of

freezing temperatures. The Engineer Maintenance will issue information on

the dates of application.
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6. Salt used for treatment shall be either Coarse Grade or Fine Grade Crushed

salt (sodium chloride). In dry areas Fine Grade quality is preferable. Salt

should be supplied in 50-pound bags provided with a moisture barrier to prevent

caking.

7. Track shall be inspected and marked for salt application, the salt applied, and

information recorded as detailed in Appendix A.

8. Salt as applied herein is normally effective for two winters in reducing track

heaving. This shall be considered in planning tlie dates for salt application.

9. Each salt application shall be made according to marks for the first application

unless a ballast lift or other track work is believed to have influenced heaving.

In this case no salt shall be applied until tlie track heaves and the new distribu-

tion of heaving can be marked.

10. Marking for salt applications shall not be done if summer shims are present.

SPC 3708

APPENDIX A
Inspection and Marking

1. At the peak of shimming and before any shims have been removed from the

track due to thawing, the Roadmaster, or otlier trained person approved by the

Engineer Maintenance, shall inspect and mark each shimmed location where

the track is to be treated with salt.

If the track is heaved but shimming has not been done for any reason,

marking should be done as though shims were present.

2. Marking for salt treatment shall be done for best future identification, using

either galvanized nails or wooden stakes, as follows:

(a) Where galvanized nails are used, they shall have heads of at least /2-inch

diameter (similar to roofing nails or tie dating nails). Nails shall be driven

into the top of the ties halfway between the end of die tie and the base

of rail on the South or West end of the tie.

(b) Where wooden stakes are used, they shall be 2 x 4 inches by 5 feet in

length, driven well into the ground on the South or West side of the track

clear of all train operations.

3. Each shimmed location to be marked shall be sighted by eye along the top

of the rail to determine whether shimming is due to a hump or a dip in the

track. If a number of humps or dips occur together, the marking should be done

as for a continuous hump or dip from one end of the shimmed area to the other,

where shimming extends further along one rail than the other, marking shall

be done according to the overall distance shimmed.

4. To mark humps, drive nails on stakes where shims are highest at each end of

the hump, as shown in Figure 1.

5. To mark dips, locate each end of tlie dip corresponding to the end of shimming.

From each end of the dip, measm-e 12 cribs away from the dip and mark each

point with a nail or stake as shown in Figure 1. (Pocket size cards showing

Figure 1 are available).

6. Record information for each marked location in Columns 1 to 4, 7 and 9 of

Form 3708
—

"Record of Shimming and Salt Treatment of Track" (Figure 2).
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SPC3708

APPENDIX A FIGURE?

RECORD OF SHIMMING AND SALT TREATMENT OF TRACK

RFRION
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7. The number of 5()-pouncl bags of salt required for each location shall be calcu-

latt-d and recorded in Column 8 on Form 3708. (The number of 50-pound bags

required for au>- location is equal to tlie total number of cribs to be treated

divided by two, minus three.

)

8. The quantity- of salt to be applied per crib is the same for humps as for dips,

as well as for different heights of shimming.

Application

9. Before the salt is distributed along the right-of-way, an inspection shall be made

by the person authorized of all locations to be treated, during which time:

(a) Any reference marks which have been obliterated or displaced shall be

replaced.

(b) The number of bags of salt required at each location shall be suitably

marked on tlie track for reference when the salt is being unloaded.

10. Distribution of salt along the right-of-way prior to application shall be as clase

to tlie time of application as possible to avoid deterioration.

11. Care must be exercised to insure that the correct amount of salt is applied.

Salt shall be applied at each marked location as follows:

(a) I2J2 pounds of salt shall be placed in each of the six cribs within each

end of the marked location.

(b) The remaining cribs within die marked location sliall have 25 pounds of salt

applied in each crib. The amount of salt distributed along the track is shown

in Figure 1.

(c) The salt shall be spread evenly on top of the ballast over die full length

of the crib, but not beyond the ends of the ties. The ballast shall not be

excavated but the salt may be worked into the top voids of the ballast to

a\oid caking.

12. The date of application of the salt shall be entered in Column 10 of Form 3708.

13. At the peak of shinmiing during the following winter. Column 5 of Fomi 3708

shall be completed. (This should be done during an inspection similar to that

required under Clause 1 of Appendix A). At the peak of shimming during the

second winter after treatment. Column 6 of Form 3708 shall be similarly

completed.

14. The Roadmaster shall retain a coj^jy of all completed Forms 3708.

Bill. (iOG
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Committee

( E ) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman
and secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

A. Recommendations for Further Study and Research.

No report.

B. Revision of Manual.

No report.

1. Metric Conversion.

No report.

2. Cross and Switch Ties.

Report on 1977 treating plant inspections page 176

3. Wood Preservatives.

No report.

4. Preservative Treatment of Forest Products.

No report.

5. Service Records of Forest Products.

The annual tie renewal statistics as compiled by the Economics and

Finance Department, AAR, were published as an advance report in

Bulletin 664, September-October 1977.

17,:
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6. Collaborate with AAR Research Department and Other Organizations

in Research and Other Matters of Mutual Interest.

No report.

The Committee on Ties and Wood Pheserxation,

C. P. Bird, Cluiiinuin.

Report on Assignment 2

Cross and Switch Ties

J. T. Skerczak (clwirman, subcommittee), H. C. Archdeacon, W. W. Barnette,
C. P. Brno, C. A. BuRDELL, M. J. Crespo, E. M. Cummings, F. J. Fudge, J. K.
Gloster, J. E. Hinson, M. A. Lane, G. H. Nash, H. E. Richardson, R. H.
Savage, K. W. Schoeneberg, R. C. Weller, R. G. Zietlow.

EXTENT OF ADHERENCE TO SPECIFICATIONS FOR CROSS AND SWITCH
TIES AS OBSERVED ON FIELD INSPECTION

On May 11 and 12, 10 members of Committee 3 inspected cross and switch

ties at two treating plants, one at Sommerville, Tex., and the other at Houston, Tex.

The Sommerville plant, owned and operated by the Atchison, Topekaik Santa

Fe Railway, treats approximately 1,800,000 ties annually with a 30/70 creosote/

petroleum mixture, using vapor-drying and air-diying methods with full-cell treat-

ments, to AREA specifications.

The plant was found to be neat and clean with very good drainage, generally

excellent housekeeping and highly satisfactory environmental controls.

Ties in storage consisted of oak, gum, beech, hickory, elm and pine and were

of excellent quality, in accordance with AREA Specifications. After visual inspection,

ties were end-trimmed, pre-bored and end-stamped, prior to treatment.

The Southern Pacific Transportation Company plant, located at Houston, treats

approximately 1,500,000 ties annually of pine, oak and gum using vapor-drying

and air-drying methods. Ties are treated full cell, with a 30/70 creosote-petroleum

solution, in accordance with AREA specifications.
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G. S. Triebel
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M. S. Wakely
E. H. Waring
G. H. Way
C. E. Weller
S. T. Wiecek
M. J. WiSNOWSKI

Committee

( E ) Member Emeritus.

TTiose whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman, and
secretar\, are the subcommittee chairmen.

To tlu: American Raihcatj Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the followinjf subjects:

A. Reconunendations for Further Stud\ and Research.

No report.

B. Revision ot Manual.

No report.

L Collaborate with AISI Technical Subcommittee, Welding Contractors,

Suppliers of Field Welding, Rail Grinding and Rail Testing Contractors

on Matters of Mutual Interest.

Progress report, submitted as information page 179

2. Collaborate with AISI Technical Committee on Rail and Joint Bars in

Research and Other Matters of Mutual Interest.

No report.

177
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3. Rail Statistics.

Consolidated Report of Rail Shipped to North American Railroads from
North American Rail Producing Mills in 1976 by Weight and Section,

submitted as information page 180

Statistics showing track miles of CWR laid by years since 1933, sub-

mitted as information page 181

4. Up-Date Data on Methods and Equipment for Making Welding Repairs

to Rail and Turnouts.

No repjort.

5. Rail Specifications, Research and Development.

Progress report, submitted as information page 190

6. Joint bars: Design, Specifications, Service Tests, Including Insulated

Joints and Compromise Joints.

Progress report, submitted as information page 190

7. Effect of Heavy Wheel Loads on Rail.

Progress report, submitted as information, including a report "On the

Prediction of the Fatigue Life of Rails" page 190

8. Field Welding.

Progress report, submitted as information page 204

9. Recommendation for Interval of Non-Destructive Testing for Internal

Defects of Rail in Track.

Progress report, submitted as information page 205

COMMENTARY

During 1977, the Rail Committee held a meeting August 30-September 1, 1977,

at the Holiday Inn in Pueblo, Colorado, with 23 members in attendance, to discuss

and take action on many present and important matters. The three-day session

included an on-ground inspection of FAST Track test sections and the rail dynamics

laboratory at the Transportation Test Center of the U. S. Department of Transpor-

tation near Pueblo.

Current committee assignments of significant importance being undertaken by

Cominittee 4 include final preparation and submission of revised rail specifications

to provide for improved chemical composition to accommodate the continually in-

creasing heavy tonnage, high speed and unit train operations; improved methods

and procedures for making thermit field welds and weld repairs to certain types of

rail defects in welded rail; recommended intervals for testing rail for internal defects;

and development of a standardized report form to be utilized by railroads in reporting

rail failure statistics in a meaningful and reliable manner.

Committee 4 intends to actively pursue these and odier important rail-related

subjects to provide conclusive results in the near future.

The progress reports which follow cover some of these unportant subjects.

The Committee on Rael,

R. M. Brown, Chairnuin.
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Report on Assignment 1

Collaborate with AISI Technical Subcommittee, Welding

Contractors, Suppliers of Field Welding, Rail Grinding

and Rail Testing Contractors on Matters

of Mutual Interest

R. M. Brown (chairman, subcommittee), D. L. Banghart, W. J. Cruse, A. R.

DeRosa, R. C. Faulkner, A. H. Galbraith, V. E. Hall, C. C. Herrick,

K. H. Kannowski, H. F. Lonchelt, W. S. Lovelace, T. C. Mackenzie,

A. B. Merritt, Jr., M. S. Reid, H. L. Rose, C. N. Scott, L. H. Shisler,

V. R. TeRRILL, M. J. WiSNOWSKL

An AREA-Industry joint subcommittee meeting was held at the Holiday Inn

in Pueblo, Colorado, on August 31, 1977, to determine progress status of specific

subjects undertaken by the committee during 1977 and discuss problem areas of

mutual interest.

Thirty-four members and guests were in attendance with the AISI Technical

Subcommittee represented by nine individuals from five finns of welding con-

tractors, field welding suppliers, rail grinding and rail testing contractors. Extensive

discussion centered on the following three subjects for which investigation would

be continued by the AISI Technical Subcommittee during 1978:

1. Plant Welding Techniques

Evaluate plant efficiencies in regard to the proposed long rails which will be

available in the first quarter 1978.

2. Reliabilitij of Field Welds

Attempt to develop improved quality control procedures and criteria neces-

sary for the integrity of field welds (tliis will require the expertise of the field

welding and the non-destructive testing groups).

3. Rail Testing

(a) Test rail prior to welding to reduce weld cut-outs. Limitations and pos-

sible improvements.

(b) Hot weld testing—limitations and possible improvements.

Detailed reports will be fiunished as the study of each subject progresses.
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Report on Assignment 3

Rail Statistics

D. L. Banghart (chairmun, subcommittee), B. G. Anderson, R. M. Brown, R. F.

Bush, L. S. Crane, P. K. Cruckshank, R. C. Faulkner, M. A. Ferguson,
R. G. Garland, W. J. Gilbert, T. B. Hutcheson, R. R. Lawton, H. F.

LoNGHELT, W. S. Lovelace, J. F. Lyle, A. B. Merritt, Jr., F. W. Michael,
B. J. Murphy, B. F. Overbey, R. C. Postels, J. M. Rankin, I. A. Reiner,
W. A. Smith, R. K. Steele, G. S. Tbiebel, E. H. Waring, G. H. Way, M. J.

WiSNOWSKI.

During the past year, Subcommittee 3 secured from the American Iron and

Steel Institute Technical Committee on Railroad Materials a summary of the ton-

nage of rail shipped from Canadian and United States steel mills to North Ameri-

can railroads during 1976. A tabulation of this information is included herewith.

It is noted that 1,304,724 tons or 90.47% of the total rail shipped during 1976

was in sections which have been previously recommended that purchases of new

rail be confined to.

Your committee also presents as information the accompanying statistics per-

taining to track miles of continuous welded rail (CWR) laid by years from 1933-

1976; the track mile breakdown of CWR laid in 1976 between oxyacetylene and

electric flash method, miles of CWR laid new and secondhand and further

separated by that laid in main tracks, sidings and yard tracks.

The total miles of CWR reported laid in track by individual roads at the end

of 1976 is also tabulated.

It is the intent of this committee to expand the data next year to include other

meaningful rail statistics.

Consolidated Report of Rail Shipped to North American Railroads from
North American Rail Producing Mills in 1976 by Weight and Section
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Report on Assignment 5

Rail Specifications, Research and Development

D. H. Stone (chairman, subcommittee), B. G. Anderson, R. M. Brown, W. J. Cruse,
Daniel Danyluk, A. R. DeRosa, G. H. Geiger, R. E. Haacke, C. C. Herrick,

T. B. Hutcheson, K. H. Kannowski, H. F. Longhelt, W. S. Lovelace, T. C.
Mackenzie, G. H. Maxwell, A. B. Merritt, Jr., J. L. Merritt, C. O. Penney,

J. M. Rankin, W. A. Smith, R. K. Steele, G. H. Way, M. J. Wisnowski.

Your committee completed the drafting of a new specification for rails. Adoption

of this specification is expected during 1978.

In addition, the report "Metallurgical Evaluation of British Rail" was presented

in Bulletin 664, September-October 1977, pages 27-38.

Report on Assignment 6

Joint Bars: Design, Specifications, Service Tests, Including

Insulated Joints and Compromise Joints

R. F. Bush (chairman, subcommittee), R. M. Brown, R. E. Catlett, Jr., P. K.

Cruckshan^, E. T. Franzen, H. F. Longhelt, W. S. Lovelace, A. B. Merritt,

Jr., B. F. Overbey, L A. Reiner, B. D. Sorrels, C. L. Stanford, D. H.
Stone, G. H. Way, S. T. Wiecek.

Your committee is currently developing information on insulated joints, com-

promise joints and reinforcing straps to protect field butt welds. Drawings, physical

properties and specifications will be prepared for these joints and straps as it is the

intent of the committee to include this material in die 1978 Manual recommendations.

Report on Assignment 7

Effect of Heavy Wheel Loads on Rail

D. H. Stone (chairman, subcommittee), B. G. Anderson, D. A. Bell, R. M. Brown,
R. F. Bush, W. J. Cruse, Daniel Danyluk, M. A. Ferguson, B. R. Forcier,

E. T. Fr-\nzen, T. B. Hutcheson, H. F. Longhelt, T. C. MacKenzie, G. H.
Maxwell, A. B. Merritt, Jr., G. L. Murdock, C. O. Penney, R. C. Postels,

M. S. Reid, I. A. Reiner, R. B. Rhode, H. L. Rose, B. D. Sorrels, D. E.

Staplin, R. K. Steele, Erich Thomsen, E. H. Waring, G. H. Way.

Your committee presents as information the following report on a metirod for

assessing the effects of increased wheel loads on the fatigue life of rail. The authors

of the report are R. A. Abbott and A. M. Zarembski, senior research engineers,

Technical Center, Research and Test Department, Association of .\irierican Railroads.
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On the Prediction of the Fatigue Life of Rails

RUSSELL A. ABBOTT*

ALLAN M. ZAREMBSKI*

SUMMARY
This paper introduces a niethodolog)- for the calculation of the fatigue life of

rails in senice. The need for this methodology has arisen out of the trend towards

increased wheel loads and the resulting fatigue-related problems. It is felt that this

technique for the prediction of rail fatigue life will be of great value in both the

construction and maintenance of main-line track.

In this methodology, a service environment is represented by means of an en\ i-

ronmental load spectra, which is then converted to stresses at the rail. Although

this paper is restricted to flexural rail stresses, the methodology can be readily ex-

tended to other states of stress. Once the stress spectra is known, the fatigue life of

the rail is calculated by means of Miner's linear cumulati\e damage theory, using

appropriate material properties.

In this analysis, the rail fatigue life at several stress le\els is calculated for

various rail sections. Additionally, the effect of track stiffness on the flexural fatigue

life of different rail sections is determined. These results are presented as a set of

cur\es.

From these cur\es, the paper notes the detrimental effect of increased wheel

loads on rail fatigue life. Furthermore, it is seen that a proper matching of rail size

to anticipated wheel loads is necessary to reduce tlie occurrence of rail defects.

Finally, it is seen that the sensiti\ity of the rail's flexural fatigue life to track stiffness

is not as great as its sensitivity to wheel load, rail strengtli, or rail section size. The
paper concludes with recommendations for additional work required to further

develop and expand this technique.

INTRODUCTION

The reliable prediction of rail fatigue life in main-line track is a question of

great interest to track design and maintenance personnel. The ability to make such

a prediction would be useful to track engineers in conjunction with other rail life

criteria such as rail head wear.

Recently, the Association of American Railroads has developed a fatigue analysis

technique for the calculation of the expected fatigue life of freight car com-

ponents.'**" This technique takes into account the anticipated load en\ironment

that the component is expected to experience, as well as the material properties

of the component.

This paper attempts to apply this technique to the development of a flexural

fatigue life prediction methodology. In light of the current trend towards increased

wheel loads, and the resulting fatigue-related problems, it is felt that this methodology

can be of great value in the selection of appropriate rail sizes, scheduling of track

maintenance and establishing timetables for cascading of rails. Although the numbers

obtained in this paper are in general agreement with what has actualh' been experi-

enced in the field, the results presented herein are intended to be of a qiialitati\e

rather than a quantitative nature. The purpose of this paper is not simply to present

these results, but to pro\ide a general technique for the prediction of rail serxice life.

" Senior research engineer, Technical Center, Research and Test Department, Association of
American Railroads.

°° These numbers indicate References at end of paper.
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lOK l^K 20K 2 5K 30K

Vertical Wheel Load (Static)

FIGURE 1

Static VJheel Load Spectra

ENVIRONMENTAL LOAD SPECTRA

In order to quantify the actual service environment, i.e., vertical wheel loads,

experienced by "average" main-hne track, a composite* of several sets of track

loading data was used to develop a typical load spectrum for rail, based on flexural

stresses. These sets of data consist of a base spectrum (Figure 1) formulated on

a maximimi anticipated static wheel load of 33 kips (132-ton gross vehicle weight)

and supplemental spectrum with a load distribution in die same proportion as Figure

1, corresponding to the maximum anticipated static wheel load. Thus, for a 160-ton

gross weight vehicle (40-kip static wheel load) the load distribution is obtained by

° This composite is an artificial spectrum which is used here in the absence of more de-
tailed data. \\'hen improved load spectra obtained from in-track testing programs becomes
available, they should replace the spectnnn used here.
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V.' = V. X 45kiPL
33 kips

where W represents \ertical wheel loads of the base spectra and \'i' represents

vertical wheel loads for a niaxiniinii anticipated vehicle weight of 160 tons.

In order to convert static wheel loads to static flexural stresses experienced by

the niil, the beam-on-elastic foundation theory^ for a single point load is utilized.

This theory generates the stress distribution ilhistrated in Figure 2, where

^max ~ Y

4 I Aj]'.
r \ / ^

,ith \' = static wheel load

EIr := flexural rigidity of a single rail

Ir/c = section nioduhis of a single rail

kr = rail foundation modulus (= ]: track foundation inodukis'')

and

with

Smax
-0.2

S„,:.x = niaximuni flexural stress in rail section

Smin = minimum flexural stress in rail section

Once tlie static flexural stress spectrum is obtained, dynamic effects such as

speeds, wheel flats, etc., must be introduced to obtain a more representative spectrum

of the flexural stress le\els experienced by the rail. A simple technique for tlie

incorporation of dynamic eflects is the use of a quasi-static speed factor, such as

those presented by Clarke*. This is the mediod utilized in this paper.

Assuming a base case of a track with 132-lb rail, "average" ballast section

and subgrade support resulting in a track foundation modulus of 4000 lb/in. /in.

(kr = 2000), tlie static wheel load distribution of Figure 1 can l)e converted to

flexural stresses experienced by the rail. The resulting stress distribution is shown

in column 1 of Table 1.

Alternately, contact stresses experienced by a rail subject to the load spectra

of Figure 1 could be determined in addition to the flexural .stresses calculated in

this paper. Howe\er, that is outside the scope of the paper.

FATIGUE ANALYSIS

Once the stress environment of die track has been established for main-line

ser\ice (Figure 1), the fatigue life of the rails can be calculated.

The technique employed in diis paper^ utilizes Miner's linear cuninlative damage

theory to estimate die fatigue life. This theory assumes that:

( 1 ) Nominal stresses are below the yield strength of the material.

(2) Effects of order of load application for the environmental spectrum will

not aff^ect die analysis.
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R « -1.0 R « +1.0

_^Syitld«
60,000

FIGURE 3. ASSUMED MODIFIED GOODMAN DIAGRAM FOR STANDARD RAIL

STEEL

where R = Smin/S,„„

b = fatigue limit at R =
(from MGD, Figure 3)

m = slope of the MGD, limit curve (Figure 3)

Once Se is known, then

Ni
2,000,000

^-"i\
lA

max (3)

where k is slope of tlie S-N curve (Figure 4).
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After the deteniiination of Nt, using equation ( 1 ) , the fatigue life in gross

tons of applied load is obtained from

Life (in MGT) = ^^
(4)

B

\\ here B is the total spectrum cycles per million gross tons ( MGT

)

For the analysis of standard rail, the Modified Goodman Diagram shown in

Figure 3 and the S—N curve shown in Figure 4^ are assumed to be representative.

Noting that for the Hexural stress spectrum under consideration, R ^= Smm/
Smax = — 0.2 is constant, the value for the fatigue limit is obtained using equation

(2) (column 4 of Table 1)

Se = ^'"^^
^ = 24,800

1 - [(.667) • (- 0.2)]

Using equation (3), the values of the Ni are then calculated for each stress

level of the base case (column 5 of Table 1) from

N- = 2,000,000
^

1/.14

24,800

It should be noted that only the first tliree stress levels produce fatigue damage
in this base case example. For the remainder, Smax < Se and no fatigue damage
results.

Using equation (1), die total number of cycles to failure is obtained:

+ .040

Nrm
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FIGURE 5. RAIL FATIGUE LIFE VS. STRESS
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TRACK STIFFNESS

4000 lb/in*

FOR ALL CASES

(k)

10000
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10000

X 1000

100

136 132 115

RAIL SECTION

FIGURE 7. RAIL FLEXURAL FATIGUE LIFE FOR VARIOUS TRACK STIFFNESS VS.
RAIL SECTION
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RESULTS

With the development of flexural stress spectra and application of fatigue life

analysis, the sensitivity of rail life to external factors can be examined.

In Figure 5, the relationship between rail fatigue life (MGT) and changes in

stress spectrum is illustrated for the 132-lb rail in the base case. These changes in

the magnitude of the stresses experienced by the rail can be affected by numerous
external factors, which include:

a) Car weight

b) Number and severity of wheel flats

c ) Speed

d) Low joints, misalignments, or poor track surface.

This rail fatigue life-flexural stress spectrum relationship is shown in Figure 5

to be a straight line on semi-log paper. However, because of die sensitivity of the

fatigue life to high stresses at low occurrence levels, as well as to the bandwidth

of the stress levels, there is some scatter about the line. With this in mind, Figure 5

clearly illustrates the sensitivity of rail life to changes in stress, as can be seen by the

fact that a Ifc increase/decrease in stress level corresponds to a decrease/increase in

rail life of 8%.

In Figure 6, the anticipated rail fatigue life, at several different flexural stress

levels and constant track stiffness, is plotted for various rail sections. Four curves

corresponding to maximum anticipated static wheel loads of 23, 28, 33 and 38 kips

(dynamic effects are incorporated in the load-stress spectrum conversion) are shown.

From these curves, the track engineer can select an appropriate rail size to cor-

respond to the traffic conditions anticipated for that track territory. Thus, if the

largest cars expected on a given territory of track are 100-ton cars ( 132 ton gross

weight, 33-kip wheel loads), a rail section of 132 lb would yield a rail fatigue life

(flexural) of 403 MGT. For smaller anticipated wheel loads or vehicle speeds, a

lighter rail section can yield an acceptable rail life. It should be noted at this time

that the life numbers presented here are based on this fatigue analysis technique.

Problems related to material imperfections, such as crack nucleation, are dealt with

only through the Modified Goodman Diagram, assumed for this paper, and the S—

N

curve. Crack propagation, i.e., fracture mechanics, is not dealt with herein, and is

not, at present, at a state of the art where it can be readily used in predicting total

rail life. The primary purpose of Figures 6 and 7 is to qualitatively present the effect

of rail size on the fatigue life expectations of rail in traffic. Quantitative use of these

figures should bear in mind the above caution.

Figure 7 illustrates the effect of track stiffness on the flexural fatigue life of

rail. In the analysis presented here, track stiffness enters into the static load-static

flexural stress conversion process through

S '^ 1

^\
Thus, the rail fatigue Hfe sensitivity to track stiffness is not as great as its sensitivity

to wheel load, rail strength or rail section size (Figure 6). It should be noted that

the quasi-static speed factor is also sensitive to the track stiffness; however, this effect
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is not taken into consideration in tliis analysis. Figure 7 also shows tliat an improve-

ment in track stiffness from below average to average is most beneficial for heavier

rail sections, while an improvement in track stiffness from average to above average

is most beneficial for medium rail section.

Finally, it is seen that this analysis predicts e.vtremely long rail fatigue life imder

light wheel loads (Figure 6). However, under light traffic the primary mode of

rail deterioration is often not fatigue failure, but rather rail wear, a subject not

addressed by this paper. Thus, any rail life numbers obtained utilizing this analysis,

particularly for the case of light wheel loading, should be used in conjunction with

corresponding wear data.

CONCLUSIONS

The results presented in this paper clearly show the detrimental effect of

increased wheel loads on rail life. This agrees vdth results obtained by R. E. AhlF
and I. A. Reiner.* It is further shown that a proper matching of rail size to antici-

pated wheel loads is necessary to reduce occurrence of rail defects. These con-

clusions ha\e already been realized liy many engineers in the field. However, a

quantitative basis for these conclusions has never been available. It is the purpose

of this paper to present just such an analysis technique.

The application of this technique does not have to be restricted to the

flexural fatigue life of rail. It can be expanded to encompass otlier track com-

ponents such as track bolts, joint bars, frogs, fasteners and others. These items

are all of practical interest to track maintenance personnel.

This paper represents an introduction to a fatigue life prediction methodology.

Additional work is required to further develop this technique for application to

the railroad industry. This work should be directed towards the development of

more suitable load environment spectra, the development of more appropriate

component material properties, and the analysis of behavior for other states of

stress. It is the intent of the authors to stimulate interest in these important areas.
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Report on Assignment 8

Field Welding

G. H. Geiger (chairman, subcommittee), R. M. Brown, E. Eskengren, J. T. Fer-
guson, B. R. FoRciER, W. J. Gilbert, K. H. Kannowski, H. F. Longhelt,
A. B. Merritt, Jr., R. C. Postels, C. N. Scott, A. E. Shaw, Jr., C. L. Stan-
ford, R. K. Steele, M. S. Wakely, M. J. Wisnowski.

A meeting of the subcommittee was held in Chicago on December 9, 1977.

The meeting was attended by seven members of the subcommittee including rep-

resentatives of two of the supplier companies.

During the course of the meeting we determined several things that the sub-

committee should do. The first task will be the revision of the AREA Manual for

Railway Engineering concerning field welding. After considerable discussion we
identified approximately 10 items that should be eitlier modified or added to the

Manual as it presently exists. Between now and next summer these items will be

furtlier discussed and a proposed revision formulated and forwarded to the Com-
mittee on Rail for its review and approval.

Your committee will collect and compile a bibliography and copies of as

many technical papers as can be found that have been written on the subject of

thermite-type field welding. We \vill also consider including within the com-

mittee's purview the new techniques for field welding other than thermite.

It is the intent that your committee will attempt to collect all of the suggested

procedures as given by the manufactiu-ers of the different types of thermite field

welding processes and prepare a review article to be published in the AREA
Bulletin. The article would clearly outline the differences in chemistry, proce-

dures, and processes between the different commercial products available, the

reasons for those differences, and the areas of production of such welds where

critical control must be exercised by field welding supervisors. This will be done

in an attempt to educate those persons responsible for field welding as to not

only what the required procedures are, but whtj they are required, which may
help to improve the supervision of this work in the field.

A cordial relationship was established between the supplier companies and

the committee and it is believed we will see continued excellent cooperation with

them. It is clear that virtually all of the developmental work has been done in

Germany at Electro-Thermite Company Laboratories and it is hoped that we can

encourage more work in this area in the United States.
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Report on Assignment 9

Recommendation for Interval of Non-Destructive

Testing for Internal Defects of Rail in Track

L. H. Shisler {chairman, subcommittee), D. L. Banghart, R. M. Bhown, R. E.

Catlett, Jr., A. R. DeRosa, R. C. Faulkner, J. T. Ferguson, R. R. LA^\TON,

H. F. LoNGHELT, J. F. Lyle, A. B. Merritt, Jr., C. N. Scott.

Your committee submits as information the following results of a canvass of

14 North American railroads to determine the methods now being used in sclect-

infi the interval for testing rail.

Two railroads use rail flaw detector cars to test all main-line trackage four

times per year and branch lines at least once. Exceptionally heavy tonnage branch

lines are tested more than once or as needed.

Two railroads l)ase test requirements on tonnage, com])ined with the historical

record of detected defects and service failed rails.

Two railroads use rail flaw detector cars to test all main lines twice each

year, their passenger carrying lines four times per year and secondary main lines

once each year. Branch lines on these railroads are tested bi-annually or as needed.

Additional test requirements may be dictated by historical records of detected

defects and service failed rail.

Three railroads base test requirements on FRA track classification, tonnage or

traffic density and historical records of detected defects and service failed rail.

Three railroads use rail flaw detector cars to test all main line and important

branch lines at least once each year. Additional testing requirements are deter-

mined by failure rate of rail in track and traffic density.

One ore-carrying railroad tests all main line two times each month using one

flaw detector car.

One railroad determines testing requirements by rail type and weight.

All reporting railroads schedvile testing at regular intervals once the frec^uency

of test is determined.

All reporting railroads supplement the flaw detector cars with one or more
of the hand testing methods.

Five of the railroads have regularly scheduled hand testing parties and the

others schedule this testing as necessary. Hand testing is carried out in areas

where the flaw detector cars have limited capabilities and on field welds and rail

joints.

Bui. C66
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4. Track Design.

(a) Bridge expansion joints—T>'pe, location and necessity.

( b ) Tie plates, including pads under plates.

1. Evaluate canted tie plate design relative to 1:20 cant vs.

1:40 cant vs. 1:14 cant vs. 1:30 cant.

2. Evaluate tunnel and/or transit type tie plates.

(c) Hold-down fastenings:

1. Wood ties.

2. Concrete ties.

3. Direct fixation fasteners.

Progress report, submitted as information page 212

5. Turnout and Crossing Design.

(a) Types of crossing frogs in use as related to speed, tonnage, etc.

(b) Review taper on guard rails protecting track crossing frogs.

(c) Improvements to manganese insert frog design.

(d) Review of guard rails protecting turnout frogs.

(e) Review tolerances on Plans 1010 and 1011.

Progress report, submitted as information page 212

6. Track Construction.

(a) Review specifications for track construction.

(b) Review recommendations on joint spacing—centers vs. quarters.

Summary of results of questionnaire concerning rigid bolted frogs vs.

manganese insert frogs, railroad crossing support ties and layout per

AREA Plan 700-F, and performance and economics of forged steel vs.

cast steel compromise bars, submitted as information page 213

7. Track Maintenance.

(a) Laying of continuous welded rail.

(b) Maintenance of continuous welded rail.

(c) CWR field handbook.

(d) Modem methods of heat treating carbon steel trackwork and

repairing such trackwork by welding.

(e) Review specification for welding manganese castings.

Progress report, submitted as information page 215

8. Criteria for Track Geometry Design as Related to Modem Equipment,

Collaborating as Necessary or Desirable with Other AREA Technical

Committees, and with the Engineering, Mechanical and Operating-

Transportation Divisions, AAR.

(a) Special requirements of track constmction and maintenance due

to operation of modem equipment

Progress report, submitted as information page 224

The CoMAnxTEE on Track,

B. E. Pearson, Chairman.
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Report on Assignment 2

Specifications and Plans for Track Tools

E. F. PiTTMAN (chairman, subcommittee), G. E. Fischer, R. G. Garland, R. G.
Huston, J. M. Letro, C. W. Morrison, T. C. Netherton, B. Post, L. L.

Rekuch, R. L. Teeter.

This is a progress report, presented as information, on changes in specifications

and plans for track tools.

During the past two years Subconnnittee 2 has been working on new designs

and specifications for track tools. As a result, a letter ballot was sulimitted to the

full committee. Committee 5—Track, for action in the month of July 1977. The

letter ballot received necessary \otes for approval; however, some replies were

recei\ed with suggested changes and proposals which are now being considered.

On November 1, 1977, members of Subcommittee 2 and others met with

representatives of three steel companies to further discuss the type of steel re-

quired to make better track tools. As a result of the letter ballot and our meeting

the following progress report is given.

1. AREA Plan Xos. .3-62, Spike Maul; 13-62, Double-Faced Sledge; 17-62,

Track Chisel and 19-62, Round Track Punch are to be changed to specify tool

furnished in alloy steel with a chemical specification given for (a) a good tool

and (b) a better tool. Subcommittee 2 has approved a new design for the spike

maul which will eliminate the reduced neck area located 2/2 in. on each side of

the eye and at which point complete failure most often occurs.

2. \ new tool called the "Nut-Cutter" will be included in die Manual and

will he made from alloy steel with the plans showing a chemical specification for

(a) a good tool and (b) a better tool. The Nut-Cutter will be shown on Plan No.

3.5-77.

3. AREA Plan Nos. 3-62, 13-62, 19-62, 17-62 and 3.5-77 will show new
head contours for each tool as directed on Sheet 5-6—28 titled "Hand Tool Contour

Dimensions."

4. AREA Plan No. 11-62, Claw Bar, has been redesigned and is now Plan

No. 11-77. Plan No. 11-77 has a 2/8-in.-long toe section with a IJs-in.-high heel

section while plan 11-62 had a l-l/16-in.-long toe section and a l-.3/16-in. heel

section.

5. .\REA Plan No. 2.5-67 will be revised to include a 30-in. spike maul

handle. The head dimensions and the handle end dimensions will be the same as

the .36-in.-long handles making a difference only in the total length.

6. AREA Manual Sheet No. 5-6-6, Item 4, Manufacture, first paragraph, is

revised as follows: "Tool handles shall be cut square at the ends, uniform in size

and shape for each type, smoothly finished and waxed. Lacquered, painted or

stained handles are not acceptable. Tool handles, when specified by purchaser,

shall be slotted /i the head depth and 1/16 in. wide."

7. AREA Manual Sheets 5-6-1 through .5-6-22, where applicable, will be

revised and upgraded to reflect the above-mentioned changes and will include a

section on percussion tools as follows:
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7.1 This section of specification covers the contouring and metallurgical re-

quirements for the manufacturing, ordering, inspection and acceptance of

the following percussion tools.

7.1.1 Metal to Metal Contact Striking Tools

Double-faced sledge hammers (Plan No. 13-62). Spike maul (Plan

No. 3-62).

7.1.2 Metal to Metal Contact Struck Tools

Track chisel (Plan No. 17-62), nut-cutter (Plan No. 35-77), round

track punch (Plan No. 19-62).

8.0 Manufacture

8.1 Process—The shock-resisting tool steel shall be made from electric furnace

to the following specifications (under advisement).

8.1.1 Cleanliness (Under advisement).

8.2 Heat Treatment

8.2.1 Each tool classified in 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 shall be hardened by liquid

quenching and subsequent tempering in such a manner that the

hardness range specified in 8.3.2 will be maintained throughout the

entire section normally removed by redressing and/or to a sufficient

depth to absorb the normal working stresses. This heat treatment

shall be such that a fracture test of the tool will exhibit a silky,

fine grained appearance according to Shephard Standard No. 6 or

finer.

8.2.2 All tools to be redressed without subsequent heat treatment shall be

initially heat-treated so that the hardness specified in 8.3.2 is main-

tained to a depth from the end not less than the average cross-

sectional thickness up to a maximum of 1 in.

8.3 Chemical and Hardness Requirements

8.3.1 Chemical—All striking and struck tools (7.1.1 and 7.1.2) shall be

made of shock resisting tool steel according to the chemical analy-

sis for a Grade "A" or a Grade "B" tool.

8.3.2 Hardness—All hardness tests shall be performed according to ASTM
Specification E 18.

8.3.2.1 All struck surfaces shall be 45/49 Rockwell "C" hardness.

8.3.2.2 All striking surfaces shall be 52/56 Rockwell "C" hardness.

8.3.2.3 All cutting surfaces shall be 56/60 Rock-well "C" hardness.

8.3.2.4 All punch ends shall be 52/56 Rockwell "C" hardness.

8.4 Nondestructive Test Requirements

8.4.1 To insure that all tools are free from the defects listed in 1.0, each

tool shall be inspected by the supplier according to one of the fol-

lowing procedures:

8.4.1.1 Magnetic Particle Inspection in accordance with ASTM
Method A 275.

8.4.1.2 Liquid Penetrant Inspection in accordance with ASTM Rec-

ommended Practice E 165.
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9.0 Design

9.1 All tools shall conform substantially when applicable to the dimensions

here set forth. Dimensions for head contours as shown on Page 5-6-28,

sheets A, B, C, will conform to the following: (Note: Sheet numbers for

inclusion in the Manual ha\e not l>een finalized and are subject to

change.

)

9.1.1 Head Contour

9.1.1.1 Heads of tools with a round cross-section shall be ground

to the comer contours prescribed in sheets A, B, C.

9.1.1.2 Head of tools with a hexagonal or octagonal cross-section

shall also be ground to the corner contours prescribed in

sheets A, B, C. In addition, the arcs not tangent to the

hexagonal or octagonal corners shall be "blended" into a

smooth contour similar to that shown on Sheet "C".

9.1.1.3 Punch ends shall have corner radii according to 9.1.1.1, but

with no crown radius.

9.1.1.4 All ground surfaces shall be free of decarburization.

Work continues on the final details for the percussion tools and will be pre-

sented when complete.

Report on Assignment 3

Ad-Hoc Subcommittee on Revision of Appendix "A''

of the AREA Portfolio of Trackwork Plans

R. E. KusTON (chairman, ad-hoc subcommittee), V. M. Schwing, E. E. Frank,
R. J. Jones, G. G. Knupp, J. R. Masters.

Appendix A to the "AREA Portfolio of Trackwork Plans" comprises eight pages

of specifications covering workmanship and materials used in the manufacture of the

trackwork contained in the Portfolio.

The latest revisions to any part of Appendix A was in 1968 with otlier parts

being last revised in 1959, 1962 and 1965. The need for a complete revision has

been recognized for some time because mill and fabrication practices have in some
areas undergone a considerable change in the last several years. Some of the con-

tained material is entirely obsolete and much of it requires major revision to bring

it up to date and in line with present practices.

This ad-hoc subcommittee has completed the major portion of a draft revision

of these specifications which will include the following major changes:

(a) Convert to a decimal numbering system for the xarious sections .

(b) Update applicable ASTM Si^ecification references.

(c) Modify wording where necessary to make for clearer meaning.

(d) Insert appropriate reference in AREA Manual.

Upon completion of the draft in the first part of next year, a letter ballot will

Ix; submitted to the full committee recommending the revised specifications be
adopted for Manual changes next year.
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Report on Assignment 4

Track Design

V. M. ScHWiNG (chairman, subcommittee), C. W. Alexander, R. C. Arnlund, R. E.
Clemons, D. E. Grouser, Jr., R. J. Hardenbergh, R. A. Kendall, A. D. Kerr,
A. J. KozAK, M. E. McGiNLEY, B. W. Nyland, R. N. Schmidt.

a. Bridge Expansion Joints

Committee 15—Steel Structures, has published a criteria for tliis type of joint

and this subcommittee will draft a suitable narrative to submit for Manual reference

material.

b. Tie Plates

This entire subject is being reviewed with the idea of updating and condensing
for Manual revision. This will also include reviewing the various investigations on
use of various cants and design of tie plates, working in cooperation with Committee
4—Rail.

c. Hold-Down Fastenings

A general review will be made and a reference list prepared for Manual
information.

Report on Assignment 5

Turnout and Crossing Design

L. C. Kerns (chairman, subcommittee), S. W. Brunner, C. M. Cowles, W. C.
Crone, E. E. Frank, P. E. Gordenier, R. J. Jones, G. C. Knupp, R. E. Kuston,
L. P. McKenna, L. a. Pelton, L. L. Rekuch, A. J. Schavet, N. J. Skoutelas,
L. Tameling, a. F. Ubali, E. R. Wiltz.

(a) Types of Crossing Frogs in Use as Related to Speed, Tonnage, Etc.

Your committee presents, as information only, the following proposed criteria

for selecting types of crossing frogs, with publication as Manual material next year

to be inserted on Plan 700 of the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans.

PRELIMINARY

1. Bolted Rail Crossings.

(a) Single-rail bolted rail crossings may be used in certain branch lines, yard

tracks and industrial tracks where speed does not exceed 25 mph and where

traffic density does not exceed 7% million gross tons annually. Single-rail

crossing design shall be used for angles 9°-31'-38" to but not including

25°-00 -00". Plan References 708-71 and 710-71.

(b) Two-rail bolted rail crossings may be used in certain branch lines, yard

tracks and industry tracks where speed does not exceed 40 mph and where

traffic density does not exceed 7/2 million gross tons annually. Two-rail
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bolted crossings shall be used for angles 25°-00'-00" to 90°-00'-00" in-

clusive. Plan References 706-59, 704-59, 702-59.

(c) Three-rail bolted rail crossings may be used in certain brancli lines, yard

tracks and industry tracks where speed does not exceed 60 mph and where

traffic density does not exceed 10 million gross tons annually. Three-rail

bolted rail crossings shall be used for angles 25°-00'-00" to 90°-00'-00"

inclusixe. Plan References 705-59, 70,3-,59, 701-59.

Manganese Steel Insert Crossings and Solid Manganese Steel Crossings.

(a) Manganese steel insert and solid manganese steel crossings may be used

in any track with intersection angles of 9'-3r-38" to 90°-00'-()0" inclusive.

Plan References 746-73, 747-73, 748-73, 755-59, 757-59, 761-71, 768-71,

769-71, 771-59, 772-59, 773-59, 774-71, 775-71.

( b ) Articulated manganese steel crossings may be used in any track with inter-

section angles 40 -OO'-OO" to 90'-00'-00" inclusive. Plan References 783-59

and 782-59.

(b) Review Taper on Guard Rails Protecting Track Crossing Frogs

This subject has l^een concluded by Manual Recommendations that were

published in Part 1 of tlie November-December, 1977, Bulletin 665.

( c ) Improvements to Manganese Insert Frog Design

This subject has been concluded by Manual Recommendations that were

published in Part 1 of the November-December, 1977, Bulletin 665.

{ d ) Review of Guard Rails Protecting Turnout Frogs

This is a new subject that is currently being reviewed by this subcommittee.

It is believed that data from the FAST track at Pueblo will provide infonnation on

this subject in light of today's oi>erations.

(e) Review Tolerances on Plans 1010 and 1011

This is a new subject and will be reviewed next year to come up witli any

recommendations for revisions that may be warranted to impro\e on the cjuality of

products manufactured under these plans.

Report on Assignment 6

Track Construction

<'.. E. FiscHEH (chairman, stihcomniittee), C. Archujald, D. R. Davis, C. R.

FuLGHUM, M. P. KoRNSPAN, R. R. MoHHisH, E. F. PrrTMAN, L. E. Porter,
L. C. Rudolph, R. L. Teeter, W. C. Crone.

A questionnaire was sent out by this subcommittee to member railroads con-

cerning their policies and practices wiUa respect to rigid bolted frogs versus manga-

nese insert frogs, railroad crossing support ties and layouts per AREA Plan 700-F

and performance and economics of forged steel versus cast steel compromise bars.

Responses varied considerably, but definite conclusions can be drawn as presented

for infonnation in the following summary:
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1. Rigid Bolted Frogs vs. Manganese Insert Frogs

a) 69% use rigid bolted frogs, 7% use rigid bolted frogs without restriction and

the remainder restrict their use based on tonnage, speed, rail weight, FRA
Class, or yard operations.

b) 33% specify heat treatment for replacement rail for rigid bolted frogs, 37%

do not and 30% did not reply.

c) 96% use manganese insert frogs. RepUes indicate that manganese insert frogs

are more expensive but more economical because of greater life. Responses

show manganese insert frogs last 25% to 100% longer than rigid bolted frogs.

Availability appears to be a factor, with delivery time generally being longer

for manganese insert frogs. This varies with economic conditions.

d) Operating characteristics can be summarized as follows:

Manganese insert frogs wear longer, require less maintenance, can sustain

heavy tonnage and high speed and are used with heavy rail sections.

Rigid bolted frogs are used in light traffic, yard and industry track, require

high maintenance costs, and are generally restricted to light rail sections.

2. Railroad Crossing Support Ties and Layout per AREA Plan 700-F

a) Replies indicate 81% use AREA layout recommendations, although some of

these make exceptions for special conditions.

b) 85% use AREA plate layout recommendations.

c) 44% have the line of heavier traffic parallel to the filler plate. 41% have the

fine of heavier traffic parallel to the continuous plate. 15% did not reply.

d) 33% have tried other layouts. Of these all but one railroad responding found

AREA layout plan superior.

3. Ferformance and Economics of Forged Steel Compromise Bars vs. Cast Steel

Compromise Bars

a) Replies indicate 42% use forged steel bars, 35% use cast steel bars and 23%

use both types.

b) Concerning comparative costs, 31% indicate cost is about the same; 15% say

cast steel compromise bars are more expensive; 4% indicate forged steel bars

are more expensive; 50% did not reply.

c) Concerning availability as a factor, 46% indicate it is not, 38% indicate it is

based on lack of local products, 16% did not reply.

d) Concerning reasons for preference of forged vs. cast steel bars, 35% had no

reason for their selection, 12% did not answer, 11% indicate availability as a

factor, 19% preferred forged bars because of cast steel failures, 4% indicate they

prefer cast steel bars because of their experience with forged steel bar failures,

19% prefer forged steel bars for the following miscellaneous reasons:

1. Forged steel bars perform better with heavy rail.

2. Forged steel bars are stronger.

3. Forged steel bars sustain heavy wheel loads.

4. Forged steel bars sustain heavy traffic.

5. Use of forged steel bars has been past practice.
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Report on Assignment 7

Track Maintenance

C. VV. Morrison (chairman, subcommittee), J. O. Born, J. E. Campbell, N. H.
Clark, R. C. Garland, C. H. Gaut, S. W. George, E. E. Howard, R. G.
Huston, J. D. Jardine, G. H. Maxwell, B. Mohl, T. C. Netherton, A. C.

Trimble, A. J. 21ierow.

(a) Laying of Continuous Welded Rail; (b) Maintenance of Continuous Welded

Rail; (c) CWR Field Handbook

This subcommittee has taken up the material pertaining to welded rail that

was formerly assigned to Committee 31—Continuous Welded Rail. After a complete

re\ iew of the subjects was made by this subcommittee it was decided tliat for clarity

and ease of reference, the subjects should be condensed and all included as Manual

material rather than maintain a handbook along with Manual material.

The following is the result of this subcommittee's work on the subject and is

presented as information with recommendation that it become Manual material next

year:

PRELIMINARY
PROPOSED NEW MANUAL MATERIAL AS REVISED FROM THE CWR

FIELD HANDBOOK AND PRESENT MANUAL MATERIAL, TO BE
PRESENTED AS MANUAL MATERIAL TO REPLACE THAT ON

PAGES 5-5-4 THROUGH 5-5-4.2

I. DEFINITIONS AND PRESENT PRACTICE

A. Definitions

( 1 ) Continuous Welded Rail: A number of rails welded together in lengtlis

of 400 ft or longer. (Welded Rail: Rails welded together in lengths of

400 ft or less.)

B. Present Practice

(1) Present practice is to lay CWR in lengtlis of approximately 1,320 or 1,440

ft, except for special lengths required for certain locations such as road

crossings, turnouts or railroad crossings. The normal string length can be

any length deemed practical by tlie user, considering his welding facility,

length of rail train, physical characteristics of the railroad, equipment avail-

able or any other reason.

(2) CWR should not be laid across long open-deck bridges without special

consideration. Additional information may be found in Chapter 15 of the

AREA Manual. The end of a string should tenuinate a sufficient distance

from the end of a bridge to allow proper anchorage. Rail anchors should

not be used on an open-deck bridge without special precaution. If structural

stresses are significant on bridge, CWR can be laid stress-free by using

sliding rail joints. If rail cannot be laid stress-free, a structure analysis

should be made to avoid damage.
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(3) It is recommended that prior to the laying of CWR, the maximum and

minimimi rail temperatures experienced in the area should be detemiined

and recorded, as laying procedures are dependent on the total range of

temperature to be experienced by the rail. For more detailed information,

see Section IV-P on subsequent pages.

II. PREPARATION OF TRACK PRIOR TO UNLOADING CWR

A. Replace defective ties so that a good tie condition is assured with sufficiently

sound ties to maintain adequate gage, surface and line. If heavy tie renewals are

required, consideration should be given to allowing sufficient time to allow restabili-

zation of track structure.

B. Surface and line should be corrected.

C. If required, add sufficient ballast to provide the recommended ballast section

for CWR. (See AREA Manual pages 1-2-7 and 1-2-8).

D. Prior to unloading CWR, present practice is to trench through road crossings

and street crossings where practical and fill the trench with old ties to allow con-

tinued use of the crossings. Also, wing fences and cattle guards should be removed.

The running rail of motor car set-ofl:s should be removed and an open trench made
through the set-off area in which CWR can be placed.

E. CWR when unloaded on open-deck bridges should be secured to prevent

lateral movement. Wlien CWR is unloaded across open-deck bridges, it is generally

necessary to provide some type of support for the rail on each side of the bridge.

These supports are usually timber or pieces of lightweight rail securely fastened in

the spaces between the bridge ties and under the guard rails so that the CWR will

be on a level approximately even with tlie tops of the bridge ties. It is recommended

practice not to have the spacing of these supports exceed 30 feet center to center.

When rail is unloaded across ballasted-deck bridges, it is generally the practice to

unload it in the same manner as on regular track, except caution should be taken to

retain the rail on the bridge and allow for proper clearance for traffic.

F. Before CWR is unloaded over open-deck bridges, all hook bolts, spacers, and

other fastenings should be checked, and all replacement, additions, and tightening

that is required should be done.

III. HANDLING AND TRANSPORTING CONTINUOUS WELDED RAIL (CWR)

A. Before Loading CWR

( 1 ) Carefully inspect the rail train running gear, draft gear and air brake

system to insure no irregularities exist.

(2) Properly position all coupler blocking to insure that slack action will not

develop in transit. Secure lift-pin handles to prevent uncoupling.

(3) Tie-down car equipment should be arranged so that it will not be damaged

when loading CWR strings.

(4) All defective rollers or racks should be replaced or repaired and the entire

train lubricated as required.
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(5) Transition or run-down rollers should be properly elevated and secured

to pro\ide a smooth and safe operation.

(6) Train must be blue-flagged or switch-spiked against the loading hack or

otlier safety precautions taken to prevent coupling.

B. Loading CWR
( 1 ) Each string should be equipped with adequate nosing or a rail shoe for ease

in guiding strings in an upright position. If point men are necessary to

guide the strings on the train, positive communication should be main-

tained between the point man and pusher operator.

(2) Each string should overhang the terminal rail racks on the end cars a

sufficient distance to insure the strings will not pull tlirough the terminal

rack when the train is negotiating the greatest curvature on its route. Rec-

ommended overhang length is 15 ft to 20 ft. When necessary, lateral

restraint should be provided for these strings to prevent their extending

beyond the sides of the car when negotiating curves.

(3) Each string should be tied down securely and conveniently near center

of the train. A paint mark should be made on the head of each rail at tie-

down point to determine if rail clamp slippage is occurring in transit.

(4) A loaded buffer car of sufficient height shoidd be placed at each end of

the rail train before movement of rail to its destination is commenced.

(5) Lift-pin handles of the buffer cars should be secvired to i^revent uncoupling.

C. Transporting CWR
( 1 ) Each rail train should be accompanied by a person qualified to insure its

proper handling and to inspect the load and train at every opportimity for

defective equipment or fastenings. If providing a rider is not practical, then

the tie-down of each rail train shoidd be frequently inspected at every

opportunity by qualified persons to assure diat the rail remains adequately

tied down throughout transit.

(2) The loaded rail train must be handled as a unit at all times and should

be positioned next to the engine when handled with other traffic. The
empty rail train should be handled as a unit at the rear of the train.

(3) Sudden stops, starts and rough coupling should be avoided. Cars should not

be dropped onto a rail train or rail train dropped onto other cars. The
loaded or empty rail train should not remain coupled to the locomotive

when it is switching other cars.

(4) It is recommended that the loaded rail train speed be reduced below maxi-

mum speeds as necessary in the territory over which it passes. There is

usually no speed restriction on an empty rail train.

D. Unloading CWR
( 1 ) It is recommended tliat the locomotive push the rail train during unloading

operations so the engineman may readily see the entire operation.

(2) The train and engine crews should be instructed that rough handling witli

sudden stops or jerks will not be permitted. Sufficient braking should be

maintained on the rail train to control any slack run-in.
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(3) It is recommended that portable radios be provided in order that constant

communication may be maintained between the engine crew and the super-

visors in charge of unloading. Radio units and spares should be checked

beforehand to insure they are operating properly.

(4) Recommended practice is to unload CWR in an upright position.

(5) Once the strings have been drawn through the unloading threaders and

the rail is partially on the ground, a back-up movement should not be

permitted. If in cases of emergency, it is necessary to make a back-up

movement, then each string should be equipped with a shoe and each

guided by a point man.

(6) It is recommended that CWR strings be unloaded on each shoulder of the

track so diat the strings are unloaded as near to the ends of the ties as

possible. Care should be taken to offset the ends of the strings after the rail

is unloaded, and periodic checks should be made to see that the ends

remain offset until the rail is installed. This is necessary to prevent rails

from fouling the track in the event the rail moves. A block of wood may
be used between rail ends to maintain the offset.

( 7 ) All tie-down fastenings should be loaded and secured before the empty rail

train is returned to the welding plant.

IV. RECOMMENDED LAYING PROCEDURE FOR CWR ON EXISTING TRACK

A. Distribute tie plates in center of track on or at the end of the ties.

B. It is recommended that material be distributed ahead of laying operation,

but such may be done within tlie laying organization.

C. Remove anchors, throw to one side of track or load and dump in piles.

D. Remove joint bolts unless bolted track is to be removed in strings. (Use of

machine ( s ) recommended.

)

( 1 ) Remove frozen bolts by burning or cutting.

(2) Remove old joint material from laying area.

E. Remove spikes (use of macliine(s) recommended), load scrap and dump
in piles on one side of track.

F. Set old rail out. It is recommended that a crane be used for this operation.

G. Throw out old plates on opposite side of track from scrap.

H. Plug spike holes.

I. Remove sufficient ballast from cribs for adzing and anchor application. (Use

of machine(s) recommended.)

J. Drive spike stubs.

K. Adz ties sufficiently for good plate bearing. (Use of machine(s) recom-

mended for uniform surface. ) It is recommended that adzed surface be treated with

a preservative.

L. Place plates on ties in proper location witli cant in proper direction.

M. Set tie plates to gage. Double-shoulder tie plates should be used for all

CWR laid. It is recommended that every fourth tie be drilled and a gage plug in-
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serted to hold plate to gage. (Use of machine(s) recommended.) It is further rec-

ommended that rail be laid at 56)2-in. gage unless specifically changed by railroad.

N. It is recommended that the welded rail be placed onto the plates by use of

machine with a threader or tongs. When laying CWR, tlie rail ends should be laid

without expansion gap.

( 1 ) Where it is necessary to move strings longitudinally, tliey should be pulled

into position. Bumping CWR into position is not recommended.

O. It is recommended that all joints be either field welded or glued and that

insulated joints be glued.

P. It is recommended diat rail be heated or cooled as necessary to the desired

la>ing temperature, or adjusted mechanically at a later time. When it is necessary

to heat rail to the preferred laying temperature, the procedures to be followed are:

( 1 ) A reliable contact-type pyrometer is recommended in order to determine

the rail temperature immediately.

(2) It is recommended that reference points be marked on the rail and tie

plates and rail expanded in accordance with Table II—Continuous Welded

Rail Expansion Segments, to insure that the rail string is being imiformly

elongated.

(3) To insure that tlie rail is elongating in accordance with the heat input, the

tie plates should be tapped or rail vibrated to assist the movement of the

rail.

(4) It is recommended practice to lay CWR when the temperature is within

the temperature range as described on Table I. When it is not possible

to lay the rail within this temperature range, it is desirable to adjust at

a later date when the temperature reaches this range. Buffer rails less than

39 ft in length may be used as desired. The preferred laying temperature

should be calculated from Table I. The laying and/or adjusted temperature

and string number may be painted on the rail at the end of each string or

similar effective tagging procedures carried out. A list of tliese tempera-

tures should be forwarded to the proper office for engineering reference.

Table I

Temperature Laying Temperature
Range (Referring to Mean)

Degrees F Max. Min.

100 — 5 —15
110 -10
120 +5 — 5
130 +10
140 +15 + 5
150 +20 +10
160 +25 +15
170 +30 +20

Example: In an area where CWR is to be laid, the maximum summer rail

160
temperature is 125° F and winter —35° F. The mean temperature is 125 —
= 45'. Referring to Table I, for a range of 160° F, the rail is to be laid between

(the mean temperature +15), and (the mean temperature +25), or between 60°

and 70°.
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pre-gaged. Concrete ties should have rail-holding accessories distributed for rapid

application.

B. Rollers should be available to be placed in line with each rail, for the length

of one string. Rollers should be supported not over 40 ft apart for rail under 115 lb

and 50 feet aptirt for rail 115 lb and over. Top of roller should be a minimum of

3 in. above rail seat.

C. A wide-axle machine (WAM) with boom for lifting rail to make connections

and removing rollers, should be available to straddle ties, moving away from the

rail train while pulling two rails.

D. Rail train is moved to the end of e.xistmg track. A ramp car should Ix* placed

at the end of the rail train to provide a transition from the rail train to the track

structure.

E. Two ramps should be placed, one for each rail, connecting the end of car

to the top of running rail. This will avoid dropping of rail end when it is finally

pulled out of car.

F. The WAM, straddling ties, should cable-pull two rails from car until ends

of rail can be connected to the frame of tlie WAM at approximate gage.

G. WAM then moves away from the rail train, pulling both rails. The rails will

lower onto the rollers, which will pemiit both rails to be pidled from train bv- WAM
in one continuous move.

H. Tliree temporary gage rods, spaced 100 ft apart, should be clamped to the

Ixdl of the two rails being unloaded. These rods will prevent rails being pulled by

\\'.\M from lx>uncing, spreading or overturning.

I. Radio communication between starting point, WAM, and rail train engine

is essential. Starting point advises WAM when to stop, back up and allow joint

connections to be made l^etween running rails and rail unloaded.

J. After these connections are made, remove rollers and seat rail on plates

working away from rail train. Rollers should be moved ahead on the new construc-

tion to prepare for unloading of next two rails.

K. Rail-holding devices on concrete ties and spikes in wood ties should then

be applied in sufficient quantity to preserve gage while the rail train is moved

ahead.

L. When rail train reaches the end of rails, process can be repeated.

M. If open-deck bridges are encountered, rail should be disconnected from

WAM, and the WAM moved around to tlie otlier end of the bridge. The rail

should be pulled across bridge by cable, dien reconnected to WAM for continued

laying.

N. Completion of track, including full spiking, application of rail anchors or

other devices, ballasting, surfacing, lining and dressing, should follow the rail train

closely.

\T. INSPECTION OF CONTINUOUS WELDED RAIL IN TRACK

A. Attention should be given to adequacy of ballast section, particularly at

sinks, culverts, on ballasted-deck bridges, at ends of all bridges, road crossings,

mil. 6<)6
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through turnouts, where vehicles are driven along right-of-way, and where foot

paths cross tracks.

B. In the spring and in the fall, a special inspection of joints in welded rail

should be made for bent and missing bolts. At this time, anchor position should be

checked and anchors re-positioned against the ties if necessary.

C. Look for evidence of rail moving through anchors. It may be necessary to

make temperature adjustments, revise anchor pattern, or add additional anchors.

D. Look for evidence of track moving downhill or with the current of traffic

by noting if anchored ties are mo\ang toward non-anchored ties. It may be neces-

sary' to relieve undesirable stresses by cutting out rail at head end of movement

and adding rail at other end. In this case, additional anchors should be added.

E. If there are short flat spots in cur\'e alignment or minor hne kinks in tan-

gent track, determine if ties are floating in the ballast section by digging out a tie

end. Welded rail must be kept tightly tamped.

F. Determine if base of rail is seated uniformly on tie plates. If rail is tilted

on one side of base, it may be necessary to relieve pressure to prevent buckling or

pull-apart.

VII. MAINTENANCE OF CONTINUOUS WELDED RAIL IN TRACK

A. General

(1) Recommended AREA ballast section should be maintained at all times.

(2) Good tie condition should be maintained at all times with sufficiently

sound ties to maintain adequate gage, svurface and line.

(3) Rail anchorage should be maintained in accordance with "Rail Creepage

—

Number and Position of Rail Anchors" (Continuous Welded Rail), Part 5,

this Chapter (page 5-5-5 of AREA Manual).

(4) Tie renewals and surfacing should be carried out when the temperatirre

is the same or lower than the laying or adjusting temperature.

B. Tie Renewals

( 1 ) Do not remove more ballast from ends of ties to be replaced or from

cribs than is absolutely necessary.

(2) Surface and alignment of track should not be disturbed more than is

absolutely necessary.

(3) There should be sufficient adjacent ties properly spiked for every tie

from which spikes and anchors have been removed. Where heavy tie

renewals are required, renewals should be done in two or more passes,

and sufficient time should be allowed between passes to insure that the

new ties are firmly embedded in the ballast.

(4) Installation of spikes and rail anchors should be made immediately after

new tie insertion.

(5) Upon completion of tie renewals, recommended ballast section should be

immediately re-established.
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C. Surfacing

( 1 ) Track should not be surfaced until sufficient ballast is distributed to pro-

vide recommended ballast section after surfacing.

(2) Track should not be raised more than necessary to maintain good surface.

(3) When surfacing track out-of-face, both rails should l>e raised simultane-

ously, maintaining cross level.

D. Lining

( 1 ) Track should not be lifted above established profile when bning.

(2) Ballast must be replaced at the ends of ties immediately after lining.

E. Repair of Buckled Track

( 1 ) When immediate temporary repairs are necessary, track should be lined

to best possible curve, and the required clearance provided.

(2) For i-)ermanent repairs, tracks should be restored to correct line and speci-

fications for CWR.

F. Repair of Broken Rails, Pull-Aparts and Other Defects

( 1 ) If the rail pull-apart is less than 3 in., anchors should be removed on the

side of tlie tie away from the joint and heat applied to both rails a suffi-

cient distance to obtain closure. Mechanical means may be substituted for

heat. Rail anchors should be remoxed and reapplied immediately after

obtaining rail closure.

(2) Broken rails, defective rails or pull-aparts in excess of 3 in. should be

repaired by saw-cutting in a short section of rail not less than 18 ft. in

length. When necessary, this rail should be adjusted at a later date,

according to the specifications of Table I above.

(3) When a straight break occurs and there is no other defect in the rail,

angle bars may be applied until permanent repairs can be made. Care

should be taken to assure proper bearing of the angle bars.

(4) For field repair of weld failures, refer to AREA Manual pages 4-2-6.10

and 4-2-6.11.

G. Maintenance of Joints

( 1 ) All joints should be fulK- bolted and bolts kept tight at all times. Bent

bolts should be replaced.

(2) Particular care should be exercised at all joints to assure good surface to

protect rail ends from deterioration.

Mil. TRANSPOSING CONTINUOUS WELDED RAIL

A. Saw-cut both rails at entering end of curve at a location where rail contours

match.

B. Remove inside line spikes and rail anchors from both rails around curve.

( Spike pullers recommended.

)

C. Nip outside spikes where required.

D. Set low rail into center of track. (One off-track crane recommended.)
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E. Saw-cut high rail at leaving end of curve at location where rail contours

match.

F. Set high rail into tie plates on low side. ( Use of off-track crane from

Step 4.)

G. Field-weld new low-side rail at entering end of curve.

H. Insert tie plugs on new low rail.

I. Respike new low rail. (Recommend use of spike driver.)

J. Saw-cut low rail at leaving end of curve.

K. Set low rail onto tie plates on high side. ( Use off-track crane recommended

in Step 4.)

L. Field-weld new low rail at leaving end of curve.

M. Field-weld new high-side rail at entering end of curve.

N. Insert tie plugs on new high rail.

O. Respike new high rail. (Recommend spike driver.)

P. Apply rail anchors. (Recommend two rail anchor machines.)

Q. Field-weld new high-side rail at leaving end of curve.

(d) Modem Methods of Heat-Treating Carbon Steel Trackwork and Repairing

Such Trackwork by Welding

This subject is currendy being reviewed with plan to furnish recommendations

for adoption as Manual material next year.

(e) Review Specification for Welding Manganese Castings

This is a new subject and a review of this section 5—5—10 of the Manual will

be made based on current technology and handled for consideration as Manual

revisions.

Report on Assignment 8

Track Geometry

A. B. HiLLMAN (chairman, subcommittee), W. B. Dwinnell, E. R. English, D. L.

Jerman, L. T. Klauder, W. B. O'Sullivan, R. P. Rasho, B. Post, H. E.
Storey, A. F. Ubaldi, W. J. Wanamaker, M. Wilson.

(a) Special Requirements of Track Construction and Maintenance Due
to Operation of Modern Equipment

The subcommittee has obtained some new information on tliis subject and is

actively progressing the assignment.
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Special Subject: Investigation of Minimum Length of Tangent Track

Required Between Reverse Curves

The report of the subcommittee pubhshed on pages 670 and 671 of Bulletin

646, Januar\-F"ebruary 1974, contained some recommendations for tangent dis-

tances bet\\een reverse curves. Since that time the Track Train Dynamics Program,

Task I of Phase II, has issued a report dated October 1976, entitled, "Minimum
Tangent Length Between Reverse Curves for Slow Speed Operation." It carries

the number R-228 and is available from:

Director

Technical Center

Association of American Railroads

3140 South Federal Street

Chicago, Illinois 60616

R-228 has been reviewed by this subcommittee. The following will be consid-

ered for submission as Manual material next year:

MiMMiM Tangent Lengths Required Between Reverse Curves for Yard

Operations, with No Spiral and No Superelevation

1. There appears to be no need for tangent between reverse curves of 6° or

]e^s.

2. For reverse curves over 6° but under 14°, tangents should Ijc provided

l>etween the ciir\es at least as long as those indicated below:

Degree of Recommended Tangent
Reverse Curves Length, Feet

Under 6

6

7 10

8 20

9 25

10 30

11 40

12 50

13 60
14*

" For curves above 13°, the maximum coupler angle is exceeded regardless of the length of
tangent between curves. Curves above 13° should, therefore, be avoided.

3. Some critical conditions might be observed in any yard. For example a

simple Xo. 8 turnout to a track paralleling the one from which it diverges on

13-ft centers will provide approximately 41 ft of tangent Ijetween the toe of frog

and point of reverse curve, which is probably not sufficient for critical consists

between nearly 12° curves. A No. 8 turnout to parallel track on 14-ft centers in-

creases the tangent to about 49 ft which should cause no proI)lems.

4. Extreme long car-short car coml)inations should not l)e operated o\er re-

verse cur\'es of 10^ or longer.

Your subcommittee will keep in touch with the Track Train Dynamics Pro-

gram and report on progress with respect to the above subject.
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Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

Those whose nnmes are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman and vice chairman,
are the subcommittee chairmen.

To tlie American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

B. Revision of Manual.

No report.

1. Reliability Engineering as Applicable to Work Equipment Design and

Manufacture.

No report.

2. Machine Design—Hydraulic and Electrical Systems.

Progress report, presented as information page 229

3. Machine Design—Engines.

Progress report, presented as information page 231

4. Disposal of Used Equipment and Surplus Parts.

Progress report, presented as information page 233

5. Training Programs for Machinery Operation and Maintenance, collabo-

rating as Necessary or Desirable witli Committee 22.

No report.

227
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6. Study Design of Cars Used by Maintenance of Way Department, Such

as Ballast Cars, Equipment Transport, Tie Cars, Rail Cars, Etc.

No report.

7. Temperature Compensated Stress-Adjustment Equipment for Use Dur-

ing or After Laying CWR, Collaborating as Necessary or Desirable with

Committee 4.

Xo report.

8. Applied Metallurgy—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment.

No report.

9. Data Processing for Work Equipment E\aluation, Information and
Control, Collaborating as Necessary or Desirable with Committee 32.

No report.

The Committee on Maintenance of Way Work Equipment,

D. E. Crawford, Chairmoji.

Hefilie (Sugene Conner

1908=1977

Leslie Eugene Cormer, retired super\TSor of work equipment, Seaboard Coast

Line Railroad, died in a Hamlet, North Carolina hospital on January' 19, 1977.

Mr. Conner was bom Jidy 23, 1908 at Sa\annah, Georgia, and serxed his

apprenticeship as a machinist with the finn of T. A. Bryson & Son of that cit>-.

He joined the Seaboard Air Line Railroad in 1942 \\'ith sixteen years previous

experience.

He became a member of the American Railway Engineering Association in

1948 ser\Tng on Committee 27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment from 1949

until his death.

Mr. Conner will be remembered for his efforts toward innovation in roadway
machines and the dissemination of technical knowledge. His sincere interest in

Committee 27 and his contributions to the work of the committee won him the

respect and affection of his fellows.
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Ct)arlc6 (Cugcne iitlc(!3ntce

1926=1977

Charles Eugene McEntee, engineer maintenance of way, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern

Railway, died at his home in Joliet, Illinois, on April 6, 1977.

Mr. McEntee was born June 25, 1926, at McGehee, Arkansas, and studied witli

International Correspondence Schools. He entered railroad service with the Illinois

Central in 1949 as instnmientnian at Waterloo, Iowa. He joined the Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern as supervisor of track at Gary, Indiana, in 1958 and became division

engineer of the Joliet Division in 1962.

He became a member of the American Railway Engineering Association in

1953. He participated in the work of several committees, first in 1961 with Com-
mittee 27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment, then from 1964 to 1966 on

Committee 22—Economics of Railway Construction and Maintenance, and in 1970

with former Committee 31—Continuous Welded Rail. He returned to Committee

27 in 1974 and was a member at the time of his death.

Report on Assignment 2

Machine Design—Hydraulic and Electrical Systems

J. p. ZoLLMAN (cliairnmn, subcommittee), D. C. Johnson, M. E. Kerns, A. E.

MoRRiss, Jr., Dave Schulz, C. R. Turner.

Your conunittee submits the following report as information for guidance of

equipment manufacturers and railway maintenance personnel in the design, con-

struction and evaluation of electrical systems.

Electrical systems shall conform to American National Standards Institute and

International Standards Organization except where a conflict occurs, then the follow-

ing will apply:

2.5.1.1.

Upon completion of manufacture and before any operation shall begin, all

parts of the electrical system shall be clean and free from scale, rust, dirt, water

and any other contaminant. All material and workmanship must be of satisfactory

quality for the intended use.

a. A sequence of operation, along with a correct electrical physical and sche-

matic drawing large enough to be easily followed for trouble-shooting shall be

provided. Subsequent changes shall be described in new drawings provided to all

customers.

b. Whenever practical, various components shall be interchangeable.

c. Cable shall be routed to prevent exposure to physical damage. Thin wall

conduit should not be used.
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d. All machines must have negative ground.

e. Battery charging generators and alternators must have rated capacity to

handle all operating equipment and accessories with a 50% reserve.

f. If the battery system is 24 volts, using two standard 12-volt batteries, the

manufacturer shall not connect any 12-volt load to one battery.

g. Battery box shall contain a battery disconnect switch and shall have a cover

that can be locked with a large padlock.

h. Standard, readily available components shall be used in construction of

electrical system.

2.5.1.2 Electrical Apparatus Cabinets

a. Cabinets for electrical apparatus shall be of steel interior. Clearances be-

tween walls of cabinet and bare Uve parts of all apparatus or switchboard shall be

not less than VA in., where a potential in excess of 50 volts exists.

b. All cabinets must be arranged so that panels can be readily removed and

all parts requiring adjustment are easily accessible.

c. Adequate lighting shall be provided in electrical cabinets.

d. Pipelines, other than electrical conduit, shall not enter electrical cabinets.

e. Metal-surfaced interior walls of electrical cabinets must be painted with

approved electrical insulating paint, or coated with other approved insulating mate-

rial. The floors of lockers must be covered with an approved electrical insulating

material.

f. Nominal voltages used must be plainly indicated outside the electrical

apparatus locker.

g. All components must be plainly identified showing capacity, use and refer-

ence to electrical drawings.

h. Wires shall be equipped \\dth good quality terminals and identified with

markers. Terminal posts must be plainly marked. All wires in cabinets shall be

neady dressed and clamped.

i. Electrical and electronic equipment cabinets must be weatherproof.

j. Electrical apparatus lockers, boxes, and housings which contain heat pro-

ducing elements, must be properly ventilated.

2.5.1.3 Motor Control Apparatus Overload Relays

a. All fractional horsepower motors shall have fuse protection.

b. All motors )i hp to 1 hp shall have automatic reset themial protection within

the motor itself rather than in the starter and fuse protection in the line.

c. Motors in excess of 1 hp shall have starter relays with built in thermal

protection.

d. Overload relays shall be in each line of a 3-phase starter in ungrounded

systems.
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Report on Assignment 3

Machine Design—Engines

V. R. Erquiaga (chairman, subcommittee), D. E. Crawford, E. T. Daley, W. J.

GoTTSABEND, W. A. MacDonald, R. L. Matthews, F. H. Smith, C. R.

Turner.

Your committee presented a basic discussion of engines and engine selecaoii

in Bulletin 651, January-February 1975 and a report regarding environmental con-

trol impact on engine design in Bulletin 661, January-February 1977. The follow-

ing report on current engine design concepts for fuel conservation is presented as

additional information.

Discussions with the various engine manufacturers have given us the impres-

sion that most of their efforts are concentrated on design changes to meet air and

noise regulations for the trucking industry. As can be imagined, the increasingly

difficult noise suppression and exhaust emission problems receive number one

priority from both legal and public relations standpoints. Any changes made in

truck engine design are passed to industrial engines where practical and advan-

tageous or necessary. Thus, some benefit does accrue for other users. Manipulation

of the fuel-air ratio continues to be the major factor in minimizing air pollution.

Isolation of engines inside insulated housings is the most common and effective

noise reduction method. As one manufacturer's representative has stated, the

consumer is spending as much as 30 percent of the cost of his engine for noise

dampening.

Some information has been made public regarding current efforts to increase

engine efficiency while limiting engine cost, size and weight. One interesting

experiment is an attempt to design a practical diesel engine with a variable

compression ratio.

The diesel engine is dependent upon the heat of the air temperature within

the cybnder at time of fuel injection to fire the fuel. The more the air is com-
pressed the hotter it becomes. Unlike the conventional gasoline engine where fuel

and air are taken into the cylinder on the intake stroke, only air is taken into the

cylinder of the diesel on the intake stroke. The principal reason for the high

compression ratios of the diesel, which may reach 24:1, is the heat requirement

for firing the fuel when starting and engine idling.

Fuel is injected into the cyhnder when the piston reaches the top of its

compression stroke. The fuel and compressed air mixture ignites and the expansion

of the heated compressed air pushes the piston downward on its power stroke.

The amount of power that can be developed by an engine is dependent upon
the amount of air and fuel taken into the cylinders.

The conventional, naturally aspired diesel engine depends upon the vacuum
of the descending piston on its intake stroke and the atmospheric air pressure to

supply air to its cylinders. Accordingly, the amount of power that can be obtained

from the engine is limited to the amount of air that can be taken in, as no more
fuel can be injected into the cylinder than can be efficiently burned.

In order to increase the amount of air taken into cylinders, turbochargers

can be used. A turbocharger is a small turbine which is dri\en by the engine
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exhaust gases and acts as a compressor forcing air into the cylinders. With a

greater volume of air under compression in the cylinders, a greater amovmt of fuel

can be injected, increasing fuel and air mixture and increasing the down pressure

of the piston on its power stroke. However, the amount of turbocharging and fuel

injected into the cylinders is limited to the amount of combustion pressure stress

the engine components can withstand. Eventually a point is reached where it is

prohibitive to increase the size and weight of the engine to withstand additional

stresses.

One of tlie approaches to obtaining more power per engine size and weight

is to reduce the compression ratio of the engine. By doing so, the air within the

cylinder can be turbocharged to a higher pressure without developing peak pres-

sures which are too high. A diesel engine with a compression ratio in the neighbor-

hood of 14:1 can be turbocharged and horsepower can be increased to a degree.

Then, however, insufficient heat is generated at idle speeds for the engine to

operate. Also, problems arise in starting the engine. One manufactmrer originated

the concept of a variable compression piston. With this design it was possible to

increase the compression ratio for starting and idling and decrease it as power

demands dictated.

It was possible to increase the horsepower of an exi>erimental engine by 33%.

This idea was not pursued, apparently because the cost of the engine design

could not be justified by the savings that were efi^ected in fuel costs, etc. The

present trend in our fuel supply problems may cause a revival of interest in this

design concept.

There are a number of gasoline engine manufacturers who are experimenting

with engines of the variable displacement design. Purpose of this design is to

operate only as many cylinders as needed to supply power requirements. This

theory was considered as far back as 60 years ago. Fuel supply and valves were

made inoperative on cylinders not required, permitting the engine to operate on

only the number of cylinders needed as dictated by power demands. However,

apparently because of the relatively small savings in fuel as compared to costs of

intricate engine design, the idea was not continued.

There has been renewed interest in controlling power output through adjust-

ment of engine displacement since the beginning of the energy shortage in 1973.

One manufacturer developed an engine which was designed in such a manner

that the engine's hydraulic valve lifters could be deactivated on a selective basis.

This idea was not pursued because of costs and engine design complications.

Another concept which apparently has merit and is being pursued is con-

trolling the engine displacement through design of the valve mechanism at the

rocker arms and incorporating a floating pivot arm. Because the gasoline engine's

operation is governed through use of a throttle or butterfly valve in the carburetor,

when the throttle is closed during periods when engine power demands are low,

pistons tend to draw a vacuum in the intake manifold—unlike operation at full

load when the carburetor throttle valve is open. This loss can be eliminated if

the operating cylinders of the engine can be kept under maximum load. The

maximum load and number of cylinders working ratio can be maintained by

deactivating intake and exhaust valves of those cylinders not required. Operating

only that number of cylinders needed to carry the load with throttle valve open,

not only reduces vacuum losses but increases the efficiency of the engine and
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reduces fuel costs. Closing of both the intake and exhaust valves does not permit

flow of air through the cylinders and allows them to remain at operating tempera-

tures. Maintaining these temperatures is very important in maintaining thermal

efficiency as well as insuring cylinders will fire efficiently as valving and fuel

supply are returned to operation.

It is certain that the interest that has been generated in fuel-efficient engines

will result in improvements to engine efficiency utilizing the basic conventional

engine design. There is talk in the trades that the variable displacement engine

\vill be available in the year 1978.

Report on Assignment 4

Disposal of Used Equipment and Surplus Parts

R. L. M.\TTHEWs (duiinnan, subcommittee), L. J. Calloway, W. F. Cogdill, D. E.
Crawford, J. M. Driehuis, V. R. Erquiaga, W. J. Gottsabend, O. T. Har-
mon, S. R. Horn, C. Q. Jeffords, D. C. Johnson, H. F. Longhelt, R. E.
MuRDocK, J. R. Pollard, R. S. Radspinner, F. H. Smith, J. R. Smith, Jr.,

C. R. Tltrner.

With the shortage of machine parts, especially for older machines and some
castings on new ones, it has become necessary to l•e-e^•aluate the disposal of used

equipment and surplus parts to determine what, if any, equity we now liave. In

the past the rapidly rising cost of labor has caused some lines to dispose of equip-

ment on an as is, where is, basis, regardless of like kind kept on the property.

On 16 lines answering a questionnaire about this subject, there was a total

of 765 machines disposed of in the year 1975. With this figure we must infer that

the total number of machines disposed of on all railroads would indeed be a very

large figure, and so represents a considerable amount of money even if sold as scrap.

Some questions we should ask prior to machine disposal are:

A. What is the machine worth for resale?

B. What parts could be reused at a savings?

C. Do you have like machines now operating where the manufacturer has

gone out of business or has discontinued availability of repair parts?

D. Do you have necessary storage space or protection from the elements for

parts removed from machine to be scrapped or scavenged?

A. What Is the Machine Worth For Resale?

If the machine is to be sold as scrap, a simple formula of weight multiplied

by the current scrap price per pound will svne as a guide, with accessibility of

removal from the property a strong factor. If the machine is operable or within
reasonable repair or could be sold for more than scrap value, the old suppK- and
demand cliche will apply. One of the ways to dispose of machines in dus fashion
is to consult a "used equipment broker." These brokers are well established and
have the necessary outlets to produce the best and fastest sales. Some lines have
enough volume to handle their own machine disposal program, utilizing the same
basic methods used by the broker, such as advertising in the printed media and
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circulating a list of available pieces of machinery or parts by mailing brochures to

interested buyers. The departments listed on a recent survey as performing this

function in order of popularity on various railways are Purchasing, Engineering,

and Work Equipment Supervisor.

B. What Parts Could Be Reused at a Savings?

Many times we scrap a unit only to realize in a short time we need one

component that will cost more to buy than we received for the entire machine.

Some lines elect to strip a machine of pumps, engine, compressors, drives, reducers,

axle assemblies, or other easily removed components and scrap the bulky hull.

Some lines report using the rail axle assemblies on heavy-duty push trucks, built

in their own shops.

C. Do You Have Like Machines Now Operating Where the Manufacturer
Has Gone Out of Business or Has Discontinued Availability

OF Repair Parts?

There can be little doubt about the increased value of machine parts for

machines where like machines still continue to operate on the property, or for

machines no longer produced, or where the manufacturer has gone out of business.

D. Do You Have the Necessary Storage Space or Protection From the
Elements for Parts to be Removed From Machine to be

Scrapped or Scavenged?

Without protection, such as old buildings, canvas type covers, or a spray type

sealer, the machines are exposed to the weather and so are sometimes of little

value when needed for a spare part. Some of the problems of keeping old machines

are that they are sometimes bulky and require large storage areas, they are

vandalized and pilfered, and become little more than an eyesore.

With reference to disposing of spare parts, the above is also applicable. Some
lines sell the scrapped machines, some hold if like machines are still in service,

while others may arrange a list of parts to circulate to prospective buyers or return

new parts to the factory at a percentage for credit.

To sum it all up, one must agree now is the time to take a new look at ma-

chine and parts disposal with a keen eye, so your line will garner the best returns

from your disposal program.
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Committee

( E ) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman,

and secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee reports on the following subjects:

B. Revi.sion of Manual.

As previously reported, the subcommittee has completed the details of

decimalization and reorganization of Chapter 7. Publication awaits

completion of current work in subcommittees working on Assignments

2 and 3.

2. Grading Rules and Classification of Lumber for Railway Use: Specifi-

cations for Structural Timber, Collaborating with Other Organizations

Interested.

The work under this title had l^een essentially completed some time

ago; however, industry rule revisions have forced the recalculation

of allowable unit stresses for designs subject to railway loading. This

work has been progressed through certain of the species, and should

be completed on the remaining species this year.

3. Specifications for Design of Wood Bridges and TresUes.

Extensive revision of the Manual material under this title has been

progressed to a near final point at the subcommittee level for the

majority of the design section. It is now hoped that subcommittee

work can be completed in the coming year.

235
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5. Design of Structural Glued Laminated Wood Bridges and Trestles.

The revision of this section to meet current industry standards is

currently in the hands of the subcommittee for review and should be
presented to the full committee during the coming year.

7. Repeated Loading of Timber Structures.

The subcommittee is currently reviewing data that have been collected

to date and determining what additional data will be required to com-
plete the subject.

8. Protection of Pile Cut-Offs; Protection of Piling Against Marine

Organisms by Means Other Than Preservatives.

Contact with committee members for the purpose of locating railroaders

and others conversant with the problem met with only limited suc-

cess. A review of available hterature is currently underway by the

subcommittee.

9. Study of In-Place Preservative Treatment of Timber Trestles.

Work continues on the details of arranging to again determine the

levels of preservative remaining in a treated area. Specimens from a

bridge in-place treated not less than 15 years ago are to be consid-

ered, and it is hoped that re-evaluation can be made of timber that

was previously tested to determine the loss of treatment in respect

to time.

The Committee on Timber Structures,

J. A. GusTAFSON, Chairnuin.
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jFrank J^enrp Cramer
1883=1977

Frank Henry Cramer, retired bridge engineer of tbe Chicago, Burlington &

QuincA- Railroad, died on July 7, 1977, at Chicago. He was preceded in death by

his wife, Mary Theresa Porte Cramer, whom he had married September 18, 1906.

Mr. Cramer was born in Chicago on July 24, 1883, and attended the Chicago

School of Engineering and the Lewis Institute of Chicago. He began work for the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy in 1904 as a tracer-designer. From 1907 to 1912,

lie was engineer in charge of steel repair of viaducts over the railroad's tracks in

Chicago. From 1912 to 1919, he served as office engineer in Chicago. In 1919, he

was named assistant bridge engineer and promoted to bridge engineer in 1939,

which position he held until his retirement from railroad service, December 31,

1954.

Mr. Cramer joined the American Railway Engineering Association in 1921

and became a Life Member on January 1, 1955, upon his retirement from railroad

serxice. He was a member of Committee 7 from 1926 until his death, having

been elected Member Emeritus in 1958. He was also a member of former Com-

mittee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses, 1946-1958.

Mr. Cramer was also a member of the American Railway Bridge and Building

As.sociation, having served in many capacities, including first vice president, 1938-

1940. He maintained an active interest in railway engineering throughout his

retirement period as well as his working years. His advice and counsel will be

greatly missed by his fellow Association members.

1912=1977

John Joseph Ridgeway, director of engineering services for the Bessemer &
Lake Erie Railroad, Greenville, Pennsylvania, died July 27, 1977, at Buffalo, New
^'ork. He is survived by his widow, Nancy Shiver Ridgeway; his mother, Mrs.

Stella Ridgeway of Sharon, Pennsylvania; a daughter, Mrs. Penny Lee Hittle; a

son, John Terry Ridgeway; one granddaughter and one grandson.

Mr. Ridgeway was born July 18, 1912, at Point Marion, Pennsylvania, and

was a graduate civil engineer from West Virginia University. He began work for

the Bessemer & Lake Erie in Greenville as an assistant supervisor structures in

1946. He was promoted to acting supervisor structures in the same year, and in

1947 was appointed supervisor structures. In 1959 he was named engineer

structures-processes, and then project manager in 1970. Then in 1972 he was

promoted to director engineering services, which was the position he held at the

time of his death.

Mr. Ridgeway joined the American Railway Engineering Association in 1964

and was a member of Committee 7 from 1965 until his death, serving as vice

chairman, 1969-1970, and chairman 1971-1973. He joined the American Railway

Bridge and Building Association in 1957, in which he held many offices, until

l)ecoming president in 1974. His participation and dedication to the railway engi-

neering field will be greatly missed by his fellow members of the Association.
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Service Proven Benefits
OF TRAFFIC MASTER® II COMPUTER-BASED, COLOR VIDEO cTc

CONVENIENCE — Controls are input via a compact
keyboard and instantaneously processed for transmission.

Indications are automatically returned and displayed on

vivid color video display units. Up-to-the minute
operations reports - OS, signal, train, and block (others

optionally available) - are provided via video display and

line printer, on schedule and upon request.

ECONOMY — Multiple control centers are consolidated,

and the entire territory is controlled from one location.

Track changes require software revisions only - control

office hardware modifications are not normally required.

VERSATILITY -Traffic Master II can be tailored to meet
the requirements of any rail, rapid transit, or open pit

mine railway system. It interfaces to any coding system -

from relay, to solid state, to computer controlled.

&
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COSTAIN CONCRETE
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

CON-fORCE COSTAIN
OF NORTH AMERICA

REAOY MM COSTAIN
OF AUSTRALIA

Have Participated In The Supply Of Prestressed Concrete Ties To

Canadian Pacific Ltd.

Chessie System

FRA FAST Track

Norfolk & Western Ry. Co.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co.

Toronto Transit Commission

New South Wales Railways, Australia

Iranian State Railways

Spanish National Railways

Hong Kong Government

London Transport, U.K.

And Are Supplying

1.5 Million Ties To Canadian National Railways

200,000 Per Year To Australian National Railways

750,000 Per Year To British Rail, To Whom Over
11.0 Million Ties Have Already Been Delivered

ffl ^
no

lb

ra

III ffl [ffi
Head Office: 1000 Alberta Place

1520—4 Street, S.W.

Calgary, Alberta

Phone (403) 264-1590
U.S. Office: Wilmington, Delaware
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TIE-SAVR ...
EFFECTIVE SOLUTION TO
AN AGE-OLD PROBLEM

Easy reclamation process adds five to eight years
to spike-ltilied ties.

^

Our new spiKe hole (illof is proving lo be a real wrnneri Now. readily available, il's •

lapklly replacing wooden dowels as the standard method oi repairing spiKe-killefl

trackage

A dry, granular compound. Tie-Savr results from a formuia thai includes a wood
preservala'e. a petroleum byproduct, and various other chemicals Two to three

ounces till the average oversize spiKe-killerJ hole.

Heat generated by re-spiking causes the Tie-Savr to plasticize and firmly interlock

with the wood libers inside the spike hole. Adherence lo itie spike metal itself is

assured by chemical reaction as the cooling process lakes place Therefore. 80
percent of the original spike-to-lie bond ts achieved and sustained from five to

eight years. (One railroad customer expects eight to ten years per tie.)

In replacement
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1®* InTrackwork
At Abex, we're first in service to the railroad industry, with a

full and comprehensive line of specialized trackwork and related

equipment.

Our highly sophisticated manufacturing facilities are coupled

with industry's most knowledgeable engineering team, and
backed by more than 75 years' experience, to meet the track-

work needs of railroads, mines, and industry.

Included in our comprehensive line of products are a full

range of frogs, switches, and crossings; trackwork for installation

in paved areas; automatic switch stands; Samson switch points;

switch point guards; rail and flange lubricators; tie pads; dual

spike drivers; car retarders; and switch machines. To name a few.

If you have a trackwork problem, ask Abex first.

CORPORATION

M EMBE n

Railroad Products Group
VALLEY ROAD, MAHWAH, NEW JERSEY 07430
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and they're great for yard and

^ ^ wayside buildings too!

t ^L^ ^Model 45* Caban Heater
f%CVC^ ^V ^ ^'^'^ new GYRO JET burner and cast iron cooking top
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RTW PORTABLE
RAIL GRINDERS.

A model for every requirement.
With over 65 years of grinder experience, RTW has
developed the most complete line of versatile, portable
grinders available to the industry. Whatever your need,
there's a RTW model especially designed for the job.

• E-72 (shown above), a flex-shaft power plant with a variety of attachments
for multipurpose use.

• E-1 (shown below), a lightweight flex-shaft grinder available with straight

and cup-wheel hand piece.

• P-6-L, for high-speed precision grinding of frogs and rail joints.

• P-16 D.S.P., a heavy duty unit designed
for removing overflow metal from all

types stock rails and switch points.

• JG-970, dual head, cross grinder for high-
production rail slotting.

• X-60. a single head cross grinder

• P-45-A, cup-wheel surface grinder for

reforming welded rail ends.

Write for detailed specification sheets on
these and other high-performance
equipment by RTW.

/B»ia*^ Other RTW Maintenance Equipment MCMBt r

( RTW ) Switch Point Grinders • Cross Grinders (Rail Slotter) • Surface Grinders DOt
\____..^ Frog Grinders • Flexible Shaft Grinders (with attachments) .IF^rY

RAILWAY TRACK-WORK CO. 2381 Philmont Ave., Bethayres, Pa. 19006
Agents: Philadelphia— B. E. Carey • Chicago—ESCO Equipment Service Co.

Houston— Service Equipment & Supply Company « Los Angeles— Simkins Company
Louisville—T. F. Going • St. Louis— R. E. Bell Co.

S. Plainfield. N.J —Eastern Railroad Equipment Corp. • Canada: Montreal —Woodings-Canada Ltd.
Export: American Equipment Co., Boca Raton, Florida
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ulBa^

Tnermit
^m

.„A MODERN, SELF-PREHEAT METHOD OFFERING:
n AUTOMATIC, ERROR-FREE PRE-HEATING AND TAPPING

OF WELD METALS

n EASY. COLD REMOVAL OF RISERS

D NO EQUIPMENT TO PURCHASE OR LEASE

Call or Write For FREE Details... Plus, Job-Site Demonstration

lIS.rMERMy|NC.v
Lakehurst, New Jersey 08,733 •• (201 ) 657-5781 Teie^: TEGOWHP 710-568-1352

n
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LORAM'S ALL AMERICAN

TRACK TEAM
24 STONE RAIL GRINDER

Modern
Maintenance
of Way
Equipment

...designed

to do the job

better, easier

and at less cost

— with your

nnen

or ours —

in record time!

^M ^hm
CRIB SKELETONIZER TIE INSERTER

AUTOSLED

..il-.^ -.1
- \i* * *Si::iS,inSirA^rM i'.rL.;

I

MULTI-PURPOSE MACHINE

_ 1
TlSt^'t ' i|B Vfi^S^n.^^lF-^^IQil ii 'i C'^.

AUTOTRACK WITH PLOW AND SLED

THE WINNING TEAM FOR TRACK REHABILITATION PROGRAMS
LORAM RAILWAY MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT FOR:
• Shoulder Ballast Cleaning • Raising Track • Resurfacing •

Reballasting • Replacing Ties • Undercutting • Ballast Cleaning
• Crib Skeletonizing • Rail Grinding Single or Multiple track •

Mainline or Yard tracks

CONTRACT, SALE or LEASE

FOR FULL DETAILS
OR SHOWING OF

OPERATING FILMS,
WRITE OR CALL TODAY

MAINTENANCE OF WAY, INC.
3900 Arrowhead Drive • Hamel, MN 55340 U.S.A
PHONE: (612) 478-6014 • TELEX: 29-0391; Cable. LORAM
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Solid
Design and construction features of the

hook, throat and pad work together to

provide real gripping force with

enormous reserve power

Positive anti-overdrive stop.

Generous hook and throat

base pads assure positive

seating. . firm grip.

Stamped code identifies

rail size application.

Channeloc
Channeloc presents a deep, full length profile to the tie for maximum
tie-bearing integrity. Its large, smooth bearing surface enables

Channeloc to evenly transfer the thrust of rail creep to the tie

without affecting service life of the tie, plate or spike.

Channeloc is easily applied, removed and re-applied.

•ChanfWIOC is p'oleclM D» U S Paleni Numoers 3 102 690-3 1 l8.-32r-3.1S9.10«.

IRUE lEMPER.
An Allegheny Ludlum Industries Company
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Safistran
MODEL C

POWER TRACK WRENCH
WITH

STANDARD CARRIER

The Model C Power Track Wrench with Standard
Carrier is moved easily on rails via twin rollers on
machine side and single insulated roller on outboard
side.

SafBtran
MODEL C

POWER TRACK WRENCH
with OPTIONAL 750A
TRAVERSE CARRIER
and SET-OFF PEDESTAL

Ji>^

This carrier allows 360' rotation of machine as well
as travel between rails without lifting unit from tracks.
The wheels on this carrier are insulated so as not to

shunt track.

A Set-Off Pedestal, included with this package,
allows one man to easily remove machine from track
in the event of emergency.

For complete details and ordering Information — SEE SAFETRAN M/W CATALOG — Section 16C

VERTICAL CHUCK
This option bolts on easily to

accommodate screw spikes, lag
screws and clip bolt nuts.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
HORSEPOWER
9.0 H.P. Max. @ 3600 RPM. 8.5 H.P. Max. @ 2900
RPM.

CHUCK SPEED AND TORQUE
High Speed 112 RPM developing 2230 inch pounds
of torque. Low Speed 26 RPM developing 9600 inch
pounds of torque.

PRIMARY OR ENGINE DRIVE
Positive disc clutch drive. No physical effort required
by operator to maintain clutch engagement

TRANSMISSION
Enclosed gears with two speed gear clutch, running
in oil. The only adjustment required can be made
externally on the clutch control, by the operator.

DRIVE TRANSMISSION TO CHUCKS
Enclosed drive shaft to two sets of bevel gears,
running in oil. The reversing clutch gears are also
part of the first or top set of gears in the chuck head.
The reversing control handle does not have to be
held In either position to maintain operation.

BOLT TENSION
Compact, positive micro-culout. Easy adjustment.
Can be made by operator. Adjustment and all micro-
cutout parts are enclosed, thus protected frotn the
weather and possible damage from contact with
other objects.

BALANCE
Engine and transmission counter balance the chuck
head without the use of springs, resulting in a mini-
mum of effort required by the operator to perform
the various movements.

Safetran Systems Corporation
7721 National Turnpike • Louisville, KY 40214 • (502)361-1691

u^u__J
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THE OFFICIAL RAILWAY
EQUIPMENT REGISTER*

C TC-HCH M. to

THE
OFFICIAL
RAILWAY

EQUIPMENT
REGISTER'

fRtlCHI CARS OPtRATtD

BV THE RAILROADS AND PRIVATE CAR

COMPANIES Of NORTH AMERICA

tSSUEO APRIL 10. 1977 EFFECTIVE APRIL 20, 1977

ISSUED BY

NATIONAL RAIlWAr PUBLICATION COMPANY. AxcnI.

#. i. TRUISC. 'Mu.nt Ott^ti.

Describes by reporting marks and series numbers freight cars

operated by railroads and private car companies of North America,

with inside and outside dimensions, cubic and pounds capacities,

A.A.R. Mechanical Designations and Car Type Codes. Includes

interchange points for railroads and home points for private car

owners, with instructions regarding payments, movements and

repairs. Separate section for railroad-owned heavy capacity and

special type flat cars, and A.A.R. Car Service and Car Hire Rules,

plate diagrams, and selected circulars and directives. Complete list of

A.A.R. Reporting Marks and Uniform Alpha Codes. Published

quarterly. Subscription $45. Single copy $15.

Order today from t

THE OFFICIAL RAILWAY EQUIPMENT REGISTER
426 WEST 33rd ST. • NEW YORK. NY 10001 •(212) 563-7399
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Rail Maintenance Service

Rail End Welding
Rail End Hardening DOff
CWR Joint Normalizing Iffr'
Frog and Switch Welding

""^^

Rail Maintenance Equipment
Custom Manufacturing and Fabrication
Joint Bar Shims
Rail Anchor Shims
Rail End and Frog and Switch

Welding and Grinding Machines
CWR Heating and Cooling Equipment
Rail Flaw Testing Equipment
Telebrineller Portable Hardness Tester

TELEWELD INC., 416 NORTH PARK ST., STREATOR, ILL. 61364

Write for details of the TELEWELD process for restoring rail ends.
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PETTIBONE
A complete line of frogs, switches

and trackwork specialties.

Equipment for track maintenance and materials handling.

Multikranes

7)4 to 35 tons

Truck-Kranes 15 to 80 tons

A complete line of Pettibone

Mercury lift trucks and tow

tractors.

Hydro Mower brush cutters.

PETTIBONE

Speed Swing

models 441-B&442-A

PETTIBONE CORPORATION
233 S. Wacker Dr. Suite 5700

Chicago, III. 60606

312/876-0618

CLEVELAND FROG & CROSSING CO
6917 Bessemer Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44127
216/641-4000
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A CDMPLEX
CROSSING

IIS iiy ID. K.t. ran

complex crossing, a crossing

within a crossing, is an example of the

highly technical engineering and
craftsmanship developed by Nelson Iron

Works to meet industrial railroad track

requirements.

We specialize in the manufacturing of

railroad track material, such as frogs, switches

and crossings.

Complete Trackwork Catalog aval lable on
request— no obligation.

NELSON^
iRonf viroRKSS. inrc

Mailing address: P.O. Box 80816, Seattle, Wa. 98108
3423 Thirteenth Ave. S.W, Seattle, Wa. 98134
Telephone: (206) 623-3800
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Whafs he doing?
"Welding" the structural cracks on the concrete
bridge by full depth epoxy injection. Result: Com-
plete structural integrity at a fraction of replace-

ment cost, and without service interruptions.

The proven Osmose method includes: preliminary

inspections, analysis, cleaning, sealing, epoxy in-

jection, and detailed inspection reports.

OSMOSE RAILROAD DIVISION
4546 Tompkins Drive
Madison, Wisconsin 53716
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CALORITE Field Welding

by

ALFEX, INC. of Montreal

United States Distributor

LEWIS RAIL SERVICE COMPANY
1949 Green Road Cleveland, OWo 44121

(216) 486-7583

Portable Oxy-Acetylene CWR Welding Plant

Contract Field Welding

Contract Frog Switch and Rail Repair

SECURITY Railoc Locknuts
assure "Fail-Safe" Railroad performance!

Square Pattern

Size Range:

V4"-10 thru 1%'-6

Heavy Hex Pattern

Size Range:
%"-16 thru 4'-4

Our unique Spring Steel locldng insert grips and
locl(s the bolt TIGHTLY—where other devices FAIL!

SECURITY Locknuts are made
specifically for use on track, switch-

es, bridges, frogs, scales, retarders,

diamonds, and other railroad ap-

plications. Plated finishes and spe-

cial alloys are available for use at

locations subject to unusual corro-

sive conditions.

SECURITY Locknuts are manu-
factured in compliance with Asso-

ciation of American Railroad Spe-
cification M-922-68, as well as

IFI-100 Fastener Standards.

Stocked IN DEPTH
for immediate delivery

• Absolutely Vibration-Proof

• Heat-Resistant to 750°F
• Unlimited Reusability

• Lowest Maintenance Cost
• Resist Corrosion, Severe Cold
• Rugged All Metal Construction

SECURITY
LOCKNtmiNC

9134 Belden Ave.

Franklin Park. III. 60131

Phone: (312) 455-0551
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Try this with
the tie plates youYe
using now.
Chances are you can I because

conventional tie piales weigh

about 20 pounds each. But the

ones above average only one

pound each' They re the highly

Ourable. polyethylene tie plates

frofti Koppers.

Weigh Less, Cost Less. That s

r.ght. They're I /21th the weight

ol Itjc tie plates yoj re probably

using now. For you. this means
greatly reduced freight costs .

and much easier handling lor

your trackmen. What about price'

For more direct savings. Koppers

polyethylene tie plates cost less

than today s conventional tie

plates.

Two types of Lightweight

Heavyweights. Koppers row has

readily available the single-

shouldered or double-shouldered

tie plate tor sidings and industrial

track. With some limitations, the

double-shouldered tie plate can

also be used lor branch lines and

main lines.

Tested and Proven. Extensive

tests were conducted at Koppers

Pesea'ch Center using a Tie

Wear Machine designed and

developed by the Association o'

American Railroads Alter many
years ol simulated wear by the

machine, there was no damage to

the tie plates or to the load

bearing area of the tie under the

plates And after over 6 years ol

successtui field testing on

some ol the nation's leading

railroads, these high density

polyethylene tie plates have

more than proven their durability,

corrosion .^nd weather-resistance.

Readily Available. Because

our tie piales aic available, you

won't have to plan tar in advance
when ordering. To find out how
little time it would lake, ask for

our complete Tie Plate Informa-

tion Kit by writing to Koppers

Company. Inc.. Forest Products

Division, 1900 Koppers Building

Pittsburgh. PA 15219.

KOPPERS
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CABU
Kerite has stood the test of time, not only in the

laboratory but where it counts. ..in use. Kerite,

the cable that lasts. ..and lasts. ..and lasts...

THE KERITE COMPANY
PRINCIPAL OFFICES: Atlanta; Boston; Chi-
cago; Houston; Los Angeles; San Fran-
cisco; and Seymour, Connecticut • Sales
Representation throughout the United
States. A subsidiary of Harvey Hubbell
Incorporated.

H'$ the KERITE insuhtion that makes the difference
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A DOZEN (and one) WAYS to^
IMPROVE your M/w PROGRAM

., ^

RAILROAD PRODUCTS. INC.
1524 FREDERICK STREET RACINE WISCONSIN 53404
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WhatIIGraalWavtoHold
miallroailllDgether

standard and insulated track joints

Motive power and rolling stock

Bridges and other RR structures

Send for our newest FREE CATALOG
on how to hold it all together:

HUCK MANUFACTURBIMG COMPANY
8001 Imperial Driven Waco, Texas 76710

HUCK
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3ai/mwnt
RAILWAY MOTOR CARS

AND WORK EQUIPMENT

^^^^B
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WANT TO RAISE, TAMP AND
LINE 10 SWITCHES IN ONE DAY?

WITH ONE MACHINE!

nr

YOU CAN WITH THE

PLASSER 07-ICG HIGH-SPEED

SWITCH TAMPER

One reason for the amazing speed of the 07-ICG Is that it uses two

operators working side by side, each operating a four-tool tamping head.

Another is the fact that the machine is equipped with the Plasser system

for perfoming the raising, lining and leveling functions automatically,

using "sighting" wires working through servo valves. The work heads are

laterally movable so that each operator is able to place his tamping tools

exactly where he wants to tamp. Furthermore, all the tools can be tilted

individually inwards or outwards.

PLASSER AMERICAN CORP.
2001 Myers Road, Chesapeake, Va. 23324

(804) 543-3526
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Committee

( E ) Member Emeritus.

Those whose n ime.s are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman
and secretar>', are the sjibcommittee chairmen.

To file American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

B. Revision of Manual.

Revisions to Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges submitted for

adoption were published in Bulletin 665, November-December 1977.

L Develop Criteria for the Design of Unloading Pits, Collaborating with

Committees 7 and 8.

A new section, Section 8.4, Unloading Pits, was adopted in 1977.

Refinements to this specification are being considered and will be

submitted in 1978.

2. Obtain Data from Which the Frequency of Occurrence of Ma.\inmin

Stress in Steel Railway Bridges May be Determined Under Service

Loading.

No report.

239
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7. Bibliography and Technical Explanation of Various Requirements in

AREA Specifications Relating to Iron and Steel Structures.

Additional items of Technical Explanation on recently adopted

revisions and additions to the Manual are being written.

10. Continuous Welded Rail on Bridges, Collaborating as Necessary or

Desirable with Committee 5.

Revisions to Section 8.3, Anchorage of Decks and Rails on Steel

Bridges, submitted for adoption, were published in Bulletin 665,

November-December 1977.

The Committee on Steel Structures,

D. S. Bechly, Chairman.
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Committee

( E ) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chaimian, vice chairman

and secretar>', are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering, Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

A. Recommendations for furtlier study and research.

D. V. Sartore has requested that Committee 24 undertake a study to

identify the training programs that railroads have established for newly

hired graduates in their engineering departments.

1. Recruiting.

Progress report, presented as infonnation page 243

4. Student Aifiliates.

Committee 15—Steel Structures, was selected by Connnittee 24 to spon-

sor the Annual AREA Student Award for 1978-1979. However, after

due consideration, the members of Committee 15 felt they could not

spare the time and effort required to sponsor such an event at this

time, so the matter was dropped.

Eleven students have been granted student affiliate memberships

in AREA. A significant number were summer employees of railroads

in 1977 and were contacted by the chief engineer encouraging them

to apply. This is further evidence that much can be done by railroad

officials to encourage student affiliate membership among those em-

ployed by their railroads.

241
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5. Continuing Education.

No report.

6. Speakers.

A letter was sent to faculty advisors of ASCE student chapters

encouraging them to contact the chief engineer of the railroad within

their geographic area. They are encouraged to establish seminar lec-

tures as well as student chapter meetings/forums where the railroad

industry and its employment opportunities can be made known to the

students. A similar letter will be sent in January 1978. Chief engineers

are encouraged to contact the institutions in their operating district to

activate these opportunities.

9. Research Resource Availability.

A. M. Zarembski provided a list of contact people in Federal Agencies

that are involved in railroad research. The following are from the

Office of Research and Development, Federal Railroad Administration,

2100 Second Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20590:

Robert Parsons, associate administrator

Leavitt A. Peterson, director—office of rail safety research

Donald L. Spanton, director—office of freight systems

Miles Mitchell, director—office of passenger systems

From the Office of University Research, Department of Transpor-

tation, Washington, D. C:

Dr. Ravera, acting director

And from the Office of Ground Systems, Transportation Systems Cen-

ter, Kendall Square, Cambridge, Mass. 02142:

Stewart Hobbs, director

The following Association of American Railroads officials are also in-

volved in ongoing research:

Washington, D.C, 1920 L Street, N.W.

Dr. William J. Harris, Jr., vice president. Research & Test

Department

G. H. Way, assistant vice president, Research & Test Department

C. E. Taylor, director—analytic studies division

Chicago, III, 3140 S. Federal Street

J. G. Britton, director

J. R. Lundgren, manager—track research

D. H. Stone, director—Metallurgy Division

K. L. Hawthorne, director—safety research. Applied Technology

Division

V. K. Garg, manager—dynamic research

G. J. Moyar, project director. Track Train Dynamics—Phase III

The Committee on Engineering Education,

B. M. Davidson, Chairman.
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Report on Assignment 1

Recruiting

W R. Catching (chairman, subcommittee), A. M. Gary, J. T. Evans, H. E. Hurst,

T. D. Kern, D. V. Sartore, D. M. Tate.

Ten years ago, in 1967, your committee undertook an investigation into the

career background of U. S. railroad officers at management levels (report published

in the Januar>-February 1968 AREA Bulletin). The purpose of this initial study

was to catalogue biographical and salary data for officers in this group to illustrate

the reniunerati\e career opportunities open to new recruits within the railroad

industry.

Many changes have occurred during the past ten years that have seen mergers

and consolidations involving a number of railroads and creation of the National

Railroad Passenger Corporation (Amtrak) that assumed financial and operating

responsibility for intercity passenger service.

.Accordingly, it was decided to produce a new updated study by assembling

current data from the same publicly available sources used ten years ago. .\nnual

Reports Form R-1 to the Interstate Commerce Commission identified and provided

compensation data for all Class I railroad officers paid $40,000 or more annually.

Personal information and career highlights for a substantial nmnber of these officers

were then obtained from biographical sketches available in standard reference

publications. The three tables that sununarize tliis report assemble this back-up data

to provide high, low and average compensation and age statistics and distribution

of these officers by education level and initial department when first employed.

Examination of the current ICC Reports identffied 1,136 officers paid $40,000

or more in active service on Class I railroads at the end of the year 1976. Ten years

ago, under somewhat lower reporting requirements, 513 officers were listed by all

Class I U.S. railroads as lieing paid $30,000 or more in the year 1966.

Because of the substantial increase in the number of officers included in this

new updated study and certain changes in general railroad compensation practices,

the summary tables in this report have been expanded in two areas of interest to

prospective recruits and career railroaders alike. Separate statistics have been tabu-

lated for chief executive officers and heads of all major departments including the

primary operating sub-departments. In the compensation area separate listings are

shown for annual salaries on December 31, 1976, and total compensation including

director's fees, stock options, bonus payments, etc. Ten years ago additional com-

pensation reported by most railroads was modest and limited primarily to director's

fees.

In recognition of the wide variation in die size of reporting companies, and

thus in the responsibilities and compensation of principal officers, separate tables

have been prepared for tlie major systems (annual revenues more tlian $800,000,000)

and for railroad companies with revenues below that le\'el.

Many interesting comparisons can be noted in the statistical tables. Four of the

highlights are:

1. Relatively young age when appointed (average in the 40's) of officers in

all departments other than chief executives.
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COMPENSATION, AGE AND CAREER BACKGROUND OF U.S. RAILROAD OFFICERS PAID S40,000 OR MORE IN 1976

Table lA. Officers of Major Systems with Gross Annual Revenues More Than 5800,000,000

Source: Annual Reports Form R-1 to the Interstate Commerce Commission; Who's Who in Railroading and
Rail Transit (Simmons-Boardman) ; Who's Who in Finance and Industry (Marquis Who's Who, Inc.)

Compensation in 1976
Annual
Salary

Total Incl
Dir. Fees,

Stk. Opt.,

Bonus Etc.

Age
When

Appointed Course of Study

Department
Where RR Career

Started

S343,000 High 5371,000
249,800 Avg. 312,700
200,000 Low 206,000

Oldest
Average
Younges

Other
Executive
Officers

5240,000 High 5303,000
79,558 Avg. 95,930
35,000 Low 40,000

Oldest
Average
Youngest

12 Engr Degree
11 Law Degree
7 Bus Degree
4 Other Degree
7 Some College
1 No College

11 Unknown*

11 Engi:

9 Legal
7 Executive
5 Transp
4 Equipment
4 Other Dept

13 Unknown*

ng

Top
Legal

Officer

5140,000 High 5234,000
105,200 Avg. 130,400
75,000 Low 89,000

Oldest
Average
Youngest

Other
Legal

Officers

5 85,000 High 5118,000
49,692 Avg. 56,538
36,000 Low 40,000

Oldest
Average
Youngest

74 Law Degree
1 Bus Degree
1 Some College

49 Unknown*

74 Legal
2 Transp
1 Fin s Acctg
1 Mktg s Sales

49 Unknown*

Top
ance and

Accounting

Other

5120,000 High 5141,000
93,500 Avg. 110,300
65,000 Low 79,000

Oldest
Average
Youngest

Fi and
Accounting

75,000 High 5100,000
48,036 Avg. 53,133
37,000 Low 40,000

Oldest
Average
Youngest

41 Bus Degree
10 Law Degree
2 Engr Degree
1 Other Degree

14 Some College
25 Unknown*

56 Fin S Acctg
7 Legal
3 Equipment
1 Engineering
1 Computer Svc
1 Executive

24 Unknown*

Top
Marketing
and Sales

5130,000 High
102,200 Avg.

54,000 Low

5210,000
137,500
56,000

Oldest
Average
Youngest

Other
Marketing
and Sales

5 95,000 High
49,628 Avg.

34,000 Low

5164,000
57,395
40,000

Oldest
Average
Youngest

29 Bus Degree
7 Engr Degree
5 Law Degree
3 Other Degree

33 Some College
2 No College

60 Unknown*

54 Mktg & Sales
9 Transp
6 Engineering
4 Legal
2 Fin & Acctg
3 Other Depts#

61 Unknown*

Top
Labor Relations
and Personnel

5105,000 High
72,800 Avg.

50,000 Low

5139,000
87,200
63,000

Oldest
Average
Youngest

Other
Labor Relations
and Personnel

67,000 High
46,800 Avg.
38,000 Low

73,000
52,150
41,000

Oldest
Average
Youngest

3 Bus Degree
2 Engr Degree
2 Law Degree

15 Other Degree
9 Some College
2 No College

17 Unknown*

19 Lab RelSPers
5 Transp
2 Engineering
2 Mktg & Sales
1 Fin & Acctg
1 Equipment

20 Unknown*

Top
Computer
Services

5 73,000 High 5 87,000
57,400 Avg. 65,900
49,000 Low 49,000

Oldest
Average
Youngest

Other
Computer
Services

5 53,000 High 5 55,000
43,526 Avg. 46,684
36,000 Low 40,000

Oldest
Average
Youngest

8 Bus Degree
5 Engr Degree
3 Some College

13 Unknown*

5 Computer Svc
3 Fin S Acctg
3 Transp
2 Engineering
2 Equipment

14 Unknown*

Biographical information incomplete

Other departments include: Government Affairs, Publ
Real Estate or other

Relations, Planning,
development.

and Materials,
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COMPENSATION, AGE AND CARFER BACKGROUND OF U.S. RAILROAD OFFICERS PAID 540,000 OP MORE IN 1976

Table IB. Officers of Major Systems with Gross Annual Revenues More Than 5600,000,000

Source : Annual Ropor
P^il Transit

Form R-1 to the Interstate Commerce Commission; Who's Who in Railroading and
Simmons-Boardman) ; Who's Who in Finance and Industry (Marquis Who's Who, Inc.)

Numter
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CO^:FEMSAT:C^;, age AI;D career background of U.S. RAlLRO/iD OFFICERS PAID $40, coo OR MORE IK 1976

Table 2. Officers of Companies with Gross Annual Revenues Less Than $800,000,000

Source: Anr.ual Reports Form R-1 to the Interstate Coiranerce Commission; Who's Who in Railroading and
Rail Transit (Simr.ons-Boardman) ; l*o's Who in Finance and Industry (Marquis hTio's Who, Inc.!

tluirter
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More than 23% of all officers paid $40,000 or more (with knouTi educational

level ) ha\ e engineering degrees.

More tlian 27% of all officers paid 840,000 or more (with known depart-

mental background) started in the Engineering or Equipment Departmeht.

Additions to salary (principally incenti\'e compensation) for all officers paid

$40,000 or more averaged 15.7% in 1976 on the major systems and 9.1^ in

the smaller companies.

Bui. 666





Report of Committee 22—Economics of Railway
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J. A. Naylor,
Chairman

Mike Rougas,
Vice Chairman

M. E. Paisley,
Secretary

J. A. Caywood
J. T. Sullivan
W. B. Stackhouse
A. E. Shaw, Jr.

H. B. Berkshire
R. W. Bailey
A. S. Barr
C. D. Barton

G. R. Beetle
A. BORNHOFT
J. W. Brent
R. G. Brohaugh
A. W. Carlson
J. R. Clark
W. H. Clark
S. A. Cooper
P. A. COSGROVE
H. R. Davis
M. H. Dick
H. B. DURRANT
P. Fatula
J. Fox
L. C. Gilbert
W. Glavin
C. R. Harrell
W. H. Hoar
B. G. Hudson
J. C. HUNSBERGER
J. T. Hunter
R. D. Johnson
C. Johnston
W. J. Jones
H. W. Kellogg (E)
W. E. Laird
G. LiLJEBLAD
L. A. Loggins (E)
J. M. LOWRY
M. J. Marlo\v
T. D. Mason
A. L. Maynard

R. T. Meyer
J. R. Miller
H. C. MiNTEER
E. T. Myers
G. A. Nelson
K. A. Olsen
G. M. O'Rourke (E)
R. W. Pember
G. G. Phillips

J. M. Randles
F. L. Rees
M. S. Reid
C. L. Robinson
G. E. Scholze
H. W. Seeley
R. W. Simmons
N. E. Smith
J. Stang
E. H. Steel
J. E. Sxjnderland
W. A. Swartz
S. W. Sweet
H. J. Umberger
J. D. Vaughan
J. T. Ward
G. E. Warfel
H. G. Webb
G. H. Winter
T. P. WOLL
F. R. WOOLFORD (E)
B. J. Worley

Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and
secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the follatving subjects:

B. Revision of Manual.

No report.

1. Analysis of Operations of Railways That Have Substantially Reduced
the Cost of Construction and Maintenance of Way Work.

Progress report, presented as information page 250

2. Study to Establish New Equated Mileage Parameters.

No report.

3. Economics of Producing Continuous Welded Rail by In-Track Welding.

Progress report, presented as information page 259

249
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4. Use of Track Analyzer Car in Inspection of Track and Maintenance

Planning, Collaborating as Necessary or Desirable with Committee 5.

Progress report, presented as information page 262

7. Determine the Economics of Work Equipment Vs. Small Machines or

Hand Labor on High-Density Lines with Limited Track Time.

No report.

The Committee on Economics of Railway Construction

AND Maintenance,

J. A. Naylor, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 1

Analysis of Operations of Railways That Have Substan-

tially Reduced the Cost of Construction and
Maintenance of Way Work

J. T. Sullivan (chairman, subcommittee), M. H. Dick, B. G. Hudson, H. C. Min-
TEER, C. L. Robinson, W. A. Swartz, D. D. Thomas, H. J. Umberger, John
T. Ward.

THE LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE'S STRAWBERRY YARD

This report is submitted as information. It deals with the construction of

Strawberry Yard at Louisville, Kentucky, the newest of the Louisville & Nashville

Railroad Company's automated hump-classification yards.

The Family Lines System of which L&N is a part has other automated hump-

classification yards at Nashville, Tennessee, Birmingham, Alabama, Atlanta, Georgia,

DeCoursey (Cincinnati), Ohio, and Hamlet, North Carolina, with another—Rice

Yard—under construction at Waycross, Georgia, due to be opened in 1978.

Louisville is the largest industrial hub on the L&N System. It is situated at

the intersection of six hues, radiating to Cincinnati, Lexington and Eastern Ken-

tucky coal fields, Corbin and the Southeastern Kentucky coal fields, Nashville,

Evansville-St. Louis and Chicago. To handle traffic over those routes, Strawbeny

Yard receives and dispatches some 33 road freight trains daily; the yard is also a

major interchange gateway, providing (through transfer cuts) connections in Louis-

ville with six major railroads.

The industrial community served by Strawberry Yard and the Louisville Termi-

nal originates-terminates nearly 200,000 car loads annually and contributes more

than $40 million in gross revenues to the L&N, plus considerable added revenues

to the Family Lines. Nearly 100 of Fortune Magazine's 500 largest industrials are

located or represented in the metro-Louisville area. Some have daily production

and shipping schedules merged with L&N's train schedules.

Historically, five separate train yards, constructed between 1900-1920, have

been operated by the L&N to serve the metro-Louisville area. As adjacent indus-

trial areas expanded, so also the L&N expanded those yards. Since 1905, extensive
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shop facilities at South L()uis\ille ha\e handled systemwide repair and maintenance

of locomotives and freight cars.

Because of the segmented development of the several yards and the industrial

areas the\ served, this railroad has been obliged to transfer and rehandle a con-

siderable i-H)rtion of traffic terminating or originating in Louisville and Jefferson

County. The multiple handlings ha\e resulted in excessi\e operating costs and im-

paired service. Identifying a traffic growth of from 25 to 30 percent in the next

several years, L&N management felt that major capital expansion was urgently

needed if the Louisville Terminals were to function and offer an optimum level of

service.

To satisf>' those needs and to realize operating economies in excess of $5 mil-

lion annually, the L&\ embarked in 1973 on the design and constniction of a

modem automated hump-classification yard for the Louisville Terminal. The >ard

lias been constructed entirely on L&N property just south of the original Straw-

berry Yard. Design features included a 49-track classification yard, with adjacent

receiving and departure tracks and supporting mechanical facilities. Automated

car classification and retardation functions are controlled by a sophisticated com-

puter system having complete backup capability and linked to an allied computer

system maintaining updated car inventories.

The new Strawberry Yard brings together within one work area many opera-

tions previously scattered at five expensive and outmoded yards, and the expendi-

ture of about $33.5 million for the new yard is expected to generate savings

exceeding $5 million annually. Much of those savings will result from the elimina-

tion of the smaller yards and the duplicate car handling they made necessary in

the past. The improved service that Strawberry Yard will provide Louisville and

Jefferson County industries will greatly enhance L&N's competitiveness and that

of the Family Lines System throughout the 13-state region they serve.

The location of the Louisville Automated Yard of the L&N was dictated by

existing facilities and land requiring a minimum of grading. With such controls,

soil conditions are not necessarily conducive to straightforward embankment, drain-

age and foundation construction.

The geology and structure of the site was particularly difficult at this site.

The rock that provides ultimate support for the entire complex is a hard, black,

organic, fissile and impervious shale. It weathers poorly to extremely well when
exposed and generally has a 1- to 2-ft layer of weathered and fractured material

at its surface that forms an aquifer. At the north end of the yard, rock is so shallow

that streams show rock in the stream bed while at the south end of the yard it

is almost 50 ft below the surface. The soils are lean to heavy gray or mottled

brown and gray clay formed in lacustrian deposits, basically slackwater deposits

of a precursor of the Ohio River. The surface is es.sentially Hat with little or no

drainage and a fragipan at 1 to 2 ft deep that perches water in the swampy
shallow soils. Large areas of the yard had been excavated and filled with sanitary

waste (a garbage dump). This created problems in construction.

First, the hump grade separation, the scale and the master retarder have to

be supported with essentially no settlement despite soil stress of up to 3000 lb

per sq ft due to the weight of embankment alone on 35 ft of existing soil. Piling

had to be ruled out because negative skin friction exceeded the capacity of piling

Drilled piers had to l>e designed for the sum of applied loads and negatixe skin

friction. This required massive units primarily due to the skin friction.
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Secondly, buildings, including the yard office, the engine facility and the car

shop, were largely constructed on spread footings. Despite soft, wet surface soils,

most soils provided adequate foundations. Care had to be taken to avoid thin

localized strata of softer soils well below the surface. The more serious problem

was the sanitary landfill at several major buildings. These were removed and

refilled with imported shale. This shale was not as stable as that from the site

and placement had to be carefully controlled. Further, means had to be devised

to dispose of the sanitary leachate and the solid material.

Tall, slender structures such as lamp towers and yard towers were carried on

reinforced drilled piers. These resisted substantial overturning loads and hardly

any dead load.

Bridges at the north end of the yard rest directly on rock while those on the

south are on rock bearing piers or skin friction piles.

The yard is largely fill made up of friable shale, waste foundry sand, cinders,

but mostly clay from retention pond and future landfill excavations. The amount,

the sources and the uses to which the materials were being put dictated com-

paction requirements and controls suitable to the material and the function.

Local and state ordinances put further restrictions on the flow from the land:

quantity and quality. Storm water had to be retained to allow discharge at a

rate no greater than from this swamp land. Fortunately, with the need for borrow

material, there was use for the material excavated from the retention pond. Flow
from the entire tract is discharged through an 18-in. pipe.

In all, the problems given the soils engineer required a certain amount of

inventiveness to devise solutions, but largely the problems were solved with care-

ful design, standard construction procedures, a great deal of study and evaluation,

close coordination with the L&N engineering staff and, finally, carefully applied

quality control: inspection, testing and consultation with the owner and the con-

tractor to provide a structure appropriate to the situation at the lowest practical

cost.

Strawberry Yard Drainage

Realizing the inherent difficulty in adequately draining a facility of this type,

the railroad placed emphasis on the design and construction of the drainage com-

ponents. Based on knowledge attained from previous endeavors and current design

concepts, the resulting drainage scheme was constructed as indicated on the draw-

ings and is described as follows.

Utilizing the crown about the longitudinal center of the yard and the imper-

vious characteristic of the dense graded aggregate, the primary drainage of the

classification yard between North and South Ditches has been accomplished with

a system of rock-filled concrete flumes, drop inlets, pipe and open ditches which

outlet into an approximately 3-acre retention basin near the south end of the yard

prior to discharging into South Ditch. Similar drainage is provided in the service

area which flows to North Ditch at the north end of the service area. A portion

of this service area drainage flows directly to North Ditch while the car shop and

diesel service apron drainage is diverted to a pollution-control facility for treat-

ment prior to discharge into the metropolitan sanitary system.

The concrete flume was selected as the primary collector of storm \\'ater for

its relative non-clogging capability, and the flume was filled with large stones

to improve this feature. Classification yards experience maintenance difficulties
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due to debris dropped from rail cars by cleaninj^ operations and liumpin^ impacts.

In time, the flumes may require cleaning to remove the debris that may fill the

voids of the large stone inside the flume. With the accessibility of the flume, this

maintenance could be performed in conjunction with the rctiuired periodic replac-

ing or cleaning of the ballast.

The network of rock-filled concrete flumes is located parallel to the tracks

and is designed to flow at self-cleaning velocities to a system of pipes laid perpen-

dicular to the tracks and draining toward ditches at each side of the yard. There

are catch basins at the junction of the flumes and pipes and drop inlets at inter-

mediate points along the pipes. In areas along roads and away from tracks, there

are open ditches in lieu of the concrete flumes. In the bowl area a drop inlet has

been provided at the low end of each skate retarder and at various positions

along the ladder track to provide positive outlets for this most critical and senfii-

tive location.

To prevent discharging into South Ditch, a County drain, a flow greater

than was existing prior to construction, Jefferson County required a retention

basin to be incorporated in the facility. The designed retention basin can contain

18 acre-feet of runoff with a water surface elevation 449, the invert elevation of

the last pipe in the drainage system. A 100-year storm is expected to produce

18 acre-feet of storm water runoff in the yard. With no outflow to South Ditch,

a 48-hour stonn with an intensity of a 100-year storm will cause the level in the

basin to be near elevation 455, the outlet inverts of the cross drain pipes.

With a flap-gate installed on the outlet pipe of the retention basin, it is antici-

pated that there will be little or no flow from the retention basin into South Ditch

during or immediately following a design storm due to the water surface elevation

of the stream. Thus, the retention basin will drain only after the water level in

South Ditch has begun to subside.

Facts About Strawberry Yard

Location: Nine miles south of downtown Louisville in Southern Jefferson

County; adjacent to industrial district.

Cost: $33,500,000

Design and Construction: 1973-1977

Other Basic Statistics: Yard is 4 miles long, covers 265 acres. It has:

—47 miles of continuous welded rail track.

—Four sub-yards, including 49-track classification yard.

—12 miles of paved roads, 45,000 sq ft of paved parking areas.

—7,000 standing car capacity.

—275 switches, 9 lap switches.

—Receives, dispatches from 50 to 60 road fast freight and local trains in

24-hour period.

—Has capacity to handle 4,000 cars in-out in same period. (Hnmp capacity

—

3,000 cars in 24-hour period).

Site Preparation:

1.1 million yards of dirt, sand used to backfill site (portion having been old

landfill).

555,000 cubic yards of dense graded rock aggregate, shale fill used for sub-

ballast.

Drainage system includes network of flumes connected to cross drains.
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Sub-Yards:

"A" or Receiving Yard—24 tracks ( 149,000 track feet ) varying in length from

60 to 150 cars (based on 55-ft car lengths). Capacity—2,341 cars. Function:

Receive road freight trains, locals, interchange cuts and local industry cuts; inspect

and process cars, feed cuts to hump and "B" yard for classification.

( "A" Yard connected to "B" Yard by two lead tracks, converging to one

track passing over 24-ft high hump.)

"B" or Classification Yard—49 tracks in groups of 7 tracks, from 21 to 60

cars long. Capacity—1,954 cars'**. Function: Classify inlx)und trains, cuts over

hump and into 49 "Bowl" tracks.

"C" or West Departure Yard—8 tracks, from 143 to 161 cars long, including

one thoroughfare track for light engines, otlier through movements. Capacity:

1,217 cars (75,152 ft of track). Also, three pullback tracks, 4,000 ft long, each

track. Fimction: Receive cuts from "B'VBowl Yard to build road freight trains and

interchange/transfer cuts; also handle run-through trains (track centers are 17 ft,

allowing access by mechanical deparhnent vehicles to inspect, service trains).

"D" or East Departure Yard—7 tracks, from 58 to 72 cars long (44,000 track

feet). Capacity—458 cars. Fimction: Receive cuts from Bowl Yard to build local

trains, cuts destined for area industries, interchange to other railroads.

"M" or Mapother Yard—20 tracks, with 1,124-car capacity. (Included two-

track piggyback facility, four tracks for auto-handling facility). Function: Receive

cars from "B" and "D" Yards to build industry cuts; also has receiving yard

capabilit>' for cuts from industry.

Buildings

Main Yard Office/Tower—Five-story brick-steel structure built on concrete

spread footings; on east side of hump at north end of classification yard. Air

conditioned, with elevator. Function: Houses below staffs, equipment.

1st Floor—Signal and retarder control equipment; computers and related

equipment (PCS, ICS systems).

Scale and interlocking equipment.

Communications equipment; communications shop.

2nd Floor—Agency and yard clerical forces; Louisville Tenninals operator (at

switching console).

3rd Floor—Conference room; 4th floor—superintendent terminals and staff.

5tla Floor—Hump tower—working location (with switching, communications

consoles, CRTS, T\^ monitors ) for terminal coordinator, terminal

trainmaster, hump yardmaster, hump foreman, car foreman, inven-

toiy clerk.

"Bowl" Tower—Prefabricated steel building with steel legs on reinforced

concrete piers at south end of classification yard. Has switch, conununications

console, CRT, printer. Function: House Bowl yardmaster directing switch crews

transferring cars from B Yard to make up trains, cuts in C, D yards.

"Bowl" Locker Room—Prefabricated steel building next to Bowl Tower. Func-

tion: House lockers, wash facilities for transportation, mechanical department per-

sonnel assigned to Bowl Yard.

*" Potential for Expansion: Space available for two added 7-track groups on each side of
"Bowl" for increased capacity. Grade and drain systems already installed.
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One-Spot Car Repair Facility—110 x 244-ft prefabricated steel building,

59,000 sq ft under roof, on concrete spread footing. Has 11 tracks, including 3

mn-through tracks. Function: Perform light, semi-heavy repairs to freight cars;

house facilities, tools to repair cars (includes 6 jib cranes with 3 hoists, each of

!)• ton capacit>'; 3 car pullers); also offices, locker-wash rooms for mechanical

department.

Diesel Servicin<i Facility—7 tracks, including two on concrete aprons, 49 x

325 ft, with drainage collection pans; also small prefabricated steel building for

roundhouse foreman, tools and supplies. Fimction: Inspect, fuel, sand and perform

liiiht repairs to road, \ard locomotives.

Fuel Starage Facility—Two steel tanks on east side of hump, coimected b\-

pumps, underground pipes to diesel facility. Function: Store 1 million gallons

diesel fuel.

Compressor/Signal Maintainers Building—Prefabricated steel building on west

side of hump lead. Function: Houses air compressor to supply "yard air" and air

required to operate retarders, svvdtches in "B" Yard. Also, houses office, shop and

storage area for signal maintainers.

Pin Fullers Building—Small prefabricated steel building on west side of hump

lead. Function: Pro\ ide shelter, office, locker and wash facilities for pinpullers.

Cahoose Service Building—At south end of \\'est Departure Yard. Small pre-

fabricated steel building on concrete slab. Function: Witli two tracks, used to

store equipment, supplies to service and stock road cabooses.

"\orth End Yard" or Receiving Yard Tower—Small prefabricated steel build-

ing with steel legs on reinforced concrete piers at east side of "M" Yard; adjacent

to Receiving Yard. Function: House yardmaster (with communications console)

directing trains entering receiving yard, industry' cuts entering, leaving "M" Yard.

Pollution Control Plant—On east side of hump just north of Yard Tower.

Small prefabricated steel building housing office, laboratory to test effluent; also,

pumps, grit collection pit, settling basin and underground collection system. Func-

tion: To process, test liquid, solid wastes from car shop, diesel servicing area,

hump and retarder oilers, return pure (or treated) water to natural yard drain-

age; store other solid, liquid wastes for disposal elsewhere.

36 Lighting Towers—Eighteen 100-ft Hollophane high mast type lights on

concrete piers in classification yard; each equipped with 12 1000-w metal Halide

luminaries and lowering system; 18 other towers iwsitioned throughout lialance of

yard. Function: Provide illumination for all yard areas.

Oiler Building—Located at hump crest just north of Pin Puller Building.

Function: Provide top-of-rail lubrication for cars passing oser hump; store oil,

lubricants for yard use.

Signal & Communications

1 Electronie track scale, 10.5-ft-long of 400-ton capacity just over the crest

of tlie hump, has weigh-in-motion capacity to pro\ide computed weight/cars

humped.

1 Master Retarder, 142-ft-long/electro-pneumatically operated, on south or

"Bowl" side of crest.
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7 Group Retarders, each 98 ft. long/electro-pneumatically operated, leading

from master retarder into 7 track groups of "B" yard. Also equipped with "top

of rail lubrications" to improve roUability of cars. (All on concrete slabs, caissons

anchored to bedrock).

49 Skate Retarders, located at south end of each "Bowl" yard track. Have
automatic and/or manual operable controls. Function: Prevent cars from rolling

out of "B" yard.

1 Dragging Equipment Detector—^just north of hump crest. Function: Sounds

warning signal, stops humping if dragging equipment detected.

Departure Yard Shove Signal Indicators—dwarf signals at south end of each

departure track in "C" and "B" yards. Function: Protect north end of departure

yard tracks from becoming fouled.

12 TV Cameras and Monitors—located at all track entrances, exits to yard;

also on hump. ( Monitors in main yard office tower, 2nd floor, bowl tower, other

strategic locations).

24 CRT Display Units

8 High Speed Printers

Computers—4 systems (2 "on line"; 2 on "Hot/Standby")

PCS—Process control, handling humping function, movement and direction/control

of cars being humped and moving from A Yard into B Yard for classification.

ICS—Inventory Control, maintaining inventory of all cars in each of foiu" sub-

yards; updates car inventories, with reception of new cars (from arriving trains,

cuts), transfer of cars from sub-yards and/or departure of trains and cuts from

yards.

Microwave—Tower-mounted disc links Strawberry with general office building

in downtown Louisville.

Strawberry Yard Pollution Control Facility

A. Grit Rem.oval and Related Equipment

The primary treatment area consists of a screening chamber, 60-ft-diameter

grit-removing and flow equalization chamber, and duplicate pvunping facilities for

pumping wastewater, oil skimmings, grit and settled sludge, and ground water.

These are described as follows:

1. Screen Chamber—The screen chamber consists of a rectangular concrete

chamber, with an internal width of 4 ft, and a length of 10 ft 6 in. The screen

is constructed of steel, hot-dip-galvanized after fabrication. The openings between

the bars are 1 in. The screen is arranged in such a way as to permit easy cleaning

by rake. The chamber includes an 18-in. rectangular sluice gate, which discharges

into the grit-collecting chamber. If it is desired to dewater the grit-collecting

chamber for equipment maintenance, the 18-in. gate is closed manually and the

8-in. bypass sluice gate is opened. If the plant is operated in a bypassing mode

and wet weather flows occur, a high level bypass which is not gated will allow

wastewater flow to discharge into the grit chamber.

2. The Grit Chamber and Flow Equalization Tank—This chamber is 60 ft

in diameter witii a circular outside wall extended from a top elevation of 460.5

down to a bottom elevation of 446.5. Not including the hoppered bottom, the

tank has a total volumetric capacity of 296,000 gallons. The tank will normally
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be operated to maintain the wastewater between a low ele\ation of 448 and a

high water elevation of 450. This is the expected operating range during dry

weather. In wet weather, the holding capacity of the tank will permit the level to

rise. According to local rainfall records, tlie worst accumulation of rainfall in 24

hours is 7 in. Based upon a catchment area of approximately 1 acre, this amounts

to 190,000 gallons in 24 hours and is equivalent to a vertical rise of 9-ft within

the holding tank. Operation at 150 gpm treatment rate will easily accommodate

such wet \\'eather flow.

The grit-collecting flow equalization tank includes a rotating sludge/grit col-

lector which will provide continuous scraping of sludge and grit to the center

hopper.

3. Grit Pumps—Two grit pumps each rated at 150 gpm will provide for

automatic pumping of accumulated sludge and grit from the grit tank. Each pump
will be time clock controlled. In normal operation, one pump will be "oft-line"

and the other pump will operate two or three minutes every 30 minutes, with

ac-tual pumping time being determined by the sets on the time clock. In wet

weather, the operator may place the grit pump on continuous operation if desired.

The installation of the grit pumps has been arranged to provide maximum depend-

ability. The suction side of the pump is valved and it includes a connection for

back purging the grit suction line with compressed air.

4. Two Submersible Wastewater Pumps—Each with a capacity of 150 gpm,

provide for the pumping of wastewater to the physical-chemical treatment facilities.

At the inlet end to the facilities a rate controller will be used to establish actual

rate of flow into the treatment facilities. In normal operation, one wastewater

pump will be "ofi^-line" and the other pump will be controlled by liquid level float

switches. At low level, pump will shut down, and at high level, pump will start.

All physical-chemical treatment facilities and related equipment which had been

"on-line" in the pre\ious treatment cycle will automatically start-up when the

wastewater pump is signaled to start.

.5. Oil Pumps—Waste oil may be skimmed from the grit tank Ijy one of hvo

methods. .\t times of minimum collection of waste oils, a 24-in.-wide belt skimmer

will sldm the oil from the grit tank and discharge into the oil sump. At times of

unusual accumulations of oil in the grit tank, the variable position waste oil

pump may be manually operated to decant oil from the grit tank and discharge

it into the oil pump chamber. Oil collected in the oil pump chamber will be

automatically pumped to the salvage oil storage tank by float switches. Under

normal operation, one oil pump will be "off-line" and the other one will be auto-

matically controlled by the float switches.

6. Ground Water Pumps—Two groundwater pumps will provide tor auto-

matic pumping of groundwater drained from the outside perimeter of the grit

tank to the groundwater sump. Float switches will pro\'ide for automatic opera-

tion of the ground water pumps.

All pumping equipment described above will be controlled from the motor

control center in the control building and all pump controls will include elapsed

time meters to pro\ide a cumulative record of the time of operation of each

pumping unit.
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B. Treatment of Settled Wastewater

The settled wastewater will be treated by a flotation process. It is planned

to treat wastewater at a fixed rate, ranging from 100 to 200 gpm, controlled

by manually set rate controller. When the process is turned on in response to a

signal from the wastewater pump chamber, all treatment equipment will operate

in the mode of operation which existed at the end of the previous treatment

cycle. Adjustment in feed rates for flocculation and clarification will be made

manually. However, adjustment in feed rates of NaOH and H2SO, will be made

automatically by the pH controller.

C. Grit and Sludge Washing Facilities

This portion of the treatment facilities consists of three separate steel tanks

for the collection and storage of sludge or grit and washing of the sludge and grit

to remove waste oils. These facilities are described as follows:

1. Steel Tanks—The three steel tanks are identical in design and layout. Each

has the capacity of 12,000 gallons. The overflow weir at the top of the tank is at

elevation 477.5 and the hopper bottom is at elevation 463. The tops of the tanks

are covered partially by the mixer support bridge and the balance of the tank

surface area is covered with fiberglass. Top covers are necessary to reduce heat

loss during steam heating in the process of washing sludge or grit. Sides of the

tank are insulated with premolded insulation protected with aluminum sheeting.

The steel tank will have a minimum shell thickness of J4-in. steel plate. The flat

bottom of the hopper on each tank has two horizontal pipe connections. One

horizontal connection is for pumping grit or sludge after the treatment cycle. The

other horizontal connection is a tank drain. These lines connected in a horizontal

position \\d\\ eliminate the tendency for clogging.

2. Tank Mixers—a 20-hp mixer installed on the top of each solids treatment

tank will provide for mixing dming the washing cycle. Each mixer will be clutch

protected and equipped with stainless steel shaft and blades.

3. Remote Control—A remote control panel mounted on the tank bridge will

provide for automatic remote control of specific equipment so that the operator

may execute the basic washing operation from the bridge. The remote control

panel will be electrically wired to permit "ON" and "OFF" control of the tank

mixer, the back wash water pump and four chemical feed pumps.

4. Oil-Skim Process—After pH reduction to pH 2 and heating to 140° F,

sludge or grit accumulations in the solids washing tank will release their oils to

the surface. This oil will be floated off and drained to the oil salvage tank. The

oil salvage tank has its own provisions for decanting accumulated water which is

drained back to process.

5. Discharge From Solids Treatment Tanks—Following oil skim operation,

two alternate operations are possible. If the solids are grit, they are pumped to

the drying beds. If the solids are essentially alum residue, this is pumped to the

recycle alum tank for reuse in the physical-chemical treatment system.

The yard has been open only a short time and the L&N is well pleased with

the resultant improvements in efficiency and feels that the expenditures have been

economically justified by results to date. Inbound cars are being placed at indus-

tries within 24 hours of receipt in the yard and outbound shipments are moving

out within 24 hours of pull from the industry compared with as much as 4 days

with the five scattered small yards, with resultant reduction in per diem costs.
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Report on Assignment 3

Economics of Producing Welded Rail

by In-Track Welding

MiKK RouGAS (chairman, subcommittee), M. II. Dick, Cuy Liljebl.\ij, E. T.

Myers, F. L. Rees, W. B. Stackhouse, J. D. Vaughan, Jk.

The following report is submitted as information.

IN-TRACK ELECTRIC FLASH-BUTT WELDING

Electric flash-butt rail welding has successfully been carried out in tlie United

States, using the Russian process for field-welding rails together in the track. To

date, over 14,000 welds have Ix'en made on American railroads using tlie same type

of machine that is being used by the French National Railway. Any size rail up

to and including 155 lb can be welded with tlie machine.

The welding process is similar to that used by other flash-butt welding machines,

e.xcept the apparatus is small and mobile enougli to be moved along the track from

joint to joint. The machine is supported on a jib crane mounted on the front of

a conventional self-propelled railroad car. A small electric hoist lifts the welding

machine or lowers it to the track for welding. For the welding operation after the

joint bars have been removed, the machine is clamped to each rail of tlie joint to

l)e welded. Following a flash-off to clean and match the two rail ends, an automatic

program heats the rail ends by electric resistance arcing. When sufficientiy heated,

the two rail ends are pushed together to marry the two rail ends in a compression

weld. After a short-time delay, to allow the weld to cool below tlie plastic stage,

the machine is undamped and removed. The upset material is removed from the

top and both sides of the rail ball and edge of the rail base manually witli pneumatic

chisels. The sides of the web and the bottom of the base are not trimmed. It

should be noted tliat the latest model machine is equipped with a shear. The car

is then moved forward over the new weld to the next weld position, and the pro-

cedure repeated. To assure good electrode contact for the machine, the web of

each rail is polished on both sides using a pneumatically driven hand grinder, which

is supplied with air from a compressor on the car.

The rails may be either cropped prior to welding or not, as the railroad chooses,

depending on the type of service and the condition of tlie rail, and the respective

bolt holes. As the procedure moves along the track, it is necessary to pull back tlie

successive rails, in order to make up the rail lost in the weld upset or cropping.

The pull-back is done by using a small cable winch mounted on tlie lower side of

the front of the car. The pull-back requires that all anchors be removed from the

track ahead of the welder. In actual practice, the tie plate is removed from die tie

nearest the weld to pennit the imobstructed alignment of the rails by the welder.

Also, to assure an unobstructed access to the rail by die welder, the spikes are

removed from the three or four ties near the weld. If a weld should fall on a tie,

the weld can be relocated by cropping one rail, the tie can be relocated, or a split

tie plate can be used under the weld. The first alternative is probably the most

popular.
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In one operation observed on an American railroad, a force of 21 men with

two foremen was used to remove rail joints, pull spikes, remove tie plates, pull rail

back ahead of the welding, finish grind welds, install tie plates, respike rail at

weld, and finish-grind the weld. Over a period of 52 days in which 2,666 welds were

made, the productivity achieved was 51 welds per eight-hour day, with on-track

time being 6 to 6.5 hours per day. This operation did not involve cropping. At the

time of the observ'ation in 1975, the cost to lease the machine, operate the machine

and trim the upset from tlie weld was reported in the range of $25 to $30 per weld,

depending on job conditions and quantities involved.

In the above-mentioned operation, the rail was neither heated nor cooled to

adjust the rail temperature for the ambient temperature of die day. If the uork were

performed on a very hot day or a very cold day, this could present a problem of

excessive compression or tension, as the case might be, when the seasons change.

The anchors were installed behind the welding operation by manually digging holes

and manually applying the anchors. The number and pattern for installing the

anchors would be no different than any other CWR installation. There was no

metallic particle inspection for weld quality.

In assessing the alignment of the welds, it should be noted that the condition

of the track ahead of the operation was excellent, and the resulting product equallj-

good. This was probably due to the fact that the rail conditions were good in the

area being worked, as one would expect, since only reasonably good rail would

normally be welded into continuous strings.

In discussing the economic advantages of an in-track welding operation, it is

apparent that there are two principal advantages. The first is, the capital outiay is

minimal for the typical rail-laying equipment, since adzing and gaging are not

included. The second advantage is, both capital and labor expenses are reduced

for the material handling aspect of the job, since the rail does not have to be picked

up and moved to a welding plant and the welded strings moved out again to the

field.

These advantages are of particular interest to the smaller short lines, where

the cost of a major welded rail operation is prohibitive.

The "infant mortality" rate for this process appears to be exceptionally low,

with only two weld failures in the 2,666 welds made as of the date of the inspection.

Both of the failures occurred on the first night following the weld. One was a result

of an incomplete forging, and the cause of the other was not determined for sure,

but there is suspicion that the origin of the break was in either an adjoining bolt

hole or the freshly ground surface of the ramp, where a new rail was ground to

match a relay rail in the track. For this particular weld, some new rail was inserted

at the end of a stretch to release some secondhand rail for future closures. It was in

this connection that the weld failure occurred.

In conclusion, it appears that the Electric Flash-Butt In-Track Field Weld

method of rail welding is a practical method for producing continuous welded rail

by in-track welding. The procedure eliminates much of the material handHng asso-

ciated with replacing conventional jointed rail with long strings that have been

produced in a central welding plant. The operation is quite flexible in that the work

can be started and stopped with a minimum of delay, and enables the track to be

returned to service to permit resumption of traffic. A limiting aspect of this process

is that long continuous welded rail strings anchored in track cannot be pulled to-

gether or pushed apart to facilitate in-track welding at present.
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IN-TRACK GAS WELDING

Although one railroad reported having over four track miles of welded rail

using this method, no information has been made available as to productivity or

reliability of welds.

IN-TRACK FIELD WELDING, USING THERMITE-TYPE PROCESS

The joining of rail ends together by using an exodiermic reaction of metallic

powder, to provide a cast-in-place weld, within a mold, has been successfully

done for many years. There are currently several suppliers of material and equipment

who provide reliable kits or charges and allied equipment for installing this type

of weld. A popular use of diis type of weld has been to joint strings of welded rail

together to eliminate tlie rail joints between strings of continuous welded rail. How-
ever, out-of-face welding of 39-foot or 78-foot rails has also been done to produce

continuous welded rail in many cases.

Each manufacturer of material for the kits has a specific sequence or procedure

to follow for producing a successful weld. A very close adherence to the prescribed

procedure is an absolute requirement. The reliability and life of this type of "cast-

in-place" weld have not proven to be as good as an "in-plant" type of weld where

conditions can be more closely controlled.

Some of the conditions which must be controlled for a satisfactory result

include:

1. WidUi of the gap between rail ends and the squareness of the rail ends.

2. The temperature of the rail ends at tlie time of final pouring or casting of

die weld. This is determined by the time and temperature of the preheating,

or the effectiveness of any preliminary flushing of the rail end with the molten

metal prior to filHng the mold.

3. Control of the reaction time of tlie metallic powder prior to pour to produce

the proper metallic properties of the molten metal. This can be controlled

by (a) operator timing, (b) operator judgment, or (3) a fusible plug in

the bottom of the crucible which melts at the proper instant for tapping the

weld.

4. Elimination of moisture or water from the metallic iDovvder or equipment.

5. The time allowed for the weld to cool before removal of tlie mold and the

beginning of any trimming or grinding operation.

6. Preparation and sealing of the mold around the rail to prevent leakage or

escape of the molten metal around the rail.

7. Protection of the adjacent rail from damage by splatter of molten metal.

The successful control of these factors has been described by many to be an art

rather than a science, but a trained engineer will have difficulty in accepting diis

view. It is recommended that die weld collar be ground flush with the parent metal

to reduce the possibility of stress risers. Since die age of the kits has a direct bearing

on the quality of the product, it is important that only fresh kits be used.

The final cost of producing in-track, cast-in-place welds varies with factors such

as on-track time, cropping, and rate of rejection. One railroad reports that it takes

2.1 hours for a crew, consisting of a working foreman and diree men, to complete

two welds, when a plug is used to connect two strings, or when the welds are made
on opposite rails in the same vicinity. The cost of each kit is about $30 to $35. The
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same railroad reports an infant mortality rate of 0.5%. This applies also to compro-

mise field welds. Since the field welding contractor guarantees all field welds for one

year, in this case the infant mortality rate does not alter the cost per weld. Another

railroad reports in an 11-year period, 42,772 cast-in-place welds were made of which

640 are known to have failed.

A third railroad reports that 6.4 man-hours per weld have been charged by that

carrier's forces for in-track field welds, versus 3.4 man-hours per weld when made
at a remote production site to produce strings. The latter figure does not include

the handling of rail on and off the welding bed.

In conclusion, it appears that in-track welding, using a thermite-type process

for producing welded rail, is practical. Its advantages are that it can be used to

eliminate troublesome joints between welded rail strings, as well as compromise

joints. Adlierence to the correct procedure by the working crew, and the freshness

of the kit are of critical importance to the quality of the weld produced.

Report on Assignment 4

Use of Track Analyzer Car in Inspection of Track

and Maintenance Planning

A. E. Shaw, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), C. D. Barton, R. G. Brohaugh, W. H.
Clark, S. A. Cooper, R. D. Johnson, E. T. Myers, G. E. Warfel, G. H.
Winter, T. P. Woll, B. J. Worley.

Your committee submits as infonnation the accompanying tabulation showing

the characteristics of various track analyzer cars now being operated.
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Table 1. (Continued) TRACK ANALYZER INSPECTION VEHICLE CHART

X - Presence of System Parcimeter
N - Mo Information Available

Velocity range quoted for hH'TCA
was limited by track considerations.
Instrument capability was pre-
dicted to exceed 70 mph on good
track.
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Committee

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman and vice chainnan,
are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your coniiuittee reports on the following subjects:

B. Rexision of Manual.

No report.

1. Electrification Economics.

No report.

2. Clearances.

Manual recommendations submitted for adoj^tion

3. Voltage Standards.

No report.

4. Catenary/Pantograph Systems.

No report.

5. Signal and Communication Protection in Electrified Territory.

No report.

6. Power Supply and Distribiition.

No report.

7. Contact Rails.

No report.
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8. Wire and Cable (for Electrification Only).

No report.

9. Illumination.

No report.

The Committee on Electrical Energy Utilization,

R. U. CoGs\VELL, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 2

Clearances

L. D. Tufts (chairman, subcommittee), J. A. Angold, L. L. Earlev, H. C.

Kendall, H. S. March, B. A. Ross, W. H. Siemens, J. L. Sinclair, D. M.
Twine.

Your committee recommends for adoption and publication in the Manual the

following recommendations with respect to Chapter 33—Electrical Energy

Utilization:

Delete Section 2.2 (except the drawing entitled "Proposed Clearance Specifi-

cations to Provide for Electrification"), substituting the following new text for

Section 2.2.

2.2 PROPOSED CLEARANCE SPECIFICATION TO PROVIDE FOR
ELECTRIFICATION

2.2.1 GENERAL
The drawing entitled "Proposed Clearance Specifications to Provide for Elec-

trification"" includes the electrical clearances required for direct-current \oltages

of 1.5 kV and 3.0 kV and alternating-current voltages of 12.5 kV, 25.0 k\' and 50.0

kV for pantograph heights above top of rail between 14 ft and 25 ft.

The electrical clearances for high-voltage alternating-current catenaries are based

primarily on those railroads already electrified at 25 kV and 12.5 kV. The clearances

for 50 VY are based on twice the proven and accepted clearance requirements for

25 kV.

The standard power supply for high-voltage overhead electrification is single

phase, 60 Hz.

The electrical clearances for direct-current voltages of 1.5 and 3 kV are based

upon existing good practice and construction limits.

The drawing includes four charts and two basic formulas to enable calculation

of vertical and lateral structure openings for the various dc and ac voltages.

For calculation purposes, it is generally agreed diat electrical clearances should

be based on 50 kV since tliis is the voltage being studied by virtually every major

railroad contemplating electrification. In new construction, these clearances should

be based on "normal" ratlier than the "absolute minimums" as shown in Chart 2.

For existing overhead structures where physical constraints exist and considerable

expense is involved, recommended absolute minimums may be considered.

The proposed clearance drawing, along with the Report of the Engineering

Division on Electrical Facilities (AREA Committee on Electrical Energy Utilization)

for clearances under structures on lines that are or may be electrified was declared

adopted by the AAR on December 12, 1975.

' This drawing was published as a Manual recommendation in Part 1 of Bulletin 660,
November—December 1976, pages 140-141.
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With the exception of altitude compensation, the proposed clearance diagram

has also been written into tlie Federal-Aid Highway Program Manual on May 10,

1976, using a simplified fornuda for 25 kV and 50 k\' on lines contemplating

electrification.

2.2.2 CONSTRUCTION CLEARANCE

A construction clearance, as opposed to an electrical clearance, must include

pro\ision for a number of factors, the most important of which are:

—The electrical clearances between the structure and li\e parts of the over-

head catenary system.

—The loading gauge.

—The electrical clearances between the contact wire and load gauge.

—The dynamic movement or displacement of thi- rolling stock in the vertical

and horizontal directions.

—The uplift of the catenary system when the contact wire is swept by the

pantograph.

—Ci\ il engineering tolerances in construction and maintenance of the track

and overhead system.

—Depth of catenary between contact wire and messenger wire.

2.2.3 ELECTRICAL CLEARANCES (AIR CLEARANCES)

The clearance drawing recognizes two types of electrical or air clearances,

"Static" and "Passing", designated as C or P in Chart 2. These two clearances are

used in the two basic formulas to calcidate \ertical and horizontal structure openings

in conjunction with Charts 1 (or lA) and 3. Railroad lines operating above the

3,000-ft elevation nmst use the altitude compensation factors shown in Chart 4.

The "'static" electrical clearance may be defined as the clearance between the

catenar>- system, when not subjected to pantograph pressure, and the overhead

structure or load gauge.

The electrical "passing" clearance is the clearance between the catenary system

or pantograph and an overhead structure or load gauge under actual operating

conditions during the short time it takes the power unit(s) of a train to pass.

The static \'oltage clearanc-e requirements are based on approximately 0.4 inches

for each 1,000 volts ac in accordance with the National Electric Safety Code
(NESC) for high-\oltage lines.

2.2.4 DEPTH OF CONSTRUCTION OF THE CATENARY

The minimum depths of two types of catenary construction noimallN used

at overpasses, closed truss bridges or tunnels are:

1. Messenger-contact wire construction 6.0 inches

2. Twin-contact wire construction 2.0 inches

Where supports may be required luider a bridge or in a tunnel and the suitable

pockets cannot be made, the depth for twin-contact wire construction should be

calculated on the basis of the L + 1.00" and C/4 dimensions shown on the diagram

unless completely insulated support material is used.
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Note: Twin-contact wire construction may require the same material to be

used for both messenger and contact to achieve equal expansion. Support arms

holding ticdn contact shall have restriction in movement both up and down.

2.2.5 LOAD GAUGE

The normal load gauge for most major railroads will vary between 20 and 21

ft. Abnormal load heights may exceed 23 to 25 ft but these will be the exception

rather than the rule. The load gauge is shown as the 'Y' dimension on the clearance

diagram.

Abnomial load heights may be accommodated by de-energizing the catenary by

means of section switches or the use of dead wire catenary sections.

2.2.6 LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS AND SUPERELEVATION

The limits of dynamic movement of rolling stock will vary considerably accord-

ing to type of equipment and track conditions. The lateral displacement values

shown in Chart 1 for Locomotives and Multiple Units ( M-U ) cars have been devel-

oped by the manufacturers of these equipments.

The maximum superelevation in Chart 3 has been based on 6 inches which

results in a lateral displacement of 31.86 inches at a height of 25 ft above top of

rail.

The method by which superelevation is achieved may vary among railroads. In

the diagram, it is assumed that the inner rail is lowered and the outer rail is elevated.

On this basis, tlie sway of the pantograph becomes symmetrical about the track

centerline. If only the outer rail is raised, the track centerline may have to be

relocated to achieve the desired opening in a tunnel, bridge or overpass.

The lateral displacements shown on the clearance diagram are based on FRA
Class 6 track and static deflection. For other classes of track, the dimension 'S'

must be increased and detailed engineering investigations may be required.

2.2.7 ALTITUDE COMPENSATION

The air dielectric strength is reduced by increased elevation and railroads oper-

ating above the 3,000-ft level must apply the altitude compensation factors shown

in Chart 4 in accordance with the latest edition of tlie NESC. Similar correction

factors will apply to high-voltage transmission lines and substation equipment.

On the clearance diagram and in the two formulas shown, the subscript 'A'

has been used to designate the altitude compensation factor diat should be applied

to the static (C) and passing (P) dimensions above the 3,000-ft level.

2.2.8 BASIC FORMULA FOR CALCULATION OF VERTICAL AND LATERAL
STRUCTURE OPENINGS

Two basic formulas have been developed to determine the vertical and horizontal

structure opening for various voltages as shown on the proposed specification

drawing. These are:

Vertical Structure Opening (H)

H r= Y + Ca -F Pa + L -f 2" + D
where

:

Y—Maximum height of load plus car.
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A subscript—Altitude compensation factor for abo\e 3,000-ft elevation

—Chart 4.

Ca—Trolley wire to top of load under static condition—Charts 2 and 4.

Pa—Catenary messenger wire to bottom of bridge abutment or overpass

under passing (operating) condition—Charts 2 and 4.

L—Uplift of catenary under pantograph pressure and operating

condition.

2"— 1" tolerance for catenary irregularities added to both the Ca and Pa

dimensions.

D—Depth of catenary

Lateral Structure Opening (W)

W = 2S + 2Pa + X + E + 2T

where

:

S—Locomotive and Multiple Unit ( M-U ) car sway—Chart 1 or lA.

A subscript—Altitude compensation factor for above 3,000-ft elevation

—Chart 4.

Pa—Lateral clearance of pantograph to side of bridge abutment

—

Charts 2 and 4.

X—Pantograph width of live parts.

E—Lateral allowance for superelevation where applicable—Chart 3.

T—Lateral shift of track within civil engineer's tolerance—LO"

maximum.

2.2.9 VERTICAL CLEARANCE

The vertical clearances for overpasses, closed truss bridges or tunnels can be

broken down into three specific components:

—electrical clearances (catenary system)

—load gauge (Y dimension on the diagram)

—track construction requirements

Electrical Clearances

The electrical clearances for 50 kV are twice the proven and accepted clear-

ances for 25 kV. The clearance diagram shows the following normal static clearances

for 50 kV:

Trolley wire to top of load (dimension Ca on tlie diagram) 21 inches

Messenger wire to bottom of overpass, bridge or tunnel**

(dimension Ca on the diagram) 21 inches

Minimum depth of catenary inchiding wire thickness, ci\il tolerances 6 inches

Total Catenary Requirement 48 inches

The 48-inch clearance is computed below the 3,000-ft le\el. Clearances must

be increased in accordance witli Chart 4 for elevations abo\e 3,000 ft.

Twin-contact wire construction «ould normally be considered.
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Load Gauge

It is generally agreed that normal load gauge will not exceed 21 ft for major

railroads.

Track Construction Requirements

A 12-inch allowance has traditionally been employed to allow for future raising

of track, or ballasting, installing rail with a higher cross section and construction

tolerances for the civil works.

2.2.10 TOLERANCES IN THE CATENARY SYSTEM AND
POSITION OF TRACK

An allowance of 1 inch should be made and added to the static ( Ca ) and

passing ( Pa ) clearances for civil engineering and wire installation irregularities

in determining the vertical structure opening.

Under normal or minimum clearance conditions, the catenary system should

be maintained to ± 0.5 inches of the design level.

The position of the track should be maintained within the follo\\'ing tolerances

of the design position as shown by the 'T" dimension on tlie drawing:

Main line height -f 10 inches

Main line alignment ± 1.0 inches

Tunnels, bridges and overpasses height + 0.5 inches

Tunnels, bridges and overpasses alignment ± 0.5 inches

2.2.11 CALCULATIONS

Vertical Structure Opening

For a 50 kV catenary system and a 21-ft load gauge, the vertical height re-

quirement above top of rail to a highway structure or bridge abutment over railroad

trackage electrified or proposed for electrification may be calculated as follows

(below 3,000-ft elevation):

Hrz=Y + C-fP-|-L-H2" + D

= 21' + 1'9" + re"" -f
0'2"» + 0'2"'' + 0'2"

= 25'0"

adding I'O" for track rise = 26'0"

Electrical clearance calculations are based on a highway structure or bridge

crossing at right angles to the track and at the mid-span point in the catenary. At

other angles, catenary depths will vary and at the points of support may approximate

3'0". Adjustments for the catenary depth at the actual point of crossing must

therefore be made accordingly or twin wire construction considered.

Lateral Structure Opening

The lateral structure opening depends on tlie sway of the locomotive or MU
Car, pantograph width, electrical clearance to side of structure, superelevation and

track tolerances. For a 50 kV catenary, MU cars equipped \\ith 6-ft 6-inch panto-

graphs operating oxer 6 inches of superelevation and trolley wire height at 25 ft

° Under static conditions, P becomes C and L + 2" -1- D must be replaced by the minimum
depth of catenary construction including civil tolerances (0'6").
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above top of rail, tlie lateral displacement under normal operating conditions may
be calculated as follows (below 3,000 ft level):

\V = 2S + 2Pa + X + E + 2T

= 2(24.39") + 2(16.0") + 78.0" + 31.86 + 2(1")

= 192.64" or 16.05' Say 16'()"

Under static conditions tlie term S is omitted from the calculation and the

dimension Pa is replaced by Cv resulting in a smaller lateral opening.

Clearances shown in the calculations are for high-\oltage electrification. The
basic fonnulas may also be used for low-voltage electrification, i.e., 1.5 and 3.0

k\^ dc.

Caution must also be exercised in relating electrical clearances to insulators

since apparent creepage dimensions may vary due to the numerous designs available

and individual manufacturers.

SPECIAL \OTE: All of the above equations and sample ealculations have

excluded the ejects of side winds, ice loading and catenary vibrations caused by

high speed trains. These items should be taken into account on a site specific basis

durinn the detailed enginccriw^ analysis and design of a ])roject.
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Conunittcc

(E) Member Emeritvis.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and
secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your cominittc-t' reports on the followinji subjects:

B. Revision of Manual.

No report.

1. Contract Forms.

No report.

2. Bibliography.

Progress report, presented as information page 274

3. Office and Drafting Practices.

Progress report, presented as information page 275

4. Special Studies.

No report.

.5. Application of Data Processing, Collaborating as Necessary or De-

sirable with Committees 16 and 32.

Progress report, presented as information piiK^* -75

6. Valuation and Depreciation:

Progress report, presented as information P'lgt^ -75

273
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7. Revisions and Interpretations of ICC Accounting Classifications.

Progress report, presented as information page 276

The Committee on Engineering Records and Property Accounting,

L. F. Grabowski, Chairman.

Shames 3J. 0'^axa
1919=1977

James J. O'Hara, assistant engineer estimates, Engineering Department, Chicago,

Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad, died October 31, 1977. Surviving is his

wife, Louise.

Mr. O'Hara was born at Parlett, Ohio, on May 3, 1919. He attended St. Thomas
Military Academy, St. Paul, Minnesota, and then the University of Notre Dame,
where he received his B.S. degree in 1946.

Mr. O'Hara's railroad career began in 1957 with tlie Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific. He also worked for the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and tlie Chicago &
North Western. Since 1964 he had served as assistant engineer-estimator in the

Engineering Deparhnent of the Milwaukee Road.

Mr. O'Hara joined AREA and Committee 11 in 1967.

Report on Assignment 2

Bibliography

p. G. McDermott (chairman, subcommittee), P. J. Beyer, Jr., C. R. Dolan, L. D.
Fapuvar, a. p. Hammond, R. D. Igou, J. L. Manthey, F. S. Mitchell, R. F.

Nelson, E. E. Strickland, T. A. Valacak.

Your committee submits the following report of progress, presenting additional

references.

Business Week, June 7, 1976, pages 52-60, "Focus on Balance Sheet."

The Journal of Accountancy, March 1977, pages 40-^i2, "Depreciation short

fall—fact or fiction?"

The Journal of Accountancy, May 1977, pages 71-75, "Price Level Adjusted

Replacement Cost Data."

Modern Office Procedures, August 1977, pages 26-27, "Information Transfer:

The Role of Micrographics."

Management Accounting, June 1977, pages 13-20, "Implementing Replacement

Cost Disclosure Requirements.
"

Management Accounting, July 1977, pages 33—39, "Reporting on Current

Replacement Costs."

Railway Age, August 8, 1977, pages 32-34, "Concrete ties: NEC decision

fans the smoldering controversy."

"New Formula for Computing Per Diem Charges Adopted."
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Report on Assignment 3

Office and Drafting Practices

W. C. Kanan (chairman, suhconiniUtcc), W- \'. Elleu, S. P. Hoi-kmann, J. \V.

Kelly, C. E. Lee, j. L. Mamhey, M. F. McCohcle, F. S. Mitc:iiell, J. M.
Ra.ndles, \'. E. Smith, T. H. Stenenson.

The committee is collecting data from thi' membership on Phase 3 of its

iissignnient, "Preparation of Roadway Completion Reports." A final report will be

submitted for the record as a follow-up to "Field Reporting Requirements for

Roadway Completion Report Purposes," as reported in Bulletin 661, page 346.

Report on Assignment 5

Application of Data Processing

A. P. H.^MMOND (co-clwiiDian, AccouittiniJi Flia.ws), C. J. McDonald (co-chairinan.

Engineering Phases), C. E. Bynane, R. M. Davls, C R. Dolan, L. 1. Kauiman,
VV. \. Elleh, C;. R. CIallagheh, C. E. Lee, W. F. Liszewski, R. F. Nelson,
T. H. Stevenson, J. B. Styles, 11. R. Willlams, L. \). Wu.son.

The committee is studying Phase 3 of its assignment, "Tables Needed for a

Mechanized Track Record SysteuL" The couunittee will incorporate into its studies

the developments that may be made by Committee 32—Systems Engineering,

Subcommittee on Inventory System-Roadway Equipment, Track Elements,

Structures.

Report on Assignment 6

Valuation and Depreciation

C. E. Bynane (chairman, subcommittee), L. L K.-vuf.man, (;. R. CJall.^ciieh, L. F.

Crabowski, E. H. Hokma.n'n, S. P. Hoffmann, P. R. Holmes, R. D. Ic;ou,

J. G. Maher, p. G. McDehmott, C. J. McDonald, S. Miller, Jr., R. F.

Nelson, V. E. Smith, J. B. Style.s, H. R. Williams, L. D. Wilson.

Securities .a.nd Exchange Commission

The couunittee is accumulating and reporting on items of concern dealing

with reporting under SEC ASR 190—Replacement Costs. Property records and engi-

neering personnel are heaxily in\'ol\ed in the reporting requirements.
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Report on Assignment 7

Revisions and Interpretations of ICC

Accounting Classifications

p. W. Roberts (chairman, subcommittee), R. M. Davis, G. F. Ingraham, J. W.
Kelly, W. F. Liszewski, J. G. Maker, P. G. McDermott, J. McKeague,
S. Miller, Jr., T. A. Valacak.

ICC Accounting Series Circular No. 164 dated January 31, 1977, requires

reporting tax timing difference due to depreciation of grading and tunnel bores

under the Tax Reform Act of 1976 when this depreciation is not allowable for ICC
Accounting.

ICC Order No. 32153 (Sub—No. 8) with a service date of January 28, 1977,

revised the minimum rule from $1,500.00 to $2,000.00 effective January 1, 1977.

ICC Exparte 334 under tlie 4R Act requires that effective January 1, 1978,

there \vill be 15 individual depreciation rates for various classes of freight cars. A
Supplemental report will be included in the Annual Report R-1 for these classi-

fications. It was brought to the attention of die Committee that the ICC is presently

making depreciation studies and will provide each road the rates to be used in

accruing depreciation.
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3. Terminal Facilities for Handling Solid Waste Material from an Ecology

Standpoint.

Lack of activity in the rail haul of solid waste generally would indi-

cate that this subject be dropped. The committee so voted at its

January 1978 meeting and requests concurrence to do so.

4. Car Rollability Research.

This subject has suffered for years on account of lack of funding for

research. It is now recommended that this subject be dropped as a

separate item and included in Subject 10.

5. Trends in Intermodal Facilities.

A report on tliis subject is anticipated at die June 1978 meeting.

6. Guidelines for Intertrack Drainage and Surface Construction in Yards.

A preliminary report was presented on this subject at the June 1977

meeting. It is anticipated tiiat a final draft may be presented at tlie

June 1978 meeting.

7. Yard System Design for Two-Stage Switching.

A preliminary draft was prepared and submitted for review by the

committee at its January 1978 meeting.

8. Grades in Yards with Tangent Point Retarders.

A verbal report was given to the committee at its June 1977 meeting.

A preliminary report was submitted at the January 1978 meeting

for consideration of the committee. It is expected that a final draft will

be available for review at the June 1978 meeting.

9. Bibliography.

A preliminary report was submitted by the subcommittee chairman

at the June 1977 meeting. He asked the membership to assist him in

review in order to avoid duplication of references. There is a problem

with there simply being too much information available tliat needs to

be properly identified and cataloged. It is anticipated diat a further

review can be made in June 1978.

10. Cooperate with DOT Transportation Systems Center on Study of

Methodical Design of Classification Yards.

The committee has been assigned to cooperate with DOT Transpor-

tation Systems Center regarding a study of the methodical design of

classification yards, collaborating with FRA and SRI International,

the consulting organization retained by TSC to accomplish the re-

search. S. J. Petracek of SRI attended the June 1977 meeting and

explained tiie phases of the research. A second meeting with TSC and

SRI was held in January 1978 at the TSC in Boston to discuss Phase 1

of the work. Mr. Peter Wong of SRI is now in charge. Further meet-

ings will be held as the work progresses.
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COMMENTARY
Committee 14—Yards and Terminals, held three meetings dmring the year

of 1977 to consider current subjects and to view items of interest to the membership.

The January meeting was held in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. A conducted tour

of WABCO's manufacturing facilities at Swissvale was the feature of this meeting.

The June meeting was held in Pueblo, Colorado, where the usual deUberations

on subjects were held in addition to an all-day session at the FRA Test Center.

The membership was most impressed by the work being conducted on the FAST
truck.

The Fall meeting was held in Louisville, Kentucky, to take adxantagc of the

recent opening of the L&\'s new Strawberry Yard.

The Committee on Yarijs .vnd Terminals,

P. C. White, Chaiiruan.

xlrttjur (iClJtaarlJ Jl^icrmann

1909=1977

Arthur Edward Biermann, retired engineer of construction and maintenance of

the Terminal Raihoad Association of St. Louis, died at Ferguson, Mi.ssouri, on

February 2, 1977. Married to Edna Marie Oaks on January 5, 19.34, who sur\i\es

him, he is also sur\ived l)y two sons and one daughter, Robert Claie, Cordon Lee

and Donna Dean McAdams.

Mr. Biemiann was born on October 10, 1909, at St. Louis, attended loc.d public

schools, studied at Washington University (St. Louis) and was graduated in Civil

Engineering, Class of 1932. He continued his engineering studies and in 1933

recei\'ed an M.S. in Civil Engineering from the same uni\ersity.

From 1933 through 1937, Mr. Biermann was engaged in the engineering corps

of the City of St. Louis, as a rodman, instrumentman and assistant engineer. From

1937 through 1940, he worked for local contractors as engineer and detailer-

inspector. He entered railroad service with the Terminal Railroad Association of St.

Louis on December 9, 1940 as an assistant engineer and advanced through the

positions of assistant bridge engineer, special engineer, and principal assistant engi-

neer engineer of construction, the position he held at his retirement on October

31, 1974.

Mr. Biennann became a member of the American Railway Engint-ering Asso-

ciation in February 1944, and attained Life Membership in 1974. He was appointed

to Committee 14—Yards and Terminals, in 1947 and served continuously until his

death. He was an active member of the committee, serving as chainnan of several

subconmiittees through the years and as the committee's secretary for 15 years

(1960-1974). He was elected a Member Emeritus in 1976. He served the railroad

industry and AREA faithfully and with true dedication. His technical approach to

all problems, his interest towards the progress of the engineering arts and his con-

cern for his fellow man were an asset to the engineering profession and will be

missed by his friends and by his associates on the committee.

Bill. 666





Report of Committee 6—Buildings

r\^ ..e^-

T. H. Seep,
Acting Chairman

O. C. Denz, Secretary

R. E. Phillips

S. D. Ahndt
J. A. COMEAU
G. W. Fabrin
D. A. Bessey
W. F. Armstrong
F. R. Bartlett
G. J. Bleul
E. P. BOHN
1. BOUTROS
t. J. Boyle

J. J. Brantjimarte
G. J. Chamraz
F. b. Day
C. M. DiEHL
R. Evans
C. S. Graves (E)
A. R. Gualtieri
R. Hale
W. G. Harding (E)
H. R. Helker
S. B. Holt
K. E. HORNUNG

W. C. Humphreys
C. R. Madeley
R. J. Martens
J. N. Michel
R. W. MiLBAUER
L. S. Newman
L. A. Palagi
T. F. Peel
R. D. Powrie
J. G. Robertson
J. H. Rump
J. B. SCHAUB (E)
H. A. Shannon, Jr.

J. S. Smith
R. E. Smith
W. C. Stitrm
S. G. Urban (E)
W. M. Wehner
T. S. Williams (E)

Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the acting chairman and secretary,

are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on tlie following subjects:

B. Revision of Manual.

No report.

1. Design Criteria for Freight Forwarding Facilities.

No report.

2. Inspection and Maintenance of Railway Buildings.

No report.

3. Design Criteria for Locomotive Load Test Compartments.

No report.

4. Design Criteria for Locomotive Washing Facihties.

Final report presented for adoption and publication in the Nhuiual . . page 282

5. .\rchitectural Education.

No report.

The Committee on Buildings,

T. H. Seep, Acting Chairman.

281
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^aul M. Peterson

1925=1977

Paul W. Peterson, architectural supervisor of Burlington Northern, Inc., died

on October 2, 1977, following a short illness. Paul is survived by his wife, Anna

Mae, and their four children, Christine, Kay, Russ and Terri.

Paul was bom in Two Harbors, Minnesota, December 30, 1925, and graduated

from high school tliere in 1943. He then spent 3 years in the U. S. Infantry, mosdy

in the European Theater, and was discharged in 1946 with the rank of infantry

sergeant. Shortly after army service he entered Dunwoody Institute to study archi-

tectural drafting and also took night courses at the University of Minnesota to

study art and architectvure.

Paul worked for the Duluth, Missabe and Iron Range Railway from June 1943

to March 1944 and again from April 1946 to April 1947. He was employed by the

Great Northern Railway in November 1948, as an architectural draftsman, was

promoted to estimator draftsman in 1954, and in 1958, was appointed to the position

of assistant to architect. When the Burlington Northern was formed in 1970, Paul

was promoted to assistant architect, and in 1974, was promoted to architectural

supervisor,

Paul joined AREA in 1967, and Committee 6 in 1969, and was chairman of

several subcommittees since that time. At the time of his death he was chairman

of Subcommittee 3, Design Criteria for Locomotive Load Test Compartments.

Report on Assignment 4

Design Criteria for Locomotive Washing Facilities

G. W. Fabrin (chairman, subcommittee), D. A. Bessey, R. Evans, A. R. Gualtieri,

S. B. Holt, T. S. Peel, R. E. Smith.

Your committee presents for adoption and publication in Chapter 6 of tlie

Manual the foUowdng new Part 12.
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Part 12

Design Criteria for a Locomotive
Washing Facility

12.1 FOREWORD

12.1.1

A locomotive washing facility provides functions for the washing of locomotive

e.xteriors for safety, inspection, appearance and FRA requirements. In addition it

may provide for the cleaning of cabs and engine compartments for line haul and

local use.

12.2 SCOPE & PURPOSE

12.2.1

The purpose of these criteria is to provide a layout and description for a loco-

motive washing facility and necessary support functions. Figures 1 and 2 are

shown as \isual aids in depicting a "Typical" layout of work areas and a schematic

of supporting utilities.

12.2.2

Environmental aspects of final waste-water disposal will be a necessary part

of this project; however, it is not included in any detail in this report as this phase

is covered in Chapter 13.

12.3 OPERATIONS

12.3.1

Typical progression through a wash facility invokes high-pressure pre-clean

(pre-wet in certain climates), wash, rinse, and outbound drip (blow-dry in certain

climates K hand-wash and touch-up operations.

12.3.2

This straight line process How is supported by necessary mechanical functions

utilizing chemical tanks, pumps, piping, clarifiers, brushes (if rccjuired), dryers, etc.

12.4 LOCATION

12.4.1

Generally, washing capability is desirable at every diesel locomotive service

area; however, it is only at the major servicing complexes that large, automated

systems are economically justified.

12.4.2

Thf washing facility should be located adjacent to tlie service platform for

minimum manpower usage; it may be located directly ahead or behind the .service

platform depending on the operation. An ideal layout would be a linear arrangement

with serx'ice (fueling) area, washing facilities, and ready tracks.
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12.4.3

Because of the desired linear configuration, available property may present a

problem in obtaining a reasonable layout for the optimum number of consists in

various stages of the flow hne without doubling back. Length accommodating four

to six locomotives is recommended.

12.4.4

The washing facilities should be located somewhat remote from adjacent

properties as there is always a possibihty of overspray if wind conditions are

unfavorable. The faciUties should be positioned or shielded so that vapors, chemicals,

odors, etc., would not interfere with railroad personnel, equipment or any operation

in its vicinity.

12.5 TYPICAL FACILITY ARRANGEMENT

12.5.1

The facility, as indicated on Figure 1, is comprised of four main functions or

areas.

12.5.2

Area 1 is the inbound storage area. This is generally open but may have to be

partially enclosed and heated if climate is severe. The length is determined by the

number of locomotives to be moved into position for washing. The number of tracks

required is also dependent on the volume of units to be washed as well as the

number of tracks at the service area. This area requires nothing special in the way
of roadbed or utilities as it is only short term storage with no work activities. If

this area is located behind the service area, some consideration may be given to

an impervious surface for containing any spillage.

12.5.3

Area 2 is the washing area. It could be an open area for small manual washing

but generally an enclosed open-ended building is desirable for larger facihties. Be-

cause of the configuration of the diesel units, a chemical spray system is the most

feasible type of arrangement; however, mechanical brushes under certain circum-

stances could be used. A low-volume high-pressure water, one-spot-type washing

building could be as short as 80 ft but for a high-volmne continuous operation,

a shelter of 200 ft would be required to contain the pre-wet/pre-clean, acid wash,

alkaline wash, chemical rinse, final rinse and drying operations.

12.5.4

Area 3 is the drip area for locomotives after the washing has been completed.

This area is generally open but would have to be enclosed and heated for severe

climates. The drip area should be equipped with medium pressure hot water/soap

or steam/soap hoses for manual spot cleaning of surfaces not properly cleaned.

12.5.5

Area 4 is the support area, containing equipment, tanks, separator, etc. This

area is specifically for the washer facility. The unusable waste water is piped to a

central yard treatment plant.
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12.6 WASHING SYSTEM

12.6.1

The first phase of the washing system is a high pressure pre-clean (pre-wet)
wash to remove some of the loose material as well as cool down hot metal in summer
or warm pre-clean to remove snow and prevent freezing in winter.

12.6.2

The second phase is tlie acid wash.

12.6.3

The third phase is the alkaline wash.

12.6.4

The fourtli phase is the chemical rinse.

12.6.5

The fiftli phase is the final rinse. This rinse is recycled for use as a pre-clean.

12.6.6

Rate of movement of units through the washer is critical in relation to the

spacing of the spray arches to achie\ e chemic;il manufacturer's recommended dwell

time. The speed of the diesel units could \ary from 50 to 150 ft per min. depending

on chemical combination used.

12.6.7

There are several acid/alkaline cleaning agent combinations on tlie market

that are satisfactory. The type selected would depend on availability, frequency of

washing and adaptability to be neutralized into an acceptable waste material for

final treatment and disposal.

12.6.8

Spray amis and nozzles are mounted independendy of building structures. The
nozzles should be positioned to pro\ide proper clearance and avoid spraying into

e.xhaust .stack and through louvers.

12.6.9

Various types of sensing devices or other controls are axailalik- to activate the

numerous sprays during the washing cycle. These include track mounted switching

devices, radio control, electric eyes, etc.

12.7 WASHER BUILDING

12.7.1

Concrete track slabs with acid-resistant treatment should be provided full

length of the washing area with a minimum 30-ft treated approach slab. The rails

should be sufficiently elevated to allow the various cleaning/rinse agents to freely

pass under. All track fastenings should be corrosi\'e resistant.

12.7.2

The entire floor should be properly sloped, curbed and drained to provide for

proper waste collection. All concrete surfaces should be coated with an acid/alkaline

resisting material to preclude severe deterioration.
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12.7.3

The building structure may be pre-cast or poured acid/alkaline-resisting

concrete, pole construction with plastic sheathing or standard steel pre-fabricated

building provided the exterior panels are of a fiberglass plastic material or factory

precoated with long life synthetic enamel. An acid-resisting coating shall be field

applied to the structural frame and any other exposed steel. All fasteners shall be
stainless steel.

12.7.4

Piping should be acid/aUcaline-resisting PVC plastic. For long spans and/or
pressure requirements fiberglass pipe should be used and properly supported.

12.7.5

Lighting of a minimum of 30 foot candles at floor should be provided. This

may be achieved by roof and/or side lights and interior illumination.

12.7.6

Sufficient roof type ventilators should be provided over the tracks to prevent

build-up of fmnes. If a portion of inbound storage and drip/clean-up area is

enclosed for climatic conditions, a greater emphasis should be placed on ventilation,

including make-up air.

12.8 DRIP/CLEAN-UP AREA

12.8.1

Properly drained and treated concrete track slabs should be provided full

length of drip area for ease of "touch up" cleaning of undercarriage. Cab and engine

compartment cleaning may also be performed here.

12.8.2

Utilities required for finish washing are 175 psi hot water at ISO"" F or steam

with separate supply of detergent so that hot soapy water or clear water (steam)

may be used at will. Pole-mounted hose reels should be installed to facihtate

operation.

12.8.3

Overhead hghting of 20 foot candles should be satisfactory' for night-time

operations. Spaced poles between tracks would be satisfactory for both hghting and
running overhead piping. Pipe trenches should be avoided in this wet area. All

piping should be protected against freezing.

12.8.4

In severe climates, it may be necessary to enclose the drip/clean-up area. The
diesel units would be cleaned and actually dried before moving outdoors. The
enclosiu'e would be well insulated and heated. Ventilation is important when units

are standing at idle until dry.

12.9 SERVICE EQUIPMENT (SUPPORT AREA)

12.9.1

Provide building adjacent to washer building to house necessary chemical,

preclean and rinse water tanks and pvunps as well as heaters and electrical switch

gear to provide power for equipment and lighting.
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12.9.2

If available water is of poor quality, consideration should be given to a water
conditioning system .so that the nii.xed chemical cleaning and rinse will be most
effecti%'e.

12.9.3

Recvcling of waste water should be gi\en consideration. The cost of a recycling

plant with necessary filters and equipment should be evaluated against tlie type

of chemical used, the availability of water and the a\ailability of a waste disposal

system. The final rinse can be recycled easily for pre-wash, but the acid/alkaline

wash and chemical rinse would require more treatment depending on tlie final pfl

result.

12.9.4

Final liquid/solid waste disposal requires a holding sump with pipeline to

acceptable treatment plant.
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Report of Committee 28—Clearances

L. ScHMiTZ, Chairman
D. W. LaPorte,

Vice Chairman

J. E. Behan, Secretary

R. R. Snyder
J. E. Teall
E. E. Kessler
D. J. Moody
M. L. Power
F". A. SvEC
G. W. Martyn
VV. J. Trezise
P. T. Sarris
K. Behendt
E. S. Birkenavald ( E

)

A. V. Bodnar
E. C. Castellanos

J. E. Cosky
J. A. Cll.'VWFORD

D. 1). Cunningham
S. M. Dahl (E)
C. W. Farrell
G. E. Henry
J. C. HOBBS

G. P. HUHLEIN
L. R. HuRD
C. F. Intlekoker
E. W. Jantz
R. G. Klouda
A. J. KOZAK
A. E. Mooney
J. R. Moore
W. E. MORGUS
H. D. NlEBUR
F. B. Persels
C. E. Peterson ( E

)

I. M. QUESADA
"W. P. SiLCOX
E. C. Smith
C. L. Tarpley
M. Van Kudcen
M. E. VOSSELIER
A. p. WiVAGG

Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chii

secretar\', are the subcommittee chairmen.

md

To the American Railway EiifiinccriniJ, Association:

Your coniniittee report.s on the following .subjects:

B. Revision of Manual.

Results of fonner Subcommittee 3 assignment titled "Methods of

Measuring Rail\va\' Line Clearances" was put in final form for in-

clusion in the Manual. This received the required two-thirds vote of

approNal l)y members of Committee 28 and is now submitted for adop-

tion and publication in the Manual page 292

1. Investigate the Practical)ilit\ of Using Disposable Placards or Other

Appropriate Marking for Identifying Shipments of Excessive Di-

mensions and/or Weight.

No report—Awaiting AAR appro\ a! of proposed placard.

2. Compilation of the Railroad Clearance Requirements of die \^arious

States.

No significant changes to state clearance laws have been reported to

require a change in the chart now shown in the Manual.

3. Investigate the Criteria for Handling Heavy Shipments, Collaborating

as Necessary or Desirable with Committees 5, 7 and 15.

A questionnaire was sent to all members of Committee 28 asking

their current practices for handling overweight shipments in relation

to their rail and bridges. This will serve as a basis for further study

and recommendations on this subject.

291
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4. Restudy and Possibly Revise "Clearance Diagrams—Fixed Obstruc-

tions" now in the Manual.

Progress is being made on the development of larger clearance out-

line diagrams, plus an additional diagram to show minimum recom-

mended clearance for electrified routes.

5. Revise "Suggested Methods of Presenting Published Clearances" now
in the Manual.

A new revised format for publishing clearance information in the Rail-

way Line Clearances publication is now being worked out with the

publisher. This should result in a more uniform and easier to read

tabulation of data and information.

6. Study the Effects of Shipment Center of Gravity in Relation to Train

Speed and Track Curvature.

A set of guidelines for handling loads with a high center of gravity

has been developed; however, it was suggested that this study be

included in current testing being done at the Transportation Test

Center near Pueblo, Colorado, to provide more specific and con-

clusive recommendations.

7. Liaison Committee to Work with AAR Management Systems Depart-

ment in Implementation of Umler Phase II to Include Needed Car

Characteristics Data for Use in the Official Railway Equipment

Register.

This subcommittee continues to monitor the progress of this project,

but has no results to report.

8. Restudy of Clearance Allowances for Horizontal Movement of Pas-

senger Cars Due to Lateral Play, Wear and Spring Deflection.

Amtrak has agreed to cooperate in this study by making tests with

some of their equipment. This will provide the needed update of this

subject to cover modern car construction.

The Committee on Clearances,

L. ScHMirz, Chairman.

Report on Assignment B

Revision of Manual

R. R. Snyder (chairman, subcommittee B), J. E. Reran, J. A. Crawford, D. W.
LaPorte, F. B. Persels, L. Schmitz, E. C. Smith, M. E. Vosseller.

The results of former Subcommittee 3 assignment titled "Methods of Measuring

Railway Line Clearances" was put into final form for inclusion in the Manual and

received the required two-thirds vote of approval by the voting members of Com-

mittee 28. This report is now submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual

as Section 3.7, Part 3, Chapter 28 of the Manual.
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3.7 METHODS OF MEASURING RAILWAY LINE CLEARANCES
The following methods of measuring railway Une clearances are those currently

used by railroads in determining actual clearances to structures and/or obstructions

that could affect the movement of excessive dimensions shipments over their various

routes. Track le\'el or superelevation are automatically shown when clearances are

obtained by using track-mounted equipment. The track curvature can be obtained

from office data rather than by taking field measurements with the clearance

infonnation.

3.7.1

Manually by a survey party using ordinary surveying equipment such as a

telescoping fiberglass rod (can measure up to 25 ft), plumb bobs, folding rule,

50 or 100- ft tape, stringline (for obtaining degree of curve), track level (for ob-

tiuning superelevation of tlie track), etc.

3.7.2

Clearance car or feeler frame mounted on a flat car or a highway-railway

equipped tmck. The clearance cars and feeler frames are equipped with extendable

arms which are calibrated or measurable and bend back to hold or outhne the shape

of an obstruction as they pass through. This type of equipment is especially bene-

ficial in measuring clearances through tunnels and through truss spans witli a

maximiun of accuracy.

3.7.3

Photographic method which consists of a camera mounted on a highway-

railway equipped \ehicle or motor car which is operated at night. A narrow beam
of Hght is projected radially at right angles from the center line of track and by
photographing the obstruction outlined, the resulting image showing the obstruction

can be interpreted by projecting it on a grid system. This method is ideal when
complete darkness prevails; however, incidental lighting picked up by tlie camera
may confuse the image on the film.
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One of 99 TRASCO inert car retarders
installed in the ConRail Rutherford class yard
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H. Hines, President

Ke\u()te .Address—Carl V. Lyon, .Senior \'ice President, Association of American

Railroads

Rehabilitation of Northeast Corridor (Illustrated)—James A. Caywood, Senior Vice

President, DeLeuw, Gather & Company

Engineering Division Session—Red Lacquer Room—1:30 pm
Recognition of speakers table guests

Remarks by Chaimian Burton J. Worley

Remarks by Charles L. Amos, E.xecutive Director, State-Rail Programs, AAR

Remarks by George H. Way, Jr., Assistant Vice President, Research and Test De-

partment, AAR
Metallurgical Analysis of FAST Rail Defects ( Illustrated)—D. H. Stone, Director-

Metallurgy DivisioB, and Y. J. Park, Research Engineer, AAR
Stress Concentration Effect of Non-Metallic Inclusions on Fatigue Crack Initiation

in Rail Steel (Illustrated)—A. S. Tetelman, President, Failvure Analysis Asso-

ciates, and Professor of Metal Analysis, University of California at Los Angeles,

and G. J. Fowler, Engineer, Failure Analysis Associates
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FAST After 200 Million Gross Tons of Test Experience (Illustrated)—J. R. Lund-
gren, Manager-Track Research Division, AAR

Concrete Tie Performance in FAST Track (Illustrated)—J. W. Weber, ConsvJtant,

AAR

FAST Rail Wear Experience (Illustrated)—R. K. Steele, Research Engineer, Trans-

portation Systems Center, U. S. Department of Transportation

Timber Tie Performance in FAST Track (Illustrated)—L. C. Collister, Consultant,

AAR

FAST Track Maintenance Practice (Illustrated)—W. J. Cruse, Consultant, AAR

Plans for FAST Loop II (Illustrated)—Sergei Guins, Director, FAST Operations,

AAR

Progress Report on Phase II and Phase III of Track—Train Dynamics Program
(Illustrated)—Dr. D. J. Moyer, Project Director

REMSA RECEPTION—Grand Ballroom—6:00 pm-7:30 pm

TUESDAY, MARCH 21

Technical Session—Red Lacquer Room—8:30 am
Reconstruction of CN's Fire-Damaged Cisco Bridge (Illustrated)—L. R. Morris,

Regional Engineer-Bridges and Structures, Canadian National Rail

Training Clerical Employees on Santa Fe on Proper Procedure for Processing High-

Wide-Heavy Shipments (Illustrated)—R. B. Tucker, Assistant Superintend-

ent—Stations, Transportation Department, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail-

vi^ay (28)

Advanced Water Reclamation Facility at Santa Fe's Barstow^ Yard (Illustrated)

—

D. J. Inman, Enviroimiental Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail-

way (13)

Two Car Cleaning Facility and Waste Water Plant on Southern at Macon, Ga.

(Illustrated)—H. B. Wyche, Jr., Supervisor of Environmental Engineering,

Southern Railway (13)

What 4-R Legislation Means to Railroads—P. F. Cruikshank, Vice President

—

Operations and Maintenance, Milwaukee Road

ANNUAL LUNCHEON—GRAND BALLROOM—12:00 NOON
Presentation of guests at speakers table

Introduction of Committee Chairmen

Announcement of newly elected officers

Address—W. L. Smith, President, Milwaukee Road

Technical Session—Red Lacquer Room—2:00 pm
AppUcations of Computer Graphics to Railroad Engineering (Illustrated)—W. A.

Schwaner, Engineer Computer Analyst, Union Pacific Railroad (32)

Railroad Research Activities of Transportation Research Board (Illustrated)—E. J.

Ward, Rail Transport Specialist, Transportation Research Board

Rock Stability (Illustrated)—C. O. Bravraer, President, Colder Brawner & Associates
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Environmental Impact of OSHA and EPA Regulations on Wood Tie Treating Plants

and Their Related Effects on the Railroad Industry (Illustrated)—D. A.

Webb, Technical Director, Wood Treating Products, Organic Materials Divi-

sion, Koppers Company, and C. A. Burdell, Director of Research and Dc\elop-

ment. Southern Wood Piedmont Company (3)

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22

Technical Session—Reel Lacquer Room—8:30 am

Developing the Maintenance Workload and Force Requirements Using a Modified

Equated Mileage Parameter Taking Into Account the Various Variables (Illus-

trated)—J. A. Naylor, Planning Officer, Canadian National Rail (22)

The Wood Crosstie—Its Past, Present and Future (Illustrated)—T. E. Gross, Vice

President, The Railway Tie Association, and Vice President, Gross & Janes

Company

Factors Affecting the Testing, Selection and Perfomance of Suitable Aggregates

for Railroad Ballast (Illustrated)—J. K. Lynch, Manager Transportation Sales,

Railway Car Supply and Utilization, Vulcan Materials Company (1)

Installation of Officers

Adjournment

Nominating Committee, 1978 Election

Past Presidents Elected Members

A. L. Maynard (East)
R. M. Brown, Chairman Director—Engineering Administra-

Chief Engineer, Union Pacific Railroad
^j^^ ^^^^^^.^ Sy^^^^

D. V. Sartore H. L. Rose (South)

Chief Engineer— Design, Burlington Assistant Vice President—Maintenance

Northern Inc. o^ ^^V ^ Structures, Southern Rail-

way

R. F. Bush
j. b. Vernon (West)

Chief Engineer—Special Projects, Con- District Engineer, Southern Pacific

solidated Rail Corporation Transportation Company

J T Ward J- ^- J^^^'^^ (Canada)

c • A-.-i./^urr- • c Engineer Track, Canadian Pacific Rail
bemor Assistant Cruer Engineer, Sea- *'

board Coast Line Railroad
j ^ j.^j^^^^j ( ;^t Large)

Chief Engineer—Maintenance, Chi-

JoHN Fox cago & Northwestern Transportation

Chief Engineer, Canadian Pacific Rail Company
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Committee of Tellers, 1978 Election

The following committee was appointed to canvass the ballots for 0£Bcers and

Directors and for Members of the Nominating Committee, the count being made on

February 17, 1978.

W. E. Stokely, Chairman W. J. Brenny M. E. Podrebarac

N. E. WnrrNEY, Jr., James Budzileni W. B. Stanczyk

Vice Chairman J. W. Eberle V. V. Tamosiunas
A. F. Anderson D. E. Gallery J. A. Van Huis

P. L. Barrett D. J. Lewis C. F. Wiza

J. E. Beran T. E. Markvaldas Arthur Yannotti

Successful Candidates, 1978 Election

For President

W. S. Autrey, Vice President—Chief Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail-

way, Chicago

For Senior Vice President*

L. A. Dunham, Jr., Chief Engineer, Norfolk & Western Railway, Roanoke, Va.

For Junior Vice President

Mike Rougas, Chief Engineer, Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad, Greenville, Pa.

For Directors

East:

W. D. Slater, Assistant Chief Engineer—Track, North East Corridor Opera-

tions, National Railroad Passenger Corporation (Amtrak), Philadelphia, Pa.

West:

N. E. Smith, Assistant Chief Engineer—Maintenance, Chicago, Milwaukee, St.

Paul & Pacific Railroad, Chicago

R. E. Haacke, District Engineer, Union Pacific Railroad, Portland, Ore.

Canada:

G. A. Van de Water, Chief Engineer, Canadian National Railways, Montreal,

Que.

For Members of 1978 Nominating Committee

East:

E. M. Cummings, General Manager—Engineering, Chessie System, Southfield,

Mich.

South:

D. S. Bechly, Engineer Structures, Illinois Central Gulf Railroad, Chicago

West:

D. L. Banghart, Director—Maintenance Planning, Union Pacific Raihoad,

Omaha, Neb.
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Canada:

F. S. Parker, Regional Chief Engineer, Canadian National Railwavs. Montnal
Que.

At Large:

H. G. Webb, Assistant Chief Engineer, Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway,
Chicago

•Under the provisions of the AREA Constitution. L. A. Dunham. Jr.. advances autoniaticallvfrom Junior Vice President to Senior Vice President.
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Address by President B. J. Worley*

Welcome to the 77th Annual Technical Conference of the American Railway

Engineering Association. I'd like to extend a very special welcome to the ladies as

their presence adds much to these meetings.

To be successful an organization must never lose sight of its objectives. As

stated in the AREA constitution, "The object of the Association shall be the advance-

ment of knowledge pertaining to the scientific and economic location, construction,

operations and maintenance of railwa>s.

"

The "Advancement of Knowledge" is an important responsibility. As you know,

within AREA this vital task is carried out by twenty standing committees. Many

of those present today are members of these committees. The information gener-

ated and developed by these conunittees is regularly published in technical bulletias.

As a result of committee work, our Manual of Recommended Practices is

continually being updated. The increased sale of the Manual to individual AREA
members, to non-members, universities, go\ernment agencies, consulting firms, con-

tractors, supply companies, and many others is testimony to the importance of this

work. The Manual is recognized worldwide.

I should also mention the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans, a companion \oIume

to the Manual for Railway Engineering. The trackwork plans are the basis from

which man>- railroad standards ha\e been developed. These plans are also widely

used in specifications for contract work.

The past year has been an extremely productive one for the Association. One

of the highlights was the Regional Meeting in New Orleans last October. Organized

under the enthusiastic direction of Joel DeValle, Chief Bridge Engineer of the

Southern Railway System, the theme of the meeting was "The Building of a Modem
Railroad Down South." The central topic dealt with railroad relocation as a result

of the massive Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway Project.

Such regional meetings are designed to bring AREA to Association members

throughout the country, many of whom do not have the opportunity to attend the

annual conference or participate in other Association fimctions. The 1978 Regional

Meeting will be held in Minneapolis on October 12, under the Chairmanship of

Don Sartore, Chief Engineer Design, Burlington Xorthern, and Past President of

this Association.

I'm pleased to report that .AREA membership is at an all-time high. New
applications for membership are being received almost daily. Earl Hodgkins will

present an update on membership later in the program.

I'd be remiss if I didn't note that while membership has increased, there has

been some reluctance on the part of railroad management to permit committee

members to attend Association meetings because of financial reasons or the backlog

of engineering work. This is understandable. But I must point out that the advance-

ment of the work of this Association requires a concentrated effort by all of our

committees. It seems we all need to do a better selling job on our home roads to

insure better attendance. Of course, I could be putting the cart before the horse. If

we can show increased results from our committee work, it is possible that railroad

management will look more favorably toward sending representatives to our meet-

ings. In any event, hopefully, the coming year will see improvement in this essential

Vice President-Chief Engineer, ChicaKO, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad.
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Participation in committee activities can of course be accomplished in many

ways. Your attendance at all committee meetings is the most desirable. However,

members can be totally aware of the activities of their respective committees by

reading all correspondence, participating in progressing assignments, and responding

to all questionnaires and correspondence received from committee or subcommittee

chairmen.

The need for an active and productive AREA exists more today than perhaps

at any other time in recent memory. This Association is the only professional organi-

zation in the private sector that can effectively deal with the engineering problems

and challenges of the railroad industry.

And I don't need to remind any of you that there is an abundance of problems

and challenges.

One of the most serious problems is the steady increase in the number of heavy,

long, and high center of gravity cars in service. Over the past 20 years the average

freight load has increased nearly 50%. But track structure that was adequate for loads

20 years ago no longer meets present-day requirements.

Today's longer and heavier cars can cause serious problems on reverse curves

with short tangents in between. Under a condition when long cars are coupled with

shorter cars, the L/V ratio can be such as to cause rail overturn. High center of

gravity cars are far more sensitive to rocking and require a more uniform track

surface. Heavier cars coupled with increased train speeds have resulted in more rail

wear. For AREA this means continuous re-examination of Recommended Practices.

The effect of heavier loadings and the more frequent use of high-capacity cars

is of equal concern to railroad bridge engineers. Many railroad bridges were built

60 to 70 years ago.

Fatigue in steel bridges, especially, has become a concern for the bridge

engineer. Steel fatigue is directly related to the range of applied stress and the

number of stress cycles. It is therefore necessary that we know the frequency of

occurrence over the life of a bridge structure. This information will provide a basis

for determining the remaining serx'ice life of the structure and its abiUty to carry

the loads imposed. AREA Committee 15 is ciurrently requesting this type of infor-

mation from the railroads and their findings will certainly be of great interest and

use to the bridge engineer.

Bridge inspection is an extremely important function and, with increase in

loading and frequency, this facet of the bridge engineer's responsibihty is increased.

With the possible incidence of fatigue problems increasing, it is important that

bridges be inspected more often and by engineers familiar with the critical stress

areas. This also means continuous re-examination of Recommended Practices.

In the past, various AREA committees arranged for, or followed tests of different

track components to develop information useful for the entire railroad industry.

In general, this was how many of the recommended engineering practices were

developed.

We now have a test track known as the Facility for Accelerated Service Testing

—better known as FAST—operated by the government at Pueblo, Colorado. At

this facility tests can be conducted in much less time than had been the case with

individual railroads. During the past year several of our committees met at Pueblo

and had the opportunity to inspect the test facility and procedures. The results of

these tests to date wdU be presented later in the program.
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In another critical area, there has been increased awareness about how heavier

cars, and in particular unit trains carrying maximum loads, affect maintenance

expense. I suppose that virtually all railroad pricing departments have come to the

engineering department to get infonnation about these expenses in order to price

rail service. While some railroads have gone into this subject quite thoroughly, there

is generally a lack of knowledge in the industr>' as to the effects on costs of various

types of traffic due to the many variables that must be considered. Committee 22

is now studying this subject and hopefully will be publishing a report within a year.

The Canadian National has done an in-depth study in this area, and one of our

special features will be a presentation by the chairman of Committee 22.

To c-ope with the added problem of rail wear due to present-day traffic, and

also with the need to effect overall economy, tlie Rail Committee has revised the

rail specifications. .\ driift of these revisions has been presented to the AREA-AISI

Joint Contac-t Conmiittee. I'm sure tliat these efforts will result in improved rail.

Moving to another important area, The Water Pollution Control Act of 1972

(Pubhc Law 92-500), as well as all other related federal, state, and local legislation

dealing with environmental matters have had significant impact on the railroad

industry.

The members of Committee 13—Environmental Engineering, are of course

very famihar with these matters. They understand the application for permit re-

quirements, the design of environmental control facilities, and the handling of other

requirements of federal, state, and local environmental regulatory agencies. The

emphasis on environmental control means that those responsible for engineeering

activities in our industry must realize that they have to add a new dimension to their

day-to-day work load. Track work, structures, and many other engineering functions

relate to environmental matters in many ways.

Putting the main line back in service after a major derailment has always been

paramount in the minds of railroad engineers. AH other details were of less impor-

tance. But today, consideration must be given to the proper notification, the contain-

ment, and the removal of spilled materials that are harmful to the enviromnent.

Engineering personnel must be knowledgeable about the proper handling of hazard-

ous materials. They must know how to take quick and proper action to avoid or

minimize injiu^- to people or property in the e\ent of a hazardous materials spill

incident.

The bridge engineer has to be concerned about waterway contamination when
repairing or constructing a new bridge. Permits are necessary in most states for

repairs to existing structures or the erection of a new bridge.

Today there are many new products on the market to coat bridges for fire

retardation. But now, we have to be concerned about what type of coating is u.sed

if a bridge is over a waterway.

Today, environmental impact statements or assessments nmst be prepared before

any new raihoad facilities are built. Generally, the preparation of these documents is

the responsibility of the environmentalist or the enviromnental engineer. But to do

this work, these people must have accurate and timely information from the designer

and other engineering personnel.

Environmental control activities also extend to brush control and weed spraying

programs. The disposal of ties, open burning, and many other aspects of our industry

are also direcdy tied to existing environmental regulations.
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Training programs need to be dev^eloped and implemented to alert both railroad

and affected non-railroad personnel (such as police and other emergency units)

about the handling of hazardous materials and the contaimnent and removal of all

materials accidently spilled that could be harmful to the environment. And of special

importance, all federal and state requirements regarding the reporting of spills and

other incidents must be fully understood.

So, today's engineers not only have to design and construct the environmental

control facilities, they must also maintain a rigid surveillance of the operation of this

equipment, deal with the accidental spillage of materials that are dangerous to the

environment, and be well-versed in the proper handling of hazardous materials.

Two years ago the Association sponsored an architectural competition which

was implemented by Committee 6. The competition generated a great deal of

interest among colleges and universities throughout the United States and Canada.

I feel this interest has been sustained and will do much to develop closer relation-

.ships between the civil, structural, industrial and mechanical engineers, as well as

between architectural and engineering schools.

Committee 24—Engineering Education, has established a sub-committee that

will work with other Association committees to develop similar competitions in the

other engineering fields of tlie railroad industry. While no committee took action

this past year toward implementing a competition program, our goal should be for

a committee to sponsor a college competition program in 1979.

No conference can proceed so smoothly year after year as the AREA conference

does without a great deal of hard work by many people. I want to convey to M. B.

Miller, Manager of the Conference Operating Committee, and a long-time friend

and colleague, and to all the members of the committee, my personal appreciation

and thanks for their outstanding job.

The Association expresses its deep appreciation for the cooperation during the

year of its many friends in the supply industry and for their help in advancing the

cause of the rail industry and of AREA. It is through such cooperation and asso-

ciation that our jobs are made easier. Thank you, also, for your attendance and

participation at this technical conference.

To the members, to the officers and directors, and to Earl Hodgkins and his

entire staff, I would like to extend my sincere appreciation for your outstanding

assistance to me during my tenure in office. It has been a personal honor and a very

great pleasure to serve as President of AREA.



Myths and Facts About Railroads in America

By CARL V. LYON
Senior Vice President

Association of American Railroads

The Association of American Railroads, as many of you know, is in the midst

of a national advertising campaign that contrasts generally accepted mifths about

America's railroads with the facts about the railroads in this country. For example,

one such advertisement begins at the top of the page in bold letters: "Myth: Rail-

roads are old-fashioned and outdated." This myth is then contrasted further down

the page with the "Fact: Today's raihoads are bringing space age technology down to

earth." Another such advertisement points out the "Myth: It takes a lot of fuel to

move a heavy load," contrasted with the "Fact: On today's raihoads one gallon of

fuel moves a ton of freight 280 miles."

But myths about railroads are not only appearing in our advertisements. During

the last few weeks, in particular, several myths, especially concerning the safety of

railroads, the condition of railroad track and facilities, and their relationship to each

other, have filled die television and radio air waves and the major print media.

Railroad tracks and facilities have been characterized as "decrepit" and unsafe.

Management of raihoads has been portrayed as "irresponsible." The term "deferred

maintenance" has been rediscovered, but misunderstood as news persons have

speculated that some railroad management skim off funds from maintenance and

track replacement so that earnings look better.

One major newsweekly said that the "recent stories of deadly train, derailments

made clear that the nation's rickety rail system is barely adequate to handle present

coal shipments, much less double the amount."

These are myths. You, as professional engineers working day-in-and-day-out

improving, rebuilding and replacing rail, roadbed, railroad facilities and structure,

know better than anyone else that these are myths. You, better than anyone else,

should be tired of hearing these myths. I know I'm tried of hearing them. I prefer

the facts.

Fact: The railroad safety record, in terms of public safety, is a good one, both

in general operations, and with regard to hazardous materials. Preliminary FRA
figures indicate that total fatalities in railroad accidents during 1977 were the

lowest since record keeping began in the last century. And 1977 was not an anomaly.

The next lowest year for fatalities was 1975 and the third lowest year was 1976.

Between 1964 and 1974, injuries decreased nearly 25%.

Fact: Over the last two years, 1977 and 1976, the railroads have invested $17

billion in capital improvements and maintenance programs. The investment for

maintenance-of-way alone in 1977 was S3.3 billion, a 50% increase over the $2.2

billion spent in 1975. Expenditures for equipment maintenance were $2.9 bilhon last

year—up 40% from the S2.2 billion invested in 1975. And capital expenditures for

non-equipment projects reached another all-time high in 1977, totaling $750 million,

an increase of 54% over 1975.

Fact: The latest figures show tliat in 1976 more than 27 million new crossties

were installed. That's the most installations of crossties in 20 years—a 35% increase

over the average for the previous 10 years. Some 802,000 tons of new rail were laid

in 1976—again the largest amount in 20 years and 33% more than the past 10 year
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average. And figures for 1977 are expected to equal or exceed those of the previous

year and go even higher this year.

Fact: Unsatisfactory track is an economic problem, not a safety problem. Track

problems have led to an increase in derailments, to be sure, but, because railroads

typically adjust their train speeds to take known track conditions into accoimt, the

overwhelming majority of track-related derailments are relatively minor. An exami-

nation of major accidents, in terms of costs, reveals no correlation between such

serious accidents and either the levels of maintenance or the financial conditions

of the railroads involved.

Those are facts.

Derailments . . . injury . . . the tragic loss of life ... I am not attempting to

gloss over these at all. Nor am I saying that the railroads do not have problems.

What I am saying is that the ability of the railroad industry to improve upon its

safety record, while serving the nation by transporting passengers and an increasing

volume of freight, has no parallel in any other sin-face transportation mode.

Accidents involving hazardous materials made the news that led to the current

circulation of the myths I've been talking about. So, let's talk a little about railroads

and hazardous materials.

James King, chairman-designate of the National Transportation Safety Board,

recently noted that 2.4%, or thereabouts, of all transportation accidents involve

hazardous materials. However, he said, 91% of those accidents, 75'% of the injuries

and about 80% of the fatalities occur on highways and involve motor vehicles.

It would follow from this assessment that less than 9% of all accidents involving

hazardous materials occur in rail transportation. Yet, according to the Department

of Commerce's 1972 Census of Transportation, the most recent available, more than

40% of all tonnage of major hazardous materials, excluding petroleum, moved by
rail. And, because railroads have a higher share of the longer movements of these

products, 70% of the transportation in ton-miles was provided by rail service.

A total of 45 deaths resulting from the transportation of hazardous materials

occurred in the years 1975 and 1976, according to a report on Hazardous Materials

Control by the Secretary of Transportation. Of these deaths, only two occurred on
the railroads. The other 43 were involved in movements by private and for-hire

highway carriers.

Let me emphasize that I am neither trying to transfer attention to the motor
carriers, which operate in a more imcontroUable environment, nor am I trying to

wipe away the deaths that occurred in the transportation of hazardous materials by
railroads. But I think these figures illustrate two important points, often disregarded

by critics of our industry:

First, that railroads are necessary to the transportation of hazardous materials;

and, second, that in an imperfect world, railroads are generally the safest way to

transport most such materials.

An army sergeant I know, who is a recruiter, was about to pass through a

small town when he discovered evidence of amazing marksmanship. On trees, walls,

fences, and bams were numerous bull's eyes with the bullet hole in the exact center.

My army frind lost no time asking to be introduced to this remarkable marksman.

The shooting expert turned out to be a young skinny kid who didn't look to

have strength enough to raise a rifle let alone shoot bull's eyes. "This is the most
wonderful marksmanship I've ever seen," said the sergeant. "How in the world do
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you do it?" The young man smiled. "Easy as pie, " he said, "I shoot first and draw

the circle afterwards."

A lot of people, who should know better, are doing the same thing when tliey

discuss the railroads. They're shooting from the lip and then calhng it a bull's eye.

In the excitement and legitimate concern over the recent spate of railroad acci-

dents, the nation must take care against regulatory or legislative overreaction. Every

railroad safety supervisor knows that the problem is not with rules and regulations,

the problem is in observing rules and regulations. Railroads already have adequate

safety rules in most cases. By creating additional rules or revising existing rules,

often government is just adding to our problems rather than helping us solve them.

Several pieces of legislation now before Congress are being put forward as a

panacea to the railroads' problems. Although their supporters call them railroad

safety bills, most are, in reality, railroad employment bills. They would result in

increasing the number of railroad employees by 16%, even if traffic stays at current

levels. Ironically, if passed by Congress, they also would increase the potential for

death and injury to railroad employees and the public as well.

In the current atmosphere, these bills could possibly gain a favorable nod from

Congress.

Two of them, in particular, an hours of service bill, and a train length bill,

are of major concern to us.

Briefly, the hours of service bill (House of Representatives Bill 8896) proposes

to reduce the maximum hours of service for certain railroad employees from 12 hours

to 8 hours. This would require the hiring of an estimated 41,300 new employees

under current trafiRc levels. The annual operating expenses for railroads would in-

crease an estimated $1.2 billion and capital costs would increase an estimated $1.6

bilhon. Parenthetically, while union leaders are pushing this proposal, I can't help

wondering what union members think of a plan to effectively outlaw overtime.

The train length bill seeks to limit train lengths to no more than about 75 cars.

One rationale behind this bill is that longer trains cause more accidents, though

all indications are to the contrary. An increase of around 30% more train traffic

operated by some 36,000 additional employees would be needed to handle current

levels of traffic, if the bill were passed. This would expose more trains and more

employees to a potential of more accidents, not to mention the increase in potential

grade crossing accidents. And then tlier's the increased expense from operating more

trains. We figure annual operating costs would increase by $1.2 billion under this

bill, and added investment costs could reach $3.3 billion.

The concern over recent railroad accidents is only part of the reason tliat

Congress is seriously considering these so-called safety bills. Organized labor's sup-

port of the bills, not surprisingly, is also an added inducement for many members

of Congress to seriously consider these bills. If a large bloc of voters seems to favor

a piece of legislation, elected officials naturally must, at the very least, show concern

for it.

A major portion of the financial and operational problems of today's railroads

is directly attributable to Congress entangling the railroad in a maze of regulations

and public-service requirements on the one hand, while on the other hand, providing

competitive advantages for otlier modes.

Our industry is regulated as tliough it still had a monopoly on the transpor-

tation of freight in the United States. That's not only nonsensical, it's crippling.

Over the last 20 years, in particular, the fact that we no longer are a monopoly has
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been clearly e\'ident to anyone who has even passing familiarity with our industry's

income statements. Our competition's share of the freight transportation market has

increased drastically, as we have tried to compete with them on a free-market basis

despite being hampered by regulations established for railroads of the 19th century.

Meanwhile, our principal competitors are essentially unregvdated Bulk com-

modides, which the railroads find most suitable to their operations, are not regu-

lated for water carriers. Similarly, a mmiber of commodities are exempted from

rate regulation when carried by the trucking industry.

Lack of a national transportation policy is responsible for domestic water carriers

having been subsidized nearly $15 bilHon in taxpayers' money. Our chances, this

year, of seeing user charges imposed on them remain very good.

Lack of a national transportaion policy also accounts for large trucks paying

less than their fair share for the roadways they use. According to a recent study

by the California Department of Transportation, large trucks in California presently

pay fees that amount to about 21% of highway costs while their fair share is some-

thing between 34 and 37%. The study also points out that 90% of the damage done

to structural pavement is caused by vehicles over 6,000 pounds.

What we need is a complete reformation of public transportation policy in the

areas of regulation and subsidy. The present structme of transportation policy in

this country is very similar to how cathedrals were built in Europe ages ago. In the

first 40 years, the style of architecture then in vogue was used to build the founda-

tion and perhaps the first floor. During the next 40 years, a different architectural

style was popular and that became reflected in the cathedral's second floor. Finally,

during the last 40 years of construction, the finishing touches of the building came

under the influence of yet a third style of architecture.

That may be the way to build cathedrals, but it sure makes for a disjointed

and out-of-sorts national approach to transportation.

With S300 billion—that's nearly one-fifth of the gross national product—being

spent each year on transportation, it is imperative that the nation approach transpor-

tation decision making on the basis of logical, unified, comprehensive, and equitable

policy rather than pursue the fragmented and often counterproductixe approach of

today.

As railroad people, we are proud of the fact that we are working hard to keep

the nation's railroads safe and well maintained. But it's no myth that we have been

doing this at a terrible disadvantage—stemming from overregulation of the railroads

and oversubsidization of major railroad competitors.

The national concern over the recent railroad accidents is, I think, indicative

of the growing awareness that railroads are essential. The same concern must be

awakened for a national transportation policy.

You, as knowledgeable railroad people, can help inform others concerning

railroad's place in that policy. You can point out specific examples of the efforts

our industry has made to meet the transportation needs of the country.

When people talk about railroad safety, speak up. Be proud of our record

—

destroy the myths with facts.

Have confidence in this railroad industry. We've a lot going for us as America

becomes increasingly aware of our impact.



Rehabilitation of Northeast Corridor

By J. A. CAYWOOD
Senior Vice President, DeLeuw, Gather and Company

Our meeting today comes at a ver>' opportune time, especialK with the recent

rash of train deraihnents that point up:

• Bad track

• Unstable roadbed

• And an overall neglect of our nation's rail system.

While many of you here today can personally relate to the step-child position

our railroads have had to take over the years, while billions of dollars were poured

into airports, highways and waterways and are equally aware of the adverse impact

the years of neglect have had on railroad operating systems, I can only tell you

there is hope for rail rehabilitation nationwide, and the Northeast Corridor Improve-

ment Project is my example.

In fact, quite ironically, it is those billions of dollars that were poured into

airports, highways and waterways that helped create today's transportation con-

gestion problems, and added to our country's energy crisis.

Now a partial solution for solving some of tlie nation's transportation problems

hinges on the successful revitalization of our nation's rail system.

To this effect tlie 4-R Act has been passed, and 1.8 billion dollars has be<-n

allocated by the Federal government for revitalizing the rail passenger system alonn

what is known as the Northeast Corridor.

Primarily, the Northeast Corridor consists of the 456 mile strip of land be-

tween Washington and Boston, where 20? of the Nation's population lives on 29r

of the country's land area.

In addition to being the most densely populated rail corridor in the U.S., the

.\mtrak Hne from Washington to Boston surpasses all other American railroads in

operating complexity', diversity' and frequency of travel. The system carries 13% of

all passenger traflBc throughout tlie 8 states comprising the Northea.st Corridor.

By comparison, this demand for travel capability is far in excess of any other

area in the U.S., and three times that of the second most densely- traxeled corridor

in the country, the Los Angeles to San Francisco run.

WTiile some of the goals of the program are:

To bring the passenger train back into fashion by making rail tra\el RELIABLE.
COMFORTABLE and CONVENIENT,

To make travel by train more appealing by cutting down on the length of trip

times, thereby saving one hour and 20 minutes on a corridor-long trip, and increas-

ing employment by approximately 15,000 people.

THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE we all share as railroad engineers is the rehabili-

tation of the much-too-often neglected physical plant.

The nuts-and-bolts issues are how years of neglect have allowed the Northeast

Corridor's rail system to deteriorate to tlie point where we now have:

1) deplorable timber conditions

2) poor drainage

3) unsightly overgrowth and vegetation along the tracks
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4) bad rail at interlockings

5) poor rail conditions at frog track

6) improper surface conditions

7) deteriorating bridge abutments

8) and bad floor systems on bridges.

I might also add that some of the physical facihties that have been neglected

(and now need rehabilitation) are not small.

And I could go on and on telling you of a rail system that is in a "sorry state."

I am also sure that if I opened the meeting to discussion at this time, every one

of you could probably cite examples more shocking than mine, as we all live with

similar problems and hopes.

Thus with this "common hope" we share for the revitalization and rehabilitation

of a neglected national resource, I will tell you what is actually being done to

rehabilitate the Northeast Corridor, and then discuss the management approach

we are taking to accomplish this feat, and finish talking about some of the inno-

vations being undertaken on the program.

To put the rail system back on its feet and attract more riders, responsibility

for the Northeast Corridor Improvement Project is shared.

Overall direction comes from the Department of Transportation and the Federal

Railroad Administration. DeLeuw, Cather/Parsons—DCP as we call om-selves—is

the joint venture selected by the government to serve as program manager on the

1.8 biUion dollar project. This makes DCP responsible for all design, program man-

agement, and construction management.

The joint venture—DCP—is made up of DeLeuw, Cather and Company of

Chicago and The Ralph M. Parsons Company of Pasadena, California. The two

companies are also assisted by five associate firms and seven specialty subcontractors.

Amtrak is basically the owner/operator of the Corridor rail system and in many
respects will be the beneficiary of the NEC improvements. Amtrak also serves as a

principal construction contractor for the project and is exi>ected to carry out, with

Amtrak work forces, approximately $700 million worth of NECIP improvements.

To accomplish this monumental task, we have categorized all the physical ele-

ments of a railroad that need improvement into 12 major tasks:
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It is also worth pointing out tliat nearly one-fourth of the program's spending

will be devoted to track improvements.

One of the major innovations on the project, and a possible breakthrough in

track technology will he the installation of 1.1 million concrete ties, and the use

of a track laying system.

In addition to the concrete ties, we will be laying continuous welded rail on

430 miles of track.

The concrete ties will be installed simultaneously by the track laying systent.

To date, no such track laying system has been used in the United States.

To give you an indication of its size, I would like to add that the chain of cars

and machines that comprise a track laying system can be up to one-fourth of a mile

in length.

The track laying system also has the capability of completely renewing ties

and rail along a mile of track in eight hours by mechanically removing the existing

rail, picking up the used wooden ties for conveyance to the tie cars, putting down
the concrete ties, and installing the rail.

The track laying system is targeted for operation this summer, when the 400-

mile tie laying program gets underway in the New York City area.

There are also plans to install 900,000 wooden ties along the Corridor. In fact,

Amtrak teams have been at work at various sites along the Corridor since April 1977

installing new wooden ties, surfacing track, in.stalling continuous welded rail, and

eliminating joints.

The overall track structures program proposed for the project encompasses

the follov\ang additional activities:

• Modifying and relocating interlockings

• Rehabilitating turnouts

• Cleaning track ballast

• Grinding surface rail, and

• Eliminating joints at the ends of existing continuous welded rail and con-

verting conventional joints.

Besides the track program, federal oflBcials have placed a high priority on the

electrification program.

Basically, the program entails establishing a unified 25-thousand-volt, 60-Hertz

power system the length of the Corridor. This will require converting electric power
facilities now in use between Washington and New Rochelle, New York and re-

placing the existing diesel power train operation with a new electrified system be-

tween New Haven and Boston.

This existing catenary between Washington and New Haven will be rehabili-

tated and new catenary will be built between New Haven and Boston.

The Electrification Program, according to DCP Engineers, also will require

construction of 36 substations. These will be established at appropriate intervals

along the Corridor, with switching stations between the substations. The substations

will be connected to commercial power sources and will convert the electricity to

the proper voltage before it is fed into the catenary.

Conversion of the present electric power system from 11 thousand-volts to

2.5 thousand-volts will mean that the "air gap" clearance between energized catenary

wires and grounded structures, such as bridges and tunnels, will have to be in-
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creased. Consequently, the electrification program creates a monumental problem

as it involves modifying 47 overhead bridges and lowering track in eight existing

tunnels.

The clearance problems we have to solve, not only \'ary from state to state,

but sometimes differ within regions of the same state.

An example of the state by state problems can be best illustrated by comparing

the vicinity around Penn Station in Nework (which requires a minimum clearance

of 16 ft, 11 in., with the Philadelphia region which mandates 19-foot clearances.

The 20 million dollars budgeted for timnel work will pro\'ide for modifying

the catenary support system and lowering the rail as needed in order to obtain addi-

tional clearances. Other work will center around the track, the structural elements

and the inadequate drainage system. The tunnels scheduled for improvement

include:

• The six beneath the Hudson and East Rivers in New York City;

• The B&P Tunnel and Union Tunnels in Baltimore;

• And the East Haven Tunnel near New Haven.

In terms of bridge work, some 200 undergrade fixed bridges have been sched-

uled for rehabilitation or repair, and Amtrak has been authorized to work on a

number of these bridges. Overhead bridges, because they are not always owned by
the railroad, are generally not part of the NECIP. An exemption would be those

overhead bridges that need to be modified to provide increased clearance as part of

the electrification program.

The work which will be done on the superstructure of a bridge will involve

web plates and flanges of girders, floor beams, and stringers. Steel members of the

bridges will also need to be sandblasted and painted, while substructure work will

include painting stone masonry piers and abutments. We have also recommended
replacing the waterproofing on numerous undergrade bridges.

In addition, we plan to replace 27 undergrade bridges, including three movable
bridges with new structures. These replacements are necessary as the structural

deficiencies are such that they could not hold up under long-term/high-speed train

use.

A good example is the movable bridge over the Susquehanna River at Perry-

ville, Maryland. In this case (as with six other bridges with movable spans that

we are dealing \vith in the program) rehabilitation and repair work, rather than

replacement, are called for according to our engineering and design requirements.

So in some cases we are replacing major movables, while in other cases im-

provements to the existing structures will be sufficient.

About 84 curves have been recommended for realignment, in order to:

• Impro\e trip times

• Enhance rider comfort

• Accommodate platform configurations

• Provide for major bridge replacements

These trip times are to be 3 hours and 40 minutes between New York and
Boston and 2 hours and 40 minutes between New York and Washington. The times

the stipulated in the 4R Act—the congressional legislation that established the

NECIP.
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Many of the realignments deal with super-elevation characteristics of the rail-

road track at curves. Consequently, if we can increase track super-ele\'ation, higher

train speeds can be obtained. Other realignment work will involve increasing the

length of track spiral in tiie portion of track which leads from the tangent into a

curve. Besides allowing trains to travel faster, longer spirals will make the approach

smoother and noticeably improve passenger comfort.

An interesting sidenote on these realignments is that through our research we
have discovered that some corridor track on curves has been pushed out of its origi-

nal aligmnent as a result of the repeated load stress from passenger and heav\'

freight traffic over the years. Consequently, some of our realignments and track work

improvements are not really engineering changes. Instead, we find ourselves planning

track and curve work that will restore original configurations.

The type of activity planned for the 1.5 high-sp>eed passenger stations along

the corridor ranges from interior work at stahons such as the one in Newark to the

e.\terior renovation, extension of passenger platforms, and construction of parking

facilities on many of the smaller stations.

EX^P and FR.\ are also planning a broad program that will ensure adequate

maintenance and ser\'ice of the Corridor's rolling stock and physical plant. Design

projects ha\e been announced for building three exterior car wash facilities, and

four service shops, and two heavy repair facilities.

In addition to the car wash and service shop program, we are planning to build

1.3 maintenance-of-way bases to .serve as construction staging areas as well as to

provide repair shops, storage space, and office space for railroad personnel.

Every time I see kids on a track, I am reminded of the danger that exists on the

railroad right-of-way and how trespassing has become a national sport for many
citizens living near railroads.

Hopefully, with the 42 million dollars we plan to spend on fencing, we will be

able to discourage children from playing on the tracks, and people from walking

on the right-of-way and throwing debris.

Our current plans call for installing fencing along parts of the right-of-way, at

service facilities, at overhead bridges, and at stations. This fencing will also help

protect railroad property, which is often vandalized.

There is also a grade crossing program. Altogether 64 at-grade crossings are to

be modified for added safety and reliability in operating high-speed trains. Most of

these crossings will be eliminated by purchasing property, building alternate access

roads and viaduc-ts, and so on. The few crossings that will be left along the right-

of-way will ha\e adequate crossing gates and flashers.

The signaling and communications program will require a complex variety of

improvements. Currently we are stressing:

• The modification of track signals and circuitry to confomi witli the present

and proposed electrification system;

• The installation of reverse signaling and centralized traffic control;

• The upgrading of trunk distribution cable;

• The installation of a modem backbone communication system and local

distribution network;

• Improved cab signaling system with automatic train control;

• The elimination of intermediate wayside signals;

• .\nd the installation of hazard detection equipment.
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To accomplish the 11-part NECIP program, we have been involved in develop-

ing in-house designs and obtaining architectural and engineering design services

by contracting with A-E firms, in the private sector.

There are roughly 85 projects, including jobs for site-specific and systemwide

requirements, that require A-E design services. Most of these projects have been

publicly announced in the Commerce Business Daily. DCP's Contractor Evaluation

Board has evaluated the qualifications of hundreds of firms that competed for these

NECBP jobs. Coimting all the subcontractors, roughly 150 firms have been chosen

so far for design contracts. Selection procedures are in accordance \\ith Federal

Procurement Regulations, \vith the Federal Railroad Administration reviewing and

concurring in each DCP selection of A-Es.

Based on the Department of Transportation's commitment to increase minority

participation in the award of all its contracts and projects, DCP has set a goal

whereby minority firms would receive 15%, or 273 million of the 1.8 billion dollars

being si)ent on the Northeast Corridor Improvement Project.

To date, DCP has been successful in awarding minorities 34% of the total 8.2

million dollars allocated for architecutral and engineer contracts.

And to ensure that DCP fulfills its contractual obligation to the Department of

Transportation, we have established procedures to ensure that minority sub-

contractors :

• Perform the percentage of work proposed when the contiactor was selected,

and that they

• Receive their allotted share of the monies on each phase of the project

A contractor who does not comply with these agreements is subject to termi-

nation.

As a corporation, DCP is also committed to a 26% minorit>' hiring program

that places importance on:

• A successful upward mobility program

• Advancement of women to key managerial positions

• And the elimination of the "clerical ghetto"

Fiuihermore, as program managers of the Northeast Corridor Improvement

Project we are the Affirmative Action Office for the entire program, with responsi-

bility for monitoring the hiring practices of the ERA, AMTRAK, all subcontractors

and associated firms to make sure they comply with Federal EEC regulations.

In closing, I would like to talk about how we have had to organize our program.

From an engineering standpoint, we have had to recognize from the very beginning

that our different technical tasks are all closely inter-related, and that total organi-

zational flexibility is essential to the success of the project:

For example: To repair a bridge we must also take into consideration the

effect it will have on the bridge's track and roadbed program. Consequently, in

budgeting for our program, according to our 12 major engineering tasks, we have

had to decide which types of improvements are primary and which \\n\\ induce

other types of work.
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Or in the case of dealing with some of the 413 curves on the corridor, we have

had to reconsider curves when it was determined that they would require modifying

or replacing bridges in the area, and thereby entail additional costs.

This kind of technical inter-relationship has also been common throughout

other areas of our program.

For example:

• The Station Impro\ements, such as the ones at Philadelphia's 30th Street

will affect signaling, conmiunications, passenger service and operations, track,

curves, fencing, electrification, and other areas . . .

• Also, any shifting of track or modifying interlockings, on any other part of

the corridor (in order to enhance scheduling and operational flexibility)

may mean moving or modifying catenary structures.

Like any other major construction project, we also have to deal with considera-

tions outside a specifically engineering frame of reference. An example would be

dealing with any en\ ironmental concerns along tiie corridor.

This is especially so in New England where the Corridor rail lines traverse wet-

lands, marshes, and rivers, plus \aluable real estate in prestigious residential areas.

Our Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement has been distributed to the

public and is now being reviewed by government agencies and citizens' groups,

including environmental organizations. To date the response on the part of environ-

mentalists and the public has been enthusiastic and positive, especially in view of

the fact that our project uses existing facilities and involves energy-efficient trans-

portation.

We have also to keep in mind that our construction will affect all types of train

tra\el: intercity, freight, commuter, and rapid transit.

Thus, to ensure an orderly, and, as much as possible a problem free program,

we have established an Agency Coordination Office to work out agreements and

handle permits with the Corridor's various rail operators, local and state govern-

mental jurisdictions, and property owners.

.\ltogether there are more than 100 government agencies between Washington

and Boston which have some jurisdiction or relationship to our project. To accom-

modate the \aried and interested parties the agency coordination teams work-out;of

DCP's six offices along the corridor in:

• Washington

• Hyattes\ille

• Philadelphia

• New York

• New Haven

• Boston

In closing, I would like to add tliat as program managers for the Northeast

Corridor Improvement Project we are as equally responsible for die design and

engineering of a multi-million dollar train station as we are for recommending the

use of a 40 dollar concrete tie.

And with this responsibihty, as our foremost professional concern, all 950 of

us at EXI:P are committed to restoring this vital national resource, the Northeast

Corridor Rail System.

Bnl. 668
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The Restoration of the Cisco Bridge

By L. R. MORRIS
Regional Engineer—Bridges and Structures

C.N. Mountain Region, Edmonton, Alberta

THE RESTORATION OF THE CISCO BRIDGE

The Bridge

The Cisco bridge, pride of C.N.'s Mountain Region, \\a.s built between 1912

and 1915. Located near Cisco siding, 5 miles south of the town of Lytton, B.C., it

carries the main transcontinental line across the Fraser River, some 150 miles north-

east of Vancouver. The crossing is over a deep canyon of the Fraser and the main

span is a 425 ft, 3-pinned spandrel-braced steel arch springing from concrete abut-

ments set in the solid rock walls of the canyon. Height above the river is about 200

ft. The east approach is a short 40 ft girder span, and the west approach is a .350

ft viaduct consisting of 3 girder spans and 2 tower spans. The longest of the

girder spans is 106 ft and cros.ses the main transcontinental line of Canadian

Pacific. At this point in the canyon, C.N. Rail and C.P. Rail change sides of the river,

C.N. at a high elevation and C.P. at a low elevation.

The bridge is a deck structure built with open deck wood ties seated directly

on the steel spans, .\lignment consists of a spiral to the left coming onto tlie bridge,

tangent for 280 ft on die arch, then a spiral to the right meeting a 6^ curve on the

westerly viaduct.

The creosoted wood ties, up to a nia.ximinn of 14 in. by 22 in. in cross-section,

are tapered on tlie curves to provide the necessary superelevation.

The Accident

On Thursdu), .\ugust 4, 1977, a bridge & building crew, alongside a track crew,

had made final preparations to change the 78 ft jointed 115 lb rail to 136 lb con-

tinuous welded rail. This was the final stage in a program of installing pre-stressed

concrete ties and CWR on this stretch of track. The working day was 4 A.M. to 12

Noon, mostly to avoid the searing lOO'F heat in the hot-box of the Canyon. The

long strings of CWR lay to the outside of the running rails, ready to be placed the

next day. The spikes on e\'ery 3rd tie had been pulled to ensure a good start on the

following day's work. .\ 10 mph slow order was in effect. After tlie crews had left

the site, three trains crossed the bridge witliout incident. Then at 4:08 P.M. an

east-bound 82-car train of phosphate rock with four SDP-40 units on the head end,

crawling at slow speed over the 3/2 in. super-elevated track spread the low rail,

derailing the 35th c-ar behind the units, near the west end of the bridge, followed by

11 more cars. As the train went into emergency, a .shower of sparks bodi from the

brakes and the friction on tracks and rails, poured onto the now splintered ties,

meeting the fumes from the creosote oil in the timber and igniting them. Ironically,

the ties had been coated with a fire retardant which was ripped off in the derail-

ment. The subsequent blaze, fanned by a \ery strong wind, tra\elled quickly across

the deck of the entire structure.

Meanwhile, one of the head-end train crews left the imits stopped some distance

ea.st of the bridge, and moved quickly west on the bridge as far as he could go

without walking into the fire, and pulled the pin behind the fifth derailed car. This

part of the train was then dragged easterly, clear of the bridge. In the process, the
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fifth derailed car fell off the bridge near tlie east bank into the river. The cars

remaining on the westerly end of the bridge gradually settled into the bracing

between the girders, as the fire consumed the ties.

At the control center in regional headquarters in Edmonton, radio and telephone

reports indicated that at the best, the situation \\as serious and at the worst was
catastrophic. To the question "How long does it look?", meaning when can traffic

be restored, the regional \'ice-president was told "at least 2 months." This estimate

was based on what looked like the minimum repair required speculating on the

reports from the site. "And that's the good news. What's the bad news?" If we lost

the arch, which some of those at the site were predicting, the bad news was given

as 12 to 18 months.

Initial Inspection

Inspection the next morning revealed that at the very least, restoration would

include a new deck, new top lateral bracing throughout, and three new girder spans

in the westerly viaduct. The ties, which had been under the cars which remained on

the west end of the bridge were totally consumed while those on the arch, where

the cars had been removed, remained as smoldering, charred remains.

Working from plans in the Regional bridge office in Edmonton, new timber

ties for the deck replacement were ordered by our purchasing department on Friday

morning, August 5.

The Contract

Two major bridge contractors, Dominion Bridge Co. Ltd., and Canron Ltd.,

both of Vancouver, had been invited to the site Friday morning, and each was re-

quested to submit written proposals by Monday, August 8, for the restoration of

the bridge. It was assvuned that the first inspection made on Friday the 5th, probably

did not reveal all of the damage and that detailed surveys, measurements and tests

would have to be carried out, especially of the arch span. The restoration, there-

fore, was to include the detailed inspection and recommendation for repairs.

However, in order to evaluate the two proposals on an equal basis, the two

companies were asked to submit their estimate of the number of days to complete

specffic tasks which were known to be required, namely, replacement of the 3 deck

plate girder spans, replacement of top lateral bracing throughout the bridge, place-

ment of a new deck, and removal of the damaged spans and cars. The time quoted

for the completion of these items was to be a main criterion in selecting the suc-

cessful contractor. The contract was to be on a cost-plus basis, with the unit prices

for labor and equipment quoted to also have a bearing on the selection. It was also

understood that the project was to proceed for 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to

completion.

On Monday, August 8, a review of the two proposals revealed extremely close

figures between the two companies, but Dominion Bridge Co. had a slight edge
on both time and unit price, and therefore was awarded the contract on Monday
evening, August 8.

Restoration Commenced

Railway bridge crews meanwhile had commenced a general clean-up, and by

Friday, August 12, Dominion Bridge and C.N. had a full-scale, round-the-clock

operation underway. Procurement of steel had been arranged, designs and detailed
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drawings for the new spans were underway, and detailed inspection of the damage

was commenced.

Design and inspection procedures were a joint undertaking of Engineers from

C.N. headquarters in Montreal, Dominion Bridge Headquarters in Montreal, and

Dominion Bridge's \'ancouver staff.

Tra£Bc Diversion

Rail traffic meanwhile \\as being diverted over Canadian Pacific's line, tlie

easterly connectiong being Basque, 47 miles to the east, and the westerly connection

being Page, 110 miles to the west, a 157 mile detour. Some years before, there had

been a connection between the two railways at the site of the bridge, subsequently

removed. Realizing that the bridge repair would take several weeks, it was recog-

nized that the restoration of this connection would be of considerable value. There-

fore, on August 8th, the decision was made to buHd the connection and work com-

menced immediately. The connection was completed on .\ugiist 22nd and die rail

detour was reduced to 47 miles.

Fabrication, Detailed Inspection, Testing

Within days of the accident, shop fabrication of tlie new spans was commenced

in Vancouver and Calgary, the 106 ft span being subcontracted to Canron's shop

in Vancouver and the other spans in Dominion Bridge's shop in Calgary. The new
spans were designed to accommodate pre-stressed concrete deck slabs supporting

ballast track. The spans were all welded with field bolted connections. Owing to

the urgency of the situation, steel plate readily available had to be used, resulting

in many splices in the flange plates.

While the new span work was imderway in drawing office and shop, field and

laboratory inspection of the bridge was also moving quickly. Detailed measurements

were taken to check on geometry, samples of steel were taken from various parts

of the structure and laboratory analyses made to determine ultimate and yield

stresses, hardness, notch-toughness, chemical composition and microscopic structure

of the metal. Strain gauge measurements of the top chord of the arch were also

taken.

As a result of the tests and measurements, the pattern of repair of the bridge

was established, and in general \sas as follows:

East abutment—repair cracks caused by expansion and movement of the steel.

Span 1—40 ft. girders—repair bearings, replace top flange angles of north girder,

replace top laterals and cross-frames.

Span 2—425 ft. Arch—Replace top laterals. Add additional stifFeners to top

chord girders. Replace west cross-girder.

Span 3—77 ft. girder—The repairs to this span required to remove the kinks

in the flanges, add stifFeners to support the buckled webs, and the concern over the

heavy sag lead to the decision to replace this span in its entirety, and its fabrication

was added to the 40 ft. spans already underway in Calgary.

Spans 4, 5 & 6—To be replaced as originally established.

Span 7—81 ft. girder span—Add stiffeners, straighten flange ripples, and replace

top lateral bracing.

West abutment—Repair cracks caused by steel expansion.

Because of the additional weight of the deck slabs and ballast on the new
spans, several of the tower legs also were to be reinforced.
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There was positive evidence that the steel structure had expanded to a con-

siderable degree. At both abutment backwalls, the marks of the girders were plainly

impressed into the concrete. In fact, the west abutment backwall had cracked

completely through. The temperature of the steel at its high point during the fire

was estimated at over 900° F, this estimate being based on the fact that the red lead

oxide in the paint had changed to yellow lead oxide and had left a light-grey residue.

Residual Stresses

The most critical tests in tliis whole project, therefore, were those made to

determine whether or not unacceptably high residual stresses existed in the arch

span. The first of these tests were made by measuring the residual strain released

by removal of three coupons taken from the top cover plat of the top chord of the

arch. The strains were measured both mechanically and electrically, and indicated

that a residual tension of 32,000 psi was apparent.

The cause of this high residual stress was explained as follows: The high

heat from the fire caused a thermal gradient in the top chord, which in an unre-

strained member would have caused upward bending. Because of the heavily re-

strained ends, however, rather than bending upwards, the chords were put into a

heavy, constant bending stress with compression in the top fibers. The temperature

was high enough to cause plastic deformation. On cooling, bending stresses in the

opposite direction occurred, causing tension in the top fibers. It was apparent that

these high residual stresses would not be acceptable owing to he low notch tough-

ness of the steel, the low temperatures prevailing in the winter in this location and

the heavy Hve load with its high impact factor.

As a result, then, of the presence of the high residual stresses, two decisions were

taken on the evening of August 27. The first was to take steps to verify the amount
and determine the extent of the residual stresses. This was to be done by taking

additional field tests using the blind-hole drilling technique. This method involves

the drilling of a small hole in the center of a strain gauge rosette attached to the

steel. Subsequent relaxation of the strains is then measured by die strain gauge

rosette. The drill must be accurately centered by means of a microscope over the

center of the rosette and then cementing it to the steel. The drill rotates at 1 rps

and drills a small increment. It is then removed, the strain gauges are stabilized and
read, and then another increment is taken. The residual stress around the hole is

usually fully relaxed when the hole depth is equal to its diameter—Jg in. The process

is time consuming and takes 4 to 5 hrs per set up. After the test the "blind-hole"

is either drilled out to /z in. dia, or else removed by grinding, to avoid a possible

initiation site for a fatigue crack.

The equipment necessary for this testing was rushed to the site to commence
the detailed work of accurately determining the residual stresses and their extent.

The second decision taken on the night of August 27 was to initiate remedial

repairs to the arch span. With the pressue on everyone concerned to restore the

bridge to traffic, no one wished to wait until all the strain gauge tests were com-
pleted. Work was proceeding around the clock, and some ties had already been laid

on the east end of the arch as repairs to the bracing proceeded westward.

In order to deal with the presence of the unacceptable residual stresses, three

possibilities were presented. One was to release the joints of the arch in turn to

relieve the stresses. Each joint is a massive one, with many rivets in awkward posi-

tions, and the thought of this procedure was horrendous to contemplate. The second
was to cancel the residual stress by the application of an eccentric force—a "post-
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compressioning." This was considered to be awkward, and in addition the calcu-

lations would be extremely complicated and there were still many unknowns relative

to the gradient of the residual stresses. The third possibility was to remove the top

cover plate and replace it with a new section. The top chord of the arch consists

of a box girder, webs 26 in. apart, 57^4 in. back-to-back of angles, with a 36 in. x

9/16 in. cover plate on top. With the removal of tlie 9/16 in. cover plate, the

residua] stress in the chord would be partially relaxed. Since the top flange angles

and web, with their residual stresses, would be susceptible to cracking, a heavier

plate was in order. Then, if a crack occurred in the top angles or web of the chord,

it would nm dowTiwards and be arrested in the compression zone. In spite of the

fact that removal of the top cover plate would entail the cuting of nearly 15,000

rivets, this was the most acceptable sohition. Therefore, late on Saturday night,

August 27, instructions were issued to commence cutting the rivets and ordering the

new cover plate. It was to be 1 in. thick to pro\ide the reinforcement necessar\'.

The rush procurement of this plate, 36 in. by 1 in. thick, sufficient for both chords

425 ft long, was a feat in itself, and was accomplished within a few days.

At the Site

Meanwhile, at the site, the rail cars on top of the bridge had been emptied

( fortimately phosphate rock is totalK- inert, and presented no environmental prob-

lems), cut apart, and removed.

Several cranes were used in this project, the largest a 120 ton crawler parked

on the Canadian Pacific right of way.

Over 50 men working in two shifts were now on the site, making repairs, adding

reinforcement, and removing rail cars and damaged steel, including the 4 girder

spans to be replaced.

The new timber ties, framed before treatment, left the treating plant at New
Westminster on August 23, just 18 days from the date of ordering. This remarkable

delivery is unbelievable to those of us who normally wait up to 18 months for

treated timber.

The deliver\- of the new girder spans was also exceptional and a tribute to the

designers, detailers and shopmen. The first 40 ft span left Calcarv .\ugust 30, the

106 ft span left V'ancou\'er Aufrust 31. The second 40 ft span left Calgar>' September

1 and the 77 ft span left Calgary September 10. As soon as the spans arrived at

the .site, they were put into position, with the exception of the 77 ft span which

erection had to be delayed until the arch was completed and a crane could be

positioned on the west end of the arch.

The work of cutting rivets and remoxal of the cover plates on the arches moved

\ery quickly and the new plates, 42 ft, 6 in. long, welded in the center, were

dehvered by September 10 and installed by September 14. The securing of nearly

15,000 high strength bolts % in. in diameter was of much concern at one point in

time, but the suppliers came through with flying colors.

By September 17 the arch span was completed, and the 77 ft span was erected

r)n September 18. Meanwhile the concrete deck slabs for the new spans had arrivetl

from Vancouver, and their erection was completed by Septemlx»r 19. The bridge

was now ready to receive the track.

Many people asked, "Why didn't you put concrete slabs on the arch?" The

answer is that the live load capacity of the arch, while adequate, is not suflRcient to

accommodate the additional dead load of ballast and slabs.
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During the previous 3 weeks amidst the tremendous activity of the iron workers

and cranes, the work of the "blind-hole" drilling was proceeding. This was extremely

difficult when one considers the placing of the drill by means of a microscope, and

then the slow testing and measurement, all nearly 200 ft over the Fraser River on

a small scaffold. The winds are nearly always extremely high through this portion

of the Fraser Canyon and by late September the temperatures were getting on the

cool side. One does not envy the test engineer.

The testing to that point had revealed that the bridge was safe to carry traffic,

but that a test train would have to be placed on the bridge while a few more tests

were run, before normal traffic could resume.

Cutting the Ribbon

By Friday, September 23, the bridge was ready for the test train and the tests

were completed September 24. A clearance was given for regular traffic to proceed

and the test train, which was a normal, fully loaded coal train, proceeded westward.

Epilogue

Further testing continued after traffic resumed, however, to confirm the struc-

tural sufficiency of the arch and to establish whether any further reinforcement was

necessary. The testing revealed that the residual stress gradient did indeed pass from

tension to compression from the top of the chord to the bottom, and that if a crack

started in the top flanges and web, it would be arrested in the compression zone.

This was with one exception. At the west end of the arch, from panels UO to U3,

residual tension was found on the inside bottom flange angles of the chord. To
alleviate this condition, reinforcement plates were added to the bottom flanges from

panels UO to U3.

Even after traffic resumed on September 24, a further 2 mos. work was required

in completing of reinforcement to some members, such as the chords, the tower

legs, painting and clean up. In fact, painting could not be completed because of

bad weather and it has been deferred until next spring.

Additional work done at the bridge, which did not pertain to the accident,

was the construction of a concrete protection wall at the east end, at the water

line. For a nmnber of years, plans had been laid to restore the rock support for the

easterly skewback, which had broken out, and while not dangerous, was necessary

protection which had to be undertaken at some stage. Advantage was therefore

taken of tlie large camp, and the organization, and the crane at the east end, to

move in a railway concrete crew, to carry out this restoration.

When regular traffic resumed on September 24 over the Cisco Bridge, it was
7 wks and 2 days, almost to the hour, from the time of the accident, which con-

sidering the complications involved, is a tribute to all those involved.

It is interesting to note the widespread field of operations which existed in this

restoration project:

Montreal —where Dr. Dave Stringer of Dominion Bridge, and Messrs. Zis Szeliski

and Bob Sweeney of C.N. did much of the technical calculation.

Bethlehem—where Dr. John Fisher of Lehigh University, and Dr. Dave Stringer,

Bob Sweeney and J. EUcholy, of C.N. spent many hours into the night

in discussions and calculations.
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Edmonton—where Gordon Loadman and Bob Schneider of C.N. arranged for timber

ties and other materials, produced concrete slab and deck drawings and
arranged for many other incidentals.

Kamloops —where Track & Roadway Engineer Duncan MacLennan and Super-

intendent Gordon Wright co-ordinated train nio\ements and kept

communication lines open.

Calgary —where 3 new girder spans were fabricated by Dominion Bridge under

Mr. S. Dozzi.

Vancouver—where designs and details were made, steel located, the 106 ft span

fabricated, inspections arranged, and iron workers recruited, by a host of

people including C.N.'s Bob Sweeney, Dominion Bridge's Don Pudney,
Tony Tecklenborg, Al Wilson, Gordon Trevitt and Canron's Gordon
Ward-Hall.

Cisco —where the major work was done under C.N.'s project manager Bill

Jansen, with the assistance of B & B Master Harold Lundgren, and
Duncan Robertson, Dominion Bridge's Lou Lessard, Jim English and
Mel Alexander, and the testing carried out by the firm of R. M. Hardy
& Associates with Dr. Ken Street, who drilled 44 "blind holes" 200

feet in the air over the Eraser River.
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Photo 2—The wreck in the flames. Note Canadian Pacific track below.

Photo 3—The fire has the victory.
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Photo 4—Water bomber.

Photo 5—Water bomber (Photo courtesy Vancouver Sun).
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Photo 6—The day after the fire.
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Photo 7—Cars sunk into the steel.

'Mf^K^

Photo 8—Removing the wrecked cars.
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Photo 9—The chord of arch with cover plate removed.

Bol. 668
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Photo 10—"Blind-hole" drilling to measure residual stresses.

Photo 11—Checking the repairs are CN's Bill Jansen
and Dominion Bridge's Lou Lessard.
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Photo 13—Lifting the last girder. Pre-stressed concrete slabs in foreground.
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Photo 14—Restored bridge ready for traffic.



Car Cleaning on Southern Railway

By H. B. WYCHE, JR.

Supervisor of Environmental Engineering

Southern Railway

The Soutliem Railway extends from niid western and mid eastern United States

into the Southeast. In providing freight service within this area, problems related to

cleanliness of freight cars, particularly boxcars and co\ered hoppers are continuously

encountered even though rules require that cars be cleaned l)\ receivers of loaded

cars.

In the past, Soudiern cleaned dirty boxcars at 10 locations and covered hoppers

at one location by simply spotting dirty cars on a track, the manually removing as

much dry material as possible, and then uashing the car interior. Spent washwater

received no treatment and was generally discharged into the nearest ditch.

In 1972 and 1973 Southern began to feel substantial pressure from govern-

mental environmental agencies with respect to achieving compliance with water

IMjIlution control regulations. As a resvilt of this pressure, we undertook a systemwide

study of water pollution control problems. This study indicated that our car wash

wa.stewater discharges were among the worst violators of water pollution control

regulations.

Considering the fact that our car wash discharges were violating the law we
faced a rather simple choice. Either we instidl pollution control facilities as neces-

sary to comply with applicable regulations or shut the cleaning facilities down. Since

the need for clean cars would not disappear and since a very substantial capital

expenditure would be required to upgrade all existing cleaning tracks, additional

study was initiated as necessary to detenrnine the optimum mix of upgrading and

closing cleaning facilities. This additional study involved input from Soudiem's

mechanical department, transportation department, research and test department,

and systems department. The study included analyses of capital and operating costs

of pollution control facilities, locations and magnitudes of clean car requirements,

transit times and costs for moving cars to cleaning facilities, and the distribution of

commodities carried in cars to be cleaned.

This study led to tlie conclusion that the C^ompany's best course of action

would be to:

1

.

Terminate car washing operations at seven locations;

2. Upgrade existing cleaning facilities at two locations as necessary to meet

pollution control requirements; and

3. Replace one existing car wash facility with a totally new installation capable

of efficiently cleaning both boxcars and covered hoppers.

In addition to achieving compliance with pollution control regulations our study

pointed out another benefit which would be realized from the above mentioned

car cleaning facility program. This benefit was that by providing a facility capable

of efficiently and thoroughly cleaning covered hoppers as necessary to switch com-

modities, future purchase of a substantial number of these cars could be avoided.

341
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Macon, Georgia was selected as the location for the new covered hopper and

boxcar cleaning faciUty. A two track facility set up on a spot system with car pullers

and retarders was determined to be the optimum system needed. Boxcar cleaning

would be accomplished by moving the car tlirough four spots—stripping, vacuum,

wash and upgrade. Covered hoppers would be cleaned by pulhng cars through two

spots—dry dump and wash.

At the srtipping position bulk dry material is shoveled into wheelbarrows

(Georgia buggies) and dumped in a container.

After stripping, cars are moved to the vacuum position. Two 30 HP stationary

vacuums are used to service either track. Vacuumed material is collected in the

container and disposed of by landfilling.

The wash position is next. Potable water without detergents at city line pressure

is used for washing boxcars.

After washing, cars are upgraded. A lining panel making machine is at this

upgrading area.

And the most common upgrading is replacement of lining.

The first covered hopper cleaning spot is the dry dump. Material is dumped
through a screen onto a conveyor which carries the material up so that it can be

dumped into a container for landfill disposal.

Due to dust problems, dry dumping is accomplished in a building. The building

is equipped with a dust collecor.

After dry dumping, covered hoppers are washed. Nozzles are used for exterior

wash.

A Whiting washing machine is used for interior covered hopper cleaning.

Water only at 70 gpm and 350 psi is used for washing. A rotaring nozzle is used.

All wastewater produced in the car cleaning operation at Macon is collected

and pretreated through a plant and then discharged into the city sanitary sewerage

system. The treatment plant is located about 1000 ft south of the previously described

cleaning facility.

EflBuent is pumped to city sewer.

Sludge is dried on beds and then disposed of in tlie city landfill.



Railroad Research Activities of Transportation

Research Board

By EDWARD J. WARD
Transportation Research Board

The purpose of ni>- talk is to give you a brief picture of the rail activities of

the Transportation Research Board (TRB). I beHeve these activities will be of

interest to you as they ha\e been selected by people in the railroad industry. This

is really a progress report since two years ago Roy Edgerton, Assistant Director of

TRB, described our work.

If those of you who are familiar with TRB will bear with me I will describe

the organization to set the background for the railroad activities. TRB is sometimes

confused with the Transportation Research Forum which is a technical society. TRB
is a part of the National Academy of Sciences which is a not-for-profit organization

chartered by Congress to provide ad\ice to government agencies upon request.

TRB has three divisions as shown in Figure 1:

Regular Technical Activities

Special Technical Activities

Cooperative Research Programs

The cooperative research program consisted of the National Cooperative Re-

search Program (NCHRP) imtil a few weeks ago when a second program, die

National Cooperative Transit Re.search Program, was begun. The highway research

is funded by the state DOTs and highway departments. The projects to be pursued

are selected by a committee of the chief administrators of the state DOTs after

which TRB forms an advisory panel for each project to select a contractor and

monitor progress.

While the NCHRP program was purely highway in the past, its scope has been

broadened in recent years. One project which does involve railroad is statewide

freight demand data. A first phase identified the freight data which the states need

and which of those data are available. NCHRP Report Numbers 177 and 178 are

now available with the results. A second phase will evaluate freight demand fore-

casting methods.

Another NCHRP project compiled all a\ailahle information on energy used

by the various modes of transportation.

The Special Activities Division undertakes projects such as transfer of appro-

priate highway technology to developing countries for the Agency for International

Development and operates the Research Information Services.

The information services include:

Highway—which is the oldest

Rail—started about 7 years ago with FRA funds

Maritime

Air—soon will be operational

These services consist of computer storage of technical report and article ab-

stracts with the ability to retrieve them by key word searches. Reports from AREA,
AAR, FRA, ORE, technical societies, and technical journals are abstracted by the

staflF of the Railroad Research Information Service. As an example a search for

343
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infomiation on concrete crossties produced. 170 citations. Twice a year all abstracts

recei\'ed in the previous six months are compiled in a published \olume.

Lastly are the regular technical activities. These activities are carried through on

committees—there are over 180 corrunittees and about 2400 committee members

—

all volunteers. The committees are divided into three groups as seen in Figure 2.

TRB EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

i

Regular

Technical

Activities

1
Special

Technical

Activities

Fig. 1

National

Cooperative

Highway

Research

Program

REGULAR TECHNICAL
ACTIVITIES

I

Transportation

Systenns Planning

and Administration

T
Design and Construction

of Transportation

Facilities

Operation and

Maintenance of

Transportation

Facilities

Fig. 2
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l!;ich of these proiips is further divided into sections as sliowii in Fi'j;ures 3, 4, 5.

Seven rail oriented committees have bet^n started as a result of the support

from the AAR and FRA which begun in 1975. They are:

Planning and Administration

States' Role in Rail

Surface F'reight Regulation

Intermodal Freight

Design and Construction

Track De^sign

Railroad Electrification

Operation and Maintenance

Qualitx' of Freight Service

Maintenanc^e-of-Way—chaired b\ Boh Brown, Chief Eiigiiuer of the I'mOii

Pacific.

Another operation and maintenance committee has been operating for some time,

that is, the Railroad-Highway C^.rade Cros.sings, chaired b\ Otto Somiefeld of the

Santa Fe.

In addition, 24 railroad employees are on 20 committees which were formerly

only concerned with highways, such as soils engineering and bridge comnuttees.

The president of the BX, Tom Lamphier, is on the TRB Executive Conunittee.

Committees organize technical sessions at the TRB Annual Meeting, hold

conferences and workshops. TRB holds its annual meeting every January in Wash-

ington. The 1978 meeting consisted of 150 technical .sessions with oxer 4000 in

attendance. Another activity which has taken a lot of work is the pn-paration of

Research Problem Statements. The Re.search Problem Statements are distributtHJ

to government agencies—federal and state, and imiversities to promote r<'search on

problems the committees believe are important.

Rail research needs were the subject of a month-long conferenc-e at Woods
Hole in 1975. The papers from that conference were published in a b(M>k entitled

"Railroad Research Study Background Papers". From the papers and discussion at

the Conference, a report—Rail Re.search Need.s—setting forth research which should

be done with priorities as seen by a TRB Steering Committee has been prepared.

Although the opportunities for technological research are numerous, the con-sensus

of the committee was research into planning and management was the most urgent.

The top priority research topics identified were:

Stnicture of the railroad industry

Regulation

Public- service responsibilities

Equipment utilization

Cost systems

New sources of capital

Human resources

Productivity
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In addition, the study committee recommended the establishment of a national

cooperative research program which might be similar to the National Cooperative

Highway Research Program.

As mentioned earlier, committees sponsor conferences, workshops and seminars.

The first railroad conference was held last June by the Railroad Electrification

Committee on the Economic, Institutional, and Technical Issues of Railroad Electri-

fication. The Proceedings have been published with the title "Railroad Electrification:

The Issues." A summary of conference was presented at the Congressional Railroad

Symposium in December 1977 and to a conference in Italy in March 1978. The next

TRB conference with rail interest will be on bridges to be held in September in St.

Louis. The FRA helped fund both of these conferences.

The Committee on State Role in Rail will hold a one-day conference September

6, 1978 the day before the Annual Meeting of tlie National Conference of State Rail

Officials. The program will consist of case studies of three railroad organizations and

procedures for working with state DOTs and three state DOTs organizatioas and

procedures for rail planning and working with the carriers.

The first two TRB publications of railroad technical papers will be available

this summer. One will be on Track and Related Subjects and the other on Planning,

including state rail planning. A second set should follow in a few months.

We believe TRB has made a good start on railroad research, but there is much
more to do and we will be working hard to continue the expansion.
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Case Examples of Rock Stctfbility

On Roil Projects

By C. O. BRAWNER
President, Colder Associates Ltd.

Introduction

The factors which influence stability of rock slopes include geologic conditions,

irround water, blasting effects during initial construction, climate, vibration of trains,

and earthquakes. The influence of these factors, methods of evaluating stability and

details of procedures to stabilize rock slopes were described in a recent paper to

the AREA (Brawner, 1976).* This paper is intended as a sequel with emphasis on

typical case examples of rock problems and stabilization on railways in North

America.

Some recent research has indicated that vibrations developed in adjacent rock

slopes by long trains reduces slope stability. This reduction is resulting in an in-

crease in rockfall from slopes and unlined tunnels. It has also been determined that

vibrations in rock slopes adjacent to bolted joints is greater than adjacent to welded

joints and adjacent to concrete ties, it is greater than adjacent to wooden ties.

Practical Considerations of Stabilization

The majority of stability problems on railways are with rock falls involving

one or more rocks up to a volimie of generally not more than 10 cu yd. These

failures occiu- when the rock is fractured and jointed and where very local changes

in stress conditions develop, such as induced by heavy rainfall, snow melt, ice

jacking, tree root expansion, train vibration, etc. They occur rapidly and unless

detailed inspections have been made, frequently occur without warning. These

problems are best treated by scaling, application of wire mesh and/or shotcrete, de-

velopment of larger catch ditches or construction of catch walls. The selection of

the most cost effective stabilization procediu-e to use is difficult and should be

reviewed by a specialist stability engineer.

Intermediate size rockfalls and small rock slides of 10 to 1,000 cu yd are

usually associated with through-going geologic weaknesses in the rock on which the

stress conditions change due most frequently to change in the ground water con-

ditions. More detailed engineering assessment of these sites is required to develop

>^tabilization. The most frequent methods of stabihzation will be the installation of

dowels, rock bolts or anchor cables, construction of buttress support, reduction of

the water levels in the slope, and modification of the geometry of the slope or com-
plete removal of the unstable rock.

Where potentially large rock slides may occur, detailed site engineering involv-

ing the establishment of the topographic, geologic, rock strengtii, and ground water

conditions is necessary. Large slides frequently move slowly and give more warning

of impending movements. A program to measure movement over a period of time

and to determine the depth of the failure is advisable. Stabilization programs usually

involve development of subsurface drainage or change in the geometry of the slope.

In some instances it is best to relocate the railway out of the slide area.

' Brawner, C. O. 1976—"Rock Slope Stability on Railway Projects", American Railway
Eniiineering Association—Bulletin 656, Proceedings Vol. 77.
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The examples contained herein, (Figvires 1 to 16), generally apply to rockfalls

and small scale slides. The examples have been selected to cover a broad rang*- of

problems and solutions over a wide geographic area.

Influence of Vibration on Rock Stability

It has been suspected that the increase in the frequency, weight, and length

of trains is resulting in an increase in vibrational stress being transmitted to the rock-

slopes and foundations.

Recent site measurements, in the frequency range of 5 to 200 cycles/sec, for

freight and unit coal and grain trains in the speed range of 10 to 40 mph, indicated

no additive effect of the vibrations. It is not known whether different loadings, types

of cars, speeds, and lower frequency vibration could cause an additive build-up of

\ibration. Further testing should assess a much broader range of conditions.

Vibration monitors were located on rock slopes adjacent to rail joints, midway

between joints, near, and on concrete ties and wood ties and on old masonry struc-

tures. Tentative conclusions from the program included:

a) Vibration due to train traffic in rock slopes reduces the angles at which

loose rock will slide over a period of time by about 5° (as compared to no

vibration )

.

b) Vibration in rock slopes adjacent to rail joints is significandy greater than

adjacent to unjointed rail. Welded steel rail will obviously reduce the

magnitude and influence of vibration.

c) Vibration in rock slopes adjacent to concrete ties is moderately greater than

adjacent to timber ties. Unless special damping design, such as special tie

plates is used, an increase in rockfall when timber ties are replaced b\'

concrete ties, would be expected.

d) Particle velocity as high as 4 in. /sec. was measured on concrete ties. This

high particle xelocity indicates the design must accommodate high fatigue

stresses.

e) Particle velocities of up to 0.4 in./sec. were measured on old masonr\

structures. The long term influence of repetitive vibration should be moni-

tored and assessed periodically.

With the likely further increase in train traffic, length, and weight of trains,

further research on the influence of vibration on stability appears warranted.

Evaluation of Rock Stabilit>'

The majority of rock stability problems that occur in North America occur oit

existing rail lines as compared to new construction.

Based on many years of rock stabilization, a typical successful protirain to

assess and improve rock stability would include the following:

a) Development of a base data program which includes plans and profiles of

the track grade, topography, general geology, hydrology, climatic data, etc.

Air photo coverage is very useful.

b) Establishment of a program to record all rockfalls and slides. This should

include time, location, size of fall, site conditions, climatic conditions,

problem created, actions taken, etc.

c) Development of a criteria including semi-annual inspection by which the

likelihood of potential failure at all rock cuts is estimated. This rating
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along uitli the rockfall records will assist in establishing the priority of the

expenditure of funds for stabilization.

d) Develop standard specifications for scaling, rock dowelling and bolting,

shotcrete, and rock excavation.

e) At areas where potential instability is considered serious, perform the neces-

sary investigations, and develop the stabilization design which can be

implemented when funds become available.

f) Establish site supervision criteria for adequate control during construc-

tion, whether it be by in-house staff or by contract.

g) Develop a training program in stability for foremen, roadmasters, and

division engineers.

On new projects where rock slopes will be excavated the three most important

factors to emphasize are the use of controlled blasting, the control of surface and

subsurface water, and the use of adequate catch ditches.
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TYPICAL PRACTICAL EXAMPLES OF ROCK INSTABILITY AND STABILIZATION

Figure 1 (a) - A major rock fall occurred from a zone of fractured and
weathered granite. The fall was precipitated by very heavy rainfall
which built up water pressures in the rock discontinuities. The rock fell

across the highway, broke a concrete wall and some fell on the rail track below.

Figure 1 (b) - The lead engine hit the rock fall and derailed. Stabilization
involved removal of much of the remaining weathered rock and rebuilding the

wall. Horizontal drain holes to relieve water pressure would be desireable.
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Figure 2(a). A unit train hit a rock fall of about 15 cu. yds. on a

curve and derailed with the eiiRines and several cars going over the bank.

Figure 2(b). The rock fall slid on a soil infilled joint (a) that dipped

about 45° out of the slope. The block was bounded by two through going joints
that were steeply inclined (b) and (c) and partially filled with calcite.

Factors which contributed to the failure were the presence of the adversely
dipping joints, the existence of soil infill which became saturated by heavy
rain and train vibration. The remainder of the slope was stabilized by
selective scaling, installation of tensioned and grouted rock bolts and
construction of drainage holes in the rock.
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Figure 9 - Snow and ice develops on the smooth surface of a steeply

dipping granite rock face. During periods of melting the snow has

slid off the face and derailed cars and locomotives. It has been
recommended that dowells comprising old rail be grouted into the

surface of the rock to increase the resistance to sliding.

Figure 10 - The abutment rock foundation showed signs of weathering and
opening of joints. Stabilization of the rock was developed by keying a

reinforced concrete block under the abutment.
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Figure 11 (a) - Shifting of a major rock block along a steeply dipping
rock joint (a) resulted in movement within the rock masonry abutment.

Anchor cables with a capacity of 125 tons were installed, tensioned and

grouted to increase the shear strength along the joint and halt tlie

movement.

Figure 11 (b) Closeup of two anchor cable installations. Each cable is

80 feet long. Full length grouting was specified to ensure no loss of

tension and to reduce the risk of corrosion of the cables.
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(a) (b)

Figure 12 - A crack up to one inch wide
developed between the abutment wall and
approach retaining wall (a). The geometry
of the crack indicated the wall was rotating
outward. Inspection of the rock slope below
the wall revealed a block of rock about 30

cu. yds. (b) had fallen from the face. This
relieved support for the rock forming a portion
of the foundation of the wall.

The rock fall area was cleaned of foreign
material and loose rock and steel dowells were
grounted into the rock. Concrete was poured
(c) to fill the cavity and resupport the wall
foundation. Periodic inspection of rock foundations
below abutments and walls is advisable.

(c)
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(a) (b)

Figure 13 - A number of concrete retaining walls had been constructed to

support the track over 70 years ago. Cracks began to develop in the walls

and several walls had tilted up to 6 inches. A support system using No. 16

steel bars, anchored and grouted into the rock and steel channels was

installed at 10 to 12 feet centers to provide support from top to bottom.

Figure 13 (a) shows the drill frame set up for the near horizontal anchor

bolt holes. Figure 13 (b) shows one of the walls after completion of

stabilization.
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(a)

Figure 14 - Shotcrete being applied to

stabilize rock at a tunnel portal,

(a) The shotcrete ties the rock blocks
together and reduces weathering. To be

effective the rock must be cleaned of

foreign matter and should be dampened to

develop good bond. Drain holes must be
incorporated to ensure high water pressures
do not develop behind the shotcrete. The
shotcrete only need extend 10 to 12 inches
beyond discontinuities in the rock. Thickness
'-f. shotcrete in excess of 2 inches is usually
not required unless it is required for roof

support. Figure 14 (b) shows shotcrete
applied to jointed rock areas.

(b)
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Figure 15 - Rock, pillar support
being constructed to control rock
fall near a major fault zone at the

spring line of a tunnel. No. 8

dowells were grouted into the rock

to tie the pillars to the rock.

Figure 15 (a) shows the pillars
under construction and 15 (b) shows
the completed pillars.

(a)

(b^
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Figure 16 - 500 cu. yds. of rock fell from
above the tunnel portal narrowly missing

the caboose of a freight train. Train
vibration is considered to have contributed

to the failure. Stabilization was developed

by construction of a concrete portal.

Figure 16 (a) shows a rubber tired 70 foot

expanding boom crane being used to scale and

selectively rock bolt the unstable tunnel

portal prior to the construction of the

concrete portal.

Figure 16 (b) shows the portal under

construction. The top of the portal was

formed using scrap steel rail at a substantial

saving over a circular roof design.

(b)



The Wood Crosstie—Its Past, Present and Future

By THOMAS E. GROSS

Vice President, The Railway Tie AssociaHon, and
Vice President, Gross and Janes Co.

We, of the Railway Tie Association, are most appreciati\ e of this opportunity

to be with you this morning, to have the chance to tell you something of the past,

present and future of the wood crosstie. You were founded in 1899 as the American

Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association, and we in 1919 as the

National .Association of Railroad Tie Producers. Add the American Wood-Preservers'

Association founded in 1904, and we have three organizations that have been

mutiially supportive, and mutually concerned with each oth(>rs' on-goitig success

from those dates to this.

It might be interesting to touch on those areas where your operations come

to bear on ours, and ours on yours. We are both very much subject to the vagaries

of the weather; the same widespread rains and snows that stop or slow down your

track work, stop our people in the woods, at the sawmills and at the treating plants.

Historically, when railroad revenues are off, the maintenance of way program is

generally the first to suffer, and that in turn works a very real hardship on your

ties suppliers who have accumulated the ties to take care of your anticipated needs.

Conversely, on those rare occasions when crossties are in short supply, your track

program sometimes suffers for lack of those ties.

John Barriger, one of America's foremost railroaders and railroad spokesmen,

contended throughout his long career, that the .steel wheel on the steel rail was the

verv' best and most economical way to move goods. We didn't argue with his philoso-

phy then, and we don't argue with it now, despite the inroads of trucks and pipe-

lines. With the threat of an energy shortage, the sharp advances in energy costs, the

economics of diesel locomotives pulling long strings of freight cars are l>ecoming

increasingly attractive. Not to mention the matter of pollution, where those sanv.'

locomotives come out way ahead when compared to the vastly greater mmiber of

tractor trailers required to move the same volume of goods.

But getting back to crossties, the slide presentation which is a part of ni> time

with you this morning develops the wood crosstie from its inception in 1832 right up

to the present. At the risk of some repetition, I'm going back over that de\clopment.

Because the stone blocks which served as crossties for the building of tlie first track

in 1827 weren't always readily available, an innovative track man on the Camden
& Amboy hit upon the idea of making those ties of wood. Since there was no wood
preservation available at that time, he used the long-lived species such as chestniit,

white oak, cedar, cypress, and heart pine. Those wood ties were relatively licht,

easily inc-orporated into the track system, and available at reasonable cost. From that

beginning, wood ties have been the standard on American railroads up to the

present.

Wood ties were all shapes and sizes until the 6 in. .\ 8 in. x 8 ft size came into

common use. By 1925 many railroads had started using a 7 in. x 9 in. x 8 ft 6 in.

in their main lines, continuing with the 6 in. x 8 in. x 8 ft in secondary lines.

As mentioned earlier, in the absence of wood preservation, those first ties were

of the long-lived species. In 1875, the first wood-preserving plant for railroad ties

and other railroad materials was built, in Cautier, Miss., by the Louisville & Nashville

365
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railroad. Almost immediately there was a proliferation of such plants, with a veritable

rash of them being built between 1900 and 1910.

This immediately opened the way to the use of species whieh had not previously

been acceptable because of their short life expectancy.

Let's touch on crosstie insertion numbers for a bit. In 1900, at a time when

most crossties were used untreated, and, for all practical purposes, the railroads

of the United States had been built, ties were being put in track at the rate of

approximately 100 million per year. By 1921, the earliest year for which continuing

insertion figures are available, this number was down to 86.5 million, of which 37.2

milhon were treated and 49.3 million untreated. It's interesting to note that in 1936,

in the very heart of a terrible depression insertions amounted to 47.3 million treated

and 10.5 milUon untreated ties. During World War 2, when the raihoads were put-

ting in every tie tliey could get, roughly 45 million ties per year were put in track,

with only 4.0 million ixntreated.

From the standpoint of conserx'ation of natural resources, you can visuahze the

contribution made by the railroads of the United States, and their supporting tie

supphers, when they went f-om an untreated tie to a pressure-treated tie. Without

the treatment, the railroads would still be inserting 100 million ties per year; year

after year after year. Imagine what such a drain on the forest resources of the United

States would mean.

Addressing the matter of conservation further, it is of interest to note that in

our forest we have a constantly renewing resource. A report by the United States

Forest Service, dated 1972, carries the happy word that 72^ more hardwoods are

being grown than are being cut. That augurs well for he availability of crosstie

timber in perpetuity.

And what about the treating process? The preservatives used in the beginning

were various combinations of creosote coal tar brought over from England and

Germany. About 1915, the preservative zinc chloride came into common usage. By
1930, zinc chloride had pretty well passed from the picture, and again various combi-

nations of coal tar creosote and coal tar took over, along \\ath mixtures of creosote

oil and petroleum, and they are the generally accepted treatments today.

The railroads of the United States, including your own, have adopted treatments

and retentions, which, in the judgment of each railroad, best serve their needs. Mix-

tures start at 50% creosote oil and 50% creosote coal tar solution, 60% creosote oil

and 40% creosote coal tar solution; 7/30 and 80/20. And some specify 100% straight

creosote oil.

Preservative retentions per cubic foot of timber range from 6 lbs to 8 lbs, with

some roads specifying as much as 10 lbs.

What changes have taken place in the manufacture and processing of crossties

over the years? In the beginning, virtually all ties \\'ere hand hewn. Many of you

have ties on your properties which are what we call pole ties; hewm top and bottom

with sides vmtouched except for the removal of bark. Most however, were hewn
four sides, and a good tie maker could make 20 or 25 ties per day. That made a

living for a lot of families, but just barely. It was back-breaking work, and quite

wasteful. Why was it wasteful? The chips, called juggles, which came from the

hewing, constituted the finest part of the log, and today, in a modem sawmill opera-

tion, go into side lumber used in the manufacture of oak flooring and furniture.

Before we leave the Paul Bunyonesque tie hacker, it is interesting to note that he

passed from the scene, for all practical purposes, with the coming of "good times,"

cormected with Lend Lease and World War II.
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We have no knowledge of when the first sawmills came upon the tie-production

scene, but surely by 1915 or so there were many steam powered sawmills being

used to make ties. They were generally what were known as pecker-wood mills

in many parts of the country. They would set up shop at a given location, operate

there until they had cut all the close-by timber, and then mo\e on to anotlier wood
lot or timber tract. The trees were felled by a logging crew, using axes and crosscut

saws. The tree stems were "bucked' 'into crosstie lengths where the tree fell. Those

tie length logs or "bolts" were "skidded" with a horse or mule, to the logging road,

and then hauled out of the forest to the sawmill, by team and wagon.

Following the sawings of the ties at the mill, they were hauled to the nearest

railroad siding for stacking and air-seasoning, and subsequently loaded into box

cars, and taken to the wood-preserving plant. The ties were carried on a man's back

from the tie stack into the box car, and unloaded in the same manner upon arri\al

at the treating plant. Imagine if you can, doing that work with manual labor today.

A 6 in. X 8 in. x 8 ft 6 in. tie weighs approximately 165 lb air-dried, and that weight

goes up to 250 lb for a 7 in. x 9 in. x 8 ft 6 in. It was quite a sight to see a man
weighing 150 lb man-handling those heavy ties.

Three great de\elopments occurred to change all of that; the truck canit' first,

then the chain saw, and the fork lift truck.

What are some of the other changes? One is the use of anti-splitting and anti-

checking devices; "s " irons and dowels. Incising, which in\'ol\es the piercing of the

skin of the tie with countless small slits, results in less splitting and checking, and

makes for better penetration of preservatives. Adzing and boring pro\ides for a flat

surface for the tie plate, guide holes for the spikes, and Ijetter distribution f)f pre-

servative under the rail bearing. Another development of interest is die vapor drying

process. Simply put, this extracts much of the water from the tie by introducing

certain chemicals into contact with the tie surface in the treating cylinder, and then

withdrawing the water along with those chemicals, just ahead of the regular treating

c\cle.

So the ties ha\e been produced, seasoned, treated, and siiipped out on the line.

.\nd that's uhere you come in, at least if you are involved in the construction and

maintenance of track. Those ties which you put in track today ha\e a life expectancy

in service of 30 to 35 years. Less for high tonnage main line, say 25 years, and mucli

longer for less hea\-ily used secondary track, on the order of 40, 50, or even 60

years. ,\11 of this of course presumes the use of good ballast of sufficient depth, and
quality maintenance in accordance with generally accepted practice.

.\nd now, before you see our slide presentation, we ha\e with us a limited

supply of Dr. H. R. Josephson's paper titled, "An Econonnc E\aluation of the Use
of Treated Wood Ties and Concrete Ties on U. S. Railroads." If you v\ould like a

copy, and my supply has been exhausted, please write Dr. Josephson report on the

back of your business card, or on a piece of note paper witli your address, gi\e it

to me, or Job Mabry and we'll see that a copy is mailed to \ou.
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Factors Which Affect the Stability, Testing,

Selection and Performance of Suitable

Aggregates for Railroad Ballast

By JOSEPH K. LYNCH
Manager, Transportation Sales and Railway Car Supply and Utilization

Vulcan Materials Company

Ballast! This may appear to be a very elementary subject for this particular

group; however, ballast is probably the most controversial subject in the railroad

industry today when the question being considered is current railroad maintenance

practices, track loadings, and the roadbed structure. Why has the railroad industry

encountered so many different opinions? Why so suddenly do the railroads have

so much second guessing in their selection and use of ballast materials for roadway

applications today?

Part of the answer is that we have in one area a totally umelated group pro-

posing to write a railroad ballast specification for the railroad industry. We have

another group wanting to prepare a manual which would establish standards and

specifications for railroad ballast. At the same time, we have indi\iduals and groups

preparing reports concerning the in track performance of ballast materials. Many of

these reports have been prepared by persons who are entirely unfamiliar witli

railroad roadbed loading, structural requirements and the engineering and oper-

ating techniques of our railroads. This Association and the railroad industry must

reassert itself and maintain the position that the specifications for, the apphcation

and use of, and the appraisal and the rating of the in track performance of a ballast

material must be the responsibility of indi\idual railroad systems and the railroad

industry.

Yes, ballast is a prime subject for this AREA technical meeting today. We be-

lieve that now is the point in time to reestablish the fundamentals for the selection

and performance of ballast materials as required for todays' roadbed apphcations.

We must decide what factors should govern the selection of ballast materials. What
are the prime physical and chemical characteristics of a preferred ballast? What
qualities of a ballast material do we study when that material is tested in acccordance

with the established laboratory tests which are specified in our AREA ballast speci-

fications? Further, how^ do the laboratory test results actually relate to the in track

performance of the ballast materials?

I want to add at this time that our presentation today will not cover sub-ballast.

This is a subject within itself which must be covered separately. The selection,

application, and end use of sub-ballast materials differ in almost every respect from

track ballast. Sub-ballast materials must seal the subgrade to prevent the upward

movement of fine-grained soils into the track ballast section and, hkewise, the

compaction of track ballast by superimposed loads into the subgrade. A new sub-

ballast specification has been incorporated into the general AREA ballast specifi-

cation. Your committee believes that this specification will ser\'e as a good guideline

for sub-ballast material specifications, new construction apphcations, and those

specific in track conditions which require extensive rehabilitation and stabilization.

Committee No. 1 has recendy revised the AREA ballast specification and the

new specifications have been approved for publication by the Board of our Asso-

ciation. The new specifications are necessary to provide up-to-date standards to
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ensure track ballast materials which will provide adequate supporting strengths for

the railroad track structure necessary for today's heavier wheel loads and higher

speed train operations. GeneralK', the revised ballast specifications have established

new material standards and test requirements which will provide more efficient

maintenance procedures and ballast material specifications commensurate with current

roadbed structure and performance requirements.

Track geometry requirements, i.e., grade alignment, surface, and cross level

are directly related to the unifonn distribution of the wheel loads to the subgrade

by the ballast section. A preferred ballast must provide adequate support for the

restraint of the primary track loads: lateral, vertical and longitudinal. Other stresses

occur within the railroad track section which are a combination of the primary

loadings and these loadings can also cause irregularities within the track ballast

section. It is therefore imperative that the track ballast provide supporting strengths

to provide proper track geometry requirements.

The ballast must also provide resilience, stability' and drainage capabilities to

prevent permanent deformations in the roadway section and dimensional changes

within the ballast cross section. The ballast material must perform in track so that

the individual particle degradation of the track ballast does not restrict drainage

and induce changes in the basic loading patterns of the ballast section.

There are many physical and chemical properties which will determine the

qualities of a suitable ballast material. The prime concern in the selection of any

ballast material should be the in track performance of that material and an aggregate

which meets the applicable requirements of the AREA ballast specifications.

The preferred material should be a clean and graded crushed stone aggregate

and/or processed slag which would pro\ide all, or a high percentage of, tlie follow-

ing qualities:

1) Hard, dense, angular particle structiue providing sharp comers and

cubical fragments. These qualities will provide better drainage because

more void space is provided in the ballast section. The angular material

will provide interlocking qualities which will grip the ties more firmly to

prevent movement.

2) The material must have high wear and abrasive qualities to withstand

the impact of traffic loads without excessive degradation. Track stability

is directly related to the internal shearing strength of the ballast particles.

3) The material should provide sufficient unit weight (measured in pounds

per cubic foot) for a stable ballast section with a minimum of longitudinal

fragments. Excessive longitudinal fragments prevent proper consolidation

of the ballast section.

4) The material should provide high resistance to temperature changes,

chemical attack, have high electrical resistance and low absorption

properties.

5) The material must be free of cementing properties. Deterioration of the

ballast particles should not induce cementing together of degraded par-

ticles. Cementing reduces drainage capabilities and provides undesirable

distribution of track load factors.

These prime qualities of a ballast material would provide the maximum stability

in the railroad ballast section, thereby reducing the possibility of permanent track

and roadbed deformations.

Bal. 668
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We must now discuss some of the most important in track and operating con-

ditions which affect the stability of the roadbed ballast section and the performance

life of ballast materials.

There are ballast materials which provide effective supporting strengths under

certain roadway and operating conditions, while the same material may deteriorate

and become a major cause of unsatisfactory track geometry when subjected to

other types of track loads, operating and geographical conditions.

Basically, all ballast materials are placed and tamped in the ballast section

in accordance with similar maintenance practices. The materials are then subjected'

to basic loading patterns, as discussed earlier; however, there are several other

factors which will materially affect the in track perfonnance of ballast materials.

Some of these major factors are:

1) Drainage. It is the first and prime consideration in the roadbed mainte-

nance and performance of a ballast material. Individual ballast particles

must provide a free-draining and clean section for rapid drainage of svr-

face water to parallel side ditches or run off areas. Excessive moisture in

sub-grades and ballast sections are a primary source of track roadway

problems. Side ditches should be free-draining and prevent standing

water which could saturate the roadway sub-grade. A wet ballast section re-

duces the shearing strength of ballast particles and dirty, moist ballast sec-

tions support the growth of vegetation, further reducing the drainage

capability of the ballast material. Drainage is a most important factor in

contractive and expansive sub-grade soil conditions which are prone to

cause pumping conditions in the roadbed section.

2) Sub-grade conditions. Well compacted sub-grade and sub-ballast sections

vdll provide stable and uniform areas for load distribution through the

track ballast section.

3) Type of track (tangent or curve), jointed or welded rail, weight of rail

section, and track grade.

4) Traffic density and track load patterns.

5) Cross section of the ballast section.

6) Geographical and climatic conditions (dry or wet, swampy or low water

table areas), temperature variables.

We have now established the basic requirements of a preferred ballast material

—the primary in track conditions which affect the stability of the roadbed section

which directly affects the performance of roadway ballast materials.

The question now arises—^how do we evaluate ballast materials for track appli-

cations? What laboratory standards have been established by the AREA and how
do these laboratory tests relate to the in track performance of various ballast

materials?

The AREA Ballast Specification is only a guideline and cannot cover all of the

requirements necessary for the full appraisal of the in track performance of a ballast

material. It is just not possible to incorporate into our laboratory tests those field

factors which include geographical and climatic conditions, load variations, sub-

grade variables, and other variables which will actually determine the total in track

performance rating of the ballast material.

Let us now review the standard AREA laboratory tests to determine what these

kiboratory tests actually tell us about the physical and chemical properties of a ballast
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material. All AREA tests should be conducted as specified in Chapter 1, Part 2,

of the Manual, in accordance with applicable ASTM Methods of Test.

In the revised specification you will note that the general requirements for

ballast shall be crushed stone, crushed air-cooled blast furnace slag, steel furnace,

and smelter slags. The crushed stone alluded to generally refers to granite, trap

rocks, limestone, doloniitic limestone, quartzite, sandstones, and volcanic lava, pro-

vided these materials meet all applicable requirements of the specification. We
review the laboratory tests as follows:

1. Quality Requirements:

a. Soft and friable particles. ASTM C-235-68. This test identifies materials

that are soft and poorly bonded so that separate particles are detached

from the mass. Aggregates which do not meet the standards of this

test requirement are those aggregates which can be expected to deterio-

rate rapidly in the roadway section.

b. Material finer than No. 200 sieve. ASTM C- 117-76. This test identifies

the amount of material finer than the No. 200 sieve. Excessive fines

produced in some crushing and processing operations cannot be washed

from the individual particles, thus can restrict drainage and foul the

ballast section.

c. Clay Lumps—ASTM C-142-71. This test determines the percentage

of clay in the test sample. Excessive clay restricts drainage and induces

growth of vegetation in the ballast section.

2. Sodium Sulfate Soundness. ASTM C-88-76. This test, which is conducted

in a saturated solution of sodium sulfate, will furnish information helpful

in appraising the soundness of aggregates, especially when the aggregates

are subject to weathering conditions. Excessive breakdown of aggregates

from weathering can cause rapid degradation in the ballast section which

restricts drainage, and reduces the supporting strength of the ballast

section.

3. Field Samples for Laboratory Tests. These samples should be taken by

approved ASTM test methods. The test to determine the unit weight

and gradation should be made in accordance with applicable ASTM test

method as outlined in the AREA specification. These are basic tests and

results are self-explanatory, with the exception of the gradation, which

may vary in accordance with individual job requirements at the discretion

of the engineer.

4. Los Angeles Abrasion Test. ASTM C-131 or C-535. This is an important

factor in determining the wear characteristics of the ballast material.

Generally, for larger ballast gradations, the test should be conducted in

accordance with C-535, while C-131 will govern the abrasive test for

smaller gradations. Samples should be prepared and tested, using the

gradation most nearly representative of the size of ballast specified and

covered in the subject test method.

The Los Angeles Abrasion Test relates to us the abrasive wear resistance of

the aggregate. Excessive abrasion loss of an aggregate will result in reduction of
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particle size, fouling of the ballast section, reduction of drainage, and loss of sup-

porting strength of the ballast section.

With the exception of the Los Angeles Abrasion Test, most of the standard

AREA tests furnish the engineer laboratory test information which will relate to

comparative results which can be expected in the field performance of the ballast

material. In the case of the Los Angeles test we can, however, develop laboratory

test results which are not indicative of the end field performance of the subject

material.

For example, the fine-grained structure of hmestone materials consistently

produce low abrasion losses when tested under the procedures of the ASTM Los

Angeles Abrasion Tests. Hard limestone will indicate losses which will average from

about 19.0 to 28.0. Conversely, coarse-grained granites will produce higher Los

Angeles abrasion losses under the Los Angeles test procedure. Test records indicate

L.A. losses from about 18.0 to 36.0 for selected granite aggregates.

In addition, considerable variation exists with many physical testing procedures

and methods and the Los Angeles test is no exception. Not only do variables exist

between the individual tests, but between testing laboratories as well. Recent

studies conducted by ASTM Committee No. C9, the Committee responsible for the

ASTM abrasion test procedures and methods, indicated that for nominal % in. maxi-

mum coarse aggregate with percentages of wear in the range of 10% to 45%, the

multi-laboratory coefficient of variation is 4.5%. Therefore, the results of two properly

conducted ASTM Los Angeles Abrasion Tests from two different laboratories on

the same samples of the same coarse aggregate could vary as much as 12.7%. ASTM
C-131-76, Paragraph No. 7.1, defines this variable as a part of the Los Angeles

Abrasion Test.

You might ask at this point why the concern with the Los Angeles Abrasion

Test when we have a variable in the test and why the concern between the test

results of the granites and limestones. Now, let us look at the question which is of

much concern to many in this room today.

Limestones are primarily calcium carbonate materials with small traces of other

minerals. Calcium carbonates are a basic ingredient in the manufacture of cements,

hence we encounter a material with cementing properties. Degraded carbonate fines

have an experience of cementing together in the track structiu*e when degraded

particles are produced by track loads imposed upon the track structure and ballast

section. So here we have a material which will favorably meet the applicable labo-

ratory requirements in most instances of our AREA ballast specification, but can

produce unsatisfactory service life factors when placed in the roadway section.

Cementing restricts the drainage capabilities of the ballast, reduces the stability

and the supporting strength of the ballast section, and, in most instances, results

in permanent track and roadbed deformations.

In the 1975 meeting of The Roadmaster's & Maintenance of Way Association,

Standing Committee No. 3 of that Association reported on "The Relation of Ballast

Type, Sub-Grade and Stability." I quote from this report, which was prepared in

part from a detailed survey conducted on ballast types, uses, and performance within

the Railroad Industry: "Limestone ballast interlocks and gives great resistance to

lateral motion but is not hard enough to withstand high toimage. It breaks down,
fouling the ballast, resulting in poor drainage and shortens the surfacing cycle.

Ballast materials which deteriorate more rapidly, such as limestone, also reduce tie

life. We do not have figures, but we know there is a definite effect on the life of
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ties. When ballast becomes fouled, especially in joint areas, it tends to wear the

bottom of the ties much faster, thereby decreasing the tie life."

Your ballast committee also recognizes that there is a problem with some soft

carbonate aggregates. I repeat, soft carbonate aggregates, which have been used

in numerous areas of the country for main line and secondary line track mainte-

nance. To properly advise the railroad industry and other organizations who rely

upon the AREA specifications of this potential problem, the new specification so

notes this consideration in the specification. This is simply a flag in the specification

to alert the engineer to the cementing property of some carbonate materials. We
quote from the AREA ballast specification: "Conversely, when wear loss of a mate-

rial is very fine and powdery, the engineer should make a thorough investiga-

tion of other properties, in particular, as to their plasticity' and drainage inhibition

characteristics."

We would be remiss if we did not advise that the ballast committee has

thoroughly investigated this problem. Your committee has concluded that some dolo-

mitic limestones have been and may be used with satisfactory results in the track

structure, provided that prior service life performance factors are known and are

favorable.

Now, you must ask the question, how does tlie perfonnance of granites and/or

traprocks difi^er from limestone in their performance in track when subjected to the

same wear and abrasive conditions. Granites and traprocks are coarse-to-fine-grained

materials which produce granular fines which do not have cementing properties

and characteristics. Therefore, the adverse track conditions resulting from cementing

properties are not a condition which we encounter in the use and application of

granites, traprocks, and properly graded slag in the ballast section.

To evaluate the basic difi^erences between limestones, dolomites, granites, trap-

rocks, and slags, we want to discuss briefly some of the properties of those materials.

The period of growth and building of our earth and rock fonnations is a long time

complicated phase of ancient history (6 million years), therefore, we will direct

our remarks to the final composition of aggregate deposits, and tlie properties of

those aggregates that we find in their natural state today.

Limestone is a fine-to-coarse-grained crystalline or granular sedimentary rock

composed essentially of calcium carbonate. Pure limestones are white, or almost

white, but because of other impurities in the composition of the material, such as

clay, sand, organic remains, and iron, limestones may be difi^erent colors. Gray is

the common color.

Dolomites, like limestones, can be fine-to-coarse-grained; however dolomitization

involves the replacement of calcium witli magnesium, and the removal of the calcium

carbonate. This chemical change results in a calcium magnesium carbonate material.

Dolomites are harder than limestones and, since there is a chemical change in the

composirion of the material caused by the removal of part of tlie calciimi carbonate

material, the deterioration of the dolomitic material is less susceptible to cementing

in the roadbed section.

Slags used for railroad track ballast today are generally of two types; blast

furnace and steel furnace slag. Blast furnace slag is produced during the blast

furnace operation and is essentially a composition of silicates and aluminio silicates

of lime and other bases. Steel furnace slag is a by-product of the open heartli electric

or oxygen steel furnace and is composed primarily of oxides and silicates.
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Both slag materials must be processed for use as ballast generally in the same

method as crushed aggregates. Steel slags are heavier and harder, while the blast

furnace slags are produced with more pitted vesicular surfaces.

Granites are igneous rock which are fonned by volcanic movements and lava

action. Granites tend to be coarse-grained materials composed essentially of quartz,

orthoclase, mica, and feldspar, with traces of other materials.

The traprock formations are also an igneous rock, fine-grained, and composed

of ferro magnesimn minerals, basic feldspar, and sometimes a little quartz. Trap-

rocks, like granites, are hard, dense, and have no cementing characteristics.

In addition to the aggregates we have covered, there are other aggregates which

have been used for ballast applications with satisfactory results. Some of these are

quartzites and crushed gravel.

The location of the latter materials in the form and deposits required for track

ballast are found in very selective areas, and each deposit must be fully investigated

from an economic, laboratory, and on the basis of field performance of the material.

Our report today would not be complete without a mention of the current

concrete tie specification and the separate ballast specification developed by the

AREA Ad Hoc Concrete Tie Committee for Concrete Ties. Your Concrete Tie

Committee has been very active and, in cooperation with the ACI, the Concrete

Tie Committee has developed a thorough and workable concrete tie specification

covering manufacturing and performance standards.

Extensive field tests of several designs of concrete ties which were installed on

various types of ballast materials were monitored by the joint committees. It was

concluded that the type of ballast used under concrete ties was an integral part of

track structure. Further, the field tests developed that the type of ballast selected

for use under concrete ties was a direct function of the in track performance of the

concrete tie. Consequently, the Concrete Tie Ballast Specification is very restrictive

in the selection of a suitable ballast for concrete tie installations. Ballast is limited

to either crushed granites or traprocks meeting the general requirements of the

Concrete Tie Ballast Specification.

We do not want to argue the pros and cons of the concrete tie, or the decision

of your Ad Hoc Committee to be restrictive in their ballast specification. I will add,

however, that I am a member of the ACI Concrete Tie Committee and, as such,

am familiar with the problems which prompted the separate ballast specification

and restrictive ballast material requirements. A measure of any specification is the

result obtained from adherence to the conditions of the specification and the end

performance of the material meeting the applicable specifications. This was the

criterion of measurement in the concrete tie ballast specification and, as such,

resulted in the restriction of concrete tie ballast materials to granite and traprocks.

We must then evaluate the current concrete tie ballast specification. Without

a long dissertation, let's look at the concrete tie installations on the Florida East

Coast Railway. During this year the FEC will complete installation of concrete ties

on their main line between Jacksonville and Miami, Florida. This is the largest

installation of concrete ties, to date, on any railroad in the US. After the initial

installations of concrete ties on limestone ballast with unsatisfactory results, the

concrete ties were installed on ballast sections of granite ballast meeting applicable

specifications of the AREA Concrete Tie Ballast Specification. Performance of the

concrete ties has been very satisfactory and the earlier roadway problems related

to tie diflBculties have been eliminated.
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We now want to touch briefly on two additional subjects, quality control and

the economic considerations of ballast materials. Each of these subjects is important

and could in and of itself cause a lengtliy discussion. But because of the time factors

we will review the most important points only briefly and let your knowledge and

experience fiunish the details.

First, the quality control of acceptable ballast materials must be a fimction

of the individual ballast producers. \'isual inspections can detect, in some instances,

improper gradation and most certainly identif> dirty material. However, visual, on

site inspections sometimes tend to create quality problems which may or may not

really exist. Segregation of ballast particles in movement is one common example.

It is therefore important that the purchaser establish field inspection practices com-

mensurate with laboratory quality standards to establish reliable on site inspections.

In fact, both the purchaser and supplier have the joint responsibility to provide

systematic inspection methods and procedures which will provide imifomi testing

and inspection to insure quality materials.

Turning now to the basic economic considerations which must be considered

in the selection of any roadway material and \Wth ballast we find we face problems.

We cannot establish a standard maintenance cycle or maintenance practice and

make it apply to different sections of track, as no two sections of track are the same.

We can, however, establish economic comparisons of the unit cost of ballast mate-

rials as related to in track performance of the material and use this as a base of

comparison. Most certainly, if the major maintenance of a track can be materially

extended through improved in track performance of a stable ballast material, even

though the initial cost of that material exceeds another type, this is an economic

consideration which can be evaluated to determine the end maintenance cost of

an individual section of track.

We must also consider the increased production costs which face the aggregate

industry. Current EPA standards and regulations are resulting in restricted oper-

ating conditions for the aggregate producers. Increased labor, energy and operating

costs, together with the EPA standards, will result in increased unit sales prices.

The unit price increases can be expected to increase at a rate much faster than the

industry has experienced during the past three years. For this reason, if for no

other, it is imperative that the railroad industry select more stable ballast materials

which will provide more durability and effective supporting strengths for the road-

way ballast section.

Let me request that the AREA Board consider a research project which would

be coordinated with Committee No. 1. The purpose would be to provide positive

means of evaluating the total in track performance of ballast materials under all

types of track conditions. Your Committee has reservations that the current field

and laborator>' ballast testing programs are not being performed with necessar>'

variables. We must incorporate into any field testing program geographic, cUmatic,

load patterns, track maintenance practices, sub-grade and other field conditions

which are necessary to evaluate all phases of the in track performance factors.

Meanwhile, your ballast Committee will continue to monitor each testing program

to update the ballast specifications, if and when revisions are required.

We request the support of the entire Association in this ballast study. Further,

Committee No. 1 requests that any Association or Organization which may have

rehable information on the performance and application of ballast materials or prob-

lems related thereto, to handle directly with Committee No. 1. This is the estab-
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lished procedure of the AREA and the Committee will evaluate impartially any

engineering and technical data for submission to the AREA Board.

We attach hereto a table showing the actual US railroad ballast shipments

during the ten year period, ending with 1976. You will note from this analysis that

ballast requirements are increasing yearly and that the trend within the railroad

industry is toward hard rock ballast materials, i.e., granites and traprocks. This

provides positive proof that the railroad industry is concentrating on improved

maintenance of the roadbed to provide better quality and durability of the track

structure.

In conclusion, we must re-emphasize that the maintenance of the roadway

and the selection of roadway materials must be the responsibility of the railroad

industry. Others may oflFer advice, but it is in the Maintenance of Way departments

that the final decision should be made. We must set as our goal the improvement

of the quality and durability of the track structure through continued research and

testing of the latest track materials and machinery.
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Developing the Maintenance Workload and Force

Requirements Using a Modified Equated

Mileage Parameter Taking Into

Account the Various Variables

By J. A. NAYLOR
Planning Officer, Canadian National Rail

CN Rail Track Workload Study

In 1977, CN Rail began a program to measure the maintenance workload and

manpower required to maintain its plant in an adequate condition for the traffic

demands.

In order to undertake this project, several approaches were considered. The
method selected was as follows:

1. Develop computerized inventories of the various significant physical com,ponents

of the plant.

2. Review the AREA track equivalents as they relate to present day traflBc and

exi)erience on CN Rail. Main lines and adjacent support trackage were treated

separately from major yards.

3. It was recognized that the value of track equivalents would be affected by

factors such as speed, tonnage, ctirvature, etc. These factors were identified as

well as their effect on the track equivalents.

4. The values obtained from the above analysis were identified as work equivalents,

and studies were then carried out to relate these equivalents to the manpower
required to carry out the maintenance workload.

In the selection of the elements to be converted to track equivalents and the

factors that affect these equivalents, it was realized that it would be impossible to

obtain and analyze all the variables which affect track maintenance. Therefore

variables were selected which woidd be representative of the total workload. It was
also noted that these elements must pertain to CN Rail's environment as to main-

tenance, type of construction, as well as to operating pohcies. For example, CN Rail

limits the axle loading on any track to a maximum of 65,000 lbs. per axle.

Inventories

Computerized Inventories of Physical Plant Main Lines

Converted to Treated as

DESCRIPTION Track Equivalents Adjacent Factor

1. Miles of main line X
Miles of 2nd and 3rd main line X
Number of main line turnouts X
Number of main line diamond crossings X

(Continued on next page)
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2. Milci of other tracks " X
Miles of signal controlled sidings X
Number of siding turnouts X

3. Number of diamond crossings (other than main line) X
Number of public road crossings X
Number of road crossings X
Number of farm crossings X

4. Ciir\es X

5. Rail X

6. Ballast t\pe and deptli X

7. Track ties X

Development of Track Equivalents

HISTORY

The railwaNS in North America have been using track equivalents as a measure

of workload for over fifty years. Subcommittee No. 2 of AREA Committee 22 have

been engaged in a study of updating and expanding these track equivalents during

the last two years. Table Xo. 1 below shows the publishetl parameters ;ts they

presently exist.

AREA Published

Parameters

Main Tracks

1ST 1.00

2ND .8,3

3RD .75

Branch Line Tracks .49

Other Tracks

Passing & thoroughfare .43

Yard and side tracks .32

Switches

Main track .07

Side track .05

Railw-^v Crossings .10

Ro.\D Crossings

Pa\ed street or highway .07

I'npaved street or liighwa> .03

Unimpro\ed road .01

Farm or private

D7SCL'SS/0\'

In the late nineteen fifties, CN Rail de\eloped a inaintenanc-e unit by expandiiiii

the AREA parameters to include the efTect their relationship was speed, tonnage,

welded rail and curvature.
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METHOD
The various types of track on CN Rail were categorized and these categories

relate primarily to the original construction standards of these lines. The components

were expressed in track equivalents for each category.

The factors selected as having significant effect on the values of the track

equivalents were as follows:

1. Category of track

2. Speed—freight and passenger

3. Tonnage—annual gross ton miles

4. Curvature

5. Rail—weight and whether jointed or CWR
6. Heavy axle loads

7. Type and deptli of ballast

8. Concrete ties

9. Track condition

10. Gradients

11. Track modulus

12. Winter conditions

The study is divided into the five (5) following parts:

I. The development of the workload considering the track equivalents and the

factors that affect these equivalents by category of track based on an average

condition in each category.

II. The identification and application of the present existing condition of track as

it deviates from the average.

III. The effect of environmental conditions such as snow, rain, etc.

IV. Special situations that are unique to a specific territory or area such as special

patrols due to rock slides in mountainous territories or the amount of deferred

maintenance on lines that are being considered for abandonment.

V. The relationship of the work equivalents developed from the above to the

existing forces and the required forces necessary to carry out normal mainte-

nance duties.

SUMMARY

BASIC
WORKLOAD

EXISTING
CONDITION

ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS

SPECIAL
WORKLOAD

TOTAL
WORKLOAD
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I. Discussion of Method

A. CATEGORY OF TRACK
The category of track is established by a combination of tonnage and train

speed, with tonnage being the primary criterion. This category is adjusted for freiglit

or passenger train speeds as per the following table:

Speed raises the category due to the fact that the standard of maintenance in-

creases rapidly with speed.

,
.

..
, 1

j

i SPEED j
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3. CURVATURE
Data available in the computer included the location, degree, central angle,

length and direction of all curves. In all instances, the curves were treated as simple

curves and the spirals were not taken into consideration in the analysis.

In developing the effect of curves on workload, they were treated as a per-

centage increase as related to the miles of tangent track at the same speed and

tonnage.

See following graph.

4. RAIL

The rail information in the inventory includes weight and section, accumulated

gross ton miles from the date the rail was laid, whether it is continuous welded

strings or in jointed rail sections. In addition, a record of rail failures which have

occurred in the last five years is maintained. In calculating the work equivalent, the

track is treated as if it were jointed rail and an adjustment of 30% is made where

CWR occurs. The weight of the rail is considered in conjunction with heavy axle

loading. Rail failures will be included in the analysis of the condition of track.

5. THE EFFECT OF HEAVY AXLE LOADS
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B. Track Modulus:

Track modulus as defined is a static loading and the car referred to above will

only measure dynamic relativity of the support system of the track substructure,

consequently, it will only relate to the elastic deformation and not to the plastic

deformation of such substructure. In taking this approach, the indices being

developed will only show the relativity of the support system on the various

types of track construction and will not be defined in units however. The meas-

urement of the strength of the support structure is vital in determining on-going

maintenance requirements. It is expected that the relativity to be determined will

relate directly to the support strength.

7. THE EFFECT OF BALLAST AND BALLAST DEPTH
The ballast inventory was obtained by taking into consideration the various

types of combination of ballast, as well as the depth of the ballast section.

The types of ballast that were considered are as follows:

1. Copper nickel slag

2. Crushed rock

3. Crushed, washed and screened gravel

4. Crushed pit run gravel

5. Pit run gravel

The standard for the ballast type and depth was established for each category

of track. Adjustments were made for the existing ballast as it relates to the standard

for each class of track.

8. CONCRETE TIES

CN Rail has embarked on a program to install 300,000 concrete ties per year on

their heavier main lines. The effect on maintenance of the installation of this type

of tie will be taken into consideration and studies are now being carried out to

determine this effect and it will be considered as a percentage change in the

maintenance workload.

9. IDENTIFICATION OF FIXED AND VARIABLE COSTS
Fixed cost was defined as that cost which would be incurred for each category

of track if no trains were operating but that the track was maintained for opera-

tions if required at a certain level of traffic and speed.

Various approaches had been taken to determine these costs for the various

categories by using:

1. Analysis of existing costs

2. Running model for each category at zero speed and tonnage

3. Costing analysis studies by the costing department

This is a very difficult area to establish finite values but studies indicate that in

the lines less than one million tons the fixed portion of cost is in the order of 80-90%,

while in the heaviest density lines only 10-20% of the maintenance costs incurred

are fixed.
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II. Condition

It is recognized that some of the factors referred to, such as ballast condition,

would normally be considered under the heading of "condition" however, as these

elements are an integral part of the existing track system, they must be considered

in measuring the workload. Where the track deviates from the standard for these

components, a track condition factor must be applied.

In analyzing this track condition factor, the elements that are being considered

are the rail failure records, the track tie condition inventory, ballast and rail con-

dition inspection, as well as local engineering assessments. All of the above factors

are then related to the track geometry car records. The effect of track condition

is considered as being of a temporary nature and does not necessarily affect the

permanent and established complement of forces required to maintain the track,

but rather as an extra input dirough rehabilitation programs, capital, temporary

work, etc.

III. Environmental Conditions

Studies are being carried out to reflect the impact on maintenance force re-

cjuirements in the various areas of Canada due to climatic conditions such as snow-

fall. As it is necessary to recognize the additional force requirements for this

purpose, a study has been made of meteorological data in various areas across

Canada. Elements considered were snowfall, length of winter season, freezing index,

wind velocity, etc., together with the average input in manpower to take care of

these conditions.

This is a very subjective subject as the conditions vary greatly from year to

year and from territory to territory. It is also recognized that there is a normal or

average requirement which is ongoing. The study is being done manually and will

be considered when related to force requirements.

S.\MPLE OF Report Package

WORK UNITS
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IV. Major Terminals

Individual studies were carried out on sixteen (16) major yards on CN Rail

and the work equivalents for these yards to date have been developed on a different

basis than for main line tracks. Consequently the equivalents derived have been

somewhat different in value when related to manpower.

The main reason for this was due to the lack of data available in terminals

such as tonnage, cur\'ature, etc., and due to the wider variety of work in which

yard forces engage. In order to detennine track equivalents for the major yards,

the following were considered:

1. Miles of track

2. Number of turnouts

3. Diamond crossings

4. Road crossings

5. Hump yards

The following graph shows the work equivalent factor used for each. The

factors that affected these work equivalents are:

a) Traffic—considered to be the number of cars handled through the yard times

an average tonnage per car distributed over the track in the terminal

area.

b) Speed—was not considered as it is taken to be a constant for yard movement.

To date, the major use of the analysis of yards has been to compare the work-

load involved in track work between the various yards.

Workload Analysis of Track Farces

1. Examine the number and distribution of present forces.

2. Relate developed work equivalents to force requirements.

3. Compare actual maintenance forces to theoretical requirements.

V. Track Forces

The existing track forces were identified, treating line forces and major yard

forces as separate entities. This identification was as follows:

Basic Farce: Permanent Track Force

Sectionmen

Patrol gangs

Utility gangs

Mobile gangs

Maintenance gangs

Adjusted Force: Paid manpower
Basic force

Temporary sectionmen

Temporary maintenance gangs

Temporary maintenance extra gangs

Special Force: Production gang maintenance input

W.E. operators maintenance input

Overtime

Non-maintenance—fire rangers, watchmen, etc.

Total Force: Adjusted force plus special force
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VI. Determination of the Type of Work Being Carried Out

This study has only covered normal maintenance track work, however, it was

necessary to determine the time spent by the forces on other than maintenance

work. Other work is defined as manpower engaged in capital, maintenance portion

of the capital budget, work charged to other companies and industries, work done

chargeable to other departments, derailments and emergencies, fire and fire patrol, or

employees in the maintenance function not engaged in maintenance work such as

janitorial duties and crossing watchmen, etc.

Forces employed in this other work are not being considered in this analysis.

The comparison of the total work equivalent to the total maintenance force in man
years gives an average value as now exists on the Canadian National and allows

for a redistribution of forces, if necessary.

VII. Evaluation of Work Equivalents

Studies are now being carried on to determine a true value for the work equiva-

lent and this is being done in various ways as follows:

1. By work sampling

2. Field analysis of workload

3. Computer analysis of results \s. forces

a) by class of track

b) by MGT/man
c) by WE/man
d) by miles/man

4. Comparisons of like territories

5. By constructing a model for comparison purposes

6. Improve and modify results

a) by implementation of new labor distribution reports

b) by special stiidies

VIII. Conclusions

The use of the computer allows a large volume of nmnbers to be stored and
manipulated, provides important information readily, and in a form that can be
analyzed. In order to use this information, it is necessary that knowledgeable engi-

neers and individuals must do the analysis in order to arrixe at decisions.

IX. Objectives

The use of computer programs combined with manual analysis will permit

improved information in the following areas:

1. Operating and planning decisions based on accurate and concise data.

2. Identify the priority of needs for the various components of track.

3. Identification and monitoring of the human resources as related to workloads.

4. Improve effectiveness of supervision at all levels.

5. Provide a tool for detailed analysis for engineering management.
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Installation of Officers

President VVorley: There is only one feature remaining on the program of the

1978 meetings. However, before proceeding with this feature I would like to install

the newly elected officers at this tmie. This is a short but important and impressive

ceremony and will let each of you become more acquainted with the officers you

have elected.

Before doing so, however, I want to take this opportunity to thank all who con-

tributed to the work of our Association during the past year and to the success of

this conference. The AREA has had a successful and productive year in spite of

difficult conditions. This has happened because so many of you gave so generously

of your time and effort, which I assure you has been greatly appreciated.

There are so many to whom I personally am indebted that I cannot possibly

name them all here, but I do want to express my personal appreciation for the

splendid cooperation of our officers and directors, our conunittee chainnen and the

active conunittee members, and all others who contributed in any way to the

success of the 1977-1978 Association year. I also want to extend our thanks to

those persons either inside or outside the AREA and AAR who prepared and de-

li\ered the outstanding and timely features at this conference.

I especially want to express my sincere appreciation, and the appreciation of

tlie .A.ssociation, to our headquarters staff for the manner in which they have con-

ducted the affairs of the AREA during the past year. Their attention to tlie

multitude of details in the planning and execution of the many As.sociation acti\'i-

ties and programs, and their efforts in connection with the important, world-wide-

used AREA publications, many times under most difficult circumstances, has been

invaluable to the Association, the Board of Direction, and to me. They deserve the

maximum extent of our support, patience and understanding.

The Conference Operating Committee, under the direction of its manager,

Bruce Miller, ConRail, did its usual outstanding job in connection with operating

this conference in accordance with the plans and arrangements made by the Asso-

ciation's staff. These well-planned and well-operated conferences do not just happen.

Other than our past presidents, few members are in a position to know the multitude

of details handled by the staff and the operating committee relative to our con-

ference and how easily things could go auTy if it were not for their diligence and

dedication.

I join Mrs. Worley in thanking all of those ladies who, with Mrs. Autrey and

Mrs. Hodgkins, gave so generou.sly of their time in assisting with the functions of

our conference planned expressly for our wives. You have our grateful appreciation.

( Applause

)

PREsroENT Worley, continuing: To make room for new officers and directors

a certain number of them complete their service on the Board of Direction each

year. It is with mixed feelings that we see these changes take place.

I want to thank each member of the Board for his counsel, advice and support,

and especially those members who, having completed their tenn of office, are re-

tiring from the governing body of the Association. The close of this technical

conference completes the services on the Board of Past President J. T. Ward,
senior assistant chief engineer. Seaboard Coast Line Railroad. The AREA Consti-

tution provides that past presidents will remain on the Board for two years after

completion of their term as president. We are deeply indebted to Mr. Ward for his

long and outstanding service to our Association—both in an official and an unofficial
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capacity—and, although he will be oflF the Board, I am sure he still will be called

upon for counsel and advice as important matters come up.

( Applause

)

President Worley, continuing: Other members of the AREA Board of Direc-

tion completing their term of service are these directors: E. H. Waring, chief

engineer, Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad, William Glavin, vice president

—administration. Grand Trunk Western Railroad, R. M. Brown, chief engineer.

Union Pacific Railroad.

These men have served our Association well in their ofiicial capacity on the

Board and I want to express our deep appreciation to each of them.

Will Messrs. Waring, Glavin and Brown please stand and permit us to show

our appreciation for their service.

( Applause

)

President Worley, continuing: It is now my privilege and pleasure to install

the new Directors you have elected for the ensuing year. As I read your name,

please come to the Speaker's Table through the walkway adjacent to the podium,

and take a place at my right.

(President Worley shakes the hand of each new Director as he ascends to the

Speaker's Table).

From the East District: W. D. Slater, assistant chief engineer—track, Northeast

Corridor, Amtrak.

From the West District: N. E. Smith, assistant chief engineer, Milwaukee

Road; and R. E. Haacke, district engineer. Union Pacific Railroad.

From Canada: G. A. Van de Water, chief engineer, Canadian National Rail.

Gentlemen, I welcome you as directors of the American Railway Engineering

Association. These are offices of high honor and responsibility you are assuming. I

hope you will enjoy your service on the Board of Direction and will bring much
value to its deliberations. Congratulations. You may be seated.

Our newly elected junior vice president is Mike Rougas, chief engineer, Besse-

mer and Lake Erie Railroad.

Mr. Rougas, will you please come to the platform.

Mr. Rougas, I congratulate you upon your election as junior vice president

and return to our Board of Direction.

The new senior vice president is L. A. Durham, Jr., chief engineer, Norfolk

and Western Railway.

Mr. Durham, ^vill you please come to the platform.

Mr. Durham, I congratulate you on your advancement to senior vice president

and continued service on the governing body of our Association. I know that you
will discharge this greater responsibility with distinction.

You and Mr. Rougas will make a splendid team of vice presidents. Please

be seated.

Our new president is W. S. Autrey, chief engineer, Atchison, Topeka and Santa

Fe Railway. To accord Mr. Autrey proper recognition I have requested Past Presi-

dents John Fox and Bob Brown to escort him to the platform at this time.

( President-Elect Autrey is escorted to the platform, and as he reaches it

President Worley shakes his hand.)

President Worley, continiung: Mr. Autrey, I congratulate you upon your
election to the highest position of honor in the American Railway Engineering
Association. I share the confidence which has been placed in you by our member-
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ship and it is with great pleasure and satisfaction that I tuni over the responsibility

of AREA President to you. I now proclaim you President of the American Railway

Engineering Association. I also proclaim Mrs. Autrey the "First Lady" of the

Association.

I share the confidence which has been placed in you by our nienibership and

it is with pleasure and satisfaction that I turn over the responsibility of President

to you.

In doing this, I want to present you with this lapel pin which is die official

emblem of our Association. I am sure you will wear it with equal pleasure to your-

self and honor to the Association.

W. S. AUTREY
PRESIDENT
1978-1979

Pre-sident Autrey, continuing: Since we will adjourn this conference after

our final feature has been completed, I would like to ask at this time if there is

any further business to come before this meeting?

(At this point in the program. President Cena, Santa Fe, interrupted the pro-

ceedings and requested the privilege of the floor to present President Autrey with

a gavel which had been prepared for him by his friends and associates on thi'

Santa Fe.

)

Adjournment

President Autrey: The feature just presented completes the technical ses-

sions of our Conference this year. I also want to express the appreciation of the

officers, directors, staff^ and the other members of the Association to our committee

chairmen, subcommittee chairmen and the active committee members for their

work during the past year, and for their published reports and papers in the ARP-A
Bulletin.

The officers, directors and staff of the Association sincerely hope that you

continue to like the new format of our Annual Technical Conference, and that you

gained much from the infonnation and knowledge dispensed during the past two
and one half days. We solicit your comments and suggestions—preferably addressed

to Executive Director Hodgkins at Association Headquarters.

Before I adjourn this conference, I would like to remind all members of the

Board of Direction and Engineering Division General Committee, including the

members just released and the members just installed, and all the members of the

AREA Conference Operating Committee, that we will have a joint luncheon to-

gether in the Wabash Parlor on the third floor of this hotel immediately following

the adjournment of this meeting.

The luncheon uill be followed by the post-conference meetings of the AREA
Board of Direction and Engineering Division General Committee in Private Dining

Room 9.

President Autrey, continuing: Before closing these meetings of the AREA
and Engineering Division, is there any further business to come before the meetings?

If not, I shall use this beautiful gavel which has been presented to me and

declare the 77th Annual Technical Conference of the American Railway Engineering

As.sociation and the 1978 Annual Meeting of the Engineering Division, Association

of American Railroads, adjourned.
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Remarks by Division Chairman B. J. Worley*

This morning, I spoke to you on behalf of the American Railway Engineering

Association. It is now my pleasure to welcome you to the 1978 Annual Meeting

of the Engineering Division of the Association of American Railroads.

At the AREA Regional Meeting last fall, the relationship between tlie AAR
Engineering EHxdsion and AREA was explained. Judging from the comments made

by a number of the people attending tliat meeting, I believe that it would be

desirable to review this relationship.

The governing body of AREA consists of a Board of Direction of 17, elected

by the membership. The governing body of the Engineering Division is a general

committee appointed by the vice president of the Operations and Maintenance

Department. It consists of the same 17 members fonning the AREA Board of

Direction, plus an additional four representatives who are selected from railroads

not represented on the AREA Board. These four representatives are selected to

insure broad representation throughout the United States and Canada.

AREA, with its technical expertise from representatives of railroads throughout

the country, develops recommended practices. However, there is no opportunity for

any action which would be binding on any particular carrier. Through tlie General

Committee, however, the Engineering Division can make its recommendations bind-

ing with proper approvals.

The Engineering Division gets its assignments from the Vice President, Opera-

tions and Maintenance of the AAR.
This year, the Engineering Division was active in two major areas:

1. Maintaining contact with FRA on matters pertaining to the Track Safety

Standards.

2. Working with the Accounting Division of AAR in die development of

information pertaining to deferred maintenance.

Since the creation of Ad-Hoc Committee on Track Safety Standards two years

ago, the Committee has maintained an open-door policy with FRA. Several meet-

ings have been held with FRA concerning certain modifications in the standards

proposed by the AAR Committee. FRA has expressed concern over the increasing

number of track-related accidents. They are also concerned about derailments on

Class I track, and have asked that railroads review their reporting practices. This

was called to the attention of the O-T General Committee.

At the December 16, 1977 Engineering Division meeting held in Chicago, FRA
gave a presentation on "Performance Standards," and asked the industry to consider

the development of such standards. After considerable deliberation, the Ad-Hoc

Committee responded to the FRA. This is a summary of that response:

1. We are committed to working with you towards evolving standards which

will contribute to increased safety and which will offer engineering officers

the freedom of selecting alternatives to meet the needs of individual

railroad operations.

2. We agree that performance standards will o£Fer the desirable results men-

tioned in item 1.

• Vice President-Chief Engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad.
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3. We believe that using the data you had obtained largely from runs on

the Chessie System and the Burlington Northern, and using our input,

will go a long way towards developing performance standards.

4. We agree that a new system or performance standards and enforcement

should be oriented towards increasing the incentive for corrective main-

tenance, rather than detracting from it punitively.

5. We, too, have some skepticism about the feasibility of checking on some

performance standards for compliance inexpensively and nondestructively.

Perhaps this skepticism stems from the fact that we have not seen the

quantitative information you have obtained from instrumented runs, and

we are not totally familiar with your plans or development of defect

detection systems.

6. We envision the shift from the existing standards to those of performance

type will require great eflFort, will utilize considerable resources, and will

take a long time if the standards are to be meaningful and well engineered.

7. Finally, there is great concern about the thousands of miles of track whose

existence cannot be justified economically, but which the carriers are

forced to oi>erate "in the public interest."

The Ad-Hoc Committee is going to meet -with. FRA representatives on Wednes-

day of this week to have further discussion on "Performance Standards."

Mr. W. S. Aubrey, Chief Engineer of the Santa Fe headed this Committee since

its inception, but due to Mr. Autrey's added responsibihties, Mr. Rougas, Chief

Engineer of the B.&L.E., has been named Chairman.

Another Ad-Hoc Committee was appointed at the December 16, 1977 Engi-

neering Division meeting to work with the Accounting Division of the AAR to de-

velop information related to deferred maintenance. The Chairman of this Committee

is Dick Beck, Chief Engineer of the E.J.&E.

Shortly after this committee was formed, the Interstate Commerce Commission

issued a Notice of irrformal conference to be held on February 15, 1978, to provide

interested parties the opportunity to present their views and comments concerning

deferred maintenance. Needless to say, Mr. Beck and his committee had to act

quickly.

In its filing, the AAR generally endorsed the Commission's basic objective of

providing investors, the Commission, and other users of Railroad R-1 report with

information helpful for analyzing track maintenance.

In its notice of proposed rule making served July 5, 1977, the Commission

proposed new scehdules in Form R-1 for Class I Railroads to report to FRA Class

of track. The testimony of Mr. Briggs of the AAR and Mr. Beck suggested certain

changes in the fonns. Specifically, Mr. Beck pointed out that the ability to provide

adequate service is the essential determinant of the current adequacy of track

condition. To the extent that service is impaired by track conditions, the status of

track maintenance could be said to be inadequate.

The Ad-Hoc Committee concluded that the schedule suggested by the Com-
mission showing traffic density, range of speed limits, accident and slow orders witli

some modifications, provided a relative gauge of the extent to which service impair-

ments may exist.

The Committee also felt that, with some modifications, the Conunission's track

component replacement schedules provide useful information for the assessment
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of current maintenance levels. This data, however, must be interpreted in light

of overall service objectives in order to provide useful comparisons between carriers,

or from year to year for an individual carrier.

Mr. Beck's Committee submitted on February 23, 1978, a draft of schedules

and definition of terms to Richard E. Briggs, Vice President, Economics and Public

Affairs, AAR who in turn submitted them to the ICC on March 3, 1978.

The Committee is now proceeding to develop an appropriate definition and

methodology for quantification of deferred maintenance.

Over the years, many knowledgeable people, within and outside the industry,

have tried to produce an acceptable defiinition of deferred maintenance. None have

received broad acceptance. Each railroad is unique. Also, railroads that span great

distances have many segments with entirely different characteristics and problems.

To apply a specific fomiula for deferred maintenance as it is generally understood

would be extremely difficult, if not impossible.

Two of the approaches that have received the most attention are the "Dyer",

and that used by the ICC in E.v Parte 30.5. Both ha\'e been examined and studied by

Mr. Beck's committee and found to be lacking.

Both of these approaches use average track component lives. The averaging

system is impractical. To apply such a system to any single railroad or segment

of a railroad would be an exercise in futility.

For example, take just one component of the track structure—ballast. The

axailability of ballast materials in the area a railroad operates usually determines the

type of material used. Sand, gravel, hard limestone, granite, chat and steel mill slag

are just a few of the types of ballast used. All vary in price and quality from one

area to the next. Also, the life of such material varies considerably. Furthermore,

the condition of the other components of the track bear on the life of tlie ballast,

and in turn, the ballast type and conditions can affect the life of the other

components.

As previously indicated, the committee feels that the term "Deferred Main-

tenance" should be service-based, and thereby portray real maintenance deficiencies

that are related to revenue effects on rail service. The solution must incorporate

factors which would assure the necessary flexibility to reflect the service and oper-

ating characteristics of each individual railroad.

The Committee has concluded tlierefore, that the Ex Parte 305 definition

would be an adequate starting point. However, even this definition needs to be

refined and new guidelines provided in order to secure uniformity in reporting and

provide an accurate reflection of the ser\'ice and operating characteristics of the

reporting railroad.

A unifonn definition of "Deferred Maintenance" is required. But, a definition

in either a single amount of dollars or material would be impractical and misleading

to the commission and investors. Instead of the single figure defined as "Deferred

Maintenance", the focus should be on the ability of a carrier to adequately serve

customers with its current track maintenance status.

Also, in 1977, the Engineering Division was requested to make an analysis

of Amtrak derailments, involving trains equipped with SDP-40 Units.

The analysis was confined to the track aspects only. It was not the intent to

question the reported cause of any of the derailments, but to tr\' and detennine a

pattern that could be traced to the maintenance or design of tlic track.

Bui. 668
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After a review of the derailment reports, the Committee concluded that die

track did not contribute to the derailments.

With the recent derailments involving hazardous materials, you can be assured

the Engineering Division will once again be called upon to participate.

As you can readily see, the Engineering Division has plenty to do in support

of the AAR. We accept the responsibility and look foi-ward to another exciting and

challenging year.
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I make a few speeches to various groups around the country from time to

time and usually I don't have any trouble knowing what to talk about. But pinch

hitting for the boss is a different proposition.

What could I possibly talk about that would interest a group of civil engineers?

I talked this over with Jim Martin when he asked me to stand in for him today,

and he was quite understanding and sympathetic. He said I could talk about

anything I wanted to as long as it was on safety.

That was right after the tank car explosion in Tennessee, and the disastrous

derailment in Florida!

I said, "thanks."

Actually, after 18 years in die operating department of the Western Maryland,

including time in engineer service, six years with Federal Railroad Administration

and the Department of Transportation, and presently with the Association of Ameri-

can Railroads, I have long been involved and concerned about rail safety matters.

I was fortunate to be able to call upon people like Jim Martin, John Risendal,

P'rank Danahy and others at the AAR in the preparation of my remarks for today.

So if I'm off base an>-where, don't blame me, blame them.

The recent accidents on the railroads were tragic, of course, and the resultant

publicity is damaging to the railroads at a time when the industry was rapidly

improving its image and credibility along with its roadways and facilities.

A time when the industry has successfully stemmed the tide of deferred main-

tenance on an industrywide basis, and are beginning to make up some of the ground

lost in recent years because the money just wasn't there to do the job we know

needed to be done.

A time when loss and damage ratios are looking better instead of worse, when
piggybacking is reaching new heights on almost a day-by-day basis, when the long

range outlook for substantial increases in coal traffic continue to look good.

And a time when the legislators and regulators in Washington are beginning

to accept railroads as an integral part of our national transportation system and view

our problems in that light.

We have made a great deal of progress in many directions over the last

decade. Progress in research to improve railroad equipment, operating practices and

service to our customers, and, yes, progress in safety, too.

Because of the Tennessee and Florida accidents, and three other non-fatd

accidents about the same time, the spotlight of official scnitiny and public attention

is focused on railroad safety today with greater intensity, perhaps, than at any time

since a similar series of accidents occurred within a similarly short span of time

nearly a decade ago.

Being an optimist, i.e., I think good will come out of all the sound and fury

resulting from this situation because it gives the railroads an opportunity to show
what a really good record this industry has in the area of general safety, and par-

ticularly in the handling and transportation of hazardous materials of all kinds.

For example, for more than half a century the railroads have been transporting

large quantities of chlorine, which is used by municipalities to purify drinking

water and for the treatment of sewage. We now handle about 50,000 carloads of

chlorine a year. But the accident at Youngstown, Florida, which was caused by

• Executive Director, State-Rail Programs Association of American Railroads.
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sabotage, as you probably know, was tlie first in which casualties resulted from

railroad transportation of chlorine.

That's quite a record in my opinion.

There have been other accidents involving trains carrying chlorine. But the

record speaks volumes about the effectiveness of the methods and procedures used

by the railroads in the transportation of this material, and the handling of emer-

gencies when they occur.

Equal care and diligence are applied to all other of the approximately 1,600

different commodities which we carry that are classified as hazardous materials.

Our Bureau of Explosives has long been recognized as the foremost national

authority concerning the safe handhng of hazardous materials. It serves all modes

of transportation plus the manufacturers and shippers of these materials, and

performs more than 400 functions outlined in the DOT Hazardous Materials Regu-

lations, including approval of packaging and the testing and approval of all new

commercial explosives before they can be transported.

The raikoads transport more than a million carloads of hazardous materials

a year. Yet, in 1976, the last year for which full-year statistics are available, only

152 cars carrying these materials were involved in accidents resulting in release of

cargo, and the vast majority of those were only minor incidents.

I am not attempting to belittle the seriousness of the major accidents which

have occurred in any way, nor to minimize the dangers inherent in the transpor-

tation of materials that are explosive, corrosive or toxic, and often to a very high

degree. But I am trying to put the safety situation in perspective.

Obviously, there is always an element of danger involved in handling such

materials as liquefied petroleum gas, anhydrous ammonia, chlorine, caustic soda,

vinyl acetate, etc. We know, too, that there will always be railroad accidents, just

as there will always be highway accidents, airplane accidents and waterway

accidents.

My purpose then, is to show that railroads are one of the safest ways to

transport these materials in volume; that the railroads are fully cognizant of the

dangers involved and are constantly working to make it safer to handle such

material; that they are doing a good job of it; and that their overall safety record

is improving, not deteriorating, as some statistics would seem to indicate.

There are a ntmiber of diflFerent ways to measuring safety.

The most commonly used method, by the press and pohticians, is to cite statis-

tics showing the munber of what are called "train accidents." That is a more-or-less

technical term covering any accident involving a train that results in at least $2,300

worth of damage to railroad property, whether anyone was injured or not. There

were 10,000 such accidents in 1976 resulting from a variety of causes.

Now, without equipment and repair costs being what they are today, it doesn't

take much of an accident to result in $2,300 worth of damage. A simple yard

derailment, potentially less serious than a truck tire blowout, can result in costs that

high.

The average dollar-damage resulting from all train accidents in 1976 was

$22,150, and the average damage resulting from derailments was only shghtly

higher—$23,226. That's considerably less than the cost of a single freight car. So
what the raw statistics concerning train accidents show is mostly an assortment of

relatively minor accidents, and their causes.
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Such statistics are valuable, of course. They help us get a handle on where

our problems he, so we can go about correcting them in an effective, systematic way.

But in the railroad business, we measure safety more in terms of human

casualties, injuries and fatalities, than in dollar-damage to property. Certainly tliis

is a better measure of the degree of danger to the public and employees that are

involved in railroad operations.

In terms of human life, the railroad safety record has improved steadily in

recent years, with total fatalities, including those resulting from grade crossing

accidents and those imolving trespassers, dropping 37% from 1966 through 1976,

tlie latest full year for which statistics are available.

The totals for the years 1975 and 1976 were the lowest for any years on

record and the improvement was across the board—covering passengers, employees,

trespassers, and crossing casualties. It appears the 1977 figures will be even lower.

We think that's an improving safety record. But all don't agree.

According to statistical tables the decline in fatalities came in the face of a

steady increase in the number of accidents and this is generally interpreted as a

worsening safety record.

Statistics tell us that 42% of all train accidents in 1976 resulted from defects in

way or structures, 23% of human factors, 21% from equipment failures, and 14%

from all other causes combined.

That's a lot different than 10 years earlier.

In 1966 human factors were the no. 1 cause of railroad accidents. Equipment

failures were second. The "all-other" category was third, and defects in rail and

stnictures was fourth.

The railroads responded to this situation by instituting new safety training

programs and promoting them diligently, and by attacking the primary causes of

equipment faihu-es as they were identified.

In 1970 the Association of American Railroads established new standards for

the freight car fleet and called for systematic reduction of the age maximum of

freight cars used in interchange. The average age of railroad-owned cars today is

14.6 years compared to 18.4 years in the '60s and the fleet is getting younger every

year as new cars replace much older ones.

Ten years ago the industry also launched what has developed into the biggest

and most comprehensive railroad research program ever vmdertaken in this country.

Many of the resulting safety projects were carried on by the railroads in cooperation

with the railroad supply industry, railway labor and the Federal Railroad Adminis-

tration. This program already has made important contributions to the safety of

railroad operations and equipment, with many more improvements to come. The
track-train dynamics program, which is the heart of the overall effort, is now in

its third phase in which findings and recommendations thus far made governing

equipment design and materials are Ijeing implemented with improved safety and
reliability as the foremost factors involved.

One phase of the research program now completed, except for monitoring

resiJts, specifically concerns tank cars. This special program was initiated eight

years ago following a spate of major accidents involving tank cars and hazardous

materials. It was one of the most extensive freight transportation safety studies

ever undertaken by private companies.

This study produced recommendations that those tank cars which carry the

most dangerous commodities be equipped with head shields or metal plates at-
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tached to the ends of each tank car to guard against the possibihty of puncture

by the coupler of an adjoining car in a derailment.

Another development dealing with the same problem, identified as a major

cause of tank car ruptures in derailments, is the "shelf-type" coupler which resists

vertical disengagement and thus helps keep adjoining cars coupled to a tank car in

a derailment.

A third major development is thermal insulation to protect a tank car from

the effects of heat which could be generated by fire in an accident. The Department

of Transportation generally adopted these concepts and pressurized tank cars manu-

factured after December 31, 1977, are required to include these improvements. A
schedule of retrofitting improvements on 23,000 pressurized cars already in service

has been adopted, and all of these cars must have the new couplers by July 1,

1979, and the head shields and thermal protection by December 31, 1981.

As yet another advance in the safe handling of hazardous materials, the Bureau

of Explosives recently put into effect a computer program to help firefighters and

pohce protect people and property after rail accidents involving hazardous mate-

rials. When meshed with a railroad's own computer system, the program produces

a hazardous materials emergency response guide which identifies the physical and

chemical properties of each of 1600 hazardous materials, its major hazards, proper

action to control a fire or leak and necessary personnel protection and evacuation

procedures.

This enables those railroads with computer systems to show on each train mani-

fest, the type of hazardous materials in that particular train, the location in the

train of those cars carrying these materials, and a guide as to what to do, or not

to do, in emergencies involving these materials. Through this kind of program, the

conductor has the basic information needed for quick and effective action by emer-

gency crews in accidents involving hazardous materials.

Another area of major safety concern to the railroads has always been grade

crossing accidents, which are by far the predominant cause of train-related casual-

ties. After years of fighting the costly battle of improving crossing warning systems

virtually alone, the railroads finally persuaded the Federal Government that this

was really more of a highway problem than a railroad problem and that part of the

cost of crossing signals should be borne by the public.

In 1973, for the first time, federal funds from highway authorizations were

definitely committed for the installation of warning devices at grade crossings. Since

then, in cooperation with state and local authorities, we have been able to attack

this problem on a sound, systematic basis.

Largely on their own, the railroads had been slowly reducing the number of

grade crossing casualties prior to 1973, but with more money available to work

with, the success of this effort was accelerated to the extent that in 1975 grade

crossing fatalities were the lowest since the keeping of such records began in 1920.

Preliminary statistics for 1977 are even lower.

The stepped up program of crossing installations has been accompanied during

the last several years by "Operation Lifesaver" programs in some states, involving

the cooperative efforts of the railroads, rail labor and local and state authorities.

These too have proved to be effective and are continuing. We are currently working

with the National Safety Council, the National Transportation Safety Board, the

Federal Highway and Federal Railroad Administration and several other organi-

zations to make "Operation Lifesaver" a national program.
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And now we come to what is generally perceived to be our No. 1 safety prob-

lem, in the eyes of the press and public authorities. That is the condition of our

roadways and facilities.

We know we have roadway problems in some segments of the industry. We
know where the>- are greatest and why. .\nd we know what's being done about

them. And why we haven't been able to do more in the past.

I won't go into details about the capital improvement and maintenance pro-

grams because that has already been covered by Carl Lyon. I reiterate, however,

that with the stepped up le\el of expenditures now under way the industry is begin-

ning to offset the effects of years of "deferred maintenance," which has given rail-

roads all over the country an unwarranted image as "rundown, decrepit and unsafe."

We know that's not true. But try and convince an eager yoimg newsperson

having his or her first shot at covering a major railroad accident. They see each

accident as further proof that the railroads are unsafe, and tend immediately to

blame "bad track " for the accident without waiting to find out what the real cause

might have been. That's what happened in the recent spate of tank car accidents.

Actually, as you probably know, not a single one of the five accidents was due

to track conditions, unless you want to covmt sabotage of the track against us.

Centlemen, we have a tremendous job to do!

There are some who insist that nationalization and more safet>' legislation are

the only answers to railroad safet\' problems. These same people would bo among
the first to scream when they saw the bill that would result from nationalization,

which would simply mean that the government would have to spend tax money
to do the job the railroads are now doing with private funds and repayable govern-

ment assistance.

Concerning more rules and regulations: the Office of Technology Assessment

reported recendy that "no more special safety legislation is needed ", and that some

of that on the books actually impedes rather than promotes safety.

It noted that inspection programs resulting from the 1970 safety act do not

appear to have affected the accident rate and that the Railroad Safety Authorization

Act of 1976 provides two examples of instances in which legislation or regulation

was sought to require or prohibit certain action, without adequate consideration

of alternative responses. It suggested, as the railroads have always maintained, that

coop>erative effort is the best way to bring about real improvement in safety.

Excessive rulemaking often tends to create bad morale and many times ends

up diverting funds from projects such as road and rail maintenance, which actually

would improve a line's safety.

One example of unneeded and probably counterproducti\ e "safety" measures

is what is known as the "Blue Flag Law" which the FR.\ is now seeking to imple-

ment at the mandate of Congress.

For years all railroad operating people have been instructed on a continuing

basis that a blue flag means someone is in or about or underneath a train, repairing

or inspecting it. This has worked well. The proposed new nde would require that

a manually operated switch be locked, in addition to the display of a blue flag.

On the surface the new rule sounds good to anyone who has little railroad

experience. But living with that rule day-in and day-out is going to cause all sorts

of problems. In many cases a workman will have to go long distances to lock the
swatch, place the blue flag and then come back and make a minor repair or inspec-
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tion. Once the repair is made, he must retrace his steps to unlock the switch. And
what will be the outcome. Will fewer repairmen be injured? I doubt it.

In fact, I believe, what's going to happen is that compliance with the require-

ment for both locking the switch and putting out the flag will not be effective. It

will, in some cases, just be too much of a bother to do both. Although blue flags

will be in place, someone may disregard them because the switch was not locked.

The OTA report I mentioned awhile ago cited two other instances where safety

was iQ-served by so-called safety legislation. These concern provisions regarding

the location of crew quarters on work trains and the requirement for rear-end

inarkers which the OTA said resulted in "unnecessary inflexibility and inefficiency"

and made these adversarial rather than cooperative matters.

All of us are concerned with railroad safety. And I'm sure all proposals made
to promote greater safety on the railroads are well intended. But sometimes they

don't turn out that way because all factors were not given due consideration in

advance.

I think we are on the right track with the programs the railroad industry has

instituted in recent years to improve equipment, employee awareness of safety, the

makeup and handling of trains, procedures for the handling of hazardous materials,

and the improvement of roadways and facilities at the fastest possible rate.

These efforts have been effective as the across-the-board decline in accident

casual ties shows, and they will be even more effective as results of the job now
being done begin to snowball. I believe they will in the years just ahead.
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I am here today to bring you greetings from Bill Harris and the Research and

Test Department of the AAR. Bill regrets that his scheduled testimony before the

U.S. Senate on railroad safety precluded his being here with you, and asked that

I pass to you his best washes for a productive meeting. I know that all of us wish

him equally well in his work today. It is always a pleasure and honor to appear

before this assembly of expertise, talent and wisdom to which I owe so much

personal allegiance. In a manner of speaking, all of us engaged in the fascinating

work of this frightful complex industry have a "home division", of sorts, to which

we can trace our earliest railroad assignments. Mine, hke so many of yours, is this

organization and the maintenance of way and engineering departments it represents.

After one has accumidated in excess of twenty years seniority in this business, I

suppose he must be excused for an occasional desire to reflect on where we have

been and where we might be going. Among many other useful purposes, these

annual meetings help me to do just diis. These meetings are a superb opportunity

for us not only to socialize with those of common technical interest; not only to

share technical knowledge for nmtual benefits but also to study our history and

heritage and to develop plans and strategies in an attempt to better shape our

future as well. History and heritage are not generally the favorite subjects of engi-

neers. We need, however, to be reminded of George Santayanna's eloquent warning

that "He who ignores history is condemned to relive it."

We here today have a problem, a problem of image as well as of substance.

The industry's financial problems and recent major accidents involving tank cars

have produced general public concern and widespread adverse publicity in the

media. What we hear and read is that we haven't been doing our job, or tliat we

haven't been given the resources to do it, or even more simply that we just can't

keep oiu trains on the track, and that all of this threatens the public safety. While

one may feel that the people who work in Washington have an inflated sense of the

importance of what goes on in our Nation's Capitol, and while people away from

Washington may not share our feelings of frustration or urgency or enthusiasm at

least to the degree we feel them; nevertheless, what goes on in Washington is

important and does have a profound effect on our future and on our potential

freedom and prosperity. The current public concern over rail safety ofl^ers a case in

point. There is a general feeling reflected in the press and on TV that the railroads

suffer from malnourished trackage and that this condition is affecting society. This

attitude becomes translated into political rhetoric and a host of legislative proposals

to do something about a "deplorable situation." As with most heated political issues,

some of these proposals will be politically motivated angry outcries. Some, although

well intended and honest endeavors to solve problems, may suffer from inaccurate

or insufficient knowledge of the real situation. We all share a tendency to attempt

to oversimplify highly complex issues. This tendency is particularly pronounced

in the media and in questions of public policy. This oversimplification of casual

relationships leads to ill reasoned arguments like; there are railroad accidents; there

is deferred maintenance; accidents are caused by bad track; therefore the rail safety

problem is really deferred maintenance. It is precisely this kind of oversimplified

reasoning that Bill Dempsey, Jim Martin, and Bill Harris are attempting to deal

with today.

' Assistant Vice President, Research & Test Department, AAR.
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Unfortunately, while some of these legislative proposals could be on target,

experience tells us that few, if any, however, will address adequately the real prob-

lems. They will largely be cosmetic superficial attempts to address symptoms rather

than causes. They will frequently call for taxpayers money to be thrown in the

general direction of some perceived fault with suflBcient bureaucratic strings attached

to make it ineflBcient at best and counter-productive at worst. This is not the kind

of help our industry needs. In fact, its the kind of help we can least afford. In

general, these programs lead to greater intrusion by government into the manage-

ment of our properties. It is simply a fact of life that when taxpayer dollars are

used direcdy in support of private enterprise, they must be surrounded and pro-

tected from misuse by such a cumbersome set of bureaucratic entanglements as to

end up drastically diluted, woefully late and so carefully channeled to specific uses

so as to be of very little, if any, help. I am not opposed to the general principle of

government attempting to help, but we are opposed to help in the form I have

just described. Such help is illusory. It leads both the government and the aggrieved

railroads to think something has been done when in fact the rail disease goes

unchecked.

All of us at the AAR and its Research and Test Department have been ex-

tremely busy these past several weeks restudying and reanalyzing railroad safety

and derailment statistics. These analyses show again what we have said before.

Track defects and related derailments are on the rise, but that they are an economic

problem; not the serious threat to life and limb, especially to our employees as one

would gather from watching TV or reading the general press. Serious train derail-

ments, the type that cause damage in excess of $100,000 are in fact, on the decline.

In 1966 there were approximately 450 accidents of this type. In 1976 the number
was down to 381. On the same time period, the total number of track caused acci-

dents has increased dramatically from about 1500 better than 4000. These numbers,

however, include the large number of minor yard deraliments. Track now accounts

for about 40 percent of total derailments. But, if we look at employee casualties,

we find that only a small fraction of employees are injured in train accidents. In

the eight years from 1966 to 1974 only 4 percent of employee injuries occurred in

train accidents. In 1976 this percentage was all the way down to one percent. In

terms of fatalities, the statistics show that railroad employee fatalities have remained

fairly constant at about 0.02 per million man-hours of employment, but that less

than 20 percent of these fatalities occur in train accidents and less than half of these

could be attiibuted to track causes. In comparison with other industries, railroads

have fewer fatalities per 10,000 employees than mining or construction and, im-

portantiy, fewer than the transportation sector as a whole.

So we must tell the oversimplifiers that we should look to things other than

track caused derailments in order to make significant improvements to safety. At
the same time, back caused derailments are a matter of serious economic concern;

and, I must add, political liability which deserve our most diligent effort to correct.

In this connection we must get the message across in a way that it is under-

stood and believed that, unlike the news media, railroads didn't just discover

safety; that we do care about our employees' well being and that we understand

and take seriously our responsibilities for the public's safety. These are things that

all of us know and take for granted. Safety has been a subject of prime concern to

the railroad industry since its inception. The first instruction in many of our "Book
of Rules" is that safety is of the first importance in the discharge of duty. Safety
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considerations affect and are brought to bear on railroad operations in so many

different ways that it becomes a way of Hfe for railroad people.

It is not surprising, therefore, that almost everything the AAR's Research and

Test Department does relates directly to railroad safety. In fact, the Department's

charter clearly states, "The function of the Research and Test Department of the

AAR is to conduct studies and analyses that will provide a basis for safer and more

effective railroad ser\'ice." This work involves intensive analysis of accident sta-

tistics and reports and the development of better, safer components, such as wheels,

rails and couplers. In addition, the interaction of components within subsystems

and the operations of various systems themselves are equally important aspects of

this research.

I will not attempt to describe the details of this work since several of our

people will be making presentations later today to bring you up to date on a

number of these programs in the areas of track /train dynamics, metallurgy and

FAST. Among the many activities which we have pursued in recent years which

have a profound relationship to safety is the RPI/AAR Tank Car Project. As Charlie

Amos has just related, this project culminated in tlie identification of three general

corrective measures which will substantially reduce the risk of violent rupture of

pressurized tank cars. The fact that the interests of all of the institutions involved

in this activity could be satisfactorily resolved is a testimony to the value of

cooperative research. You have heard Bill Harris and I explain often enough wh\-

we feel that cooperative research works. It puts the most qualified people to work

on a problem; it spreads the burden of costs; and, most importantly, it paves the

vvay to implementation by involving all the parties of interest in the foniiulation

of the problem; the conduct of research and the reporting of recommendations.

Now the Office of Technology Assessment of the U.S. Congress in its report on rail-

road safety has proclaimed cooperative programs as the best hope for improved

safety and reductions in casualty losses. We are of course delighted. This same

report makes other points v^ith which we agree, namely, that the present FRA
system of regulatory standards and inspections does not appear to have affected

the accident problem.

FRA has itself recognized this problem and announced its intention to revise its

approach. We applaud this decision. Both the Engineering Division and the Re-

search & Test Department pledge their support of this work. It is our mutual hope

that performance related track safety standards can be developed to replace the

existing design standards. This approach has many advantages. It would encourage

innovation; it would permit railroads to use their resources where they are needed

rather than where rules say they should be; it would pennit each railroad to develop

its own unique design requirements suited to its traffic, environment, and economic

situation; it would allow the FRA to use its capabilities for doing what it sfwuld do

and what it can do best, that is, determine and promulgate reasonable expected

performance levels which will lead to improved track performance; it would leave

to the railroads the jobs tliey can do better than anyone else. That is to design,

build, and maintain railroad track, and it would remove the source of much dis-

agreement and misunderstanding, that is, the subjective criteria in inspections.

Like any other cooperative task this one will be difficult, but both FRA and

ourselves are enthusiastic and dedicated to its successful pursuit.

One of the over-simplified remedies we have all heard being offered to the over-

simplified perception of the track caused accident problem is government ownership
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and maintenance of railroad rights-of-way. Because of monumental legal, financial,

and constitutional problems, this proposal is not being seriously considered, I am
sure. But, I find it at such variance with good engineering management philosophy

that I cannot help but address it.

Traditionally, railway track has been the concern of civil engineers while

equipment which operates over it has been the prerogative of mechanical and

electrical engineers. Historically, railroad managements did little to correct the

separation begun in universities by grouping civil engineering track people in engi-

neering departments and mechanical engineering—car and locomotive people in

mechanical departments. Fortunately, both groups were beholden to one operating

vice president and most often the arrangement worked so well that both groups

indeed worked towards common good.

One example of it working exceedingly well which I am fond of repeating

was on the Pennsylvania Railroad and relates to the selection of new motive power

for its electrified lines. In comparative tests at Claymont, Delaware, the GG-1
prototype exhibited lower track stress, especially lower lateral loads, and was

selected in preference to the competitive R-1 design in spite of anticipated higher

locomotive maintenance and lower overall power because the track/train system

costs were ex-pected to be lower.

Now, let us consider how such a decision would be made under public right-

of-way ownership. Can you imagine a private company choosing a GG-1 in prefer-

ence to a more powerful more easily maintained R-1 to operate over trackage it

does not own and need not maintain. Private railroads have made errors with

respect to track/train system compatibility, for example, some 100 T on hopper car

designs, but not nearly as severe nor nearly as often as they would have without

the incentives that common ownership and responsibility provide.

Combinations of public and private ownership and operation have a good deal

of appeal today. Their advocates claim that they combine the private enterprise

incentive with public responsibility. But, in this case, I am afraid that tlie con-

straints to systems engineering imposed by separate track and equipment ownership

responsibility is a price too dear for society to pay.

Railroads are representative of the great industrial systems. They include a

variety of mutually dependent organizational and technical subgroups which make
up a unified whole. In fact, many railroads historically included the word system

in their corporate title. Track is the fundamental subgroup of a railroad system

—

separate its ownership and responsibility from the remainder and only economic

and operational chaos would result. I am afraid that some of the difficulties that

Amtrak has had with the freight carrying railroads over whose track it operates and
they vdth Amtrak is ample testimony to that.

No one knows better than this audience that our industry's problems are not

solely problems of image and perception. There are problems of substance as well.

We can best meet those problems by accepting as inevitable the criticism that will

be leveled at us; collecting our facts and providing truthful information necessary

to correct misconceptions; and by continuing to develop solutions to the problems
at hand. We know that what we are doing is important and that no one else can

do it better. We also know that when we solve even a little problem it is for our

good, our industry's good and tlie good of the general public.



Failure Analysis of Rails From Facility for

Accelerated Service Testing

By Y. J. PARK* and D. H. STONEj

Abstract

Failure analyses ha\e been made of tliree rails from the Facility for Accelerated

service Testing ( FAST )

.

A standard 115 lb (57 kg/m) rail showed severe wear from heavy wheel loads

of 100 ton (90.7 Mg) cars. This rail also had a detailed fracture.

A high-strength chromium-molybdenum steel rail showed poor fracture tough-

ness. Test results indicate it might be desirable to lower the alloy content of this

steel to get a better combination of strength and toughness.

The third rail failed by fatigue initiated at a badly ground weld reinforcement.

This points up the importance of grinding welded rail \ery carefully to avoid stress-

raising notches.

Introduction

Five rails from the Facility for Accelerated Service Testing (FAST) were sub-

mitted to the AAR Technical Center for failure analysis.

One rail showed a chevron pattern indicating a fracture starting at a weld.

Figure 1. Unfortunately, the rail had been cut at the break and the fracture surface

at the weld was completely wiped out. Therefore, it was not possible to conduct

any useful failure analysis.

Two replacement chromium-molybdemun (Cr-Mo) steel rails, which had

broken while being laid, to replace Cr-Mo rails which had shown excellent per-

formance, showed detail fractures, Figures 2 and 3. These were 136 lb (67..5 kg/m)

rails, are designated Rails lA and IB in this report.

A standard 115 lb (57 kg/m) rail developed a detail fracture after about 105

million gross tons (95.2 Mg) of traffic. This rail was designated Rail No. 2, Figure 4.

Rail No. 3 was high-silicon steel rail with a crack in the web originating at a

weld, Figure 5.

The rails were subjected to the following tests:

Chemical analysis

Mechanical property tests

Tensile tests; Vickers and Brinell hardness, fracture toughness test

Metallography

optical and Scanning Electron

microscopy

fractography

macroscopy

test

Procedures

The chemical composition of each rail was determined by a commercial labo-

ratory from samples cut from the rail head.

" Research Engineer. AAR.
t Director, MeLillurgy Division, AAR.
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Fracture surfaces of each rail were first examined optically. Then more detailed

fractographic work was performed by scanning electron microscopy. This technique

included quahtative chemical analysis by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy.

For fractographic work, the fracture surfaces of tlie high-silicon steel rail were

exposed by cutting the rail through both ends of the crack, Figure 5.

Specimens for metallographic examiation were cut transversely from the rails

close to the fractures. Figure 6 shows the location of all test pieces.

Specimens polished for metallographic examination were used also for micro-

hardness surveys with a Tukon tester using a Vickers diamond indenter at 1 kg x

load. The hardness was measured at M mm intervals along three transverses, Figures

21 and 26.

In order to correlate microstructures with yield strengths in the pearlitic steels,

the interlamellar spacings of the pearlite were measured by scanning electron

microscopy.

The fracture toughness (Kic) of one of the chromium-molybdenum steel rails

( 1A ) was detennined at room temperature by the procedure given in ASTM Speci-

fication E-399.

Other tests were performed by established metallurgical laboratory techniques.

Test Results

The chemical compositions of the steels are listed in Table I, and the tensile

test results in Table II.

Macroetched specimens are shown in Fgiures 7-10. The macrostructures showed

that all rails were of sound quality, free of pipe, excessive segregation or other gross

defect.

Other test results are discussed separately for each type of steel.

Chromium-Molybdenum Steel Rails

Rail lA had a largely bainitic structure with some very fine pearlite (Figure

11a), while Rail IB was completely bainitic (Figure IIB). Figure 12 is an electron

micrograph showing the bainitic structure of Rail lA at higher magnification. The

bainitic steels had relatively high hardness and strength. For Rail lA, the hardness

in the rail head was about 440-450 Brinell (Figure 13), and the yield strength was

166,500 psi (1148 MPa). For Rail IB, the hardness was about 460-480 (Figure

14), and the yield strength was 174,400 (1202 MPa). The fracture toughness of

Rail lA was 28,100 psi-in^'^ (30.9 MPa-m^'^).

The fracture appearance of these rails was similar to that of failed rails con-

taining service-developed detail fractures [2]. However, microscopic examination

revealed that these fractures were not typical fatigue cracks as observed in pearlitic

steels [3, 4].

In Rail lA, for instance, electron microscopy showed that the center region of

the detail fracture consisted of a mixture of cleavage facets among fatigue striations

(Figure 15a). The area of cleavage was observed to become more predominant as

the crack grew. In the light-colored ring on the fracture surface (Figure 2), fatigue

striations were almost undetectable by fractography (Figure 15B). In the darker

ring of the fracture face, the fractograph (Figure 15c) was quite similar to fracto-

graphs of britde cleavage cracks in pearlitic rail steel [5]. Further examination

showed a micro-void at the origin of the fracture. The void was about 0.001 in.

(25.4 /Am) in diameter, and was surrounded by numerous fine particles (Figure

16a). The particles were identified as aluminum oxides by energy dispersive spec-

troscopy (Figure 16b).
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In Rail IB, the fracture surface also showed a niixtvire of cleavage facets and

fatigue striations (Figure 17). But tlie ratio of cleavage to fatigue was less tlian in

Rail lA. Fractographic examination revealed particles containing calcium, silicon,

and aluminum at the origin ( Figure 18a ) . X-ray peaks from an inclusion near the

center are shown in Figure 18b. This particle is most likely a calcium-aluminum

silicate.

Carbon Steel R.\il

The microstructure of this rail was completely coarse pearlite (Figure 19).

The average pearlite interlamellar spacing was about 266nm (.00001 in.). This

coarse pearlitic microstructure resulted in low strength and hardness. The yield

strength and ultimate tensile strength were about 59,200 psi (408.2 MPa) and

128,800 psi (888.1 MPa), respectively. The distribution of the Brinell hardness

over a rail cross section is shown in Figure 20. The results indicate considerable

work hardening occurred near the rail head surface. This is more evident in the

results of microhardness measurements near the gage corner (Figure 21).

The so-called "beach marks" observed on the fracture surface of this rail ( Fig-

ure 4) indicated that the defect was a fatigue crack similar to the ones observed in

standard rails [2], although there was no evidence of shelling associated with the

crack. In addition, the profile of the rail head showed that severe wear occurred

in service.

Microscopic examination of the crack showed that rubbing of the fracture

siu^aces under cyclic loadings caused considerable mechanical damage to the

surface details. The damage was most severe on the initiation site (Figure 22).

Therefore, it was not possible to determine what initiated the fatigue crack.

In addition to the transverse crack, head checks were observed on the gage

comer of this rail (Figure 23). These cracks were as deep as % inch and lay at

about 30 degrees to the horizontal plane. However, none of these cracks was related

to the transverse crack.

High Silicon Steel Rail

The microstructure of this rail was completely pearlitic (Figure 24). The aver-

age pearlite interlamellar spacing of 207 nm (0.000008 in.) was finer than that of

the carbon steel rail. The finer pearlitic microstructure resulted in higher strength

and hardness. The yield strength and ultimate tensile strength were 80,100 psi

(552.3 MPa) and 151,400 psi (1044 MPa), respectively. The Brinell hardness over

a transverse section is shown in Figure 25. Microhardness measurements showed

that considerable work-hardening had occurred at the gage comer (Figure 26).

The fracture surfaces of this rail, broken through the web, showed that a

fatigue crack started at a notch at the interface between the base metal and the

weld. The notch was a consequence of poor grinding of the weld flash. After the

fatigue crack had grown to a critical size under cyclic wheel loading, it propagated

suddenly in a brittle manner through the web.
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Discussion

Chromium-Molybdenum Steel Rails

It is believed that these rails failed because of low fracture toughness. The
higher contents of chromium and molybdenum gave these rails higher strength than

conventional rails [6], but at a sacrifice of fracture toughness unlike the Cr-Mo rails

they replace which had an excellent service history. The appearance of cleavage

facets in association with fatigue cracks suggests that the stress intensity factor ( K

)

at the tips of the cracks was close to the values of the plane strain fracture tough-

ness (Kic) for these steels. It has been observed that in pearlitic rail steels, cleavage

bursts occurred during fatigue testing when the value of K reached about 60

percent of Kio [4]. These cleavage bursts increased the rate of crack propagation

dramatically. Therefore, a crack in a material of low fracture toughness is more

likely to propagate rapidly than one in a material of higher fracture toughness.

Since the rails were broken before they were put into service, it is reasonable

to assume that the fatigue cracks were developed because of stress fluctuations

during transportation. It is quite likely that the residual stresses from fast cooling

(quenching) accelerated the formation and propagation of the cracks.

Carbon Steel Rail

Since this rail had comparatively low strength due to low carbon contents and

a coarse pearlitic microstructure, wear near the gage comer was severe under heavy

wheel loads of 100-ton cars. Further, it is believed that the initiation of the fatigue

crack was easier because of the low yield strength. In steels, it has been observed

that the fatigue-crack initiation threshold (the value of a parameter below which

fatigue cracks do not start) is proportional to the yield strengths of the steel [7].

High-Silicon Steel Rail

In this case, it is believed that the sharp notch at the web surface increased

the local stress around the notch to a value much higher* than the applied stress

from wheel loads. Although this rail has a high strength (probably because of liigh

silicon content), it is assumed that the stress concentration at the notch increased

the local stress beyond the endurance limit of the steel. Therefore, it is concluded

that fatigue cracks could be avoided by grinding welds carefully to get a smooth

surface free of stress-raising notches.

Conclusions

The major conclusions of the present study are summarized as follows:

Chromium-Molybdenum Steel Rails

1. High contents of Cr and Mo resulted in high strength and poor fracture

toughness.

2. The detail fractures of these rails showed a mixture of cleavage cracks

with fatigue cracks.

3. It is beheved that the detail fractures were easily initiated and rapidly

propagated because of poor fracture toughness and residual stresses resulting

from fast cooling (quenching) processes.

" The calculation of accurate stress concentration was not attempted because of uncertainty
in the radius of curvature of the notch comer.
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Carbon Steel Rail

1. Low carbon content and a coarse pearlitic microstructure resulted in low

strength.

2. Due to the low yield strength of this rail, wear near the gage comer was

severe under heavy wheel loads of 100-ton cars and the initiation of fatigue

cracks was easier.

lIiGH-SiLicoN Steel Rail

1. A sharp notch was formed on the web surface due to poor grinding of the

remaining weld material.

2. Because of the stress concentration at this notch, a fatigue crack developed

at the base metal/weld interface, propagated through the web, and eventu-

ally grew in a brittle manner.

Recommendations

The results of this investigation point up the fact tliat rails witli low strength

uill wear rapidly under hea\y wheel loads of 100-ton cars. High-strength rails are

recommended to a\oid severe wear. They will retard initiation of fatigue cracks also.

However, the excessively high strength of tlie chromium-molybdenum rails in

this investigation was incompatible with good fracture toughness. The result was

brittle failure, which may ha\'e occurred very early because of the added effect

of residual stresses from quenching. The manufacturer has advised that the com-

positions of future alloy steel rails have been selected to optimize the benefits of

strength and toughness.

It is strongly recommended that welded rails be carefully finished off so that

the surfaces are smooth and free of stress-raising notches and irregularities.
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Figure 2. Fracture surface of a Cr-Mo steel rail (lA) as received
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Figure 3. Fracture surface of a Cr-Mo steel rail (IB)

as received.
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tê,

Figure 4 Fracture surface of AREA carbon steel rail
No. 2, as received
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Figure 5. Cracked high-silicon steel rail No. 3, as received
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FRACTURE ,

SURFACE

Figure 6. Location of Test Specimens
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Figure 7. Macrostructure of a Cr-Mo steel rail (lA)

deep-etched transverse section.
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Figure 8. Macrostructure of a Cr-Mo steel rail (IB) on a

deep-etched transverse section
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Figure 9. Macrostructure of AREA carbon steel rail (no. 2) on

a deep-etched transverse section.
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Figure 10. Macrostructure of high-silicon steel rail (No. 3)

a deep-etched transverse section.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Microstructure of Cr-Mo steel rails, (a) lA
and (b) IB. Optical micrographs. 400 x
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373

Figure 13. Brinell hardness survey and light etch on a
transverse section of rail lA.
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(b) (c)

Figure 15. Scanning electron micrographs showing fracture modes
of rail lA at (a) near center, 1,000 x (b) intermediate
region 500 x; and (c) outer portion of the detail
frac'ture, 500 x.
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 16. (a) Scanning electron micrograph showing a microhole
at the origin of the detail fracture, 5,000x. (b)

X-ray peaks from a small inclusion surrounding the
microhole.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18. (a) Scanning electron micrograph showing inclusions
near the origin of the detail fracture of rail IB.
lOOx (b) X-ray peaks from an inclusion near center,
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(a)

Figure 19. Microstructure of the carbon steel rail. (a) Optical,
400x (b) SEM, 5,000x
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Figure 20. Brinell hardness survey and light etch on a transverse
section of carbon steel rail.
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Figure 21. Microhardness survey near the gage corner of carbon
steel rail.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 22. Scanning electron micrographs showing the fracture
origin of carbon steel rail. (a) lOx (b) 250x
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(a)

(b)

Figure 24. Microstructure of the high-silicon steel rail,
(a) Optical, 400x (b) SEM, 5,000x
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I, 300. -^7 302.

Figure 25. Brinell hardness survey and light etch on a transverse
section of high-silicon steel rail.
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Figure 26. Microhardness survey near the gage corner of
high-silicon steel rail.
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Stress Concentration Effect of Nonmetallic Inclusions and

Its Effect on Fatigue Crack Initiation in Rail Steel

By G. J. FOWLER* and A. S. TETELMANf

Abstract

Fatigue crack initiation has been examined under reverse bend loading con-

ditions to determine the effect of sulfide stringer inclusions in fully pearlitic rail

steels. All the specimens were machined either from the head of rails or from the

web or tread of wheels. Fatigue initiation occurs at sulfide inclusions located near

the surface. The initiation data show that the endurance limit in the rail steels is

a function of the inclusion content when the sulfide stringer inclusions are aligned

parallel to the specimen axis. The endurance limit is greatly reduced, and becomes

independent of the inclusion content in the rail material, when the stringer inclu-

sions are aligned perpendicular to the specimen axis. The endurance limit for the

wheel material, which has a random sulfide orientation, is independent of inclusion

content for the narrow range in inclusion content considered. A correlation between

the endurance limit and the finite failure lifetime is proposed for these steels. The

difference in the endurance limit and the failure lifetime between the rail and

wheel steels can be explained in terms of an effective stress concentrator arising

from the variation in inclusion morphology and orientation.

Introduction

Endurance limit data can provide a useful indication of the microstructural

parameters that are important in the initiation of a fatigue crack. Factors that affect

the fatigue crack initiation process, generally, will affect the endurance limit, thereby

allowing the endurance limit to be considered as a means of approximating a "go-no

go" criterion for fatigue initiation. Epremian and Mehl ( 1 ) have statistically deter-

mined the variations in fatigue properties for se\'eral different microstructures and

compositions. Their results show that non-metallic inclusions play a dominant role

in the mechanism of fatigue initiation. The effect of differences between a tempered

versus spheroidized microstructure, and of compositional variations in iron and

steel, are overshadowed by the presence of non-metallic inclusions. Marked varia-

tions in fatigue properties were observed in two identical heats of SAE 4340, but

with different inclusion contents. Thomson (2) observed similar results in SAE
5310 and 5160 steel. Relatively large variations in heat treatment, carbon content,

test temperature and retained austenite did not show a significant effect on the

fatigue behavior in the presence of inclusions. Not all steels are equally susceptible

to the detrimental effect of inclusions. Higher strength steels show a greater

sensitivity to notches and it can be expected that inclusion reduce their resistance

to fatigue initiation to a greater extent. (3) DeKazinczy (4) has demonstrated

this effect on the fatigue properties of cast steel with varying tensile strength.

\'arious attempts have been made to correlate the variation in the number of

cycles required for fatigue initiation with the total inclusion content of .steels. (5)
A trend in the data shows that the initiation times decreases as the total inclusion

content increases, however, the tremendous scatter in the data ob.scures any definite

dependence. Correlations between the volume fraction of inclusion types, e.g.,

" Engineer, Failure Analysis Associates.
t President, Failure Analysis Associates, and Professor of Metal Analysis, University of

California at Los Angeles.
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sulfides, oxides, and fatigue properties have shown definite trends. (2, 6-8) Lyne

and Kasak (6) have examined the effect of sulfur additions on fatigue initiation

in rotating beam and rolling contact fatigue tests. They observed that angular oxide

type inclusions (alumina and silica) are generally associated with the initiation of

fatigue, however, sulfidizing the steel lowered the oxide-type inclusion content,

thus reducing the probability of crack initiation. A further reduction of the stress

concentration associated with oxides resulted from encapsulation of these inclusions

by sulfides, creating a duplex inclusion. It has been shown that not all inclusions

are equally effective in initiating fatigue cracks. There is general agreement that

oxide-type inclusions exert a detrimental influence, while sulfides are much less

deleterious.

Inclusion shape, size, distribution, orientation, interfacial strength and physical

properties relative to the matrix must be considered when evaluating their effect

on the fatigue properties. Each non-metallic inclusion has an effective stress con-

centration factor, (Kt)eff, depending on its dimensions, properties and orientation

relative to the axis of principal stress. During cyclic loading, localized plastic flow

can take place under the influence of the stress concentration, which can lead to

fatigue crack initiation. Atkinson (3) has considered the importance of inclusion

shape on producing a stress concentration. He concludes that spherical inclusions

which retain their shape after rolling will produce a larger (Kt)eff, while inclusions

that deform into long stringers dviring rolling have a smaller stress concentration.

His argument is based on inclusion shape after rolling; however, the shape is

actually dependent on the relative plasticities of the inclusions during hot rolling.

Kiessling (9) has also shown the importance of inclusion shape but his argument

is based upon the relative plasticities. He predicts that inclusions which resist

deformation are more detrimental due to the formation of microcracks than those

that deform easily.

The purpose of the present study was to examine the effects that non-metallic

inclusions, comomnly found in rail and wheel steels, have on tlie fatigue crack

initiation process. An effective stress concentration factor was determined based on

the inclusion size, composition and orientation and is used to explain the differ-

ences in endurance limit and finite failure lifetimes. It is also shown that the

endurance limit extrapolates to the cyclic yield stress if the inclusion content could

be reduced to zero.

Experimental Procedures

The material used in this study was pearlitic steel commonly used as railroad

track and class U wheels. Rails and wheels are produced by hot rolling directly

from an ingot and subsequently cooled by a "controlling cooling" process. Six

representative rail steels and four wheel steels were selected by a Mr. D. H. Stone

of the Association of American Railroads, based on inclusion content and micro-

structure, after examining fifty rails. For convenience, the rail material is labeled

Rail 1-Rail 6 and the wheel material is Wheel 1-Wheel 4. The composition of

the steel is shown in Table 1.

The microstructure of Rails 1-3, 6 and Wheels 1, 2, 4 consisted of a fully

pearlitic structure as shown in Figure 1. Rail 5 and Wheel 3 contained a ferrite

layer along the prior austenite grain boundary with a thickness of approximately

5.0 X 10"' and 2.5 x lO"^ mm (2.0 x 10"*, 1.0 x 10"* in.) respectively. This thick-

ness corresponds to approximately 2-4 volume percent ferrite. Rail 4 contained
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Figure 1 - Microstructure typical of the
rail and wheel steels 500 x

{2% nital etch)

polished using five grades of sandpaper, then four grades of diamond paste polish

from 6 micron to M micron paste. The sample sinrface was projected on a visual

screen at a microscope magnification of 440x (visual screen magnification 1200x).

This resulted in a total sinrface area measurement of 26,439 /^m^ per field. Quanti-

tative measurements of the inclusion area and linear dimensions are possible due to

differences in grey level between the inclusion and unetched matrix material. This

information was automatically determined by an image analysis system and stored

in a data processor until 100 fields had been analyzed for each specimen, at which

point a svunmary of the inclusion content data was printed. The results are con-

sidered to be relative within the group of steels examined, as variations in the

absolute values can result from differences in grey level calibration, polishing

techniques and operator. To minimize these variations, the same machine was used

by the same operator who had used the same polishing technique on all the

samples.

Fatigue initiation studies were conducted using rotating beam specimens with a

nominal minimum diameter of 4.57 mm (0.180 in.). Two specimen orientations

for the rail steel were examined. One group of specimens was machined with its
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TABLE

TENSILE PROPERTIES

Steel

0.2% Offset
Yield Strength

-2
MN-m (KSI)

Ultimate
Tensile Strength

-2
MN-m (KSI)

Reduction
In Area

(%)

Rail 1

Rail 2

Rail 3

Rail 4

Rail 5

Rail 6

482 (69.9)

556 (80.7)

476 (69.3)

451 (65.5)

417 (60.5)

536 (77.7)

936 (135.9)

952 (138.2)

934 (13^1.6)

872 (126.6)

836 (121.4)

974 (141.2)

11.9

9.4

14.2

14.9

17.3

11.65

Wheel 1

Wheel 2

Wheel 3

Wheel 4

535 (77.6)

495 (71.8)

526 (76.3)

492 (71.4)

850 (123,2)

840 (121.9)

879 (127.5)

900 (130.5)

5.4

5.3

9.2

Values represent average of two samples tested

long axis, parallel to axis 1 in Figure 2 and a second group of specimens had an

axis parallel to axis 2 in Figure 2. Specimens were also machined from the plate

and tread of the steel wheels. A polish finish over the gauge length was obtained

by: 1) rough machining to the approximate dimensions, 2) smoothing the gauge

length with a coarse and medium grit Kratex rubberized wheel, and 3) final polish-

ing with No. 6 jeweler's rouge. Step 2 was performed while the specimen was

turning in the lathe and tiie Kratex wheel was rotating in a hand drill, the result

being fine scratches in a helical pattern on the gauge length. Most of these were

removed during subsequent polishing.

The tests were perfomied on a Krouse rotating beam fatigue machine at vari-

ous loads running at approximately 8(X)0 rpm (133 Hz). The loading followed a

sinusoidal pattern with Smax ;= — Smm, i.e., R = — 1. Complete specimen failure

or 10' c>cles endured without failure was the criterion used for terminating the
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^^ Schematic of (sulfide) inclu-
\ sion after hot rolling

2,.-''"
/

Inclusion morphology on:

(1) Plane 1 (transverse)

(2) Plane 2 (vertical)

(3) Plane 3 (longitudinal)

Figure 2 - Schematic illustration of inclusion shape
after hot rolling
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test. The data were recorded as maximum stress, Smax, versus minilxr of cycles to

failure, Nf. Those specimens that did not fail in 10'' cycles were considered to have

infinite life. It is noteworthy that if specimen failure did occur, it did so in less than

2 X 10" cycles for 99',f of the specimens.

Statistical variations in lifetimes can arise from sources not related to the test

material such as 1) specimen surface preparation, 2) test operator, 3) testing ma-

chine, and 4 ) order of testing. Efforts to keep these non-material related variables

to a minimum were taken by ha\ing the same machinist perform all the machining

and polishing operations and by ha\ ing the same test operator perform all tests on

the same test machine in a random order.

The "Probit" method (11) was used for detennining the statistics of the

endurance limit. This metliod is based on a sur\'i\'al/faihire principle at a fixed

number of cycles, taken to be 10" for this study. Each endurance linnt value repre-

sents the testing of 30 to 50 rotating beam samples at \arious stress levels accord-

ing to the requirements of the Probit analysis. The details of the experimental

procedure have been pre\iously given in Ref. 12.

Results

Endurance Limit Data

During testing of th(> rotating beam specimens to determine the endurance

limit, one of three possible processes can occur. First, a crack can initiate in the

specimen and propagate to a critical size. If the specimen fails, it generally will do

so in less than 2x10* cycles. Second, a crack can initiate and not propagate to failure

within 10" cycles. Third, initiation of a crack does not occur and the specimen

exhibits infinite life. It is unlikely that the second process occurs in these steels

because ( 1 ) cracks were never observed on the surface of these specimens that

survived 10" cycles and which were examined in the SEM, and (2) most of the

specimens failed before 2x10" cycles, indicating that if a crack was going to

initiate, it would do so and propagate to failure before 2x10* cycles at all stress

levels above the endurance limit. For these reasons it can be reasonably assumed

that either the first or third process described above occurs, i.e., go or no-go fatigue

initiation.

Figures 3 and 4 show the endurance limit data for the rail and wheel steels

as a function of the average percent area of inclusions and the average total pro-

jected length of inclusions, respectively. For the rail material, two specimen orien-

tations were examined. The specimens oriented with their axis parallel to the long

axis of the rail (axis 1 in Figure 2) exhibited the higher endurance limits. The
specimens oriented with their axis parallel to the top surface of the rail head and

perpendicular to the long axis of the rail ( axis 2 in Figure 2 ) exhibited a much
lower endurance limit. The rail material covers a wide range of inclusion content

and exhibits an inverse relation between the endurance limit and the inclusion

parameters for the specimens oriented along axis 1 in Figure 2. The endurance

limit for the specimens oriented along axis 2 was independent of the inclusion

content over approximately the same inclusion range. The endurance limit data

for the wheel material indicates that Se is independent of inclusion content over

the narrow range in inclusion content examined. An important observation is the

general difference in behavior l>etween the two rail orientations and the wheel

material for the same inclusion content. This indicates that for the same inclusion

content, fatigue initiates at lower stresses in the wheel material and rail material
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with specimen orientation parallel to axis 2, than it does in the rail material with

specimens oriented parallel to axis 1.

Finite Life Data

Ten specimens for each material were tested at three different stress levels

above the endurance limit. Figures 5 and 6 show the finite life data for the rail

(orientation parallel to axis 1 in Figure 2) and wheel material as a function of

average percent area of inclusions. The rail material (orientation 1) exliibits a

slight dependency on the inclusion content. In general, as the area percent of

inclusions increased, the mean failure lifetime decreased. The wheel material did

not show a definite trend between Nt and the inclusion content over the range con-

sidered, indicating that inclusion variations are not important in this range and for

this orientation. At the same stress level, 65,000 and 80,000 psi, the rail material

o

u
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The fraction of life spent in crack initiation was determined by dividing the

number of cycles required for crack observation by the total number of cycles for

failure. The results show that approximately 70% of the lifetime is spent in initiating

a crack at 80,000, 70,000 and 65,000 psi in Rail 4. Approximately 60% of the lifetime

was spent in initiating a crack of the same size in Wheels 1 and 2 when tested at

the different stress levels. The data indicate that the percentage of total lifetime

spent in initiating a crack is independent of the stress level between Se and 80,000

psi within the limits of experimental scatter ( — 10% )

.

Fractography

Several rotating beam specimens were fatigued '"'SO^ of the number of cycles

to failure. The polished surface of the specimens were examined in the SEM for

initiation sites. The sample was then broken open in liquid nitrogen and the frac-

ture surface was examined in the SEM. Figure 7 shows an example of a fatigue

crack that has initiated from a non-metallic inclusion near the surface. The fracture

surface of a crack initiation site in a wheel and rail ( orientation 1 ) sample are

shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. The fatigue initiation sites could be easily

distinguished from the cleavage fracture which surround the sites. The morphology

and surface smoothness of the inclusions found at the initiation sites in the wheel

steels (Figure 8) indicate that they are sulfide inclusions. At the hot rolling tempera-

ttu-es reached during the manufacturing of wheels and rails, sulfide inclusions are

easily deformed resulting in a slightly flattened inclusion in the wheel steels and a

long sulfide stringer inclusion in the rail head. An examination of the initiation sites

in the wheel material (Figure 8) shows that the inclusions have been deformed

during manufacturing and have a smooth surface texture. This appearance indicates

that sulfide inclusions or sulfide inclusions encapsulating other inclusion types are

responsible for fatigue initiation in the wheel steels.

The stringer inclusions in the head of the rail steels are aligned parallel to the

axis of the rotating beam specimens for orientation 1. The shape of the inclusion

at the initiation site in Figure 9 indicates that it is a sulfide stringer inclusion that

has fractured across the transverse plane. Occasionally, small spherical shape inclu-

sions were observed at the initiation sites, but only in the rail samples with orien-

tation 1. This suggests that oxide-type inclusions may play a role in the initiation

process on occasion, as sulfide inclusions were not observed to be of a spherical

shape. The shape and appearance of the inclusion at the initiation sites in the rail

with orientation 2 was similar to the wheel material.

It is generally agreed upon that sulfide inclusions are innocuous in tlie presence

of nitrides and hard oxide-type inclusions such as calcium aluminates and alumina.

The reason is that the high residual stresses associated with the complex oxide

bearing inclusion and the high modulus of elasticity, makes them rigid with respect

to the matrix. (13) However, in the rail and wheel steels examined, oxides and
silicate inclusions were seldom observed without being encapsulated or partially

viTapped by a sulfide inclusion. The sulfide encapsulation has been sho\\'n to reduce,

or eUminate, the harmful efi^ects of complex oxide bearing inclusions. The oxides

that were observed to be isolated from a sulfide, were generally in small quantity

in comparison to the number of the sulfide inclusions. Because the more deleterious

oxide inclusions were not present in large quantities, or at least were encapsulated
by sulfides, the generally observed dependency of the fatigue properties on these

inclusions was not present in the wheel material and rail material with orientation 2.

The role that oxide-type inclusions played in the rail material with orientation 1

will be considered in a later section.
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(a) 10 5 Ox

(b) IK

Figure 7- Surface of rotating beam specimen showing fatigue
initiation from an inclusion in wheel material.
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X-ray Energy Spectrum Analysis of Inclusions

In order to determine the general chemical composition of the inclusions found

at the fatigue initiation sites, an x-ray energy spectrum analysis was performed.

Figure 10a shows the x-ray energy trace of a typical inclusion found at the initia-

tion site in the wheel material (e.g., Figure 8). The trace shows a large sulfur and

(c) 600x

Figure 8 - (continued) Fatigue initiation in wheel material

Figure 9 -Fatigue initiation site in rail material (2200x)
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manganese sulfide. A similar trace was observed for the rail inclusion shown in

Figure 9. The small circular inclusions that were sometimes observed at the initia-

H(m sites in the rail steels with orientation 1 displayed a manganese peak that

was larger than tlie one observed for the base metal. The trace for die small circular

inclusions (Figure 10b) did not show a strong sulfur peak similar to Figure 10a.

indicating that the inclusion was most likely a manganese oxide. It is possible that

S Ma

^ "^
''

(a) Wheel inclusion (sulfide) observed at the initiation
sites. (Same as rail stringer inclusion).
(Full Scale 7343, log Full Scale 2-22)

(b) Spherical rail inclusion (oxide),
(FS 14281, log FS 2-22)

Figure 10 -X-ray energy spectrum analysis of inclusions
observed at the initiation sites in the wheel
and rail steels.
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(c) Base metal (without an inclusion).
(FS 14281, log FS 2-22)

the circular inclusions were, at least partically, an iron-oxide type inclusion, since

the Fe peak was strong in all cases ( as expected for steels ) . The.se traces indicate

the major chemical components of the inclusions that were observed at the fatigue

initiation sites; however, it is possible that other types of sulfides or oxides existed,

but in quantities that were too small to be detected by this technique. Because

they could not be detected, it will be assiuned that they did not contribute to the

initiation process.

Discussion

Effective Stress Concentration Factor of an Inclusion

The differences shown in the endurance limit data (Figures 3 and 4) and the

finite life data (Figures 5 and 6) for the rail and wheel steels can be explained in

terms of an effective stress concentration due to the presence of an inclusion, and

its resulting effect upon fatigue crack initiation. As previously stated, appro.ximately

70% of the lifetime is spent in the initiation of an "engineering" size crack in Rail

4. Any factors that influence the initiation process would affect the endurance

limit and the lifetime of tliose specimens tested above S^.

Crack initiation will probably occur at the inclusion with the largest stress

concentration factor located near the surface in a rotating beam specimen. There-

fore, a correlation between the fatigue properties and the inclusion content should

be based on a measure of the shape, size and distribution of the inclusions that are

present. The quantitative inclusion measurements showed a strong correlation be-

tween the number of fields > 0.5% (i.e., fields with large inclusion area) and the

average percent area per field. This suggests that the average values are largely

determined by the large inclusions. Because the average percent area is a quanti-

tative measure of the inclusion size, it will be used as a parameter in the comparison

between inclusion content and fatigue data.
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Crack initiation in the rail material with orientation 2 (specimen axis parallel

to iLxis 2 in Figure 2) occurred at sulfide stringer inclusions that were aligned

approximately perpendicular to the specimen surface. This inclusion orientation

with respect to the specimen surface and applied stress is similar to the inclusion

orientation found at the initiation sites in the wheel material. (Figure 11a) The

initiation sites in the rail with orientation 1 were located at sulfide stringer inclu-

sions aligned parallel to the surface ( and applied stress ) ( Figure lib) or at spherical

oxide inclusions.

Table 3 shows values of the theoretical stress concentration factors for the

\arious inclusion shapes, elastic moduli, and their relation to the applied stress

field. ( 14—17 ) The inclusion shapes have been approximated b> an ellipsoid of

varying aspect ratio. Measurements of the inclusion size and shape were taken

from a random sample of the rail and wheel materials. The aspect ratio of the

inclusions did not change appreciably from one rail to the others.

The theoretical stress concentration factor for the wheel and rail with orien-

tation 2 is given at the midpoint along the inclusion side and is not extremely sensi-

tive to the aspect ratio. The high aspect ratio for the rail with orientation 1

(aligned parallel to the stress field) approaches a straight-line segment which

leaves the uniform stress field imdistiirbed. This situation is also observed for a

through-thickness elliptical inclusion of high aspect ratio in an infinite plate. (14)

The different inclusion orientations produce an effective stress concentration

factor that is determined by the ratio of the endurance limit for a material without

a stress concentration to the endurance limit with a stress concentration. In equa-

tion form, the effective stress concentration factor is determined by the fatigue

strength reduction and is defined by the equation,

Kf = S.„/S. (1)

where S,o is the endurance limit given for an effectively "clean" material, free of

stress concentrators. An approximation for S^o can be determined by extrapolating

a line to the zero inclusion content level for the rail steel with orientation 1. Seo

should be approximately the same for the rail and wheel steels due to a similarity

in composition and mechanical properties. For the average area percent (Figure 3)

and total projected length (Figure 4) Seo is 67,800 psi and 63,650 psi, respectively,

or an average value of 65,725 psi. The resulting effective stress concentration factors

for (1) the wheel material is K, — 65,725 psi/47,000 psi = 1.40, (2) the rail,

orientation 2 is Kr = 65,725/42,500 = 1.55, and (3) the rail, orientation 1 ranges

from K, = &5,725/51,000 = 1.29 for Rail 5 to K, = 65,725/61,000 .= 1.08 for

Rail 6. These values are also tabulated in Table 3.

For the wheel material and rail material with orientation 2, the endurance
limit data was independent of inclusion content, i.e., Kf ~ constant. A possible

explanation is that the ellipsoidal shaped inclusions of approximately the same Kt
value were abundant enough to be generally present in close proximit>' to the sur-

face, thus allowing fatigue to initiate in one or more places. The rail material witli

orientation 1 occasionally showed oxides at the initiation sites, and therefore,

should exhibit a dependency on the Kt factor for a spherical oxide. Since Kt for

a single stringer inclusion aligned parallel to the specimen axis is approximately 1,

it shouldn't have a significant effect on fatigue initiation. Because the free oxide

content is much smaller, there may not always be one located near the surface.

Assuming the area percent of oxides (not associated with a sulfide) increases with
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Figure 11 - Schematic illustration of inclusions found
at the initiation sites in wheel and rail
steels. The maximum stress is at the sur-
face and parallel to axis 1 for bending
loads

.
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the average volume percent of inclusions, then a greater quantity of total inclusion

content would mean that there is a greater chance that a more detrimental oxide

would be present near the surface. This would not be the case for the wheel and rail

orientation 2 steels because the Kt factor produced by the sulfide inclusions for

these orientations is greater than that produced by a spherical oxide, and hence

would not show a dependency on them.

The effect of a notch on the fatigue behavior is generally less than the pre-

dicted effect using the theoretical elastic stress concentration factor Kt. A measure

of the agreement between Kt and Kf is given by the notch sensitivity factor defined

as, (14)

^ = "Krel- (^'

The q factor varies from q ^=: (no notch effect) to q ^= 1 (full theoretical effect)

and has been shown to be sensitive to tensile properties and root radius. The sensi-

tivity to these parameters can be expressed by the relation,

q = ^ (3)

where r ^ real or "effective" root radius of the notch, and *' ^ material constant.

Values of q calculated from Eq, (2) for the wheel and rail, orientation 2 are

0.55 and 0.61, respectively and are shown in Table 3. Because the rail (orienta-

tion 1 ) did not have a single valued endurance limit, a single q value did not exist.

However, it is interesting to note that a value of q calculated for Rail 5 (highest

inclusion content) based on a spherical oxide inclusion (Kt = 1.5) is 0.58. The
effect of oxide inclusions would most likely appear in Rail 5 due to the higher in-

clusion content. Taking an average value of q ^= 0.58 for the three cases, gives

\/*'/r = 0.724 from Eq. (3). To gain an approximate value of the effective notch

radius for inclusions, a value of *' = 0.005 for steel with a UTS of 125 ksi (14)

was substituted into Eq. (3) and r was calculated to be ^0.01 in.

The possibility that notches machined into rail rotating beam specimens of a

size comparable to the effective radius would produce a similar q value was
examined. The dimensions for the two cases considered are: (1) notch root radius

r/specimen diameter D = 0.007 in./0.375 in. = 0.019, depth 0.045 in., Kt = 3.15,

and (2) r/D = 0.016/0.375 = 0.043, depth 0.060 in., Kt = 2.50. The effective

stress concentration factors for the two cases determined experimentally from the

endurance limit and using Eq. (1) are Kt 65,725/30,000 c= 2.19 and Kf =
65,725/32,000 = 2.05, respectively. The specimen in case ( 1 ) has a root radius

of comparable size to the effective radius for the inclusions and produced a value

of q = 0.55, which is very close to the value determined for the rail and wheel
material. This indicates that the effective value of r for inclusions is similar to tlrat

of a machined notch of comparable root radius. (Additionally, the value of *' experi-

mentally determined was 0.0047 in., compared to the value of 0.005 in. taken from
the literature). As the radius increased above the limiting value of root radius, q
increased to 0.70 for case (2) as expected with increasing r from Eq. (3).

Comparison between Nf and Se

Any factors that influence the fatigue initiation process will affect the endur-

ance limit and the failure lifetime of those specimens tested above S^. This effect

arises out of the dependency of Se on "go-no go" initiation of a crack and of Nt
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on the number of cycles required to initiate a crack (Nr = Ni + Np). This

dependency indicates a possible correlation betsveen Nt and Se. Figure 12 shows

a plot of Nf and S, for the rail (orientation 1) and wheel steels. The data can be

approximated by a straight line of tlie form

N, = aexp(bSe) (4)

where a and b are constants given in Table 4 for the different stress levels. Sub-

stituting, S, with Seo/Kf from Eq. ( 1 ) gives,

Nr = ae.\p(bSeo/K,) (5)

which shows the inverse relation between Nf and Kr. The difference between the

endurance limit data for the rail and wheel steels can be explained in terms of Kt

and Kf, which are a function of inclusion moiphology, composition and orientation.

The dependence of the finite life on these parameters can be determined using

Eq. (5).

7 0,000

f) 80,000

4^ A I, jO 3 4 L.d (>2

S (means endurance limit, ksi)
e

12 - tip as a function of S for the rail (orientation 1) and

whtio 1 ma te r i a 1

,
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A comparison of S..,. (65,725 psi) with the yield stress (avg. 72,000 psi) for

the rail and wheel steels shows a close similarity. An accurate estimate of the yield

stress was determined for Rail 3 using strain gauge measiu-ements and is shown in

Figure 13. The 0.2% offset yield stress was determined to be 70,000 psi. In the

absence of a stress concentration such as an inclusion, fatigue would most likely

occur by a Stage I mechanism in a favorable oriented grain exposed to the surface.

This mechanism involves localized slip which requires that the grain reach its local

yield stress level. In a standard tensile test, those grains with a favorable orienta-

tion that are exposed to the surface will yield locally before the specimen goes

through general yield. Hence, Sen would be slightly less than (Ty., or approximately

0.15? offset in this case.

These data suggest that the theoretical endurance limit for a "clean" steel of

this strength level range is about Oys. Since ffys is about 50^ of the ultimate tensile

strength, <T„it, the maximum obtainable endurance limit is about 0.5 ff„it. However,

for the same steel with an unfavorable inclusion content, the endurance limit is

reduced to ~'0.3 fuu, making predictions of Se based only on ct„i, unreliable.

Summary

Fatigue crack initiation in the smooth rotating beam specimens was obsei-ved

to occur at sulfide inclusions in the rail and wheel material. Occasionally, a crack

was observed to initiate at a spherical oxide inclusion, but only in the rail material

where the sulfide stringer inclusions were aligned parallel to the specimen axis

( orientation 1 )

.

The endurance limit in the rail material (orientation 1) is slightly dependent

on the volume fraction of inclusions. This result is most likely due to fatigue

initiating at spherical oxides ( higher Kt ) as the volume percent of inclusions in-

creases. The endurance limit for the rail material, orientation 2 (Kt = 1.90) and

the wheel material (Kt = 1.73) was independent of inclusion volume percent over

the range considered. This is attributed to the large abundance of inclusions near

the specimen surface with high Kt factors.

The effect of inclusion morphology and orientation on the endurance limit

data and tlie finite life data for the two rail orientations and the wheel material

can be explained in terms of an effective stress concentration factor, Kf. Each
inclusion has a theoretical stress concentration factor, Kt, associated with it that

is a function of the shape and the inclusion composition. The resulting effect of Kt

on the endurance limit depends on the notch sensitivity of the material which, in

turn, depends on the "effective" root radius and a material constant *'. The effec-

tive root radius for an inclusion or sharp notch was found to be approximately

0.01 in. The effective stress concentration for tlie inclusion shapes and orientation

considered is shown in Table 3.

The data show that the finite life, Nf, is related to the endurance limit, Se,

by the equation,

Nf = aexp (bSe)

where Se = Seo/Kf. Seo is the endurance limit of a "clean" material and is approxi-

mately equal to o^js and Kf is the effective stress concentration factor associated

with an inclusion. This correlation is probably due to the common dependence of

Nf and Se on the fatigue initiation process.
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TABLE 4

Curve Fitting Constants for N^ vs. S

Stress a b

65,000 psi 660.3 0.000091

70,000 1478.25 0.000061

80,000 540.18 0.000062

General Form of Equation:

N^ = a exp (bS )
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Wood Tie Performance in FAST Track

By L. C. COLLISTER*

Gentlemen, it is a real pleasure to stand at this podium, a part of your Ameri-

can Railway Engineering Association meeting, and tell you about a subject tliat has

been dear to my heart through all of my productive life, the Wood Cross Tie,

especially as it is related to the FAST Track at Pueblo, Colorado.

Reviewing, FAST is a 4.8 mile loop of which 1.8 miles are on new construction,

and 3 miles are on an existing roadbed that had 0.5 MGT of traffic prior to the

time FAST was built. Over half of the track (13,023 ft) lies on curves and spirals

and nearly 60% of the track has continuously welded rail. Some of the roadbed was

built in 1973 and had been subjected to several winters and long term settlement.

This is opposed to sections 17 through 20, which at the time of initial operations

had not experienced a complete, yearly weathering cycle.

Let's talk about the wood ties. Section I are 7 in. x 9 in. x 9 ft ties at 19 in.

centers and No. 20 turnout. Ties are in good condition. Section II is a 300 ft

spiral and 29.3 ft tangent with rubber pads under the tie plates. You saw the pads

that were working in Mr. Lundgren's slide presentation. Seven of these had worked

out as much as 7 in., but in all cases the pad is still keeping the plate from the

tie, thus precluding any plate cutting. On the curve there are 3 cut spikes per

plate on gauge side and two on the field side. The ties are in good shape. The
track lubrication in this section creates another variable in this area.

Section III. This section is 3,740 ft long with 3,672.7 ft of 50 curve—67.3 ft

of 300 ft spiral. This section is test of rail metallurgy, tie plate cant, spiking pat-

terns, and ballast shoulder width. All plates both 14 in. and 16 in. have 5 spikes

and were spiked back in original holes after installation of wooden tie plug. The
center has ceased plate cutting measurements in this section.

Section IV. This short section of 136 lb rail on 210.7 ft of 300 ft spiral has

good wood ties.

Section V. The wood ties under bonded joints have 22 ft of 300 ft spiral and

200 ft of tangent. These ties are spaced so joints are not supported and are in good
shape.

Section VI had steel ties whose fastening system proved inadequate. Section

VI was subsequently rebuilt with wood ties. Section VII was rebuilt after 135

MGT with soft wood ties and is a test of rail fasteners.

Now after 91 MGT the 1,000 ft of 5° curve:

The cut spike section is OK.
Elastic spring clip plates with 2 galvanized cone neck drive anchor spikes in a

square hole is showing signs of distress. The drive spikes are breaking off about

2 in. deep, others are backing out of the tie.

Elastic spring cUp plate with 2 cut spike anchors is OK. Elastic spring clip

plate with large cone neck drive spikes in round hole is better than the galvanized

cone neck drive spike in square hole, although some of them are also backing out

or breaking off about 2 in. in the wood. There is some breaking of gage in these

sections as well as breaking of the plate. The compression clips are not holding.

They were torqued to 125-150 lb about 30 days ago, yet they are coming loose to

the extent that every third tie is spiked and the clips removed.

" Consultant, AAR.
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Section VIII. Test of wood tie plugs in 300 ft of spiral track. Wood tie plugs

were used and spikes redriven. This section has 3 cut spikes on gage side and 2

cut spikes on field side. There are 32 ties in this section that have splits back into

the spike holes and will be an early failure.

Section LX. This tangent track has 24 reconstituted ties with 2 steel reinforcing

bars, imd rubber tie plates—24 reconstituted ties with 2 steel reinforcing bars

—

15'aquuiidiUited ties with 2 wood reinforcing pieces of l)^ in. x VA in. Apitong and

dry adhesive—24 reconstituted ties with 2 pieces of wood reinforcing and liquid

;tdkaive—100 dowel laminated ties made from tvvo hardwood pieces 4% in. x 7 in.

(louelled together with 6S in. steel dowels, 2 on each end and 2 in the center.

There are also 4 press laminated ties in this section. All of the ties in this

section are doing fine except 3 recycled ties with dry adhesive.

Section X. Elastic spikes in tangent track. These fastenings and wood spikes are

doing fine.

Section XL The frog farm—tests of joints unsupported by cross ties and 8 frogs

with guard rails, no switches set on 20—7 in. x 9 in. x 12 ft hardwood switch ties

that are not centered under the track. Softwood ties between frogs. All ties and

switch ties doing fine.

Section XII through XVI are tests of rail metallurgy and a standard No. 20

turnout, ballast shoulder width and a glued No. 20 turnout—the wood ties and

switch ties in these sections are doing OK.

Section XVII. Concrete ties and tie pads. Yon will hear about tliesc from Jolm

Weber in his presentation.

Section XV^III. Ballast depth on tangent track—wood ties doing OK.

Section XIX. Comparison of hardwood and softwood ties each on 300 ft spiral.

Ties are 7 in X 9 in. x 8.5 ft on 19.5 in. centers using standard plates with 4 cut

spikes per plate. There is not any noticeable difference in the performance of hard-

wood and softwood ties. It is too early to see any appreciable wear or stress.

Section XX. Test of ballast types and depths, rail anchors in the 2,278 ft of

tangent track. Hardwood ties are 7 in. x 9 in. x 8.5 ft with standard plates, 4

.spikes per plate and at 19.5 in. centers are all doing fine.

Section XXI. 172 ft of tangent track with a welded No. 20 turn out. Ties

and switch ties doing OK, however there is some movement of ties.

Section XXII. 1,950 ft of tangent track. Softwood ties with only 2 spikes per

plate and this is a good section of track.

With 225 MGT, the only worrisome area is section 7 rail fasteners on new

7 in. X 8 in. x 9 ft southern pine ties. Section 7 has had only 91 MGT. Most of the

ties are softwoods as are the switch ties. Where the fastenings are adequate the

ties are doing well and conversely where the fastenings are at the fringe area the

ties are not doing what is expected of them.
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Concrete Tie Performance in FAST Track

By J. W. WEBER
Consultant AAR '

: .boiiiil.

I would first like to describe the alignment of Section 17 iiT J^AST and the

track components located therein.

Alignment

Section 17, in a counter clockwise direction, consists of:

1. 1,300 ft of 5 degree curve and two 300 ft long spirals. Built into this curve

and the upper spiral is a 2 percent ascending grade. Nex,t is; __.,

2. 902 ft of tangent on a vertical curve. This is followed by: •„.. r ..

3. 2,126 ft of 3 degree curve and two 600 ft long spirals. All of' this is on a

0.15^ descending grade.

Components

Concrete ties are of six different designs, five of which meet the flexural re-

quirements of the AREA concrete tie specifications (Bulletin 664 and 650) for

30-in. spacing. The sixth kind of tie meets the requirements of an earlier ( Bulletin

634) specification and in fact was used in the Kansas Test Track.

All ties are of the prestressed monoblock type.

Fastenings

Fastenings consist of three kinds—two of which are of the threadless, elastic

type. The third kind is of the bolt and clip type and was actually used in the Kansas

Test Track. Both threadless and elastic type fastenings meet the requirements of

the AREA specifications for concrete ties ( and fastenings )

.

Pads

Pads consist of nine pad designations, of various materials including poly-

ethylene, polyurethane, nylatron, synthetic rubber, and fabric reinforced rubber.

Pads in separate small sub-sections are well distributed throughout Section 17.

Ballast

Ballast is a crushed granite having a gradation slightly finer than AREA No. 5.

Particle size and shape do not assure favorable interlock characteristics. This has

contributed to tie skewing as will be discussed later.

Performance

All concrete ties have performed extremely well. Flexural cracking beneath

the rails such as has been reported to you relative to earlier tie designs in test sec-

tions in the mainline tracks of a number of railroads has not occurred.

Between 35 and 40 ties in the 5 degree curve showed hairline flexural cracking

at the tie center a few months after the track went into service. The cracks do not

appear to be progressing and few if any new ones are showing up. At this time,

it is not known whether these cracks are traffic or installation related.

Not one tie has been removed from track because of a traffic related deficiency.
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Performance

Fastpniiij;s of the tlirec kinds have performed \er\ well in the tangent tratk

and also in the 3 degree curve.

Considerable tie skewing has occurred in the lower half of the 5 degree curve.

This is related not only to the fastening, but also to the gradations and interlocking

characteristics of the ballast, and the vibratory inputs from rail corrugations and

other impact producing \ariations in rail surface profile. The energy from these

inputs, when transferred from rail to tie ballast, causes small light ballast particles

to jump 6 to S in. into the air. This keeps the ballast in a loose state and contribute>>

to tie skewing.

To eliminate tie skewing, rail anchors were installed in the lower half of the

5 degree cur\e. This was done in January of this year.

Anchors appear to ha\e eliminated skewing; and in addition, the ballast ap-

jKais to ha\e settled down in the cribs.

Broken Clips

One other problem has been observed. A number of fastening clips have

broken, mostl>- in the upper half of the 5 degree curve where rubber type elasto-

meric rail seat pads are installed. It is not known whether the softness of the pads

has contributed to clip breakage or whether the particular clips involved in that

portion of the curve are at fault. A study is underwax' to make that determination.

Pod Performance

Based on limited inspections, it appears that, under the heavy FAST loading,

rigid and semi-rigid pads perform better than the softer pads—especially in the .5

degree curve. More light will be shed on this when most of the pads will be exposed

during the rail relays of the .3 degree and the 5 degree curves.

Conclusions

It is not surprising that some difficulty has been experienced in the 5 degree

ciuve with its 2 percent grade. This is by far the most severe combination of

vertical and horizontal track alignment in the entire loop.

.\lso, in a counterclockwise direction, locomotives exert a high tractive effort

on this piece of track. In a clockwise direction train braking takes place as the

locomotives reach the bottom of the hill. This is accomplished by a run-in of the

train as the rear of the train approaches the summit in the tangent track above the

curve.

In addition, the concrete ties have survived the pounding they received from

corrugated rails without structural damage.

Performance of the concrete tie track in tlie remainder of Section 17 has been

excellent.
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Cl)flrles ^^elbctius Mottitt

1888=1978

Charles Helvetius Mottier, president of the AREA during its Golden Anniver-

sary in 1949, and an Honorary Member of the Association, suffered a stroke on

February 20, 1978, and died on February 23 in Clearwater, Florida.

Mr. Mottier \\as born on a farm near Gibson City, 111., on April 21, 1888, was

graduated from the Gibson City High School in 1905 and from the University of

Illinois in 1910 with the degree of B.S. in Civil Engineering. The same University

honored him with the professional degree of C.E. in 1923.

Immediately after graduation, he was employed in the Engineering Department

of the Burlington Railroad for seven months and then transferred to the Illinois

Central Railroad where he advanced through the ranks and was appointed chief

engineer of the Railroad in 1941. He served as vice president for the last nine years

prior to his retirement in 1958, at tlie age of 70. During this period he retained

jurisdiction over the Engineering Department which embraced engineering, con-

stniction, and maintenance of fixed property.

For his entire life he remained loyal to his Alma Mater. In addition to serving

in several official connections to tlie University, he was secretary of the Class of

1910 and its reunion Chairman. In addition to vigorously promoting reunions of his

class, he initiated and conducted for many years a practice, unique at the Univer-

sity, of holding annual reunions of his engineering classmates residing in the Chicago

area.

The University and its Alumni recognized his loyalty and achievements by

giving him three awards. The last of these was received in 1977, 67 years after his

graduation. He was the first engineering graduate of the University to receive all

three awards. The Distinguished Alumnus Award cited Mr. Mottier for "his activity

as an engineer, industrial executive, philanthropist, extraordinary ability in direct-

ing large engineering projects, advancing the professional status of railway civil

engineering and for giving inspiration and leadership to young people in their

professional and personal lives." He spent much time and energy in trying to

improve the character and professional effectiveness of young engineers, not only

in his own organization, but also by speaking to engineering students in mid-

western universities.

He was a conscientious, vigorous and efficient worker, and a strict disciplinarian.

He held to his high ideals of moral and Christian ethics in exercising discipline over

the 11,000 employees under his jurisdiction. He made an enviable record in the

development of the fixed property of the Illinois Central Railroad for which he
was responsible and will be long remembered as an outstanding executive of that

railroad.

He was active in the organizations of his profession, both local and national,

and received the highest honors his profession could bestow. In addition to serving

as president of the American Railway Engineering Association, he was president

of the Illinois Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers. He had the high

honor of being the only person ever to be elected to honorary membership in both
the American Railway Engineering Association and the American Railwa\' Bridge

and Building Association.
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In addition to his profession, he showed interest in other fields. For 32 years

he researched his family genealogy. This culminated in his publication of "History

and Genealogy of the Mottier Family." In this work he developed his family tree

with many of its branches and compiled the vital statistics of 2100 people cormected

to the tree. Because of this work he gained recognition as an "expert genealogist."

He traced the family of his mother Catherine C. Trailer back seven centuries (20

generations) through its French origin and that of his father, William C. Mottier,

back four centuries (11 generations) through its Swiss origin. The Swiss origin of

his family accounts for his middle name Helvetius.

Mr. Mottier will be remembered because of his religious and church life. He

came from a religious family of the highest moral and ethical standards with an

unblemished reputation of honesty and integrity. He adliered to these standards

under all circumstances. He was a member of the Methodist Church since his early

youth and was active in many phases of church life. For over 30 years he was song

leader for one of the largest men's bible classes in the Chicago area.

He was one of two lay honorary trustees of the Wesley Foundation of the Uni-

versity of Illinois, and served on its Administrative Board for 50 years. He played

a leading role in the financing and building of the Wesley Methodist Church at the

University. He was a member of the St. Paul United Methodist Church of Largo,

Florida, and a member of its Administrative Board. He was also active in the

vesper services of the Mobile Home Park in which he lived. For several years he

served as chairman of its Church Committee, and conducted its vesper services. He
was a Mason and a member of the Shrine for over 65 years.

He was married for 57 years to Myrtle Robinson who died in 1972. She was

a graduate of the School of Nursing at Northwestern University, an excellent

mother, a willing helpmate for her husband, and deserving of much credit for his

accomplishments. They traveled extensively and together took 16 international

tours visiting over 100 diflFerent countries. Mr. Mottier was an expert photographer.

He took over 1600 colored slides in foreign coimtries and gave approximately 100

travelogues on countries visited.

To this union were bom three children: Kathryn Mottier Carter, Charleyn

Mottier Oliver and Charles H. Mottier, Jr. In addition, there are six grandchildren

and three great grandchildren.

He was married the second time in 1974 to Jean G. Thompson. Their marriage

has been a very happy one.

Since his retirement from the Illinois Central in 1958 he lived in the summers
at the Methodist Camp Ground at Des Plaines, 111., where he served as a tnistee

of the Camp Ground Association and through his engineering skill contributed much
to the physical improvements of the Grounds. During the winters he resided in

Florida and since 1964 at Ranch Mobile, Clearwater.

Mr. Mottier was a director of the AREA 1944—1946 and served as vice presi-

dent 1946-1948 before becoming president in 1949. He was a member of Com-
mittee 14—Yards and Terminals continuously since 1922, having been elected

Member Emeritus in 1959. He was also a member of Committee 24—Engineering

Education from 1946 to 1958.
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Ray McBrian, president of the AREA 1957-1958, died on April 1, 1978, in

Tangiers, Morocco, while on tonr.

Mr. McBrian was born in Princeton, Indiana on Angust 13, 1897, and attended

Shawnee, Oklahoma, High Schcjol. He graduated from the Missouri School of Mines

in 1924 with a B.S. Degree in Metallurgy, having previously attended the Colorado

School of Mines.

He was employed as materials inspector with the Missouri Highway Connnis-

sion until 1926, when he began service with The Denver and Rio Grande Western

Railroad as chemist. He was promoted to engineer of tests in 1935; to engineer of

standards and research in 1942; and to director of research in 1956. He originated

the spectrographic control of diesel engine operation and the electron microscope

evaluation of internal combustion engine fuels.

In addition to the American Railway Engineering Association, Mr. McBrian

was a member of the Society of Automoti\e Engineers, American Society for Metals,

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, American Society of Lubricating Engi-

neers, American Concrete Institute, American Society for Testing and Materials,

Society for Nondestructive Testing, and the Colorado Society of Engineers.

He was also a member of the Nuclear Atomic Energy Advisory Committee,

Society of Automotive Engineers; the Association of American Railroads Nuclear

Energy Committee; the United States Chamber of Commerce Committee on Com-
mercial Uses of Atomic Energy; and a recipient of the deForest Award from the

Society for Nondestructive Testing. He was listed in Who's Wlio in Railroading

and the founder of the American Society of Metallurgists. He was also listed in

Who's Who in Commerce and Industry, and Who's Who in America. He received

the Missouri School of Mines alumni award in 1972 for outstanding achievement.

Following his retirement from the railroad in 1965, he served as consultant

to various research firms and continued his work with internal combustion engine

fuels.

Mr. McBrian was a director of the AREA 1952-1954, and served as vice

president 19.55—1958 before becoming president. He was a member of Committee
4—Rail, ctmtinuously since 1936, having been elected Meml>er Emeritus in 1970.

He was also a member of Committee 13—Enxironmental Engineering ( its present

name) from 1936 to 1948.
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Service Proven Benefits
OF TRAFFIC MASTER® II COMPUTER-BASED, COLOR VIDEO cTc

CONVENIENCE — Controls are input via a compact
keyboard and instantaneously processed for transmission.

Indications are automatically returned and displayed on
vivid color video display units. Up-to-the minute
operations reports - OS, signal, train, and block (others

optionally available) - are provided via video display and
line printer, on schedule and upon request.

ECONOMY — Multiple control centers are consolidated,

and the entire territory is controlled from one location.

Track changes require software revisions only - control

office hardware modifications are not normally required.

VERSATILITY -Traffic Master II can be tailored to meet
the requirements of any rail, rapid transit, or open pit

mine railway system. It interfaces to any coding system -

from relay, to solid state, to computer controlled.

&
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Mfhai IIGraallWay i«IsM
Hlbrilraadlhseilwr

Standard and insulated track joints

Motive power and rolling stock

Bridges and other RR structures

Send for our newest FREE CATALOG
on how to hold it all together:

HUCK MANUFACTURING COMPANY
8001 Imperial Driven Waco, Texas 76710

HUCK

CABLE
Kerite has stood the test of time, not only in the

laboratory but where it counts. ..in use. Kerite,

the cable that lasts. ..and lasts. ..and lasts...

THE KERITE COMPANY
PRINCIPAL OFFICES: Atlanta; Boston; Chi-
cago; Houston; Los Angeles; San Fran-
cisco; and Seymour, Connecticut • Sales
Representation throughout the United
States. A subsidiary of Harvey Hubbeii
Incorporated.

it'$ the KERITE insulation that makes the difference
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Try this with
the tie plates you're
using now.
Chances are you can't because
conventional tie plates weigh

about 20 pounds each. But the

ones above average only one
pound each! They're the highly

durable, polyethylene tie plates

from Koppers,

Weigh Less, Cost Less. That s

right. They're l/20th the weight

of the tie plates you're probably

using now. For you, this means
greatly reduced freight costs .

and much easier handling for

your tracl<men. What about price^

For more direct savings, Koppers
polyethylene tie plates cost less

than today s conventional tie

plates-

Two types of Lightweight

Heavyweights. Koppers now has

readily available the single-

shouldered or double-shouldered

tie plate for sidings and industrial

track. With some limitations, the

double-shouldered tie plate can

also be used for branch lines and
main lines.

Tested and Proven. Extensive

tests were conducted at Koppers
Research Center using a Tie

Wear Machine designed and
developed by the Association of

American Railroads. After many
years of simulated wear by the

machine, there was no damage to

the tie plates or to the load

bearing area of the tie under the

plates. And after over 6 years of

successful field testing on

some of the nation s leading

railroads, these high density

polyethylene tie plates have
more than proven their durability,

corrosion and weather-resistance.

Readily Available. Because
our lie plates are available, you
won't have to plan far in advance
when ordering. To find out how
little time it would take, ask for

our complete Tie Plate Informa-

tion Kit by writing to Koppers

Company, Inc.. Forest Products

Division. 1900 Koppers Building,

Pittsburgh, PA 15219

KOPPERS
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LORAM'S ALL AMERICAN

TRACK TEAM

Modern
Maintenance
of Way
Equipment

...designed

to do the job

better, easier

and at less cost

— with your

nnen

or ours —

in record time!

I. if. ^^tx . ^»l ^H
'* »• I »6!!%i:9;jiisiri^«i i '.;^«

r
MULTI-PURPOSE MACHINE

. fcrg^pfe^^'T^i^ i^li^^'^^
AUTOTRACK WITH PLOW AND SLED

THE WINNING TEAM FOR TRACK REHABILITATION PROGRAMS
LORAM RAILWAY MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT FOR:
• Shoulder Ballast Cleaning • Raising Track • Resurfacing •

Reballasting • Replacing Ties • Undercutting • Ballast Cleaning
• Crib Skeletonizing • Rail Grinding Single or Multiple track •

Mainline or Yard tracks

CONTRACT, SALE or LEASE

FOR FULL DETAILS
OR SHOWING OF

OPERATING FILMS
WRITE OR CALL TODAY

LORAM 1 MAINTENANCE OF WAY, INC.
3900 Arrowhead Drive • Hamel, MN 55340 USA
PHONE (612) 478-6014 • TELEX 29-0391: Cable. LORAM
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A DOZEN (and one) WAYS to

IMPROVE your M/w PROGRAM

PLUS A FULL SELECTION OF HYDRAULIC TOOLS. ueuetR

IS'

RAILROAD PRODUCTS, INC.
1524 FREDERICK STREET RACINE. WISCONSIN 53404
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Thermit
®

way!
...A MODERN, SELF-PREHEAT METHOD OFFERING:

n AUTOMATIC, ERROR-FREE PRE-HEATING AND TAPPING

OF WELD METALS

D EASY, COLD REMOVAL OF RISERS

D NO EQUIPMENT TO PURCHASE OR LEASE

Call or Write For FREE Details... Plus, Job-Site Demonstration

US.THERMIT INC.
Lakehurst. New Jersey 08733 • (201) 657-5781 Teiex: TEGOWHP 71 0-568-1 352
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THE FIELD SERVICE
He Doesn't Run Trains . .

.

He Keeps Them Running.

A True Temper Field Service Engineer is a versatile individual. He can talk with a rough

and ready "gandy dancer' ' just as easily as he speaks with a technically minded rail engineer.

He may spend his morning walking miles of track or driving hundreds of rail anchors, then

spend the afternoon in conference with a top rail official.

He's an expert, who knows a lot about every facet of the

rail industry, and he's a specialist who knows everything

about his products.

Every product . . . from rail anchors ... to engineering

fabric ... to heavy duty rail crossings, and

more. Our Field Service Engineer follows up
every sale, inspects every new installation,

periodically checks past installations, and
trains your people to get the most out of

our products.

And here's the best part . . . he's free!

Our Field Service Engineer is part of the

purchase when you buy any True Temper rail

appliance. It's just another example of True

Temper's commitment to provide our

customers with the kind of personal and
professional service you would expect from

the leader in the railroad supply industry

... the kind of service you can expect

from True Temper.
The True Temper Field Service

Engineer. He doesn't run trains .

he keeps them running.

IRUE ieMPsm
An Allegheny Ludlum Industries
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TIE-SAVR ...
EFFECTIVE SOLUTION TO
AN AGE-OLD PROBLEM

Easy reclamation process adds five to eight years
to spike-killed ties.

Our new spike hole filler is proving lo De a real winner' Now, readily available. Us
rapidly replacing wooden dowels as Ihe standard method o1 repairing spike-killed

trackage

A dry, granular compound, Tie-Savr results from a formula that includes a wood
preservalive, a petroleum byproduct, and various other chemicals Two lo three

ounces till Ihe average oversize spike-killed hole.

Heal generated by re-spikmg causes ihe Tie-Savr lo plaslicize and firmfy interlock

with Ihe wood libers inside Ihe spike hole' Adherence to Ihe spike metal ilsell is

assured by chemical reaction as the cooling process lakes place Therefore, 80
percent ol the original spike-lo-lie bond is achieved and sustained Irom live lo

eight years, (One railroad customer expects eight lo ten years per lie,)

Tie-Savr viflually insures important maintenance ol way savings
, in replacement

ties, lie gang labor costs, and lost operational lime.

Want 10 know more'' Call or wrile RACINE RAILROAD PRODUCTS. INC .

1524 Frederick Sirool, PC Box 4003. flacine, Wl 53404, Phone 414-637-9681

J lt"%lAiVi\
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PETTIBONE
A complete line of frogs, switches
and trackwork specialties.

Equipment for track maintenance and materials handling.

Multikranes
^ 7/2 to 35 tons

Truck-Kranes 1 5 to 80 tons

A complete line of Pettibone

Mercury lift trucks and tow
tractors.

Hydro Mower brush cutters.
Speed Swing

models 441 -B & 442-B

PETTIBONE CORPORATION
233 S. VVacker Dr. Suite 5700

Chicago, III. 60606

312/876-0618

PETTIBONE OHIO CORP.

6917 Bessemer Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44127
216/641-4000
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lEUWELD
Rail Maintenance Service

Rail End Welding
Rail End Hardening DDf

M EM B E R

CWR Joint Normalizing ."r,"?"

Frog and Switch Welding

Rail Maintenance Equipment
Custom Manufacturing and Fabrication

Joint Bar Shims
Rail Anchor Shims
Rail End and Frog and Switch

Welding and Grinding Machines
CWR Heating and Cooling Equipment
Rail Flaw Testing Equipment
Telebrineller Portable Hardness Tester

TELEWELD INC., 416 NORTH PARK ST., STREATOR, ILL. 61364

Write for details of the TELEWELD process for restoring rail ends.
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WeVe been working on
Line Clearances

so you can work a little easier

Let's face it . . . routing of oversized and overweight shipments is a compli-

cated business. To help you uncomplicate it. here's the all new Railway

Line Clearances. It's a modernized version of the classic Railway Line

Clearances, redesigned to help you do your job better, faster. The new
Clearances has more of what you need: Alphabetical arrangement;

standardized format for each railroad; modern typefaces. The annual

Railway Line Clearances published in July (with interim change circulars)

is your most accurate, up-to-date source for researching and routing

oversized shipments. So order your copy now! Subscription $10.00

($8.00 to registrant companies) . New York residents add sales tax.

Order your copy today. Send to:

RAILWAY LINE CLEARANCES
424 WEST 33rd ST. • NEW YORK, NY 10001 • (212) 563-7399

Make checks payable to Railway Line Clearances
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BURRO
Versatile

i^ Dependable

Provide

work power
and

travel power
when and

where

you need it.

Fast travel speeds and heavy draw bar pull permit the BURRO t^ naul its

own work train of loaded cars and maintenance-of-way personnel. Once
on the job, BURRO sets up fast and gets the job done quicker, more
economically with hook, magnet, tongs, bucket or dragline. Unusual

versatility makes it ideal for handling a wide variety of maintenance-of-

way assignments. Ask railroad men that have used one or write or call

us at 312-521-9200 and find out how BURRO's work power can generate

earning power for you.

BURRO serving Railroads and Industry with BURRO Cranes
and Maintenance-of-way Accessories ^,tMB,^

RPI
BURRO CRANE INC. laOOS.Kilbourn Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 6O623 vi'v.ii
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CALORITE Field Welding

by

ALFEX, INC. of Montreal

United States Distributor

LEWIS RAIL SERVICE COMPANY
1949 Green Road Clevebnd, Ohio 44121

(216) 486-7583

Portable Oxy-Acetylene CWR Welding Plant

Contract Field Welding

Contract Frog Switch and Rail Repair

peep Injection
JjQ^ STABILIZATION

OF HIGH FILLS
Deep seated subgrade problems a cost effec-

can be treated with Woodbine's tive basis,

new deep injection system. Lime At Woodbine we have the depth

Slurry or other pozzolanic grouts to call on when special problems

can be injected to depths of demand a different approach.

40' or more. Injections are Give us a call and utilize our
continuous considerable
without requir- ll/nfinDIIIC experience — a

ing connec- WIIUIIdIIiL 2510 DECATUR AVE. combined total

tions, therefore ^ ^ FORT WORTH, of more than

in-place deep M ^ » TEXAS 76106 -joq years in

stabilization PHONE (817) 624-1189 |j^g stabiliza-

can be done on tion.
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Nordberg
railway

equipment.

Saves time
and money
all along
the line.

SELF-PROPELLED

ADZER

HYDRA-SPIKER

LINE INDICATOR

PLATE PLACER

POWER JACK

RAIL DRILL

RAIL GANG SPIKER

RAIL GRINDERS

ONE MAN SCARIFIER

AND INSERTER

SPIKE HAMMER

SPIKE PULLER

SPIKE STRAIGHTENER

SURF-RAIL GRINDER

SWITCHLINER

TRACK INSPECTOR

TIE DRILL

TIE SPACER

TRACKLINER

DUN-RITE GAGER

X-LEVEL INDICATOR

Right of way
maintenance and
construction is a tough

job, and getting tougher.

Nordberg railway

equipment is precision

engineered to keep
things rolling— to get

the job done on time,

at low cost. Write

Rexnord Railway

Equipment Division,

Box 383, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin 53201.

V Rexnord
IIIUMM
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M&S No. 561 RAIL LUBRICATORS
—can save your rails

Over 40 years experience in the field of Rail Lubri-
cation taugtit us flow to combine simplicity of design
with efficient operation to obtain outstanding per-
formance with long service life.

The M&S No. 561 Rail Lubricator makes the eco-
nomical lubrication of rail a reality for it is:

ECONOMICAL TO BUY

EASY TO INSTALL—NO DRILLING OR
GRINDING OF RAIL

ECONOMICAL TO MAINTAIN

M&S Rail Lubricators are available in Standard
SINGLE and DOUBLE Rail Models. Models for special
conditions can be developed on request.

ALSO Manufacturers of the M&S SWITCH POINT
PROTECTOR which extends switch point life at a
very nominal cost.

SEND FOR LITERATURE

MOORE AND STEELE CORPORATION
OWEGO, TIOGA COUNTY, N.Y. 13827

U.S.A. (607) 687-2751
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A COMPLEX
CROSSING

This119lb. R.E. rail

complex crossing, a crossing

within a crossing, is an example of the

highly technical engineering and
craftsmanship developed by Nelson Iron

Works to meet industrial railroad track

requirements.

We specialize in the manufacturing of

railroad track material, such as frogs, switches

and crossings.

Complete Trackwork Catalog available on
request— no obligation.

INELSON,
IROPf JVORKS. JKC

Mailing address: P.O. Box 808 16, Seattle, Wa. 98108
3423 Thirteenth Ave. S.W., Seattle, Wa. 98134
Telephone: (206) 623-3800
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RTW PORTABLE
RAIL GRINDERS.

A model for every requirement.
With over 65 years of grinder experience, RTW has
developed the most complete line of versatile, portable
grinders available to the industry. Whatever your need,
there's a RTW model especially designed for the job.

• E-72 (shown above), a flex-shaft power plant with a variety of attachments
for multipurpose use.

• E-1 (shown below), a lightweight flex-shaft grinder available with straight

and cup-wheel hand piece.

• P-6-L, for high-speed precision grinding of frogs and rail joints.

• P-16 D.S.P., a heavy duty unit designed
for removing overflow metal from all

types stock rails and switch points.

• JG-970, dual head, cross grinder for high-
production rail slotting.

• X-60, a single head cross grinder.

• P-45-A, cup-wheel surface grinder for

reforming welded rail ends.

Write for detailed specification sheets on
these and other high-performance
equipment by RTW.

/'^^m^^ Other RTW Maintenance Equipment m i m b c r

( RTl^ ) Switch Point Grinders • Cross Grinders (Rail Slotter) • Surface Grinders tf^^t
\^___^,^ Frog Grinders • Flexible Shaft Grinders (with attachments) ^3.^J
RAILWAY TRACK-WORK CO. 2381 Philmont Ave

, Bethayres. Pa 19006
Agents: Philadelphia— B E Carey • Chicago— ESCO Equipment Service Co.

Houston— Service Equipment & Supply Company • Los Angeles— Simkins Company
Louisville—T F Going • St. Louis— R, E. Bell Co

S. Plainfield, N.J. — Eastern Railroad Equipment Corp. • Canada: Montreal—Woodings-Canada Ltd.

Export: American Equipment Co., Boca Raton, Florida
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J __ d

The Allegheny Insulated Rail Joint-

Designed to withstand the heaviest traffic

in welded rail

This modern joint cements roil ends in position and thereafter

resists oil forces imposed by temperature and simultaneous forces

of live loads to move them.

This joint makes v/elded rail truly continuous. It promises you years

of service without maintenance costs. It reduces rail and v/heel batter

to a previously unknown minimum. It employs the safety of steel splice

bars. It con be assembled in the shop or field. It has been tested in

service and AAR laboratories. It saves you lots of money.

Allegheny Drop Forge Company
Subs'idiaTy of Tasa Corporation

2707 Preble Avenue • Pittsburgh, Pa. 15233
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Report of the Executive Director

March 22, 1978

To THE Members:

The 1977 Association year was a healthy one from most standpoints. Our

technical committees have continued to be active in pursuing the objectives of the

Association, the increase in dues effective January 1, 1977, and reductions in costs

wherever possible, have kept the Association in a sound financial position, and a

gain of 80 members during the year brought the total membership to an all-time

high. To maintain this healthy situation, the Board of Directors and staff of the

Association solicit the active cooperation and support of AREA members by interest-

ing others in becoming members, by paying their annual dues early in the year,

and by bringing the AREA Bulletin to the attention of supply companies, contrac-

tors and consulting engineers as a prime advertising mediinn.

MAJOR MEETINGS DURING 1977 ASSOCIATION YEAR

The 13th Regional Technical Conference of the Association was held at New
Orleans, La., on October 25, 1977. Its theme was "The Building of a Modern
Railroad Down South." The meeting was organized and directed by Joel W.
DeValle, chief engineer bridges. Southern Railway, and chairman of the AREA
Board Committee on Regional Meetings. It was presided over by AREA President

B. J. Worley, vice president-chief engineer, Milwaukee Road.

The 77th Technical Conference of the AREA and the 1978 Annual Meeting

of the Engineering Division, Association of American Railroads, was held at the

Palmer House, Chicago, on March 20-22, 1978. The program of the Conference

consisted entirely of features—some general, others sponsored by our technical

committees. The Engineering Division Session was held on Monday afternoon,

March 20, and consisted of reports on the activities of the Division during 1977

and a number of timely and informative addresses and illustrated presentations.

The 1978 meetings were presided over by B. J. Worley, vice president-chief

engineer of the Milwaukee Road, president of the AREA and chairman of the AAR
Engineering Division. The address at the Annual Luncheon was given by W. L.

Smith, president of the Milwaukee Road.

COMMITTEES OF 1977 BOARD OF DIRECTION

Executive Technical Activity

B. J. Worley, Chairman W. S. Autrey, Chairman
W. S. Autrey E. H. Waring
L. A. Durham, Jr. T. L. Fuller

J. T. Ward R. F. Beck
John Fox J. T. Sullivan

Membership Publications

L. A. Durham, Jr., Chairman J. A. Barnes, Chairman

J. T. Ward W. S. Autrey

G. A. Van de Water R. F. Beck
L. F. Currier J. T. Sullivan

T. L. Fuller C. E. Webb
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Finance

B. J. Worley, Chairman

J. T. Ward'
John Fox

E. H. Waring
R. F. Beck

Research

L. A. Durham, Chairman
R. M. Brown
John Fox

J. W. Brent

J. A. Barnes

C. E. Webb

Regional Meetings

William Glavin, Chairman

W. S. Autrey

R. M. Brown
L. F. Currier

D. J. Bertel

Conference Program

T. L. Fuller, Chairman

L. A. Durham, Jr.

John Fox

G. A. Van de Water

William Glavin

Advertising (special)

J. W. Brent, Chairman

R. M. Brown
L. F. Currier

J. A. Barnes

D. J. Bertel

MEMBERSHIP

As mentioned above, total membership has reached its highest level to date.

But this should not mean that AREA members can relax their efforts to interest

their friends and associates both inside and outside the railroad industry, and allied

to it, in AREA membership. Approximately 250 new members are needed each

year simply to overcome normal attrition. A wide range of people are qualified for

AREA membership and would benefit by it, as would the Association. These

qualifications are given in Article II, Sections A, B, E and F of the AREA Consti-

tution. Your help is earnestly solicited in this vital area of Association efforts.

Membership

1976

Membership as of January 1

New Members during year 252

Reinstatements during year 6

Gain or Loss in Junior Members + 3

Deceased during year 37

Resigned during year 28

Dropped during year 101

Net Gain or Loss + 95

mbership Years
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MEMBERSHn» Classification by Yeabs

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Life 443 451 460 481 473 474 492 515

Member . .

.

2579 2502 2549 2492 2500 2509 2583 2625

Associate ... 257 244 247 232 238 241 248 260

Junior 62 67 96 105 111 93 89 93

Honorar>' . . 6 6 6 5

Totals 3341 3264 3352 3310 3328 3323 3418 3498

Deaths During 1977 Association Year

From March 31, 1977, to March 22, 1978, notice was received at Association

Headquarters of the deaths of 27 members, 8 fewer than the previous Association

year.

Three of the deceased were past presidents of the Association—C. H. Mottier

(M '19), retired vice president, iHinois Central Railroad; C. J. Geyer (M '21), re-

tired vice president, construction and maintenance, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway;

and Ray McBrian (M '35), retired director of research, Denver & Rio Grande

Western Raihoad. Messrs. Mottier and Geyer were also Honorary Members of tlie

AREA. Memoirs in honor of Messrs. Mottier and McBrian are published elsewhere

in this issue of the Bulletin. Data for a memoir in honor of Mr. Geyer were not

available as this issue of the Bulletin went to press.

Another of the deceased was a past director of the Association—L. D. Free-

man, who was associated with Speno Rail Services, Inc., at the time of his death.

Mr. Freeman was a director in 1971, at which time he was chief maintenance of

way officer of the Reading Company.
A number of other deceased members are worthy of note, either for the

prominent positions they had attained or for the many years they had devoted to

committee service. They are: C, S. Burt (M '26, L '61), retired assistant to vice

president purchases and stores, Illinois Central Railroad, member of former Com-
mittee 17—Wood Preservation, 1927-1960, being chairman 1946-1948, and mem-
ber of former Committee 3—Ties, 1949-1960, continuing as a member of Committee
•3—Ties and Wood Preservation after Committee 17 was consolidated therewith,

1961 until the time of his death, having been elected Member Emeritus in 1968;

W. E. Cornell (M '35, L '65), retired engineer of track. New York, Chicago & St.

Louis Railroad, past chairman, long-time member and Member Emeritus of Com-
mittee 5—Track; F. H. Cramer (M '41, L '55), retired bridge engineer, Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy Railroad, member of Committee 7—Timber Structures, 1926
until his death, having been elected Member Emeritus in 1958; C. E. Ekberg
(M '21, L '60), retired bridge engineer. Northern Pacific Railway, member of

Committee 15—Steel Structures, 1947-1966.

ACTIVITIES OF TECHNICAL COMMIUEES

Assignments

During 1977, the 20 technical committees of the Association worked on 152
assignments, 13 of which were new.

AREA committee work is directed toward the preparation of reports for infor-

mation, toward revising material appearing in the AREA Manual for Railway Engi-
neering and the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans, and toward carrying our special

projects related to their assignments.

Rill. HHH
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The 1977 statistics show that our 20 standing committees produced one or

more information reports on 40 of their 152 assignments (not including Assign-

ment A). In addition, the standing committees submitted 13 reports containing

Manual recommendations, 10 of which were published in Part 1 of the November-

December 1977 Bulletin and three in the January-February 1978 Bulletin. Further-

more, most committees presented brief status statements with respect to assignments

on which they made no formal report.

During 1978 the technical committees as a whole will work on 150 assign-

ments, 15 of them new.

Classification of Material

The work of AREA committees during 1977 was so diversified that, as in

other years, it is impossible to do other than refer to it in general terms in a report

such as this. However, the following is a general categorical classification of the

results of this work as published in the technical Bulletins of the Association.

Recommendations pertaining to the development or revision of 15 different

specifications and recommended practices for inclusion in the AREA Manual, and

the revision of 29 plans in the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans; 15 reports on current

developments in engineering practice and design; 2 reports on current developments

in systems engineering and data processing; 5 reports dealing with pollution con-

trol; 3 economic and analytical studies; 1 report on the recruiting and training of

employees; 3 reports on relations with public authorities; 3 reports dealing with

statistics; and 2 bibliographies.

Committee work affecting the AREA Manual included the presentation of 1

specification for adoption; the revision of 2 specifications; the presentation of 7

recommended practices for adoption; the revision or rewriting of 2 recommended

practices; and the presentation of 3 tentative recommended practices.

Discussion Section

During the 1977 Association year, subcommittee reports, papers and addresses

published in the technical issues of the Bulletin were again advertised as open for

discussion.

Personnel of Committees

At the beginning of the 1977 Association year 1095 members were assigned

to 1190 places on the Association's 20 technical committees. This compares with

1067 members assigned to 1162 places at the beginning of the previous year. In

addition, 11 members were assigned to the Special Committee on Concrete Ties.

AREA committees again were limited to a maximum membership of 70 and to

the number from each railroad depending on the total number of AREA members
on the railroad.

In the 1977 Handbook of Committee Activity the names of committee chair-

men, vice chairmen, secretaries and subcommittee chairmen were again shown in

boldface type at the head of each committee roster.

The number of members so far assigned to committees for 1978 (as of March
1) is higher than a year ago; specifically 1115 members assigned to 1209 places.

Committee Meetings

To progress work on their assignments, the 20 standing AREA technical com-
mittees held a total of 41 meetings during the 1977 Association year, one fewer than

the previous year. As is usually the case, the majority of these meetings were held

at Chicago or at points central to the largest number of committee members. The
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exceptions were scheduled to permit inspections of faciUties, operations or projects

which could be seen only by going to those points.

Of the 41 meetings held during the 1977 Association year, 11 were held at

Chicago, 7 at Pueblo Colo., 4 at New Orleans, La., 4 at Louisville, Ky., 2 at Mont-

gomery, Ala., and 13 at as many other cities.

The number of meetings held during the year by each committee was dictated

by the scope of their work and other considerations. Accordingly, 6 committees

each held 3 meetings, 9 committees each held 2 meetings, and 5 committees each

held 1 meeting.

ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS

In 1977 the AREA Bulletin was again published on tlie scheduled five-time

basis. The Bulletins in Proceedings Volume 79, 1978, will be Nos. 664, September-

October 1977; 665, November-December 1977; 666, January-February 1978; and

668, June-July 1978. Bulletin 667 is the blue-covered April-May Directory Issue,

which is not a part of the Annual Proceedings of the Association.

The 1977 Handbook of Committee Activity was published in May and dis-

tributed to all committee members at that time.

The Manual recommendations of committees as published in Part 1 of Bulletins

660, November-December 1976, and 665, November-December 1977, were ap-

proved by the Board of Direction. The approved material will be issued in the

1977-1978 Manual Supplement. Included in the Supplement will be the new Specifi-

cations for Concrete Ties on which work has been in progress for several years.

No Supplement to the AREA Portfolio of Trackwork Plans was issued in 1977.

The Volume 78 ( 1977 ) Bulletin Binder has been made available to members

at the price of $5.50. Each of these hard-cover book-type binders is designed to

house all the Bulletins in a publication year, which starts with the September-

October issue and ends with the June-July issue, with the exception of tlie blue-

covered April-May Directory issue which is not punched for binding.

The June-July 1977 Bulletin contained all material presented at the March

1977 Technical Conference having technical and historic interest—the president's

address, reports of the executive director and treasurer, special features and com-

mittee reports not previously published in the committee report Bulletins.

LOOKING AHEAD

The next Annual Technical Conference of the AREA will be held at the Palmer

House, Chicago, March 26-28, 1979.

The next Regional Meeting has been scheduled for Thursday, October 12, 1978,

at the Downtown Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn. Arrangements and planning

for the meeting are under the direction of AREA Past President D. V. Sartore,

chief engineer—design, Burlington Northern, Inc. In 1979 tlie Regional Meeting

will be held on October 11 at the Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.

.\s mentioned, our membership level is the highest e\er and our financial

situation has been strengthened—the Association is still going strong. Keeping it

that way will require that the Association accomplish its professional responsibilities

in behalf of the engineering profession and the railroad industry expeditiously and

efficiendy. and this it can do with the active support of its officers, directors and

members and all railroad engineering and maintenance officers.

Respectfully submitted,

E.4RL W. HODCKINS,

Executicc Director and Secretary
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j!iecea£(eb Mtmbtxi

R. M. Baldock (M '40, L '67)

Retired Welding Engineer, Norfolk & Western Railway, Roanoke. \'a.

B. C. Bellamy (M '38, L '67)

Box 1039, Laramie Wyo.

C. S. Burt (M '26, L '61)

Retired Assistant to Vice President Purchases and Stores, Illinois Central Railroad, Memphis, Tenn.

W. E. Cornell (M '35, L '65)

Retired Engineer of Track, New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad, Rcicky River, Ohi

F. H. Cramer (M '41, L '5S)
Retired Bridge Engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, Chicago, III.

C. E. Ekberg (M '21, L '60)

Retired Bridge Engineer, Northern Pacific Railway, Minneapolis, Minn.

D. A. Eraser (M '56)

Regional Assistant Engineer, Canadian Pacific Ltd., Winnipeg. Canada

L. D. Freeman (M '48, A '71)

Speno Rail Services, Inc., East Syracuse, N. Y.

W. E. Gardner (M '30, L '63)

Retired Budget Engineer, Wabash Railroad, Camden, Ind.

C. J. Geyer (M '21) Past President, Honorary Member
Retired Vice President, Construction and Maintenance, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway. Richmond. Va.

J. N. Grim (M '27, L '58)

Retired Assistant District Engineer, New York Central System, Unadilla. N. V.

L. S. Jeffords (M '62)

Retired Vice President Operations, Atlantic Coast Line Railroad, Jacksonville. Fla.

J. H. Kelly (M '27, L '56)

Retired Assistant Engineer, Maintenance of Way System, New Y^ork Central System, Owings Mills, Md.

T. C. Main (M '37, L '63)

Retired Engineering Consultant, Ottawa, Canada

Ray McBrmn (M '35)

Retired Director of Research, Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad

R. G. McConnell (M '72)

Senior Draftsman, Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha, Neb.

C. E. McEntee (M '53)

Engineer Maintenance of Way, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway, Joliet, 111.

S. T. Montgomery (A '60, M '67)

Superintendent, Yard and Transportation Department, U. S. Steel Corp., Clairton, Pa.

C. H. MOTTIER (M '19)

Retired Vice President, Illinois Central Railroad

H. G. Morgan (M '24, L '53)

Retired Signal Engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, Freeport, 111.

N. C. Newton, Jr. (M '60)

Regional Engineer, Amtrak, Spring Lake, N. J.

J. J. O'HaR-A (M '66)

Assistant Engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee, St Paul & Pacific Railroad, Chicago, 111.

P. W. Peterson (M' 67)
Architectural Supervisor, Burlington Northern, Inc., St. Paul, Minn.
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H. J. VVhitacre (M '69)
Chairman of the Board, Whitacre Engineers, Inc., Tacoma, Wash.

Alfred VVisman (M '60)
Vice President, Railcon Corp., South Plainfield, N. J

H. W. Williams (M '21, L 'SO)
Ketired Division Master Mechanic, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad, Des Moines, Wash.

William Wver (M '40, L '70)
Wyer, Dick & Co., (Retired), Locust, N. J.
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Report of the Treasurer

To THE Members: December 31, 1977

For the year of 1976, I reported that our actual receipts fell $9,740 short of

expenditures and that this led to the increase in annual dues from $20 to $25

effective January 1, 1977. I am now pleased to report that the dues increase per-

mitted us to avoid a deficit in 1977 even though the manual sales were $22,382

under the forecasted amount.

Actual receipts amounted to $187,239 as compared with estimated receipts of

$205,200. However, our actual expenditures were well under the budget of $200,450;

primarily due to less printing being done than estimated and vacancies in Earl

Hodgkin's staff.

I hasten to point out that the situation of a large excess of receipts over ex-

penditures will not continue in 1978 because it will be necessary to replenish our

supply of manual hinders at an estimated cost of $18,000 and we are actively

working on filling the staff vacancies mentioned.

The detailed statement of Receipts and Disbursements is published elsewhere in

this bulletin.

A. B. HU.LMAJV, Jk.

Treamirer

May 8, 1978

Board of Direction

American Railway Engineering .Association

We have examined the balance sheet of .American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation as of December 31, 1977 and the related statement of income and expenses

for the year then ended. Our examination was made in accordance with generally

accepted auditing standards and accordingly included such tests of the accounting

records and other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the

circumstances.

Since the statements for the prior year were not audited and did not cover

a comparable period, comparative statements are not available.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet as of Decemebr 31, 1977

fairly presents the financial condition of American Railway Engineering Association

in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

Federal Form 990 was prepared in conformity with this report.

Inventory values were reviewed and appear reasonable and consistent with

prior reports.

O'Neill & Gaspahdo

Certified Public Accountants

495
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BALANCE SHEET

DECEMBER 31, 1977
ASSETS
Current Assets

Cash in Northern Trust Co.—Checking $ 28,479.06

Cash in Northern Trust Co.—Savings 82,762.35

Petty Cash 50.00

Investment—U.S. Treasury Bonds 28,000.00

Investment—U.S. A. Treasury Bonds 4.000.00

Accounts Receivable—Dues 48.51

Accounts Receivable—Advertising 2,876.15

Inventories 6,720.00

Prepaid Postage 1.115.30

Total Current Assets Sl.54,051.37

Fixed Assets

Furniture and Fixtures S 1,000.00

$155,051.37

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities

Expenses Payable S 721.61

Balance—January 1, 1977 §125,722.95

Net increase of Income over Expenses

year ended December 31. 1977 28.606.81

154,329.76

$155,051.37
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STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1977

RECEIPTS
Dues $76,1 19.56

Student .\ffiliate Fee WH.OO

Publication—Bulletins 10,727.27

Proceedings 4,674.60

Manual 40,618.07

Trackwork Plans 9,766.20

Miscellaneous 978.36

Advertising 8,513.31

Interest 5,267.4

1

Conference 36,7.3.3.39

Miscellaneous Income 727.75

Total Receipts $194,2.33.92

DISBURSEMENTS
Salaries $40,527.71

PavToll Taxes and Fringe Benefits 12,791.26

Retirement Benefits 3,152.28

Travel Expenses 1,982.77

Professor Expen.se 7,068.15

Printing Costs—Bulletins 29,870.86

Proceedings 13,765.59

Manual 14,244.70

Newsletter 1,827.97

Miscellaneous Stationery 6,602.70

Rent 1,140.00

Shipping Costs 10,092.72

Telephone 273.78

Supplies 623.78

Accounting and Auditing 825.00

Conference Costs 18,906.88

Miscellaneous and Extraordinary Expenses 1,930.96

Total Expenses 165,627.11

NET RECEIPTS FOR PERIOD $ 28,606.81
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
FOR THE LAST 20 YEARS

Receipts

1958 $ 81,454.56

1959 80,407.16

1960 81,138.79

1961 83,461.73

1962 76,097.28

1963 73,653.48

1964 74,834.81

1965 81,336.73

1966 84,590.91

1967 78,724.17

1968 97,639.94

1969 109,893.16

1970 113,245.85

1971 113,756.51

1972 128,208.01

1973 110,193.20

1974 112,549.90

1975 138,431.66

1976 161,470.09

1977 194,233.92
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American Railway Engineering

Association

CONSTITUTION
Revised to January 1, 1977

Article I

Name, Object and Location

1. Name
The name of this Association shall be the AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING

ASSOCIATION.

2. Object

The object of the Association shall be the advancement of knowledge periaiiuiig

to the scientific and economic location, construction, operation and maintenance of

railways.

3. Means to be Used

The means to be used for this purpose shall be:

(a) The investigation of matters pertaining to the object of the Association through

Study and Research Committees.

(b) Meeting for the presentation and discussion of papers, and for action on the

recommendations of committees.

(c) The publication of papers, reports and discussions.

4. Conclusions

The conclusions adopted by the Association shall be recommendatory.

5. Location

The office of the Association shall be located in Chicago, 111.

Article II

Membership

1. Classes

The membership of this Association shall be divided into five classes: Members,
Life Members, Honorary Members, Associates and Junior Members.

2. Qualifications

A. General

(a) An applicant to be eligible for membership in any class other than that of

Junior Member shall be not less than 25 years of age.

501
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(b) To be eligible for membership in any class, or for retention of membership as a

Member, an Associate or a Junior Member, a person shall not be engaged directly or

primarily in the sale to the railways of appliances, supplies, patents or patented services.

(c) The right to membership shall not be terminated by retirement from active

service.

(d) In determining the ehgibility for membership in any class, graduation in engineer-

ing from a school of recognized standing shall be considered as equivalent to three years

of active practice, and satisfactory completion of each year of work in such school,

without graduation, shall be considered as equivalent to one-half year of active practice.

(e) In determining the eligibility for Member under Section B (a) of this Article.

each year of practical experience in engineering, or in science related thereof, prior to

employment on a railway, if such experience were of the same specialized character as

the current work of the applicant, shall be considered as equivalent to one year of

railway service.

B. Member

A Member shall be:

(a) A railway engineer or officer who has had not less than five years' experience

in the location, construction, operation or maintenance of railways and who is employed

by a common-carrier railway corporation, by an approved association of railroads or

railway engineers or officers, or by a non-common-carrier railway if primary duties

consist entirely or primarily of the location, construction, operation or maintenance of

a railway plant and facilities.

(b) A dean, professor, assistant professor, or equivalent in engineering in a university

or college of recognized standing, or an instructor or equivalent in such university or

college, who, with an engineering degree, has had at least two years' experience in

teaching engineering.

(c) An engineer or member of a public board, commission or other official agency

who, in the discharge of regular duties, deals with railway problems.

(d) An editor of a trade or technical magazine who, in the discharge of regular

duties, deals with railway problems, and who has had the equivalent of five years'

engineering or railway experience.

(e) A consulting engineer or contractor, or an engineer in their employ, engaged in

the engineering, construction and maintenance of railroad-related facilities or an engineer

employed by a technical service or research and development organization who has had

the equivalent of five years' engineering experience.

(f) An officer or engineer of an engineering or scientific society or association

whose aims and objectives are compatible with the aims and objectives of this

association.

C. Lite Member

A Life Member shall be a Past President of the Association who has been retired

under a recognized retirement plan, or a Member or an Associate who has paid dues

for 35 years or who has been retired under a recognized retirement plan and has paid

dues for not less than 25 years.

D. Honorary Member

(a) An Honorary Member shall be a person of acknowledged eminence in railways

enjiineering or management

(b) The number of Honorary Members shaU be limited to ten.
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E. Associate

An Associate shall be:

(a) A member of a railway supply company or association who meets the qualifica-

tions of Section 2, Paragraph A (a) and (b).

(b) A person qualified by training and experience to cooperate with Members in the

object of this Association, but who is not qualified to become a Member.

F. Junior Member

(a) A Junior Member shall be not less than 21 years of age, shall have had not

less than three years' experience in the location, construction, operation or maintenance

of railways, and shall be an employee of a railway corporation, or one of the organiza-

tions or institutions listed under Section B of this Article, or a railway supply company

if qualified under Section 2, Paragraph A (b) of this Article.

(b) Membership in this classification in the Association shall terminate at the end

of the calendar year in which individual becomes 30 years of age.

(c) A Junior Member may make application for membership in another grade at

any lime when eligible to do so.

3. Transfers

The Board of Direction shall transfer from one class of membership to another,

or may remove from membership, any person whose qualifications so change as to

warrant such action.

4. Rights

(a) Members, and Life Members who were formerly Members, shall have all the

rights and privileges of the Association. Life Members who were formerly Associates

shall continue to have all the rights and privileges of Associates.

(b) Honorary Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the Association

except those of holding elective office, provided, however, that Members or Life Members
who are elected Honorary Members shall retain all the rights and privileges of the

Association.

(c) Associates and Junior Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the

Association except those of voting and holding elective office.

Article III

Admission, Resignation, Expitlsion and Reinstatement

1. Charter Membership

The Charter Membership of this Association consisted of all persons elected to

membership before March IS, 1900.

2. Application for Membership

(a) A person desirous of membership in this Association shall make application

upon the form provided by the Board of Direction. In the event that Junior Membership

is desired, the applicant shall so state.

(b') The applicant shall give the names of at least three Members of this Asso-

ciation to whom personally known. Each of these Members shall be requested to certify

to a personal knowledge of the applicant with an opinion of the applicant's qualifications

for membership.

Bui. 6<;8
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(c) If an applicant is not personally known to as many as three Members of this

Association, the names of well-known persons engaged in railway or allied professional

work to whom the applicant is personally known shall be substituted, as necessary, to

provide a total of at least three references. Each of these persons shall be requested

to certify to a personal knowledge of the applicant, with an opinion of the applicant's

qualifications for membership.

(d) No further action shall be taken upon the application until replies have been

received from at least three of the persons named by the applicant as references.

3. Election to Membership

(a) Upon completion of the application in accordance with Section 2 of ihis Article

the Board of Direction through its Membership Committee shall consider the application

and make such investigation as it may consider desirable or necessary.

(b) Upon completion of such consideration and investigation, each member of the

Board of Direction shall be supplied with the required information, together with the

recommendation of the Membership Committee as to the class of membership, if any,

to which the applicant is eligible, and the admission of the applicant shall be canvassed by

ballot among the members of the Board of Direction.

(c) In the event that an application has been made under the provisions of Section

2, Paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Article, a two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire

Board of Direction shall be required for election.

(d) In the event that an application has been made under the provision of Section

2, Paragraphs (a) and (c) of the Article, a unanimous affirmative vote of the entire

Board of Direction shall be required for election.

4. Subscription to the Constitution

An applicant for any class of membership in this Association shall declare willing-

ness to abide by the Constitution of the Association in the application for membership.

5. Honorary Member

A proposal for Honorary Membership shall be endorsed by ten or more Members

of the Association and a copy furnished each member of the Board of Direction. The

nominee shall be declared an Honorary Member upon receiving a unanimous vote of the

entire Board of Direction.

6. Resignation

The Board of Direction shall accept the resignation, tendered in writing, of any

person holding membership in the Association whose obligations to the Association have

been fulfilled.

7. Expulsion

Charges of misconduct on the part of anyone holding membership in this Association,

if in writing and signed by ten or more Members, may be submitted to the Board of

Direction for examination and action. If, in the opinion of the Board action is war-

ranted, the person complained of shall be served with a copy of such charges and shall

be given an opportunity to answer them to the Board of Direction. After such oppor-

tunity has been given, the Board of Direction shall take final action. A two-thirds

affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction shall be reauired for expulsion.
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8. Reinstatement

(a) A person having been a Member, an Associate or a Junior Member of this

Association and having resigned such membership while in good standing may be

reinstated by a two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction.

(b) A person having been a Member, an Associate or a Junior Member of this

Association and having forfeited membership under the provisions of Article IV, Section

3, may, upon such conditions as may be fixed by the Board, be reinstated by a two-thirds

affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction.

Article IV

Dues

1. Entrance Fee

(a) An entrance fee of $10 shall be payable to the Association with each application

for membership other than Junior Membership. This sum shall be returned to an applicant

not elected.

(b) An entrance fee of $5 shall be payable to the Association with each application

for Junior Member, which sum shall be returned to an applicant not elected. When a

Junior Member transfers to the Member or Associate Member class the previously paid

$5 entrance fee shall be credited towards the entrance fee for the class to which trans-

ferring. However, the Junior Member entrance fee shall not be returnable should the

individual resign from the Association or allow membership to lapse. Neither shall

it be applicable to the dues for any year.

2. Annual Dues

(a) The annual dues for each Member and each Associate shall be $25.

(b) The annual dues for each Junior Member shall be $10.

(c) Life Members and Honorary Members shall be exempt from the payment of

dues. Life Members desiring to continue to receive the Bulletins and Proceedings of the

Association may do so by paying a subscription fee prescribed by the Board of Direction.

3. Arrears

A person whose dues are not paid before April 1 of the current year shall be notified

by the Executive Officer-Secretary. If the dues are still unpaid on July 1, further notice

shall be given, informing the person that be or she is not in good standing in the

Association. If the dues remain unpaid by October 1, the person shall be notified that

he or she will no longer receive the publications of the Association. If the dues are not

paid by December 31, the person shall forfeit membership without further action or

notice, except as provided for in Section 4 of this Article,

4. Remission of Dues

The Board of Direction may extend the time of payment of dues, and may remit

the dues of any Member, Associate or Junior Member who, for good reason, is unable

to pay them.

Article V

Officers

1. Officers

(a) The officers of the Association shall be a President, two Vice Presidents,

two Past Presidents, twelve Directors, an Executive Officer-Secretary, and a Treasurer.
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(b) The President, the Vice Presidents, the Directors and the two Past Presidents

on the Board of Direction shall be Members and shall act as the trustees and have (he

custody of all property belonging to the Association.

(c) The Executive Officer-Secretary and the Treasurer shall be appointed by the

Board of Direction.

2. Term of Office

The term of office of the President shall be one year, of the Vice Presidents two

years and of the Directors three years. The term of each shall begin at the close of

the annual technical conference at which elected and continue until a successor is

qualified. All other officers and employees shall hold office or position at the pleasure

of the Board of Direction.

3. Officers Elected Annually

(a) There shall be elected prior to or at each annual technical conference a Presi-

dent, one Vice President and four Directors.

(b) The candidates for President and for Vice President shall be selected from

the members or past members of the Board of Direction.

4. Conditions of Re-election of Officers

A President shall be ineligible for re-election, except as provided for in Section S (e)

of this Article. Vice Presidents and Directors shall be ineligible for re-election to the same

office, except as provided for in Section 5 (e) of this Article, until, at least one full

term has elapsed after the end of their respective terms.

5. Vacancies in Offices

(a) If a vacancy should occur in the office of President, as set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the senior Vice President shall immediately and automatically become

President for the unexpired term.

(b) If a vacancy should occur in the office of the senior Vice President, due to

advancement under Section 5 (a) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the junior Vice President shall automatically become senior Vice President

for the unexpired term.

(c) If a vacancy should occur in the office of the junior Vice President, due to

advancement under Section S (b) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the Board of Direction shall by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of its

entire membership, select a junior Vice President from the members or past members

of the Board of Direction

(d) A vacancy in the office of Director, due to advancement of a Director to junior

Vice President under Section 5 (c) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, shall be filled by the Board of Direction by the affirmative vote of

two-thirds of its entire membership,

(e) An incumbent in any office for an unexpired term shall be eligible for re-election

to the office held; provided, however, that anyone selected to fill a vacancy as Director

shall be eligible for election to that office, excepting that such appointee filling out an

unexpired term of two years or more shall be considered as coming within the provisions

of Section 4 of this Article.
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5. Vacation of Office

(a) In the event of the death of an elected officer, or resignation from office, or

if the officer should cease to be a Member of the Association as provided in Section 2

(B), Article II; Section 6 or 7, Article III; or Section 3, Article IV, the office shall he

considered as vacated

(b) In the event of the disability of an officer or neglect in the pertoimance of duty

bv an officer, the Board ol Direction, by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of its entire

membership shall have the power to declare the office vacant.

Article VI

Nomination and Election of Officers

1. Nominating Committee

(a) There shall be a Nominating Committee composed of the five latest livinK Past

Presidents of the Association, who are Members, and five Members who are not

officers.

(b) The five Members who are not Past Presidents shall be elected annually for a

term of one year, when the officers of the Association are elected.

(c) The senior Past President who is a member of the committee shall be the

chairman of the committee. In the absence of the senior Past President from a meeting

of the committee the Past President next in seniority present shall act as chairman

(d) If one or more Past Presidents are unable to act as members of the committee

through disability, the President shall have the authority to appoint an equivalent num-

ber of eligible next senior Past Presidents to the committee as ordinary members.

(e) If one or more elected members of the committee are unable to act, through

death or disability, the President shall have the authority to appoint as replacements an

equivalent number of the senior unsuccessful candidates for election to the committee.

2. Method of Nominating

(a) At least three months prior to the annual technical conference, the Chairman

shall call a meeting of the committee at a convenient place, at which nominees for the

.several elective offices shall be selected as follows:

Number of Candi-
Number of Candi- dates to be

dates to be named elected at the

by the Nominating Annual Election

Office to be Filled Committee of Officers

President 1 1

Vice President 1 1

Directors 8 4

Nominating Committee 10 S

(b) The nominations for Director shall maintain the territorial balance prescribed

in Article VII, Section 1, Paragraph (b), to the maximum extent practicable. In this

connection, the nominations for Director shall be predicated, insofar as practicable, on

the following three-year repeating pattern of Director positions to ensure adequate

territorial distribution:
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First Year Second Year Third Year

East—

2

East—

1

East—

1

South—

1

West—

2

South—

1

West—

1

Canada—

1

West—

2

Nominations in any one year shall be double the number of positions available for

each district that year, with the nominations listed separately by districts.

(c) The elected members of the Nominating Committee each year shall include

one from each district represented on the Board of Direction and one at-large member.

Nominations in any year shall be double the number of positions available for each

district, with the nominations listed separately by districts.

(d) The Chairman of the Nominating Committee shall send the names of the

nominees to the President and Executive Officer-Secretary within IS days after the

meeting of the Nominating Committee, and the Executive Officer-Secretary shall report

the names of these nominees to the members of the Association not less than 60 days

prior to the annual technical conference.

(e) At any time prior to 30 days before the annual meeting of the Nominating Com-

mittee, any ten or more Members may send to the Executive Officer-Secretary nomina-

tions for any elective office for the ensuing year for consideration by the Nominating

Committee, signed by such Members

(f) If any person nominated shall be found by the Board of Direction to be

ineligible for the office for which nominated, or should a nominee decline such nomina-

tion, the name shall be withdrawn. The Board of Direction may fill any vacancies that

may occur in the list of nominees up to the time the ballots are sent out.

3. Ballots Issued

Not less than 60 days prior to each annual technical conference, the Executive

Officer-Secretary shall issue a ballot to each voting Member of record who has paid

dues to or beyond December 31 of the previous year, listing by districts the several

candidates to be voted upon. When there is more than one candidate for any office,

the names shall be arranged on the ballot in the order within each district that shall

be determined by lot by the Nominating Committee. The ballot shall be accompanied

by a statement giving for each candidate his or her record of membership and activities

in the Association.

4. Substitution of Names
Members may remove names from the printed ballot list and may substitute the name

or names of any other person or persons eligible for any office, but the number of names

voted for each office on the ballot must not exceed the number to be elected at that

time to such office.

5. Ballots

(a) Ballots shall be placed in an envelope, sealed and endorsed with the name of

the voter, and mailed to or deposited with the Executive Officer-Secretary at any time

previous to the closure of the pollsw

(b) A voter may have the privilege of withdrawing his ballot, for the purposes

of casting another, or otherwise, at any time up to ten working days prior to the

closure of the poUs. After that date, no ballot shall be subject to withdrawal or

revision.

(c) Ballots received in unendorsed envelopes, or from persons not qualified to vote,

shall not be counted.
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(d) The ballots and envelopes shall be preserved for not less than ten days after

the vote is canvassed.

6. Closure of Polls

The polls shall be closed at 12 o'clock noon at least 30 days, but not more than

45 days, prior to the first day of the annual technical conference. The ballots shall be

counted soon thereafter by tellers appointed by the President of the Association.

7. Election

(a) The persons who shall receive the highest number of votes for the offices for

which they are candidates shall be declared elected.

(b) In case of a tie between two or more candidates for the same office, the

Members present at the annual technical conference shall elect the officer by ballot from

the candidates so tied

(c) The presiding officer shall announce at the annual technical conference the

names of the officers elected in accordance with this Article.

Article VII

Management

1. Board of Direction

(a) The Board of Direction shall be the governing body of the Association and

shall manage the affairs of the Association in accordance with the Constitution of

the Association, and shall have full power to control and regulate all matters not other-

wise provided for in the Constitution. It shall be composed of seventeen Members of

the Association, and shall include the President and two Vice Presidents of the Asso-

ciation, the two living junior Past Presidents, and twelve elected Directors. The nomina-

tion and election of the Officers and Directors shall be in accordance with the procedures

set forth in Article VI herein.

(b) Furthermore, the membership shall, insofar as possible, include proportional

representation from the territorial divisions contained in the "List of Principal Railroads

Showing Allocation to Geographical Groups" (published in the current issue of The

Official Railway Equipment Register).

Accordingly, the twelve Directors shall be elected in accordance with Article VI,

Section 2, to fit, insofar as possible, the following general plan for territorial

representation:

Four from the Eastern District; two from the Southern District; five from the

Western District, including the Northwestern, Central Western and Southwestern Dis-

tricts; and one from Canada.

(c) The President and two Vice Presidents of the Association and the two Past

Presidents on the Board of Direction shall be at-large members of the Board.

(d) Vacancies occurring in Director positions prior to normal expiration of term

of office shall be filled by the Board, insofar as possible, from the district represented

by the previous incumbent

(e) The Board of Direction shall meet within thirty days after each annual tech-

nical conference, and at such other times as the President may direct. Special meetings

shall be called on request, in writing, of five members of the Board of Direction.

(f) Seven members of the Board of Direction shall constitute a quorum.
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2. Executive Committee

(a) An Executive Committee of the Board of Direction shall be constituted

annually and shall consist of the President and two Vice Presidents of the Association

and the two Past Presidents on the Board of Direction. The Executive Committee shall

be subject to confirmation of the Board of Direction each year at the first meeting of

the Board following the Convention. The President of the Association shall he the

chairman of the Executive Committee.

(b) The Executive Committee shall possess and may exercise during intervals

between meetings of the Board, all of the powers of the Board on matters which in the

judgment of a majority of the Executive Committee cannot properly be delayed until

the next meeting of the Board. Actions of the Executive Committee shall be authorized

by a concurring majority of its full membership and shall be reported lo the Board of

Direction at its next meeting,

(c) The Executive Committee may be dissolved at any time by action of a majority

of the full membership of the Board of Direction. Following such dissolution, the Execu-

tive Committee may be re-created with personnel different than prescribed in Paragraph

(a) herein at any time prior to the annual technical conference by action of a majority

of the full membership of the Board. However, if the Executive Committee is not

re-created prior to the next annual technical conference it automatically shall come

under the provision of Paragraph (a) herein unless the Board of Direction decrees

otherwise.

3. President

The President shall have general supervision of the affairs of the As.sociation, shall

preside at meetings of the Association, the Board of Direction and the Executive Com-
mittee of the Board of Direction, and, by virtue of his office, shall he a member of all

committees, except the Nominating Committee.

4. Vice Presidents

The Vice Presidents, in order of seniority, shall preside at meetings in the absence

of the President.

5. Treasurer

The Treasurer shall pay all bills of the Association when properly certified by the

Executive Officer-Secretary and approved by the Finance Committee. He shall make
an annual report as to the financial condition of the Association and such other reports

as may be called for by the Board of Direction.

6. Executive Officer-Secretary

The Executive Officer-Secretary of the Association shall be appointed by the Board

of Direction to manage the affairs of the Association under the direction of the Presi-

dent and the Board of Direction. This officer shall use the title "Executive Director,'

or such other title as the Board of Direction may direct, except that on legal papers or

on other documents, at his or her discretion, the title "Secretary" shall be used. This

officer shall serve as secretary of the Board of Direction and of the Executive Committee

of the Board of Direction.

The Executive Officer-Secretary shall attend the meetings of the Association, the

Board of Direction, and the Executive Committee of the Board of Direction, prepare

the business therefor, and record the proceedings thereof. Furthermore, this officer shall

see that all money due the Association is collected, is credited to the proper accounts,

and is deposited in the designated depository of the Association, with receipt to the
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Treasurer therefor. This officer shall personally certify to the accuracy of all bills and

vouchers on which money is to be paid. In addition, shall invest all funds of the Asso-

ciation not needed for current disbursements, as shall be recommended by the Finance

Committee of the Board of Direction and approved by the Board of Direction, with

notification to the Treasurer of such investments.

The Executive Officer-Secretary shall be responsible for the handling of the cor-

respondence of the Association, shall make an annual report to the Association, shall

have direct charge of the property and quarters of the Association, shall direct the work
of the secretaries, assistant secretaries and other employees of the Association, and shall

perform such other duties as the Board of Direction may prescribe.

7. Auditing of Accounts

The financial accounts of the Association shall be audited annually by an accountant

or accountants approved by and under the direction of the Finance Committee.

8. Administrative Committees

At the first meeting of the Board of Direction after the annual technical conference,

the following Administrative Committees, each consisting of not less than three members,

shall be appointed by the President. The personnel of these committees shall be subject

to approval by the Board of Direction.

Finance

Membership

Publications

Research

Technical Activity

Conference Program

Other special Administrative Committees may be appointed by the President at

any time, and reappointed annually, if necessary, their personnel being subject to

approval by the Board of Direction.

Membership on Administrative Committees shall be restricted to members of the

Board of Direction, except that one or two members of the Administrative Committee

on Research may be past members of the Board of Direction.

9. Study and Research Committees

The Board of Direction may establish continuing or special Study and Research

Committees to investigate, consider, and report upon subjects appropriate to the object

of the Association, as set forth in Art. I.

10. Duties of Administrative Committees

(a) Finance

The Finance Committee shall have immediate supervision of the accounts and
financial affairs of the Association; shall approve all bills before payment, and shall

make recommendations to the Board of Direction as to the investment of funds and
other financial matters. The Finance Committee shall not have the power to incur

debts or other obligations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment ef money
other than the amounts necessary to meet ordinary current expenses of the Association,

except by authority of the Board of Direction.

(b) Membership

The Membership Committee shall investigate applicants for membership and shall

make recommendations to the Board of Direction with reference thereto.
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(c) Publications

The Publications Committee shall have general supervision over the publications

of the Association, including the Manual and the Portfolio. The Publications Commit-

tee shall not have the power to incur debts or other obligations binding the Associa-

tion, nor authorize the payment of money except by authority of the Board of

Direction.

(d) Research

The Research Committee shall encourage and coordinate the research activities of

the Association, in the course of accomplishment of which it shall review and pass

upon the recommendations of Study and Research Committees for research projects and

shall report thereon to the Board of Direction, recommending for approval specific

projects initiated by these committees or by the Research Committee and recommending

allotments of funds for these projects in the research budget of the Association of

American Railroads or from other sources compatible therewith; shall collaborate closely

with the research staff of the Association of American Railroads and other organiza-

tions; and when called upon by the Vice President—Research or the Vice President

—

Operations and Maintenance of that association, members of the Research Committee

shall engage in the activities of advisory committees or groups of that organization and

shall report from time to time to the Board of Direction on those activities.

(e) Technical Activity

The Technical Activity Committee shall monitor and give direction to the activities

of Association Study and Research Committees, and review the activity of the person-

nel assigned thereto. It shall review and pass upon the recommendations of those com-

mittees for subjects to be investigated, considered, and reported on by those commit-

tees during the ensuing Association year, and shall report thereon to the Board of Direc-

tion for its approval. The Technical Activity Committee shall have authority to assign

additional subjects or change the scope of any existing subjects at any time during the

year, reporting its action thereon to the Board at its next regular meeting.

This Committee also shall review and pass upon applications of members for

appointment to Study and Research Committees, and shall appoint the chairman and

vice chairman of each such committee and make a report thereon to the Board of

Direction for its approval. Should an unexpected vacancy in the chairmanship or vice

chairmanship of any such committee occur, the Technical Activity Committee shall have

authority to fill such vacancy immediately, reporting its action thereon to the Board

at its next regular meeting.

(f) Conference Program

The Conference Program Committee shall develop the program of the annual tech-

nical conference with the assistance of the Study and Research Committees, the Board

of Direction, the Executive Officer-Secretary, and others.

11. Special Committees

The Board of Direction may appoint special committees to examine into and report

upon any subject connected with the objects of this Association.

12. Discussion by Non-Members

The Board of Direction may invite discussions of reports from persons not members

of the Association.

13. Sanction of Act of Board of Direction

An act of the Board of Direction which shall have received the expressed or implied
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sanction of the membership at the next annual technical conference of the Association

shall be deemed to be the act of the Association.

ArUcle VIII

Meetings

1. Annual Technical Conference

(a) The Annual Technical Conference of the Association shall be held in the City

of Chicago, 111., or in such other city as may be determined by the affirmative vote

of two-thirds of the entire membership of the Board of Direction. The technical con-

ference in any year shall be held on dates determined by the affirmative vote of two-

thirds of the entire membership of the Board of Direction.

(b) The Executive Officer-Secretary shall notify all members of the Association

of the time and place of the annual technical conference at least 30 days in advance

thereof.

(c) The order of business at the annual technical conference of the Association

shall be:

Address of the President

Reports of the Executive Officer-Secretary and the Treasurer

Committee and other presentations

Unfinished business

New business

Installation of officers

Adjournment

(d) This order of business may be changed by the presiding officer.

(e) The proceedings shall be governed by "Robert's Rules of Order" except as

otherwise herein provided.

(f) Discussions shall be limited to Members and to those others invited by the

presidins; officer to speak.

2. Special Meetings

Special meetings of the Associations may be called by the Board of Directions on its

own initiative, and may be so called by the Board of Direction upon written request

of 100 Members. The request shall state the purpose of such meeting.

The call for such special meeting shall be issued not less than ten days in advance

of the pro[>osed date of such meeting and shall state the purpose and place of the

meeiinp. No other business shall be taken up at such meeting.

3. Quorum
Twenty-five Members shall constitute a quorum at all meetings of the Association.

Article IX
Amendment

1. Amendment

Amendment of this Constitution may be proposed by written petition signed by

not less than ten Members of the Association, and shall be acted upon in the following

manner:

The proposed amendment shall be presented to the Executive Officer-Secretary who
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shall send a copy to each member of the Board of Direction as soon as received. If a

majority of the entire Board of Direction so votes, the matter shall be submitted to

the voting members of the Association by letter ballot

Amendment to the Constitution also may be proposed by majority affirmative vote

of the entire Board of Direction, and the proposed amendment then submitted to the

voting members of the Association by letter ballot.

Sixty days after the date of issue of the letter ballot, the Board of Direction shall

canvass the ballots which have been received, and if two-thirds of such ballots are in

the affirmative the amendment shall be declared adopted and shall become effective

immediately. The result of the letter ballot shall be announced to members of the

Association.
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HOWARD J. BELLOWS

ESTIMATING CONSULTANT
FOR TRACKWORK

Rai/roods i Rapid Transit Systems

725 DALRYMPLE ROAD
Apt. 2-E

ATLANTA, GA. 30328

404-393-0390

Engineers Architects Planners

Booker Associates, Inc.

1139 Olive St.

St. Louis, Mo. 63101

343 Waller Avenue
Lexington, Ky. 40504

200 Warburton Oaks Dr.

Washington, D.C. 20022



522 Directory of Consulting Engineers

K*^ HARRINGTON & CXDRTELYOU, INC.

Consulting Engineers

1004 Baltimore, Kansas City, Mo. 64105
Telephone: 816-421-8386

RAILWAY AND HIGHWAY

• FIXED AND MOVABLE BRIDGES •

• Condition Inspections
• Investigations & Reports

• Design, Construction Plans
• Contract Documents

• Construction Supervision
• Cost Negotiations

COLDER ASSOCIATES
Consulting Geotechnical Engineers

Specialists in

Soil Mechanics— Foundations

Rock Slope & Tunnel Stability

Construction in Soft Ground

Drainage Design—Landslides

Grade Stability, Subgrade Stabilization

Air Photo Interpretation

10628 N.E. 38th Plate, Kirkland, Seattle, Wash.

5125 Peochtree Road, Atlanta, Georgia

224 We«t 8th Avenue, Vancouver, B.C., Canada

IEC0
RAILROAD

DESIGN & ELECTRIFICATION

Planning • Design

Construction Management

INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING
COMPANY, INC.

220 MONTGOMERY STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94104

BAKKE KOPP BALLOUa McFARLIN.INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Bridges

Special & Heavy Structures

Investigations & Reports

7505 WEST HIGHWAY SEVEN
ST. LOUIS PARK, MINNESOTA 55426

(612)933-8880

WOLCHUK and MAYRBAURl
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

RAILWAY AND HIGHWAY BRIDGES

SPECIAL STRUCTURES

DESIGN—INVESTIGATIONS—REPORTS

432 PARK AVE. S., NEW YORK, NY 10016

(212) 689-0220

THOMAS K. DYER, INC.

Consulting Engineers

Railroads—^Transit Systems

Track, Signals, Structures

InvAsHgolioiu and Feasibility Reports

Planning, Design, Contract Documents

1762 Massachusetts Avenue

Lexington, Moss. 02173



RAIL
GRINDING

Speno rail grinding

is an economical
way to extend track

life. The railroad

industry depends on
Speno rail grinding

to keep rails smooth
and to protect

roadbeds. On new
rail, gnnding
eliminates rolling

and welding

imperfections to

provide a smooth
rail head. Speno
has seven grinding

trains and a mobile
grinding unit in its

Contract Service

Fleet.

mtmtm

For More
Information

Find out how you can get the maximum ton miles out
of your track. Request a copy of the new

Speno Rail Services brochure.

speno Rail Services, Inc.

An Affiliate of Trans Union Corporation

Clark street, Box 309
East Syracuse, New York 13057

lEC-Holden, Ltd.,

8180 Cote de Liesse Road.
Montreal, Canada H4T 1G8

Speno Rail Services, Inc. @



One of 99 TRASCO inert car retarder

s

installed in ttie ConRaH Rutherford class yard
at Harnsborg. Pennsylvania.

AFTER 14 YEARS OF TROUBLE FREE
OPERATION TRASCO AUTONOMIC CAR
RETARDERS STILL ON DUTY 24 HOURS
A DAY

Operating, Signaling, Maintenance of Way ... all

agree on TRASCO car retarders for ail-weather

dependability; simplicity of design and operation;
economy of installation and maintenance.

TRACK SPECIALTIES COMPANY
18 SO. SYLVAN ROAD, P. O. BOX 729
WESTPORT. CONNECTICUT 06860 203-226-3361

YEARS OF RAtLROAO SERVICE






